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PREFACE 

11 is fa t ory history of the ancient literature of India has 
" ' \ 1 I I wen published. The chief difficulty has been the 
111 111111l111'Y· Despite a certain amount of progress in dating 

1111 11 1( lwvis, our would-be historians have so far preferred the 
iltl.ii<IIY method of proceeding by types of literature to 

1 '111•1111�: with the problems of a strictly chronological pre-
111 If 11111 If is useful to have essays on the various types, but 

· tilt 1 ltllll of su h essays is no substitute for a general history 
1 Ill• I·"""'· .Just as the types of literary composition, such as 

I 1h l""''l , <'pie, drama, the novel, have been segregated, so 
111 1 'I'll gt l'alcr degree literature in different languages or 

"'' I I .'nnskrit, " Epic " Sanskrit, Pali, Ardhamagadhi, 
it 1 ,(11, 1\pabhrarpsa and the like, has been rigidly com-

1 11111 111 il ll,t•d in to so many isolated literatures chronologically 
Ill fd•d 

ll1 1 tllllfl:llf mrn l alization has resulted first in the illusion 
I 1111 11 flt'lllj; S('Vl'ral separate literatures, leading to their being 
1111 • t1 111 1 •.lwng and barren insulation from one another, 
111 1 llf1ttl\' l,y rnor recent writers trained in this artificial 
1 Ill  "" 1\ f111f li<'r and subtler distortion of outlook resulting 
111 1111 '"'1:1•'1'•11 eel sludy by dialects and types has been the 

1 'I"' '"" ul .l:di, l i t eratures, without development, without 
11 111 1111 lti•.ltll y, seeming to confirm the original bias against 

'' • il 111\T'.t i1:at ion . The text books of the artificially 
11 I I ill• tl ltl1't ,d lll'l's ·md types harmonize complacently with 

\ 111tl '1t'1 vil1• (for India) illusion of a static or degenerate 

111111 1 fllllllological study of literature is reflected also in 
tllllt ' 11111111 !1111' i1·.il " 11 istories " of Indian philosophy, reli

tlltllli 111'1 tthjt·rl s for which the main sources are literary. 
tl 1 '"I'"' li.IVt' l>cl'n made to trace the actual history of 

1'1ol1\ 111 11! \':tl io11s idr logical and cultural movements, 
111 1111 tll'll'llll' pf onkr in lhe literary sources the writers 

J,, 1 11 1 1  tltll 1•d t 11 a 1 hi ( r:try assumptions as to, for example, 
1111 111 il 11 d 1111' of f{ttddllism. 

f i t s  aims the understanding 
l • hniques of a major and 
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particularly dynamic period in the history of Indian literature . 
Simultaneously, however, it results from our method of study 
(of the development of metres rather than of their mechanical 
classification) that if our understanding is reasonably correct 
we should have succeeded in establishing the relative chrono
logy of a series of texts. The metrical techniques are in them
selves full of interest and delight, moreover in the period studied 
here we see the origins and early development of the splendid 
metrical repertoire familiar in its later flowering to the con
noisseur of the kiivya literature. So far from static was the 
metrics recorded for us in the Pali Canon that we find some of 
its essential techniques continuing to generate new metres 
through many centuries, creating a vital and still popular art 
medium even for Hindi and other modern literatures. It 
follows that the isolated study, even of phases in Indian litera
ture which are really as remote from each other as Pali and 
Hindi, must lose in understanding, much more so those which 
were nearly contemporary though in different dialects .  The 
continually developing art of metrics, beautiful in itself, may 
perhaps play the same part in Indian literary history that 
changing pottery technique plays in archaeology. 

The methods here used in analysing metrical data and 
treating the problems they presented were in great part worked 
out as the research proceeded. The writer cautiously applied 
such scraps of scientific method and such more or less intuitive 
habits of investigation as had come into his possession. He was 
guided by the empiricist outlook that he was studying some 
objective reality whose nature should be presumed unknown 
except in so far as it had been discovered a posteriori. He made 
the further assumption, which is a hypothesis but which 
appears fruitful, that the phenomena under investigation were 
related to one another and also to non-metrical and eventually 
non-literary phenomena : the patterns studied were not chance 
mechanical occurrences, totally (and metaphysically) isolated 
and " different " from one another, but constituted a record of 
change and growth, a continuity in which, however, quite 
" new " phenomena, hardly predictable even from the most 
complete knowledge of what had gone before, appear from time 
to time after what some scientists have called " qualitative " 
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I t 11111S t be strongly insisted that this guiding assump
pt t 11 h ypoth sis, found useful in experience as enabling 

l1o 1'111 •,t•t•rningly significant connections and to suggest 
'l'l•IOJ.Itlws to problems, which may or may not turn out 
' q 1.11 olo· of solving them, it is not an a priori judgment or 
1 1"'"·1'1 ihing any " necessary " framework into which 

1111,111 I 11 for our data. One practical methodological 
" • 'I 11' '11 '· of t his assumption which appears in this book is 

I 1 tl 1 l'lllt·d w rth while to devote more attention to the 
\d1i1 11 h. d newly appeared in a given period, as likely 
' 111m.t fruitful in revealing the characteristics of that 

!Id 1 r face is no place for an elaborate discussion of 
ll11 111 y of s ientific method : the above sketch should 

11111 1 11 l11di ·at the general assumptions underlying this 
1 .t, , 11 i: for t he reader to decide how far they have been 
I I to !111 • 

I l1• \'ll(l'r read various studies by predecessors in the field 
1 "" lt h 111 f.\ ·n ral as well as of Indian metrics in particular. 

loollltd 110 satisfactory general theory of metre which might 
1'1'1 1 tl I o a 11 y poetry. The progress in the Indian field is 

1 tl lu low : it may be noted here, as of general theoretical 
111 r 1 • I, I I lit t t hi progress seems to the writer to be traceable 

1 1 1 1 '•''I in11s ffort from about r87o onwards to understand 
" I 111 111d1 i ·s, based at first on the deliberate and consistent 
pfoll• 11 1 111 of an erroneous general theory ; the criticisms of 
I lit• 111 y wlli h have arisen from practical study have led 
' oltt dly towards a more satisfactory theory, at least for 
'I 111 llii'I H·, which is worked out in this study on the basis of 

f11 t IIIJIIIII'rtf data. 
11,1 Jll l ">t'llt work is a study of the problems presented by 

11 1111(1•''• i11 the Pali Canon, seen in their historical setting as 
I''' 1 11tltw lhc Early Middle Indian phase in the development 

I I ndi 111 111 t ries. During this phase, which is regarded as 
"'' l"'11tli11g to a turning point in the linguistic transition 
'"' 1 Htl Indian (Vedic) to Late Middle Indian (Apabhrarpsa), 
1111111IH•1 of n w metres appeared and an entirely new tech

''11'' ,d \' l'l"if1cation was developed, differing in principle from 
' "'" l'di technique. The " plot " of our story, we might 

I ll•' 1 onflict between these two contradictory techniques 
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in Pali poetry, in which the new style prevailed : even some of 
the traditional old metres were assimilated to it, only one epic 
metre remaining, within narrowed limits of rhythmic variation, 
as representative of the archaic manner. The new technique 
was adopted alike for the Sanskrit and Prakrit literature of the 
following centuries and its understanding should lead to a 
better appreciation of that phase of Indian poetry too. 

The attempt is made to collect and assess all previous con
tributions to the study of the ancient Indian metres and 
closely related subjects. The interrelations between these 
connected fields have been sought, leading to mutual elucidation 
of problems. The language of the Pali Canon presents many 
difficulties which have to be investigated before we can tackle 
the problems of scansion, whilst the linguistic and metrical 
trends constantly interacted. The most significant feature of 
the new metres was their close connection with music, the 
study of which has proved to be indispensable in our research 
on the history of Indian literature. 

In studying Pali poetry we are not concerned simply with 
the literature of a school of Buddhism or with a " Buddhist " 
literature. This was not the only literature of the period of the 
rise of the Empire of Magadha ; it is, for whatever reasons, 
the best preserved representative of that period. The better 
Buddhist poets of that period, like Asvagho!?a later, followed, 
and perhaps helped to create, current styles which, as far as 
we can see, were essentially secular styles common to all the 
dialects of the Indo-Aryan world and to various schools of 
thought . At most it might be suggested that the Buddhists, as 
the typical and most vigorous representatives of new ideological 
currents from about 500 B.C. onwards, would rather naturally 
use new means of expression, whilst the Vedic or Brahmanical 
tradition might be expected to have remained conservative. 
The brahmans, however, were not content to be conservative. 
If there was to be a new society with new ideals, they would 
lead it if they could. Indeed they adopted many of the ideals 
advocated by the Buddhists and other non-Vedic schools, they 
reformed their rituals and became vegetarians-and in poetry 
they soon used the new metres. We shall find reason to suppose 
that in fact it was in Magadha and in the Magadhi language 
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111 11 llu• n w trend in literature originated. The rapid spread 
. . 1 1111• l1 end all over India is probably not unconnected with 
llu , . . pansion of the political power of Magadha (we have not 
I tl t'll up t .his question in this book), whilst the apparently pan-
111.!11111 n ature of the succeeding waves of stylistic development 

"1dd hl't'm to demonstrate a cultural unity of India which was 
111' I v lu rt.hcred by the political unification under Magadha. 

ll11 '111Lural unity endured, though the political unification 
tl d 1 1 111, so that in studying the literature of c. 500 to roo B.C. 

• I ll' studying the most vigorous formative period of that 
I •• ntl i 11 I i l rature which is often referred to as the " classical ", 
1t 1<1111/' up to the great models of the classical forms which 

• 11• I ill' legacy of Gur;ta<;lhya, Asvagho�a, Satavahana, Bhasa, 
1111! lll('ir now mostly forgotten contemporaries. In Pali 

I I• 1 d Ill'<' w see the creation of new forms, a new " poetic " 
IlL 11 ntl.try, new metres, a new poetics of figurative language, 

111 l•-rh11iqucs of story telling and of dramatic dialogue, a new 
u 1111'1 i<.s foreshadowing the rasa doctrine, new subject matter as 

' 11 1 t 11 ·expression of new ideals ; in a word we see the creation 
· .J � df•l'rt, lit. classical standard of literature as a form of art. 

\ 11•·1' discussing the nature of the literature with which we 
•• "lll<'!'nl d, especially as regards its date and authenticity, 

111tl I ll•· character of the Pali language, the Introduction con
"' 1 Ill!' theoretical problems of this study, including the 

1 •I 111 pi!• · of versification underlying the metres. The first 
l1 qil•·l• I ill n take up the phonology of Pali in relation to the 

'"ll'"lil,ipliy of the textual tradition, in order to eliminate 
111 ll'l ldings (I), the conventions of word junction, treated 

I htn I ill' l hcory of sandhi (II) , scansion and the question of 
,,,. 1'll1·d of " accent " (Ill) and the limits of rhythmical 

1111 d I v llld metrical licence (IV) . The following five chapters 
11 d \' I' Ill(' live main classes of Pali metres. M attachandas is 
1111111 d ltrst, and most thoroughly, because it appears to have 

l1 11 ll11' lirst of the new developments in metre (V) . In 
,, r ltrutdas the new technique is carried further (VI) .  Then 

11•• llll'll!·s handed down from the old tradition, the anutfhubha 
•• ''''"" (V ll) and the tuHhttbha (VIII) are studied. They do 

" tl •• 1 1 1  1 in static in our texts but undergo fundamental changes, 
'1'1' 111 nlly under the influence of the new technique, so that 
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the knowledge gained from studying the new metres suggests 
how we should understand new features found in those of the 
older tradition. Akkharacchandas (IX) shows the latest 
developments within Pali canonical literature, a further range 
of new metres derived from those already studied. The Con
clusion is concerned primarily with the results for the chrono
logy of the literature which emerge from our analysis of the 
evolution of the metres. 

The research reported in this book was carried out mostly 
between January, 1950, and July, rgsr, and partly written up 
in that period. After a year's interruption due to lack of leisure, 
a postgraduate studentship awarded by the University of 
London made it possible to complete the writing up and 
discussions between October, 1952 , and June, 1954, with a 
view to publication. The work consequently takes account of 
contributions in its field received by the author up to the 
beginning of 1954. Under the conditions of lack of encourage
ment and support for research on Indian literature in the 
United Kingdom at that time, the author failed to find any 
sponsor for the publication of the work and so laid it aside, 
taking up various other research projects, including from time 
to time the continuation of the study of the history of Indian 
literature. That this book can now be published is thanks to 
the interest of the Pali Text Society, which recently has 
extended the scope of its publication programme to include 
ancillary works of this kind as well as texts and translations. 
In preparing the work for the press the author has made only 
minor changes of presentation and has not attempted any 
further analysis or discussion. Since 1954 he has not pursued 
the study of metre further and so has nothing to add on that 
subject, whilst on looking over the work he still feels able to 
stand by the conclusions arrived at in it , which he has mean
while applied in studies in related fields. It is to be hoped that 
others will continue the metrical analysis of texts, perhaps with 
the advantage of computers, which promises to be so fruitful 
for settling chronological problems . Finally the author records 
his kataniiutii and kataveditii to his wife, Nargez, for help at 
various stages in the preparation of the book. 
rg66 A. K.  WARDER. 
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INTRODUCTION 

lltc1 Problem of Pali Metre and the Significance of its Solution 

1. Th study of Pali is at present seriously handicapped by 
1 dill't ulty which is only slightly felt in that of Vedic and Epic 

,111 krit, whilst it is not encountered at all in the " Classical " 
111 I· rit literature. The verse texts of the ancient Pali literature 

'''11!:1in such a large proportion of lines which apparently do 
111d � an that it seems only a matter of chance if piidas coin
' ldi11g in structure with the familiar Sanskrit metres sometimes 
"' 1 11r. Moreover the Pali Canon, largely as a result of this 
1111'11 ical confusion, has the appearance of so teeming with 
• 1111 nplions as to be of very poor value as a historical document. 

'nm of the poems in more complex metres contain only a 
tlllllorily of apparently scannable padas in the editions now in 
11 .1•, :u1 l in some cases the metres were not recognized by the 
( , 11ding Pali specialists and editors for many years. Thus of the 
I tdus'igiitha in the Ther'igiithii, edited in r883 by Pischel, who 

1 11' 11 I lid not suspect that his text was in the ariya (arya) 
llll'llt', Mrs. Rhys Davids in a footnote to her translation 
I \l't•llt - ix years later (1909) remarks : " I am unable to 
• lt ify the metre throughout this poem, from the first line . . . 
l11 1111' la t "  (Psalms of the Sisters, p. r63), whilst even in the 
/•• du index published by the Pali Text Society in its Journal 
!111 1 !J'l4-7 the metre of the ariya poems remained unidentified 
(ttllt , ·qucntly some of the padas are wrongly divided) . As a 
llltillt·r f fact Leumann had recognized the metre of the 
I ttl11sTar:itha by 1900 and pointed it out to Hardy, who most 
tlll llll\!'ndably applied metrical considerations in his attempt 
''' tl,·fln' the date of the Nettippakara1Ja in the Introduction to 
Ill• t·dil i n of that text (1902, p. xxiii) , yet the fruitful possibili-
11, l l 1u suggested were unaccountably ignored by others. 
11111' 111olive for the present piece of research arose from the 
ltll' lt' Ling experience of reading Pischel's Ther'igathii as a 
1 I book. 

I h' onviction that the Pali Canon is not a document of 
I ''"'' value, but on the contrary of the very greatest value for 
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the history and appreciation of Indian literature-not to 
mention its interest in connection with the early history of 
Buddhist philosophy-inspired the undertaking of a general 
study of its position as representing an important phase in the 
development of the literature, including the relationships of 
that phase to others, especially to that of " Classical " Sanskrit . 
Remarkable affinities could be found between the literary 
styles of various works in Pali and in Sanskrit (from the 
Brahma1J,a phase down_ to the Classical literature) , yet up to 
now the histories of literature had in general treated the two 
literatures in isolation from one another, only a few tentative 
speculations on their comparative chronology and stylistic 
relationships having been made, chiefly by Oldenberg, Winter
nitz and La Vallee Poussin. As for the development of philo
sophical and religious thought, the absence of any satisfactory 
chronological basis had reduced the historians to guesswork 
and personal tastes in their attempts to explain the relation
ships between Buddhism and the Upani$ads or the Sarpkhya 
and Yoga schools, or to trace the doctrinal tendencies of the 
various schools among the Buddhists. 

Surely it is the responsibility of those who specialize in Pali 
to find the keys to this most formative period in the history of 
Indian literature-from the time of the Buddha to that of 
Asvagho�a. 

§ 3· Through the tangled text of the Canon preserved in the 
Mahavihara at Anuradhapura it seemed possible to divine the 
characteristics of the literature of India as it was in Asoka's 
time and in the centuries leading up to that great crisis in 
Indian history. The corruptions present in the text even when 
Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala studied it appeared not as 
obstacles and tokens of an inferior tradition (and certainly not 
as marks of late fabrication) but as guarantees of antiquity 
which, in the very process of being eliminated, would enable us 
to ascertain many of the literary techniques of that period. 

The origins of the Classical Sanskrit literature are obscure, 
the early works having been almost entirely lost, but in the 
Pali literature we find the beginnings of the new forms and 
techniques-epic > mahiikiivya, story-telling > kathii, early 
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dt ttnatic performances > the Classical theatre, the growth of 
ll11· lassical lyric, the development of theories of poetics and 
tll·•.l h tics and the conscious application of these in literary 
tll',tlion, most clearly of all the rise of the new metrics-in a 
lltm<' omprehensive collection and, which is more important , 
1 1 1 .t much purer state than in the Epics, the Sanskrit transla-
1 "'''s f the Brhatkatha, or the early Jaina literature. Moreover 
ll11· Pali texts offer the possibility of approximate dating, 
' '' i 111; to their more direct relations with historical events. 

1'11c investigation which follows forms part of a wider plan 
j,,, I h study of this period of the history of Indian literature 
11111 aims at laying the foundations for such a study by 

• plo il ing the criterion of metre in interrelating the texts and 
'' pproximately dating them. 

I /tr Authenticity of the Pali Canon 
1, To go beyond the mere impression of authenticity, as a 

'"'"' l ion of documents composed during the Moriyan period 
''' "'"' i r, which we derive from the present state of the Pali 
l t  Is, we require more tangible evidence for the approximate 
tl,tl , . of these texts and for the reliability of the tradition which 
I'''' .nvcd them. 

11 ha.. been shown by Dr. Adikaram (1946, pp. 3, I I ,  etc.) 
lit tl lit' Commentaries on the Pali Canon as edited in the 
111t t'<·nlury A.D. are almost entirely Indian in tradition (and 
11 l.trl North Indian) , although this edition was based on a 

lttm lal ion from the Old Sinhalese recension of the A{f,hakathii, 
' ttll.tl ('tl with South Indian recensions. Of the Buddhist theras 
1111 tt l iott d in the Commentaries for their views on the inter
!'" I ll ion of points in the . Canon, the latest belong to the 
t I n·n l ury A.D. A list of the theras who handed down the 
I 11tova " up to the present day " has no thera later than 

1111' 1sl ntury A.D. Adikaram therefore regards the Sinhalese 
I 'ottlll1 •ntaries as a continuation of the Indian Theravada 
( lit: v iravada) tradition, into which new material was incor-
1" '' tl ('(( down to the rst century A. D., after which time it 
I" 1 1111 • closed. 

IIH' rthodox tradition in Ceylon is that these Commentaries 
,.,,. brought from India in the 3rd century B.c. with the 
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Canon, and written down (but in Old Sinhalese, not in Pali) at 
the same time as the Canon (rst century B.c.) . The former date 
may be slightly exaggerated in antiquity (it represents perhaps 
rather the beginning of the introduction of Buddhism into 
Ceylon than the completion of the process-but no time is 
more likely than that of Asoka for the most decisive events in 
the establishment of the new religion in Ceylon) , but the latter 
falls in a less legendary period of Ceylon history and is probably 
correct. The reason given for the writing is that in this period 
of invasion and famine (the rst century B.c.) many monks were 
killed, or starved, and the oral tradition was thus threatened 
with the destruction of some of its texts. 

§ 5· Now, if even the Commentaries were preserved in North 
Indian form (although translated into the local dialect in order 
to make the Canon more accessible to Sinhalese monks) , the 
Canon itself should represent at the latest a form and dialect 
belonging to the period immediately preceding the establish
ment of the tradition in Ceylon. This form and dialect cannot 
then be dated later than the end of the 2nd century B.C. Only 
a few verses not commented in the A!thakathii (as noted by its 
sth century A.D. editors) may be later additions to the Canon, 
together with the Pariviira-a kind of index to the V inaya 
which refers to Ceylon and must have been composed there 
between the 2nd century B.C. and the rst century A.D. 

The Formation of the Canon 
§ 6. We have now to ask whether the Canon in its present 
form contains material older than the 2nd century B.C. Here 
we can compare the language with the dated linguistic records 
of the period-mainly inscriptions.1 We can also note references 
in the Canon to historical events. 

A comparison with the Prakrit inscriptions shows that the 
Pali language is closest to the earliest records (e.g. preservation 
of intervocalic consonants, without voicing) , and it may there
fore be regarded as having flourished in and probably before 

1 See Mehendale ( 1948) for a useful survey of Prakrit historical linguistics 
from the earliest inscriptions (5th or 4th century B.c.) to the 4th century A.D. 
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I l 1r Moriyan Period.1 The Canonical texts, as we shall argue below 
(Chapters I ,  II ,  IV) , have the appearance of standing close to 
11 living language rather than of being artificial productions in 
1 d 'ad language, like their Commentaries, and therefore would 
.c·c•m to belong to the period when that language flourished. 

Some indirect indication of the literary tendencies of the 
pc•ri d may be gleaned from the sculpture, as pointed out by 
Jl1 o fessor Codrington in The Legacy of India (London, 1937), 
pp. 78-g. The loss of the names of the " godlings " and the 
dt'crcase in the number of jiitakas from thirty at Bharhut to six 
cl 'anchi seem to reflect the literary transition from the Pali 

( 1111 n with its precise knowledge of the" godlings " and many 
lcnndreds of y'iitakas to the confused or vague Buddhist Hybrid 
• • 1 nskrit conceptions of the various classes of supernatural 
lu•ing , and to the limited and standardized collections of 
rrlallas selected to illustrate the "perfections " ,  such as may 

IH· found in one of the latest texts of the Canon itself, the 
f 'ariyapi!aka, and in the J atakamiila. 

� 7· The formation of the Canon is associated historically with 
d I ast two assemblies or " rehearsals " ,  the second of which is 
tt·rorded in a chapter which appears to be a later addition to 
1111• Vinaya, at which monks from different parts of India 
c c 1111 pared their versions of the teaching of the Buddha. Certain 
vc·tsi ns were afterwards approved, others rejected, by the 
\'ill ious groups or schools, which gradually increased in number. 
l�n ·h school tried to establish a definitive canon, as authentic 
c• po sible within the limits of its doctrines and practices. 
IJlidcr the stabilizing influence of the Moriyan Empire at least 
't 111 <' such canons were established : Theravada, Sabbatthivada 
( 'nrvastivada) , Mahasanghika-of which the former two were 
losl'ly related. 2 The Pali Canon preserved for us by the 
llu·ravada tradition no doubt grew up gradually, during the 
vlt Jl period of formation of canons, around a kernel of ancient 
tc•xts of various types-long, medium or short suttas, gathas 

' Slight modifications may have resulted from the use of a later Southern 
111 ilol!(raphy when the Canon was written down-on this see Chapter I .  

1 n the rise o f  the various schools see especially Przyluski ( 1923 and 
"JACJ-!l) and Lin Li-Kouang ( 1949, Ch. IV). 
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(poems) , songs (geyya) , jiitakas, udiinas, and so on-just as did 
the other canons, which contained the same categories of texts. 

We shall see in our study of the metres, especially in Chapter 
VII on the vatta (vaktra) (see also §§ zo-I of this Introduction) 
that the study of whole collections of texts as found in the 
Canon (arranged according to these categories) , such as the 
Theratherigiithii or the J iitaka, leads to confused results. Only 
individual poems and small groups of poems show clearly 
defined usages consistent with composition at a particular stage 
in the evolution of literary techniques. Of the large collections 
we can say only that some of them contain a preponderance of 
older (e.g. Sn) or of later (e.g. Dh) texts, indicating a greater 
popularity of that form of composition at a particular period, 
whilst others, such as Th and J, give approximately the same 
results, when analysed, as the entire Canon or any large random 
selection of texts from it. If, however, we take, for instance, 
the Dhammacariyasutta or the Pabbajy"iisutta of Sn, we find 
homogeneous and very old vatta techniques, with which we 
may contrast the V iisejjhasutta and Dvayatiinupassanasutta of 
Sn, as examples of homogeneous and late vatta techniques 
(cf. Conclusion) . 

§ 8. Although we cannot say whether any Pali verses in their 
present form date back to the time of the Buddha (i.e. circa 
500 B.c.) , on the one hand the changes in technique within the 
Canon imply a considerable period of development prior to the 
znd century B.c., and on the other hand the formal similarities 
between the Canon and those of the other early schools indicate 
a common origin of the original " kernels " in a period before 
the sectarian divisions had separated them too far. Here, 
however, we find ourselves on merely subjective ground and can 
go no further until we can support our conjectures with more 
precise conclusions, derived from our analysis, on the internal 
chronology of the Canon. 

To the end of the period of the formation of the old canons 
the traditions of the early schools assign the rise of· the 
Mahayana. Both Northern and Southern texts, such as the 
Mahavarpsa, associate the production of all sorts of heretical 
treatises of the Mahayana with the time of Asoka or of the 
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iyas generally. It is not likely that these traditions would 
;gerate the antiquity of their opponents' traditions, so we 

perhaps look for a late Moriyan dialect in the oldest 
ayana texts as far as their original language can be 
)red from the Sanskritized versions which have been 
erved. In fact this dialect does not appear to have been 
· different from Pali, as we should expect from the chrono
we have sketched. 

Pali Language 
Having established that the Canonical Pali texts were 
posed in the period which saw the rise of the Magadhan 
)ire, we may go further and try to localize their language 
to define its position amongst the Indian vernaculars of 
period. Pali does not appear to have been simply the 

.acular of a particular region, although as we have just said 
od close to one of the vernaculars, on which it was based. 

_ we must refer to and stress the conclusion of Lin Li
ang (1949, zr6 ff.) ,  which seems finally to settle the old 
.tion concerning the language in which the Buddha is said 
ave enjoined his disciples to recite his teaching.1 
is conclusion is " le principe de !'adoption de langues 

l s par les bouddhistes ", which he derives from several 
·Pali traditions, thereby elucidating the Pali tradition, 
·h had seemed equivocal and had been variously interpreted. 

orrect interpretation of the tradition recorded in Vin II, 
39, is that each disciple should repeat the teaching in his 
d ialect. From this practice arose the plurality of dialects 

hich the Buddhist Canons were preserved.2 
,t 3rd century B.c. inscriptions provide an authentic 
1 is t ic survey of India. The variations of dialect show that 
l:tnguage of the Magadhan administration had not become 
1, ndard completely overriding the local vernaculars. 
ough the dialect which we may call Old Magadhi had, 
1wing the Magadhan political supremacy, overlaid to some 

111 lhis see also M III, 234: dialectal variants : in each region use the 
which is understood there. 
d�wrton, in his Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar, just published, is in 
<ll<'lll with this conclusion (pp. 1-2). 
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extent the dialects of the regions radiating outwards from 
Magadha as far as the Upper Yamuna (Topra) , Sanchi, and 
Kalinga, and even that of Mysore (" Ki�kindha " ?) (Bloch, 
1950, p. 44), this process had not gone far enough to spoil our 
picture. It would appear that the imperial administrations in 
Ujjeni and Takkasila retained the local dialects of the West 
(Avanti) and the North-West (Gandhara) .l 

Pali is closest to the Western dialect (Avanti) and closest of 
all to the Girnar inscriptions (Bloch, 1934, p. 6, and 1950, 
pp. 44-5).2 It agrees generally with all the dialects in regard 
to the pronouns, intervocalic consonants (e.g. t in pa#-, h in 
dahati (from dhii) , lahu, -ehi, hoti ; Pali -rasa for -dasa or -rf,asa 
in the numerals is exceptional, but the variation r /4 in Indian 
dialects is not found to be constant and is not regarded as 
very significant) ,  and the (presumably emphatic) initial h as in 
heva'IJ't. With the Girnar dialect the identity extends to the 
whole declension (e.g. Ablative in -a) and to the wavering 
between eh and kh. On the other hand Girnar allows a long 
vowel before a conjunct, which in Pali is allowed only excep
tionally as a result of a few sandhi combinations. 

§ 10. The distinctive features of (Old) Magadhi, final -e in the 
masculine nom. sing., and l for r, are found only exceptionally 
in Pali : a few quotations of Magadhi speakers using the nom. 
in -e (and perhaps the gen. pl. in -uno),  and e for o or l for r in 
the following words : s(u)ve, antepura, puretara'IJ't, pure, 
bhikkhave, seyyatha; pali- (for pari-) , lujjati ( = rujyate) , 
ela�1rf,a, daddula, talHJJa, ludda ( = raudra) , antalikkha, peyyala 
( = pariyiiya) , etc.3 

1 We may compare with the Asokan data the regional (said to include 
languages, but also dress, manners, etc.) map given in the Nii!yasiistra (XIV), 
which probably rests on ancient traditions: Avanti from Sindhu to Vidisa ; 
Dak�il).atya in Mahara�tra, Andhra, Kaliilga, and elsewhere in the South 
(" between the Vindhya and the Ocean ") ; Paiicali from Surasena to Balhika 
(Bactria) ; and " Odramagadhl " or " Ardhamagadhi " from Vatsa to 
Kalinga and everywhere east of that line. 

2 Brahmi inscriptions everywhere fail to represent double consonants, 
which evidently were understood by the reader-see Geiger, 1938, p. 41. 

3 It is remarkable that the formulations of the Kathiivatthu appear to 
preserve some Magadhi : vattabbe (r ff.), ese, dunniggahUe (3, 6), niggahetabbe 
(4, 7), se tena hi ye kate niggahe se niggahe dukkate, sukate pa!ikamme, sukatii 
pafipiidanii (4, 7), ke (24 f.) .  
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1 1 .  Taking into consideration the history of the Theravada 
l10ol as traced by Przyluski, with its main centre originally 

I K sambi and important subsidiary centres at Ujjeni and 
l l � t • r  western cities, we may suggest that the Pali Canon 
I l f' i nated as a western recension of the Buddha's teaching, 

1 vi ng, however, a fair sprinkling of Magadhi words reflecting 
I I l tn characteristic expressions of the Buddha himself 
�hil1khave . . . seyyathii . . . ) or at any rate the eastern, Old 

. f ' < l  lhi, recension which we may infer was repeated by the 
t •a l majority of his disciples, who were easterners ( . . .  pey
fa . . . very probably originated among them) . As we now 

1 !' it the Canon is probably a fairly good copy of the Ujjeni 
t · t ·nsion, in a form of the Avanti dialect with the Magadhisms 

I' I mentioned and certain peculiarities to be discussed in the 
•·. I paragraph, although it cannot be ruled out that it may be 
11 l ite main the old Kosambi recension itself and its dialect 
li t l  o f  the Vatsa country. Of this dialect we know little. The 
r1t{yasiistra includes it in the eastern (Magadhi) region and the 
� • •:.am bi column of Asoka is in the same eastern dialect as all 

. lumns bearing the six " Pillar Edicts " ,  at Topra and 
j l : t \ h  (Upper Yamuna) , Nandangarh and Araraj (on the east 
t n k  o f  the Sadanira or Gandak) , Rampurva (about 30 miles 

I 1• . . o f  Nandangarh), and Kosambi itself (Bloch, 1950, pp. 25-7 
1d t 6 r ) .  This may be due merely to a temporary ascendancy 

! M figadhi over the local dialects in the Kuru and Vatsa 
11 t 1 i l  ri s, thus it is possible that the true Vatsa dialect 

"•t ' t nblcd Avanti except for the Magadhisms as found in the 
l , !li Canon,  i.e. that it stood between Magadhi and Avanti, but 
., , . closer to the latter. Attractive as it might be to believe 
lt.tl o 1 1 r  Canon was in the language of Udena and Naravahana-
1 1  t .1 ,  it is more probable that it is " approximately " in 

, \' ,t l l l i . We may note, however, that Kalidasa says prapyii
t n l t n  1tdayanakathiikovidagriimavrddhiin . . .  " having arrived 

vanli where the village elders are well versed in the Story of 
l d ,tyana . . .  " (which Vallabhadeva equates with the Brhat
, , 1/w ) ,  and conclude that in the literary history of India Vatsa 
nd vanti were especially closely connected. Our conclusion, 
1 11 ' 1 1 ,  i s  t hat Pali is in all probability approximately Avanti, 
1 1 1 1 < '  result of a process Magadhi > " Vatsi " > Avanti. 
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§ 12. It has been observed by several writers 1 that in both 
Asoka's inscriptions and the language of the Pali Canon 
" archaism " plays a part. De La Vallee Poussin speaks of the 
'' magadhi officielle '' opposed to the ordinary vernacular in 
which the titles of certain Buddhist texts are quoted (thus the 
dialect of the administration would be more archaic than the 
scriptures from which it borrowed its ethical doctrines, which, 
presumably in accordance with Lin Li-Kouang's principle, had 
moved with the times) , whilst Bloch on the contrary remarks 
" le caractere simple et fruste . . .  empreint de solennite officielle 
et peut-etre de hieratisme ; qui sait par exemple si nombre de 
redites ne proviennent pas d'emprunts aux textes de l 'ancien 
bouddhisme ? On a en tout cas retrouve en certains passages 
l'echo du canon pali ". Lin Li-Kouang suggests that a process 
of " palisation " took place in the Canon analogous to the 
Sanskritization in other Buddhist texts. He presumably has 
in mind that at a certain stage the " principle of adoption of 
local dialects " gave place to a principle of the antiquity of the 
tradition resisting further change and seeking to restore an 
archaic garb to the scriptures. Geiger (1916) and others long 
ago pointed out the archaisms in the Canon, especially in the 
Therigiitha, and these seem to betray rather later texts deli
berately made to look old than the earlier strata of the Canon. 2  
As noted above, we have to make a further reservation about 
Pali as a vernacular dialect. It was a vernacular modified 
(i) by certain Magadhisms and (ii) by certain archaisms. That 
is, by the time the Canon became fixed, it represented to some 
extent an attempt to restore a more ancient form of the 
vernacular in which it was handed down. 

1 De La Vallee Poussin (1936, p. 201 ) ,  Lin Li-Kouang (1949, p. 2 15) .  
Bloch ( 1950, p. 7) . 

2 Examples of " archaism " : in the inscriptions : abhiviidelt7na1rt (Bairat) ; 
in the Canon : kiituye (Th II-apparently an old gloss incorporated in the 
text before the rst century A.D.) , the orthography brahma1;ta for ba7'J'Lha1;ta, 
etase ( = elu7'f'L) (Th Il). hetuye (Bv), char/t!t7na (Th II) ,  apakirituna (Th II),  etc. 
It is noteworthy that these archaic infinitives in -uye and -ase and the gerund 
in -tuna are confined to some of the latest canonical texts. This indicates 
clearly the nature of the development taking place in Pali from a living 
dialect to an artificial literary language. 

However, this theory of " archaism " should be treated with reserve, since 
we find -tu1Ja(7'J'L) in Mahara�tri. See also § 52 below for " middle " forms. 
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� I3 .  It must be  said that all this distinction o f  dialects amounts 
t o  very little when we consider the history of this literature as a 
whole. The " translation " of a text from one dialect to another 
involved only very slight changes, which would affect the 
m ,tre , for instance, only in a tiny minority of cases. A text 
rould thus be taken over from Magadhi into Avanti without 
1 l  t ring its original character and metre : it was merely a 
question of substituting r for l and o for e in a large number of 
words and a few other equally slight modifications in a very 
rt •w words. The point to make here is that we may without 
danger assume that we are studying the general history of 
I ndian literature rather than the particular history of literature 
j r 1  one dialect , since the dialects were not isolated. If we say 
1 1 tat a certain text in the Pali Canon was composed in the 
5 l h century B.c., for instance, we are probably referring to an 
n1 iginal Old Magadhi text, although we are actually studying 
) l ( 'rhaps an Avanti version made in the 3rd century B.c. , which, 
l towever, is g8 % faithful to the original in metre and still more 
f: t i l hful in reproducing the content of the original gathii. The 
In al peculiarities of style or metre, and of content or doctrine, 
W l t ich we find in the literature, are secondary phenomena 
w i l hin the general process of evolution (see for instance the 

· olution of the tutt}tttbha (tri$tubh) suggested in §§ 282 ff. of 
[ " l t .  pter VIII). 

1 4 . No important changes seem to have taken place during 
l i t ' further migration of the Canon to Ceylon, either directly 
( l < 'g nd of Mahinda, connected with Uj jeni, etc.) or indirectly, by 

l ages, via the Godavari valley and the Cola country. Such 
nnfusions as might be anticipated from the use of new scripts,1 
t nd eventually of the modern Sinhalese and Burmese, which at 
m,l sight appear very liable to cause copyists' errors, were 
1 1 n i tcd to sporadic corruptions, and do not seem to have 
1 1  ncluced any general substitution of new spellings. A good test 

' ·rhe Brahmi script remained in use in Ceylon for inscriptions during the 
H t lod 200 B.C.-A.D. 400. The script derived from the Grantha of South 
nt l l rL  had been introduced by the 4th century A.D. (Geiger, 1938, pp. 1-4) . 

l i tiH is of great significance : the Canon was firmly established in North Indian 
1 1 1111 before the introduction of a new script. 
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for the reliability of the tradition is the preservation of the 
authentic instrumental plural in -hi, as found in the Asokan 
inscriptions, against the tendency to archaise to -bhi which 
appears sporadically and is allowed by the Medieval gram
marians. The letters h and bh are very similar in both Sinhalese 
and Burmese, but this did not lead to substitution even in this 
most favourable case. 

§ 15 .  To conclude this section we shall note the traditional 
views of the Pali grammarians on the nature of the language, 
and also on their susceptibility or resistance to the influence of 
Sanskrit, with its enormous literary prestige even in Ceylon and 
Burma. As an example we may take the best of them. 

Aggavarp.sa (rzth century A.D.) , the most comprehensive and 
detailed writer on Pali grammar, was aware of the fundamental 
differences between Sanskrit and Pali, and of the non-validity 
of Sanskrit rules in the latter language, which he no doubt 
regarded as older (as the original from which all other languages 
were derived) . He strove to present Pali grammar purified of 
Sanskritisms, supporting every statement by quotations from 
the Canon itself.l On p. 621 of the Saddaniti he says : yathiipii
vacanaytt vidhi. imasmirtt pakara1Je pavacaniinurupen' eva 
iidesiidividhi bhavati, " . . .  in this work the rules for substitu
tion, etc . ,  are laid down according to the Canon." We can go 
beyond Aggavarp.sa only by comparing the Pali tradition with 
results derived from the study of other material, such as 
inscriptions and other Buddhist traditions, most of which was 
not available to him. Aggavarp.sa was further limited, however, 
by the absence of historical linguistics, of a theory of regular 
historical changes of forms, from the grammatical science of his 
day, which regarded Pali or " Magadhi " as the unchangeable 
m£ilabhiisii or fundamental language spoken by the Buddha. 

§ r6. Yet Aggavarp.sa was too acute and rigorous in his 

1 Interesting discussions on Pali and Sanskrit, Sd pp. 92, 5 1 0, 923-4. many 
other comparisons between the two scattered throughout the work. AggavaJ1lsa 
was no doubt criticizing the older school of Pali grammarians founded by 
Kacdina, who failed to break away sufficiently from the Sanskrit tradition (or 
rather failed to apply the linguistic science properly) to give a good description 
of Pali, merely trying to adapt the Kiitantra to the language he was studying. 
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alysis of texts not to discover historical changes in operation 
spite of this tradition. Thus he explains that the adjective 
viipanaka was acquired by anukara��a. " imitation " (CPD), 
. in this case " repetition " ,  from the phrase ye va pana (Sd 

• .  261-z) . This phenomenon is classified as ruf,hibheda (see 
tapter IV) . Apart from such a process at work in the Canon 
If, Aggavarpsa was clearly aware of the difference between 

.nonical Pali and the later language of the kavis. Probably he 
lributed this only to the difference between the individual 
rtge of the Buddha and the kiivya style suited to the polished 
ntemporary literature in both Classical Sanskrit and 
:tassical " Pali, since he remarks that in previous incarnations 
_ Bodhisatta had sometimes been a kavi and utilized the 
Jished style which as Buddha he rejected. An example of this 
I rence, which Aggavarpsa gives, is that in the Canon a 
mpound may not be split between two piidas of verse, even 
ftdhi between piidas occurring there only in certain exceptional 
5 s. The Bhagavant is said not to have split his compounds 
t ween piidas because (i) this was against the usage of 
\Higadhi ", to which he conformed, and (ii) he wished to 
oid making his meaning obscure (Sd pp. 631-z) .l  In general, 
wcver, Aggavarpsa stresses the view that " the Bhagavant " 

LS above worldly usage and was able to disregard the latter at 
) l ,  for instance in regard to metre (see the passages quoted 
l w, Chapter IV) . 

7· This is the traditional explanation given for irregularities 
t understood by the medieval writers, and the traditional 
s nception of the nature of Pali which is characteristic of 

t • n  the best of the old Sinhalese and Burmese grammarians. 
I<' language is regarded as above human rules, as the creation 
a superhuman being, and as not evolving. Nevertheless we 
1sl acknowledge that it is most fortunate that the ancient and 
d i  val guardians of the texts and tradition in Ceylon and 
1rma had this special respect for the Canonical text they 

Two other rules given by Aggavarpsa, which apply " in the world " 
c u mably in " Medieval Pali ") but not in the Canon, are (i) that a pure 
1Vt'l (t!, f, or t1) is not elided before iidi, but (ii) that in an upapadasamiisa any 
w•·l i mmediately preceding the upapada is elided. 
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received and regarded it as it stood as the final authority on all 
questions and as being above the control of ordinary gram
matical rules. Had they attempted to correct or restore the 
texts with the inadequate means available to them, Canonical 
Pali would have been irretrievably lost. 

Previous Research on Pali Metre 

§ 18. The treatises on metrics of the medieval writers on Pali 
expound the techniques of " classical " kiivya composition, and 
those which have so far been published do not add to the 
interpretations of Canonical usage given in the grammars. It 
is evident from the treatment of the texts by the Commentaries 
as edited (by Buddhaghosa, etc.) in the 5th century A.D.,  and 
from the poetic compositions in Pali made in Ceylon, that the 
old metrical techniques of the Moriyan period had already been 
lost and replaced by those of the classical literature. Reference 
to the J aina tradition shows that there too the metrics of the 
Moriyan period had been forgotten by the beginning of our era. 
Both the Theravada and �vetambara Canons preserve corrup
tions accepted by the earliest extant commentaries which 
could easily have been rectified by anyone acquainted with their 
metrical usages, and it appears that this partial interruption of 
the traditions took place in about the Ist century B.C.  In 
Ceylon, at least, this interruption may have coincided with a 
period of war and famine, which threatened the loss of the texts 
through the deaths or dispersal of the monks. As we have 
already mentioned, this resulted in the taking of emergency 
measures such as writing down the texts, and we may suppose 
that it was at that time that the old metrical tradition of the 
reciters was interrupted and ceased to preserve the texts from 
corruption-a task which was henceforth undertaken by 
writing. ',Yriting was safer than the old technique in that manu
scripts last longer than " repeaters " and were perhaps easier to 
make copies of, but the dead, de-rhythmized, written words and 
padas could be mutilated by careless scribes, who copied with 
the eye only : the leaves on which they wrote, like the raiJ?. god, 
did not distinguish good from bad and preserved all forms alike . 

§ 19. In order to restore the old metrics it is necessary to refer 
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her phases of development of Indian metre, since we 
Jncerned with one stage of the single process of evolution 
Vedic to the modern vernaculars. For this reason it might 
:tter to describe our subject as " Early Middle Indian 
� ", taking the Pali texts as a sample for analysis. Professor 
.er Smith has said (rgsoa, p. 2) : " Or, tandis que la belle 
1e de l'indianisme europeen nons a legue une metrique 
ue (Oldenberg, Arnold) , une sanskrite (dogmes de 
Lla, elucides par Jacobi et son ecole) ,  une apabhrarp.sa 
:rtapaingala, Chandonusiisana de Hemacandra, d'autres 
s encore, verifies et mis au point par J acobi et 
Schubring et Alsdorf) , seule la versification du moyen-
1 ancien (techniques Bauddha et Svetambara) n'a pas, 
�rreur, ete jugee digne d'un traitement d'ensemble . . .  " 

r task is to fill this lacuna between Vedic and Sanskrit 
cs, taking J acobi's well-known r884 article as a starting 
. Helmer Smith in his Index volume to the Saddantti 
) takes a more or less synchronic view of the canonical 
netres, his terminology completed by that of the classical 
:s enumerated by the Vuttodaya, beside which he has since 
i an analysis of the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit texts as a 
stage (rgsoa, r6  ff.) and, which is most important, 
pted to distinguish two phases, which he calls P' and P", 
: development of Buddhist metrics. In the present study 
ke on the other hand a predominately diachronic view of 
tetres, tracing their historical development, which seems 
fer the possibility of a better understanding of their 
elationships and of their actual rhythmical nature. The 
ms contributions to our subject and those related to it 
been collected in the Bibliography and will be referred to 
· proceed with the study. There are, however, certain 
:tl topics, and principles of methodology, which require 
;sion in this Introduction. 

�volu,tion of a Metre as the Key to the Relative Chronology 
f a  Series of Texts 

In connection with the historical conclusions on the date 
Pali Canon given above, we may refer to the discussions 
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of Oldenberg and others on the history of the vatta (vaktra) 1 
metre (the " epic sloka ") and the position of the Pali vatta in 
relation to the vatta of various Vedic and Sanskrit texts. The 
details will be found at the beginning of Chapter VII, but the 
two important conclusions arrived at by Oldenberg should be 
stated here :-

(i) The Pali vatta is close in structure to that of the 
Brtihma?Jas and early Upani$ads, and apparently a little later 
in date, whilst it appears to represent a stage a little earlier than 
that of the Brhaddevata ; the chronological sequence is then 
continued by the M ahabharata and afterwards by the 
Ramaya?Ja. 

(ii) The vatta of the Ajthaka and Pcirayana, the last two 
vaggas of the Suttanipata, appears older in structure than that of 
the ] ataka, Theratherigatha and Dhammapada. 

§ 21 .  These conclusions are in harmony with our conclusions 
above, since the approximate dates generally accepted for these 
Sanskrit texts do not contradict our chronology for Pali. 
Macdonell places the Brhaddevata in the sth century B.C. ,  which 
may be a little early, since it would suggest that the great 
majority of vatta texts in the Pali Canon were composed not 
later than about 400 B.C. Hopkins assigns the " main composi
tion " of the Mahabharata to the znd century B.c. ,  whilst the 
Ramaya?Ja in its present form probably represents a period 
having its " centre of gravity " not earlier than the 1st century 
B.C.  (See J ohnston's introduction to his translation of the 
Buddhacarita, xlvii ff., and S. Levi : " Pour l'histoire du 
Ramayal).a " in JA, 1918, p. 149.) The Upani$ads are often 
associated with the early Buddhist period. In connection with 
the Brahma�tas we may support Oldenberg by pointing out the 
similarity between the laconic but repetitive prose styles of the 
Satapathabrahma?Ja and the suttas of the Dighanikaya. 

1 After some hesitation, the Pali forms of the names of metres have normally 
been used, as most appropriate for a treatise entitled Pali Metre. The more 
familiar Sanskrit equivalents are given in brackets at the first mention and 
occasionally elsewhere, and in the Index. In the next section dealing with the 
works of various scholars on the Vedic and Sanskrit tristubh, it seemed more 
natural to retain the Sanskrit forms of the names, and this has been done 
elsewhere when discussing Vedic or Sanskrit metres. 
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r conclusions on the internal relationships of the Pali texts 
.-m Oldenberg's partial conclusion. We have already said 
thing on this subject above, §§ 6-8, and more detailed 
:s will be summarized at the end of this study. 

Vature of Indian Verse 
The discussions on the tri$tubh have been much more 
tsive than those on the anu$!ubh, but the results are much 
;atisfactory. The complex and baffling structure of the 
bh piida led to arguments about its nature already in the 
days of European research on the metres, but the results 
till unsatisfactory owing to the uncertainty as to the way 
1ich the piida evolved. As for the Pali tutthubha in par
tr, much less work has been done on it than on the Pali 
and very few verses have been analysed. On account of 
;eneral vagueness prevailing about the tri$!ubh and the 
ulty of understanding its evolution, it has been left to a 
stage of this study and then taken up for analysis in 

•arison with the development of the other metres. 
e tri$tubh was selected-as if it were felt to be the most 
tcteristic Indian metre-as the battlefield on which the 
etical principles of Indian metrics should be contested, so 
in addition to the analysis of texts on a statistical basis we 
long discussions, sometimes of a fanciful nature uncon

:d by reference to Indian criteria for the interpretation of 
netre, on the theoretical rhythmical elements composing 
•iida. 
e " foot " is not in Indian (or in European) metrics a 
ision " of verse in the same sense as the piida or strophe. 
yati or caesura does not necessarily coincide with a 
dary between two feet , or gattas, and word-endings are 
·ise independent of foot or gatta divisions. The foot or gatta 
be only an abstraction intended to describe a unit 
visible) of rhythm or a " measure " in the verse. Such a 
�an be isolated in more than one way, but the usual conven
and the only really satisfactory one, is to find an " ictus " 
make it the beginning of a foot, like the beat at the 
m ing of a bar in music. It will be shown below, however, 
t l t  " ictus " (in the European sense) is very far from being 
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§ 26. Kiihnau further raises the question of a hypothetical 
transition from " syllabic " to " quantitative " metrics in a 
proto-Vedic period. Vedic metre, however, is already fully 
" quantitative " in the sense of Westphal and Kiihnau, since the 
rhythm is based on the opposition of short and long syllables . 
The transition we are in fact confronted with, but in the post
Vedic period, is the substitution :.:: allowed within certain limits 
in all Pali metres, and generating matriichandas and ultimately 
gaJJacchandas, in which almost any long syllable may be 
resolved in this way. This transition is the central topic of the 
present study. 

This introduction of a new form of variation of rhythm within 
the pada was by no means a new departure in Indian metrics. 
On the contrary, it should be stated that such variation was an 
essential and characteristic feature of Indian versification at all 
periods, only the means to attain it having changed. Contrary 
to the belief of Kiihnau, there was no fixed recurring ictus 
precisely in those ancient metres in which variation could be 
achieved only by the substitution of one short for one long 
syllable, and it was only in the later metres, where two shorts 
must alternate with one long, that the ictus could arise-the 
" beat " became regular and variation was realized in a new 
way : the system of ' '  Taktgleichheit ' ' , ' ' equality of measures ' ' ,  
i .e. equivalence in length of  the ga?JaS, within which variations 
and cross rhythms could most effectively be introduced. In 
Classical Sanskrit, where except for the vaktra and the arya all 
the metres have fixed syllabic schemes, variation is usually 
achieved by another method, the mixture, at strophe and at 
canto level, of a wide range of different metres. 

§ 27. Oldenberg, criticizing Kiihnau, rejected the " comparative 
metrics " theory based on Aristoxenus (" . . .  die Tatsachen des 
Veda auf das Prokrustesbett aristoxeneischer Theorie zu 
spannen . . .  " 1915, p. 491) .1 As we have said, however, he 
retained the ictus with reservations (partly influenced by Fox 
Strangways-see e.g. 1914, p. 14) , seeking better ways of 
scanning the padas by dispensing with the thisis-drsis system. 

1 See also J 887, p .  1 96. 
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� compromise method of  analysis-the ictus without a 
:-did not in itself throw any fresh light on Indian versifica-
1 ,  but in spite of it Oldenberg made substantial contributions 
. he historical understanding of both tri$tubh and anu$tubh 
his articles r8g6, rgog, rgr5) . His freedom from Aristoxenian 
onceptions enabled him, despite the encumbrance of the 

.s, to lay the foundations of the study of Vedic metre in his 
r legomena " (vol. I of his edition of the IJ.gveda) published 
888. Thus on p. 21 of that work he suggests that the rhythm 
·ht go " against the quantity " (sic) , but nevertheless arrives 
t he fruitful conception of a normal or fundamental 
1ythm " for each type of metre, from which variations have 
e n .  What we find is not : " rhythm against quantity,"  
: " variations of quantity = variations of  rhythm." He 
hus working in harmony with the fundamental Indian 
iation-technique we have just discussed, which we might 

the pathya-vipulii technique partly recognized by the 
ian theory. 

I. Immediately after the " Prolegomena " ,  Zubaty's article 
' < ' r Bau der Tri!?tubh- und Jagati-Zeile im Mahabharata " 
published in the ZDMG (r88g) . His criticism of Westphal

l 1 nn.u, which had appeared in several articles from r886 
var 1s (r886, rg ff. ,  r888a, p. r85 ; r888b, p. 56) , goes further 
) 1  lclenberg's, since he gives up ictus schemes altogether 
t ·pt in so far as he occasionally uses ictus-marks ( ') simply to 
w how he would recite a particular piida (e.g. r88g, p .  645-
; i l l  be observed that this " ictus " again falls on all the long 
ables) . 
� 1 :xt we come to Arnold, who in his Vedic Metre (rgos) uses 
I hods very similar to and largely derived from those of 
: t t y. He says of anu$!ubh verse (p. 151) : " A division into 

, f two syllables is not traceable in the Rigveda, and 
'J I ' fore the usual terms applied to the Greek and Latin 
sical metres are unsuitable. There is some practical con

l im in speaking of an ictus which falls normally on the 
1 1  syl lables, but is transferred from the second to the third 
I he ' syncopated ' form : and also in speaking of the 

•ntTal iambic rhythm ' of the verse as a whole : but it must 
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not be assumed that the ideas which these words connote were 
present to the Vedic poets." The " practical convenience " here 
is not very clear, and Arnold's very rare use of these terms in 
his book does not add anything to his exposition, moreover the 
danger he himself sees in reading in ideas foreign to the V edic 
poets is one which must be avoided at all costs if we are to 
understand the poetry. Arnold goes on to say that the division 
into " members " of four syllables each " seems to be fully 
established " ,  and of course his whole study presupposes the 
ancient distinction of " dimeter " and " trimeter " verse. Such 
a division, with important variations from four syllables to 
three or five, certainly seems to be inherent in the structure of 
Vedic verse, but the basis and significance of this " Indian 
foot " have not been explained. 

§ 29. Since the time of Oldenberg and Arnold the only important 
contributions to the analysis of the tri$tubh have been those 
of Professor Edgerton, whose method is approximately that 
of Arnold, but without any discussion at all on the ideas of 
" ictus " or even of rhythm. This " schematic analysis " ,  as 
Kiihnau would disparagingly have called it, is in fact quite 
adequate for the material concerned and leads to excellent 
results, especially since Edgerton improves on the traditional 
Indian theory-and on the valueless tables of Hopkins-by 
following the natural divisions and internal relationships of the 
prida, and is thereby able to separate the different historical 
strata in the Epic tri$!ztbh. 

§ 30. The standpoint of the present work is more independent 
of the traditions of Greek scholars than these other contribu
tions, or those of Helmer Smith, have been. There appears to be 
no reason to suppose that the Indian rhythms had any special 
resemblance to the rhythms of Greek metres. On the contrary 
the impression of the present writer is that those Western 
scholars with a 'Western Classical education who read, for 
example, (" Classical ") Sanskrit poetry according to the habits 
of scansion they acquired when studying Greek poetry, thereby 
destroy the beauty, the variety and especially the syncopations 
of the Indian rhythms. Indian scholars do not recite Sanskrit 
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d ry in that manner. Their renderings encouraged the present 
il 'r to follow his inclination as a music lover (with more 
in ing in music, Western and Indian, than in Greek and 
•t i n ) ,  fascinated by what appeared to him to be the musical 
1t hms of, in particular, the ak!jaracchandases (" fixed 
l : tbic " metres) , to take the Sanskrit patterns in a strictly 
IH':tsured " manner. Instead of reducing them to the regular 
t of Greek metrics, through anceps, " drag " and the like, he 
)S realized an immense variety of different rhythms. If the 
nsion of all these ak!jaracchandases should be limited to a few 
haic, dactylic, etc. ,  patterns as in Greek, why are there so 

ny of them in regular and carefully contrasted use ? If the 
nplex patterns of the ak!jaracchandases are not fixed, what 

t hey ? As will be suggested below (Chapter IX), the 
aracchandases appear mostly to be built out of particular 
'l hms (often of some length) which may occur in the clearly 
:->ical metres gaJJacchandas and (less often) miitriichandas. If 

is so, we should expect them to preserve the rhythmic values 
t i t ir musical basis, with two short syllables exactly equal 

ne long (v v  = -) ,  l' egalite as some call it . Every short has 
cl ly half the value of a long and every long is a " true " 
', with all that this implies by way of syncopations, not to 
s l 1 1rred over by looking for anceps. The whole line (piida, 
r tcr  verse) becomes the rhythmic unit here, which repeats 
l t c  samavrttas, not the " bar " (gaJJa, or pair of ga��as) of the 
i al metres. The long, complex pada-rhythm of an 

•1racchandas is fixed by its fixed pattern of long and short 
al l s, whereas the ga]Ja-rhythm of gaJJacchandas is internally 
iable, only the total value of the bar being fixed. (One might 
pose that a gaJJacchandas singer accompanied by a musical 
rument would have been subject to the same principle which 
n today governs Indian musicians, as when a vi��ii and 
'tniga are played together : the two must coincide in rhythm 
•he beat (ictus, graha) at the beginning of each bar of their 
, a l t hough within the bar they are free to go their own 
I ra t e  ways) . The discussion of ak!jaracchandas is not central 
1 t  ' present study, though of great interest for the reading 
1ivya literature, arising only at the end of it. This brief note 
r serve, however, to underline the nature of the approach of 
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the author to gat}acchandas and miitriichandas as well as 
ak$aracchandas : his original supposition, which seems justified 
by this study, that in the later Indian metres v v  = - (exactly) 
and that the basis of rhythmic variation is vv /-, contrasting with 
the ancient variation v /- of the early metres (surviving in the 
vaktra) . 1  

The Scope of this Study 
§ 31 .  It is now possible to trace the general history of Indian 
metrics and to describe the transition from the old metres to 
the new musical rhythms, governed by the ictus, which led up 
to the medieval tiilavrttas. This is connected with the history 
of the language : the transition from Vedic, with its pre
ponderance of long syllables and musical accent, to Apa
bhrarp.sa, with its preponderance of short syllables and stress 
accent. In studying Pali metrics we shall be concerned with the 
crucial phase of this transition. 

We must first attempt to clarify the metrical interpretation 
of the Pali texts : the relationship between the orthography of 
the manuscript tradition and the phonology of the Canonical 
language, the sandhi usages of the Canonical poets, pada
building, the fluidity of the language in so far as it affects 
versification and the kinds of metrical licence current. 

The study of the various classes of metre found in the Canon 
follows. M attiichandas (miitriichandas) and gatJacchandas are 
taken first, in accordance with the aim of studying the metrical 
transition which begins in the Pali literature. They may be felt 
to have a special relationship with a dialect very close to that of 
their origin, and to exemplify the general poetic usages of the 
period in a higher degree than the other metres. The other 
metres, in fact, were found to be impossible of full under
standing in their Pali phase without reference to mattiichandas 
(especially the tutthubha) and gatJacchandas (especially the 
vatta) . These two chapters contain the central discussions of 
this book. The solution of these problems is facilitated by 

1 The suggestion for elaborating this standpoint came from Dr. H. N. Randle 
in the course of an interesting correspondence with the author during the 
summer of 1955. bhavati subhagatvam adhikatfl vistaritaparagu7Jasya sujanasya I 
vahati vikasitakumudo dviguJJaruci1J2 himakaradyotal! 11 SubandhoJ:l 11 
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rrnce to Indian music, and it is hoped that this research will 
1 1  rn throw light on some early phases in the history of the 
,ic. The chapters on the vatta and the tu{!hubha attempt to 
t' l and interpret the previous work on these metres and to 
·nd it to cover representative parts of the Canon and give 
tier precision to the descriptions and a better understanding 
l t C ' i r  evolution in the light of (i) a better understanding of 
r language, (ii) the results of the study of mattiichandas 
ga��acchandas and (iii) comparison with recent successful 

1 i  s in Buddhist and Epic Sanskrit. The akkharacchandases 
raracchandases) appear first in the later parts of the Canon 
find their natural place at the end of our study, where their 

iat ions to the other metres can be worked out. They are of 
l l  interest as products of the transition process and on 
> t tnt of the special role they play later in the " Classical " 
!ikrit literature. " Classical " Sanskrit itself, as a kind of 
l l tcsis of the old and the new (Middle Indian in the garb of 
I ndian, drawing its literary and metrical techniques from 

1 ) , might be regarded as a special product of the transition 
od. In conclusion we review the results of the research 

n the point of view of the history of literature. 



CHAPTER I 

ORTHOGRAPHY AND PHONOLOGY 

The Problems 
§ 32.  In order to scan Pali verses, it is first necessary to ascer
tain the relationship between the orthography of the manuscript 
tradition and the phonology of the original language of the 
Canonical texts.! The Commentaries and medieval grammars, 
the 3rd century B.C.  inscriptions and the ancient phonetic 
science of the Pratisakhyas, 2 -comparison with the related 
phenomena in Vedic, Ardhamagadhi, and Buddhist Sanskrit, 
all help to some extent in this task, but the decisive test in all 
cases arises from the metre itself. This is not a circular argu
ment based on the mere probability of certain rhythms in the 
pada : the cadence of the vatta piidayuga (" half-strophe " ) in 
the period we are studying was invariably v _ v ,  and the cadence 
of the tu(thubha pada was invariably V -( v) " (both inherited 
from the earlier metrics) . By collecting examples of doubtful 
cases in these positions it is possible to discover their rhythmic 
values. 

The main problems to be solved here are : 

(i) whether e and o may be short in an open syllable ; 
(ii) in words containing a svarabhakti 3 vowel (or a yama) , 

this vowel frequently does not seem to count as a 
separate syllable : in each of these words the correct 
rhythm has to be ascertained ; 

(iii) alternative forms, with assimilation of the consonant 
cluster concerned,  existed for some of the words with 
svarabhakti, and the tradition may in some cases have 

1 cf. §§ 9-1 7  of the Introduction. 
2 cf. Dr. Alien's valuable work : Phonetics in A ncient India, London, 1953· 
3 Pali equivalents, *sarabhatti and yama, do not seem to have existed, as 

the medieval grammarians apparently did not understand these phenomena : 
see Sd p. 621 ,  § 69 for a statement that such alternatives as cetiyajcetya 
existed (in the orthography), with " loss of vowel ", but without any explana
tion. The sarabhatti form is regarded as normal, and the (rarer) alternative is 
classified as a case of saralopa. 

26 
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substituted one form for the other (contraction of 
vowels may also be noted here, as a parallel pheno
menon) ; 

( iv) in a few words syncopated forms (with loss of a short 
vowel) existed, and again one form may have been 
substituted for another ; 

(v) the process of samprasara��a,1 or its absence, resulted in 
alternative possibilities in one or two words, with 
possible effect on the quantity of the preceding syllable ; 

(vi) certain conjuncts sometimes do not make position. 

Of these phenomena the most important are the second 
(svarabhakti) and the sixth (conjuncts not making position) ,  
which are of very frequent occurrence and are responsible for 
I he majority of apparently non-scanning padas in the Canon. 

� 33· It may be noted that almost all the phenomena of this 
I ype concern the semi-vowels (including the nasals), which 
h i storically and grammatically had given rise to alternations 
o f  vowel and consonant forms. No doubt our difficulties result 
from the uncertainty in representing these sounds in the early 
days of evolution of a script . The ambiguity of the semi-vowels, 
with their imperfect occlusion, confused the opposition of 
vowel and consonant and the demarcation of syllables (see 
!\ l ien's discussion on the Priitisiikhya theories of svarabhakti 
a nd yama, 1953, pp. 73-8) , and absolute clarity was not 
: t t tained until the general practice of writing 2 had, by the 
artificial elimination of all fluidity, classified each phoneme of 
I he language as unambiguously vowel or consonant, and 
assigned one letter to represent each phoneme. Furthermore, 
< 'very syllable needed to be classified as either long or short . 
l�vidently, the Pali tradition in the Canonical period, oral and 
written, had not attain.ed such fixation. Our task is to infer as 
nearly as possible the correct , or the usual, pronunciation of 

1 This process also does not appear to have been studied by the medieval 
I ';lli grammarians. 

" Or, in the Vedic tradition, an exact system of pronunciation worked out 
lor ritual purposes which supplied an alphabetic fixation equivalent to a 
IHi tten system (again with a certain amount of distortion) . 
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each word, and further to ascertain the extent of the fluidity 
which still existed.1 

(i) e and o 
§ 34· According to Aggavarp.sa (Sd p. 6oS, lines 19-21 ; cf. the 
19th-century Burmese Nissaya on this passage quoted by 
Helmer Smith in the footnotes) e and o are normally short 
before a conjunct, e.g. ettha, seyyo, ottho, sotthi. He also says 
(p. 614, lines 7-9) that e and o are not normally produced 
before a conjunct in sandhi (since they are long vowels) , i and u, 
being retained : yass'indriyani, lok'u,ttara'IJ't. On the other 
hand, he gives two examples in which he says they are long 
before a conjunct, both in sandhi : ee tva'IJ't, pu,tto ty aha'IJ't. 
Of course the syllables are long in any case (unless, cf. (vi) , the 
conjuncts here do not make position) , but these remarks and 
the existence of short e and o in Pali according to the tradition 
lead us to ask whether they may sometimes be short also in an 
open syllable, which would have serious repercussions on our 
metrical studies. 

§ 35. On investigation we find indeed the word gehe in the 
Petavatthu, (Ill 4.3) in such a position (vatta cadence : natthi 
eta'IJ't mama gehe) that the first e is required to be short by the 
metre. The verses in which this example occurs are, however, 
somewhat confused and irregular, so that this exceptional case 
may be the result of corruption (mama m.c. is allowed in Pali, 
but its conjunction here with gehe raises suspicions) . A possible 
explanation, however, would be that since e stands here for a 
historically original r (grha) it may be short, or that we should 
take the form gaha, which also exists in Pali (in compounds) . 
In a survey of all the vatta cadences in the Su,ttanipiita for this 
study, e was found in open syllables long except for one case 
only : medassa in verse 196 (restoring with Fausb0ll : sedassa 
<ea) medassa ea) . Here the Sanskrit equivalent also has e 

1 When in Ceylon and Burma Pali acquired an absolutely fixed system of 
phonology and writing, used by the medieval poets, this system was an 
artificial one sometimes differing from the Canonical usage, and reflecting the 
shortcomings of the old orthography. Thus iicariya in the Canon counts as 
three syllables, whilst in medieval verse it counts as four. 
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(medaft, m. or medas n.) ,  although the root is m-id and a form 
*midassa might have existed. The verse, however, is again not 
above suspicion, and moreover it belongs to a meditation on 
the foulness of the body very different in spirit from most of 
Sn, in which the attempt to include all the thirty-two con
stituents of the body (cf. Kh Ill) enumerated by contemporary 
medicine probably interested the versifier more than poetic 
style and metrical correctness. 

We may conclude that e is regularly long in an open syllable. 1  
o i s  too rare, except as  a final, to permit such a test : a s  final 
it is in any case sometimes shortened m.c., as we shall see in 
Chapter IV. As finals, both e and o may be shortened m.c. ,  in 
which case they are generally altered to a, i, or �t. 

(ii) Svarabhakti, yama, etc. 
§ 36. Whereas original conjunct stops 2 were assimilated to 
each other in Pali, a semivowel, nasal or fricative was fre
quently retained in a conjunct with a stop or with another 
semivowel. This peculiarity, in opposition to the " true " 
consonants, resulted from the indeterminate nature of the 
presumed original " semi-vowels " (sonantes, meaning semi
vowels and nasals) in Indo-European, which were articulated 
as consonants or as vowels according to their context .3 This 
distinction in pronunciation, essential for clarity in quantitative 
metrics, was not fully attained in the Indian languages in the 
period we are studying, and fluctuations took place, such as : 

Vedic tuam > Classical Sanskrit tvam. The indeterminate 
nature of these phonemes persisted in Pali (it could only be 
eliminated by artificial rules, as in Classical Sanskrit) , to the 
effect that the same phoneme might be pronounced as a vowel 

1 Jacobi (r 893b, p. 579) mentions eva " with short e "  in Ardhamagadhi, in 
explaining the presumed shift of the accent to the preceding word. Cf. Section 
(vi) below on -eyy. 

2 It may be noted that Aggavarpsa, in opposition to the Saddasattlta 
( = Sanskrit Grammar), states that in Pali the term aphuffha, " non-occluded," 
is applied to the non-aspirate stops. The Sanskrit term spr$!a, " occluded," 
applied to all the stops, has no equivalent in the Pali tradition. 

3 That svarabhakti was a tendency present already in the Indo-European 
stage of the languages, is suggested by Meillet (1903/1949, p. I I7), who quotes 
Vedic : d (u )vdu, j(i)ya, and Greek : bi (y)6s. 
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or as a consonant in the same word on different occasions of 
utterance, and clearly there was a strong tendency for the 
phoneme to decompose into the vowel articulation followed or 
preceded by the consonant articulation. This decomposition 
was often reflected in the orthography, thus tva� was sometimes 
written tuva� (vowel + consonant) and *arhati was written 
arahati, which doubtless represents a pronunciation *arrhati 
(consonant + vowel) . 

§ 37· This problem of the semivowels and nasals in conjuncts 
was investigated in the Pratisakhyas,1 which are perhaps con
temporary with the Pali Canon (500 B.c.-rso B.C. according to 
Varma, Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observations of 
Indian Grammarians, Introduction) . In the transition from 
semivowel to stop or fricative they found that contemporary 
speakers inserted a " fragment of vowel " ,  svarabhakti, equal 
in length to one-half, one-quarter or one-eighth of a short vowel 
in different cases, and in the transition from stop to nasal they 
found a similar fragment of nasality which they termed yama, 
regarding it as a nasalized " duplication " of the stop. Both 
these " prosodies " are reflected in the orthography of the Pali 
Canon, and even the variation in length of the svarabhakti 
seems to be reflected in the greater frequency of writing 
r + fricative (-rah-) with svarabhakti as compared with the 
other cases, such as r + semivowel (-riy-) and r + nasal 
(usually assimilated) . 2 
§ 38. According to Dr. Alien, it appears that svarabhakti was 
limited in the Pratisakhya theory to cases of r + consonant 
and yama to stop + nasal, to which we may add the case of 
fricative + nasal. In Pali we find similar svarabhakti vowels 
in the junctions of stop + semivowel (e.g. kilesa) , v + semi
vowel (e.g. viyakar-), fricative + semivowel (e.g. siya) , and 
nasal + semivowel (e.g. anveti = � � - �, Sn no3) , which we 
may group together as " consonant + semivowel " generally. 

1 Allen, 1953, pp. 73-8. 
2 As examples of ymna we have : paduma ( = *pad"ma) ,  sukhuma 

(= *suflkhma, or *suMt0ma ?-Alien, 1953, 3 . 123) ,  gini- ( =  *giini) , Sl{pina 
(= *sup>na) . On Allen 3 . 123 cf. also Pali : sineha (= *s'neha). 
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We may say that in  Pali any conjunct containing either a 
semivowel or a nasal (i.e. an original " semi-vowel ", sonante) 
i liable to this prosody, since any *semi-vowel is liable to 
decomposition. In the cases of nasal + consonant, however, 
t he phenomenon appears in the form of the niggahita (anusvara) , 
I · ading to metrical difficulties through the possibility of metrical 
shortening to anunasika of the preceding vowel, which we have 
to consider in Chapter Ill .  

§ 39·  We now have to determine the extent to which, in 
Canonical Pali, this peculiar prosody of semivowels and nasals 
had given rise to additional syllables in some words, changing 
l heir metrical value. We find that there is no general rule, no 
i nvariable relationship between orthographic svarabhakti and 
metrical, or syllabic, svarabhakti : it is therefore necessary to 
s tudy individual words so far as we can find them in positions 
where their metrical value is certain. \Ve also find that in some 
cases the metrical value of a word varied, thus ariya is usually 

rrriya (ariya) ,  but sometimes ariya and occasionally even ariya. 
This may be due in part to dialectal variations within the 
Canon, but sometimes such variants appear within a single 
poem of apparently homogeneous composition. It must there
fore be stated that certainty of scansion in all cases is not 
possible in Canonical Pali ; that the language was not com
pletely fixed but, being not far removed from a living dialect , 
had a certain amount of :fluidity.1 Our statistical counts of 
pada structures will therefore be approximate only in most 
cases, although it seems possible to reduce the uncertainty, on 
the average, to not more than about r%.  In  this connection 
we note here, anticipating section (iii) , that a number of words 
had alternative forms with svarabhakti or with assimilation, 
having different metrical values. 

§ 40. After the partial interruption of the tradition in about 
roo B.C. ,  which we have discussed in the Introduction, it 
appears that the written language became the final authority 
on all questions. The current orthography was one which had 

1 See the Introduction and Chapter IV on the fluidity of the language. 
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been preserved with very little change from the 3rd century B.c.  
or earlier, as we see from comparison with the inscriptions, but, 
when the written Canon after the disasters of the 1st century 
B.c. became the sole authority (the oral tradition in so far as it 
was still maintained being no longer trusted, or rather being 
made dependent on the written texts) , the written text camE 
to be interpreted not according to the old usage but simply as it 
appeared to the unwary reader, every vowel indicated by thE 
orthography being counted as the kernel of a separate syllable. 
In this way all the svarabhakti vowels shown by the written 
forms of the words acquired full syllabic value in the tradition, 
and in all the medieval poetry they must be scanned as separatE 
syllables (some forms written with conjuncts were also current, 
such as cetya, tulya, Sakya) .  

§ 41. According t o  the present investigation o f  the words in 
positions where their metrical value is certain, in the following 
cases the svarabhakti group counted metrically as a conjunct 
(for comparison with AM see Pischel, 1900, § 131 and Jacobi, 
1877, 594 ff. ; for comparison with BHS see Edgerton, 1953, 
Grammar pp. 29-30) : 

brahmacariya (Sn 267, 274, Dh 267, U 1 .4, 8.6, J IV 33 ; 
AM has bambhacera beside the form in -cariya, evidently 
metrically equivalent) . 1  

acariya (Bv II 19  ; acera occurs in Pali, e .g. J IV 248 and 
] VI 563. acariye ? S I 178-corrupt verse) 

dhammacariya (Sn 263) 

ekacariya (Sn 821-a very interesting pada ! Scan : ekaca-
- - .., - - -

riya1J1- daJha1J1- kayira) 
-cariya in any other compound (Sn 700, J IV 362, 422, 483) 
kayira- (Sn 728, 821, 844, 1051,  Th II 61,  S I 100, U 4.3, 7.9, 

Dh II7-8, 292, etc. , ] IV 218) 
payirupasati (Dh 64-5, Th I 1236, 1238) 

(the " metathesis " form -yir- is more definitely a conjunct 
in pronunciation than the normal form -riy-j-riy-) 

1 The reading at A II 68 = Ill 46 is uncertain but apparently should b€ 
plural : one would expect brahmaciirino. 
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iriya- (Sn 1063, 1097) 
acchariya (J IV 197 ; cf. acchera) 
rnacchariya (Sn 863 ; cf. rnacchera) 
lu,riya (Th II 139 ; AM has turJ,iya) 
atitariya (Sn 219) 
anupariyaga (Sn 447, S I 124) 

33 

avakiriyati (Pv p. 172 of Cy. Edn. ; see also CPD suggesting 
this metrical value in several examples) 

antakiriyaya (Sn 454, 725 ; AM : kiriya-Pischel, 1900, § 131)  
pariy/iya (Sn 581, 588, J IV 218, 426-where the correct 

reading was suggested by Fausb0ll ; cf. peyyala. The 
normal rhythm is evidently pariyaya as in Epic Sanskrit) 

pariyanta (Sn 577) 
pariyesanarrt (U 7 ·9) 
garaha- (Sn 313, 913, etc . ,  the substantive, however, has the 

conjunct divided : garahaya, in Sn 141, where we also 
find the gerund with metathesis : garayha. Note that 
araha usually has the conjunct, but with some exceptions : 
we should therefore not be surprised to find *garaha- as 
the verb stem if enough examples could be found ; AM 
has garahio, Pischel, 1900, § 131 . )  

rahada (Sn 467) 
caraJJava (Sn 533, 536) 
(a)tuliya (Sn 85 ; usually written tulya) 
cetiya (Dh 188) 

§ 42. In the following cases the svarabhakti counts as a separate 
syllable : 

viyanjana (S I p. 38 ; often spelt vyanjana, e.g. Sn 1017 ; 
some other words beginning with vy similar-J IV 227, 
371, etc. )  

viyakar- (Sn 513  in opacchandasaka cadence, 1052, 1075, 
Bv IX 13, J IV n6) 

viya (otherwise (i)va) (Dh 334, Bv XVIII 27) 
siya (Sn 716, 944, Dh 160, 206, 2 18, 231-3, 302, 305, 376, 

U 6.2, J IV 156, 435,  Th I 585, 982, etc.) 
siyurrt (U 7.9) 
llilesa (Sn 348) 
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supina (otherwise soppa) (J IV 84) 
gini (Sn 18-19 ; AM has aga1Ji, Pischel, 1900, § 131) 
veluriya (Vv VII 7, J IV 352 = 404, Pv II 7-5) 

( · )  

havyaryt (Sn 463 ff. refrain = 490 ff. ; not in the cadence, 
but the rhythm seems certain) 

vyakkhissaryt (Sn 6oo) 

vyakhyata (Sn IOoo) 
atumanaryt (when so written) (Sn 782) 
papu1Jiiti (Sn 324) (otherwise pappoti, A Ill 40) 

§ 43 · In the following cases the metrical value is variable or 
uncertain : 

any a 

anarzya 

mrzya 

kariya

carahi 

ariya (Sn 230, 330, 353, J IV 292 ; many more cases 
could be added, in the light of Chapters VII and 

VIII ,  when the word is initial in the pada) 
- V ..... V 
ariya (Sn 535 , Dh 236, Th I 959) (ariya appears 

only in Medieval Pali) 

anar�a (Sn 664 in vegavati cadence) 
..... - ..... .... 
anariya (Sn 815,  J IV 178 ; perhaps under the 

influence of the " law " of de Saussure, this 
rhythm seems to be commoner than the alterna
tive, whereas in the positive ariya is commoner) 

I

viriya (Sn 68, 184, 353, 422, 528, J IV 357, Th II 
161, Th I 818) 

- - -
viriya (Dh 7, 8, I I2, 144, Th I 962 ; AM writes 

viriya) 

akariya1'(t (Dh 176) 

(Sn 988, 990 ? , 999) 
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usually araha- (Sn 765, etc . ,  Dh g, 10, 230, S I 129, 
J IV 192 twice, Th I soo, 969 ff.) 

arahata1rt (N a-vipula : Sn 186) ..., .... .... -
arahato (Sn 590-late ? )  

arahanta1'}'t (Sn 644-very late ?) 

araha- (also S I p. 5 1) 
(AM has ariha-, Pischel, 1900, § 131) 

bhariya 
!normally bhariya (J IV 319, 422, 428, 461, probably 

Sn 290) 
sometimes bhariya (Th II 225) 

sine ha 
{sineha (Sn 66, 209, S I 134) 

sineha (J I 190 line 6, Sn 36 not making position) 

( )h _t k 
{ (Sn 518 and 521, in opacchandasaka, apparently 

n a a a a h _ k t k" . . ) n ata o no ma mg pos1hon 

naluiru (may be nahiiru not making position at Sn 194) 

paduma 
{paduma (Sn 71) 

paduma (Vv VII 7) , padumi (Sn 53) 

suriya, 

I

su,riya (Th II 87, Sn 687, S I 51  line 5, J IV 139, 
" sun " 338-9) 
(cf. suriya = - � � meaning " sun " (S I 51 line 3, line 6, 
s�triya, J IV 61 line 8) 
" valour ") suriya = � � � (Bv XVIII 27) {usually pronounced as written (Sn 48, 896, A Ill  rlve, duve 346 = Th I 693) 

sve, sttve 
hiri 

siri-

tva1'}'t 
tuva1'}'t 

probably also as written (e.g. Dh 229) 
(Sn 77, 253, 719) {si�i::nato (Vv VII v. 22) 

siri- (Sn 686) !usually as written (Th II
� :

37-8, etc . ) ,  but there are 

several exceptions : tva1'}'t (Sn 508, 833, J IV 48 
line 6) 
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anveti (Sn II03) 
zssartya apparently _ v v _  at Sn II2  and U 18 
pasiiriya1J'L v - v - at J IV 371 {kadariya (Dh 177, Pv II 7.7) 
kadariya kadar'iya ? ?  (Sn 133, 362) (or kad;,riy; ? )  

hadaya 

pafhav'i ? 
pafhav'i 
carato ? 

{hadaya ? (Sn 938 d = Th II  52 b, J IV 419, 420) 
(may be for hrdi > *hadi) 

hadaya (J IV 127 line 18, 296 line 12) 
(Sn 307) 
(Sn 1097, Dh 41) 
(Sn 823) 

§ 44· Other words liable to svarabhakti seem usually to be 
pronounced as written (except words beginning with vy) .  

I t  is possible that both dialectal variants and historical 
variants exist within the Canon in some of these cases (e.g. 
araha- ? ) .  The lists could be  considerably extended and 
further clarified by a complete survey of the Canon, and 
knowledge of the metres will reciprocally increase our knowledge 
of the pronunciation of words of this type, but the above collec
tion is sufficient for our present purpose of studying the metres. 

§ 45· Whilst it cannot be asserted that in every single case in 
Canonical verse these pronunciations must be restored, they 
nevertheless make metrically comprehensible many hundreds 
of padas which otherwise would be inexplicable. Adopting 
Arnold's principle of admitting simple devices of interpretation 
which convert mere prose into verse on a large scale ( 1905, p. 8, 
§§ 8 and g) , we may believe, despite the many corruptions in 
our texts, that it is possible to discover the original system of 
metrics by thus reducing the area of uncertainty to very much 
smaller proportions than before, and that eventually it will be 
possible to make satisfactory editions of the verse parts of 
the Canon. 

(iii) Assimilation and Contraction 
§ 46. Sometimes we may restore a reading which agrees with 
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t he metre by substituting a form with assimilation for one with 
svarabhakti, one with contraction for an extended form such as 
-aya-, or vice versa. In some such cases the change is illusory, 
however, as in ariyajayya, acariyajiicera, except in medieval 
Pali _(cf. the preceding section, §§ 39 ff.) .  In  some cases the 
unassimilated conjunct exists alongside the svarabhakti form. 
Examples of svarabhakti ;assimilation : 

rajin
s�tpina 
g�m 
matiya 
Kiitiyiina 
kiiviya (and kiiveyya) 
tikhiJJa 
kasira 
suva-

raiiii
soppa 
aggi 
mace a 
Kacciina (and Kacciiyana) 
kabba (and kabya, kavya) 
tikkha 
kiccha 
sa- (ssa-) 

Examples of svarabhaktijconjunct : 

Siikiya Sakya 
(most others are metrically equivalent : tuliya, etc.) 
tasi1y,a ta1phii (partial assimilation) 

also papu1piitijpappoti (m.c. at A Ill 40) 

The following forms are liable to contraction as shown. 
Several have appeared already as svarabhakti, which is a 
closely related phenomenon : 

ayaje (especially causatives) 
ayajii 
ayije (including iicariya > *iicayira > acera where no 

metrical change occurs) 
iyaji 
iyaje 
ayaja 
iiyije 
ayi/i 
oyajo 
ayujo 
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�trijo (purisajposa : confusion quite common m the 
Canon) 

avajo 
avije 
iivajo 
avii jii 
upaju 
apojo 

(iv) Syncopation (and Haplology) 
§ 47· A few unimportant alternatives appear in this category : 

sarasarajsassara 
bharabharajbabbhara 
citicitayati j cicc#ayati (cf. the confusion in Th II 24, 

where the possible original cicci!i cicci[i ti preserved 
in some Sinhalese manuscripts (not noted by Pischel) 

< -> 
has become corrupted into vicchindanti, the reading 
printed by Pischel. This is an example of the most 
difficult problems confronting the editor of a Pali text : 
the metre may be giti (first case) or uggiti : the 
preceding strophe, although even more corrupt, 
suggests the former.) 

khalujkho 
udakajoka (cf. Th II 236-245) (?-from Geiger. But 

there is of course �tda. )  
-mahej-mhe 

-haplology : 
gacchissasijgacchisi ( ? )  (Th II) 
sossasijsossi (]) 
pavisissiimi jpavissiimi 
vinr7ii1Jiinanciiyatana jvinniiJJaficiiyatana 

(v) Samprasiira1Ja, etc. 
§ 48 . In connection with svarabhakti on the one hand and with 
conjuncts not making position on the other, the phenomenon 
of samprasiira1Ja has to be borne in mind when dealing with 
certain cases. We commonly find viti- for vyati-, for instance, 
which we presume have different metrical values. Now, in the 
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cases we noted above, under svarabhakti, of words beginning 

with vy, we found the possible rhythms : vy�kkhi�sa� (cf. 
V 

1 •iyiikar-) and vvyiihari'IJ't. In the second case, and in others 
l i ke it , we appear to find a conjunct not making position (cf. 
t he next section) , but it is also possible that originally there 
was samprasiirat_�,a here too : *v'ihari'IJ't. 

The alternation dvi jdu, with possible effect on the quantity 
of the preceding syllable, may be noted here. 

( vi) Conjuncts not making position 
� 49· Certain conjuncts in Pali appear sometimes not to make 
pos ition . These are : br, vy, nh, sn, tv, dv, and possibly yy and 
o t hers with -y. !h is not a conjunct . 

br is the most important of these, and together with vy, tv 
: 1 1 1 d clv it was studied by some of the 19th-century writers on 
l ': tl i ,  in particular by Simon, r89o, pp. 94-5. Conjuncts with -r 

-,o m c t imes fail to make position in the Epics 1 and even in 
C l : tssical Sanskrit . These cases, however, belong to a discussion 
( 1 1 1  metrical licence rather than here, although in Buddhist 
l l ybrid Sanskrit and probably to some extent in the Epics we 
. 1 1  c concerned with an archaizing or Sanskritizing orthography 
w l 1 ich misrepresents the original pronunciation. In Pali (where 
IIY is the only representative of this class 2) as in BHS the 
p l i t ' I I Omenon is a regular feature of the language, belonging to 
t l w liscussion on phonology and orthography, and does not 
: 1  p pcar sporadically as licence (based apparently on a vague 
1 ( 'Co l l ection of old pronunciations) . 

Simon found that br made position in brahii, brahmii, brav'iti, 
. I I H I  br1-:iheti, and derivations and combinations of the latter, 

' Note also in the Ka!hopani§ad, I 25d : ma 'nupriik§ilt as tri§f'ubh cadence, 
' " " I  i n  lhe Svetasvataropani§ad, II ISa : yad atmatattvena tu brahmatattvam, 
" I  w it' the 7lh syllable could be long but very likely is short, making a regular 
11/'" }t7 1 i .  

' ' I ' l l ( "  others arc represented by assimilated conjuncts which are further 
t l l l p l i i J ('d in most cases when initial (e.g. pr > pp >  p) .  As a rule they make 

I '"'H I " " ' media l ly  and in the seams of compounds, but initially, and spora
t l t ,  . i l l v  i n  sea m s,  the single consonant appears. This conforms to the rule in 
�1 1 t l l : t t  only a single consonant can appear initially, but in close union with 
I I ' "  prl'rcd ing word , and especially in compound with it, the doubled con
/U H I I I I l t  r 1 1 a y r<·n.ppcar. 
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except anubruhaye. He also found that brahma1Ja did not 
lengthen the syllable which preceded it. In this latter case he 
suggested reading baYJ'l-hana, ba'I'J1-bhana or ba'I'J1-hmana as in the 
Asokan inscriptions at Khalsi, Dhauli and Girnar. 

This suggestion is probably correct, in view of the abnorma
lity of a conjunct appearing initially in Pali, and one may add 
that the " restoration " of br here may well have resulted from 
the tendency to archaize in the early stages of the tradition 
(discussed already in the Introduction) . According to Bloch 
(1950) the forms bamha1;ta, bha1'f1-bhana, biibhana, ba1'f1-bhana, 
bamha1;ta, ba1'f1-hmana occur in the Eastern, Central, \Vestern 
and Southern inscriptions, brama1Ja 1 is restricted to the extreme 
North-West, but bramha�ta and bramha1;ta occur once each at 
Girnar (pp. g8-g) , which thus again shows a specially close 
connection with Pali. Girnar, however, fairly frequently 
preserves r in pr, tr (sometimes found in Pali : tatra, etc.) , 
and sr. 

In connection with the other words quoted by Simon, it has 
been found in the collections made for this study that br 
regularly does not make position in anubruhaye and bruhi.2 
Elsewhere, as in subraha 3 and in abravi, abraVU'I'J1- 4 from the 
same root bru as before, br regularly makes position. 

§ 50. vy, nh, sn. These conjuncts liable to svarabhakti some
times fail to make position, as if in svarabhakti, even when 
there is no svarabhakti. The case of ea nhiitako Sn 518 is 
doubtful, since there is a reading ea nahatako which we could 
adopt by omitting ea. In bhavanU snehii Sn 36, however, there 
seems to be no alternative (nh being originally sn might be 
expected to have the same metrical value) . Note that sineha 
occurs in the very same poem, Khaggavisa1Jasutta, Sn 66. We 
have discussed vy in the sections on svarabhakti and samprasa
ra1Ja. Here we may add the examples of conjunct not making 
position : suvyavato J Ill 315, kh'i1Javyappatho Sn 158-9 (there 

1 Once : bama1;1a ; once : bra1Jiana-misprint ? 
2 e.g. J IV 459· 
3 e.g. J IV I I I .  
4 Both in Sn (430, etc.), J and Bv. 
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are, however, many variants here : this one was adopted by 
Andersen and Smith, but without any certainty, and the 
i nterpretation of the whole compound is very doubtful-see 
PED s.v.) .  

� 5r. tv and dv very rarely do not make position. Simon gives 
J II 178 d,1 J Ill  8r  a and J IV 62 b and no further examples 
have been found. In the words tuva'I'J't and duve these conjuncts 
are liable to svarabhakti, and they may therefore be compared 
with the preceding group. 

§ 52 .  Aggavaqlsa gives a rule (Sd pp. 614-5, § 41) that long ii 
may be formed in sandhi before the conjuncts yy, i"iii, ggh and ss 
in certain words. In all the cases he gives the conjunct stands 
(or an original consonant + y, which suggests that position 
was not strongly felt before such conjuncts, even after assimila
t ion. Compare with this his rule referred to in the section on 
e and o, where these vowels may be " long " before tv (see 
above) and ty. In other connections we find the position of yy 
felt to be weak, and perhaps iy > iyy > eyy (Geiger, rgr6, § ro) 
i l lustrates this.2 Occasionally it may seem desirable to scan eyy 
instead of the normal eyy, but usually some alternative form 
may be substituted. Thus in M I, p. 386 line zr ,  we might scan 

- 1 � -1 � � - 1 � 
-assa veyyakarat}assa, but here vyiik- might be substituted, 

I - - I 
scanning -avyii, 3 whilst the metre (giti) seems normally to insist 

I � - � I 
on I � - � 1 here, i .e. -a veyyak with metrical shortening. In 
Sn r52 we find the variants vinayajvineyya together with 
-seyyat}t in a verse which is very difficult to scan satisfactorily. 
On the whole, after spending considerable time on these 
ga?Jacchandas verses, and still more time on those of the 
T�tvajakastttta (Sn 915-34) , the present writer thinks we have 
in fact to accept -eyy in most cases, but it appears that the 

' His references are to nipiitas and verses, not volumes and pages. 
2 Examples such as padipeyya > padipiya (PED, s.v.) can be found in 

l ater texts (Vv and medieval literature : the Vv example here is in a vatta 
cadence and may be presumed to be metri causa) . 

• cf. AM viigara1;1a. 
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doubtful pronunciation of this syllable may have been partly 
responsible for the corruption and uncertainty in the tradition 
preserving these texts. Both here and in the case of e generally 
(cf. section (i) above) it seems that in the original texts e was 
invariably long, although when final it might alternate with 1, 
for metrical convenience (even this is quite rare in Pali : see 
Chapter IV ; such forms as ramiimase (middle) are almost 
certainly mere archaisms for original -i) . l  In the context of 
Prakrit dialects developing a regular e beside e, however, the 
Pali tradition wavered at times, and its guardians who spoke 
such dialects were liable to introduce e into the Canon. 

The orthography Jh does not represent a conjunct, but 
aspirated J in place of tfh. Evidently lacking a letter Jh the 
scribes wrote the digraph J + h. As in the word dii,Jha (Sn 228, 
357, 701, Th I 764, etc. ) ,  it does not make position, which is 
perhaps shown also by the possibility of writing a long vowel 
in front of it , as in riijha, miijha, etc. 

It may be noted here that in Pali eh need not make position 
(in Sanskrit it invariably makes position and is consequently 
written cch) ; examples : Sn 42, 387, etc. cch is, however, 
much commoner. 

1 However, the Girnar inscriptions of Asoka show a fair number of middle 
forms whereas the inscriptions elsewhere have very few (Katre : Historical 
Linguistics in lndo-A ryan, Bombay, 1944, pp. 89-90) .  Such forms may 
therefore be a dialectal feature of Girnar (and Avanti generally ?) and Pali 
(or some phase of Pali), the affinity between which has been noted in our 
Introduction above (§ g). 



CHAPTER I I  
SAND H I  

§ 53 · A detailed study of  sandhi in  Pali would not yield any 
very definite criteria for textual criticism, since clearly the 
usage was very fluid-in almost every case alternatives existed 
e ither of which might be used at will by the poets. Some 
account of Pali sandhi going beyond the incomplete or vague 
statements of the modern grammars is of interest here, however, 
i n  order to give a rough idea of the usage within which we may 
consider emending particular cases of orthography which seems 
unmetrical. l  This can conveniently be taken from the twentieth 
cl tapter of Aggavarpsa's Saddanzti, which is based on a very 
l horough study of the Canonical texts. Any correction or 
I imitation of these statements of the usage in the Canon, such 
as that a certain combination was preferred by the poets in the 
great majority of cases, can come only if and when we succeed, 
t hrough a knowledge of the metres, in restoring the original 
I cxts as a sound basis for a statistical analysis of sandhi. Only 
occasionally can we add a point of detail from forms in the 
cadence of a vatta pada or elsewhere where we are certain of 
I l lC rhythm and of the text . 2  We should also consider the 
" new sandhi rule " deduced by J acobi on statistical grounds 
( r grz-3, z r r  ff.) . 

Sandhi in Pali was evidently very simple and natural, as in 
a living language. (cf. Mayrhofer, 1951 ,  I, p. 72.) The existence 
o f  alternatives freely substituted for one another resulted in the 
I radition being careless of sandhi, and very frequently it seems 
necessary to alter our texts in order to restore the rhythm. 

� 54· Aggavarpsa considers the whole field of phonology under 
I he heading of sandhi (we have already had occasion to refer 

1 With the account based on Aggava111sa given in this Chapter, together 
with some historical discussion, we can now compare the account of the 
prevailing usages in Canonical prose, based on the Digha, in our Introduction 
la Pali (London, PTS, 1963, pp. 2 13-8, also 73, r 66, 255, 269, 336, 353, 370-2). 

2 Thus a consideration of Sn 352a and 79od suggests that tava-y-ida1rt and 
na-y-idha should be pronounced taveda1.n and nedha. 

43 
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to some of his statements on phonology) , and his discussion 
leads up to the question of metrical licence, which we shall 
take up in Chapter IV. He begins by stressing the fundamental 
importance of sandhi, which he likens to the salt in a curry, 
and then sets out the alphabet and describes the manner of 
production of the various sounds (sadda > va,�z�ta > akhhara 
=::= sound > phoneme > letter) . Short and long syllables are 
defined, and one consonant reckoned at half a short syllable in 
length.1 Consonants (vyaiijana) are " dependent on " (nissaya) 
vowels (sara = svara) (cf. Alien, p. So-same doctrine) , but in 
turn " protect " or " cover " (pa#cchiideti) them. 

§ 55 .  Sandhi in the narrower sense is then analysed into the 
following ten elements or " instruments " (upakara?Ja) : {pubba (the phoneme which precedes) 

para (the phoneme which follows) 
lop a (elision) 
iigama (transition phoneme, which replaces one 

elided, or is inserted in addition) 
saiiiioga (conjunct) 
{viyoga (the separation from its following vowel of 

cf. the " two the " dependent " consonant before making 
fundamental sandhi) 
rules " below paranayana (the guiding of a consonant by the 

phoneme which follows it) 
vipariyiiya (metathesis, = viparita of NS quoted 

by Allen, p. 77, f.n. g. Not the same as 
viparyaya of the Atharva Pratisakhya, Alien, 
p. 74, f.n. 2, meaning " more back ") [vikiira (modification by union with another 
phoneme) 

viparita (change into another vowel or consonant 
without such union) 

1 As in the Vedic tradition-see Allen, 1953, p. 84. This " natural " length 
must be carefully distinguished from metrical length : the terms for the 
former are rassa (hrasva) and digha (dirgha) (Sd p. 6os) ,  those for the latter 
are lahu (laghu) and garu (guru) (Sd p. 632). 
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To these might be added the following, which perhaps are 
intended to be deduced from them : 

adesa (substitution-cf. lopa : these two terms are frequently 
mentioned together as typical sandhi processes.-
iidesa = lopa + agama) 

nimitta (the cause : the phoneme which determines the 
application of one of the ten elements or instruments) 

sabhiigatta (assimilation, = sa1ifioga + vikara) 
dvitta (doubling-by vikiira, as in iis > ass) 
visafifioga (simplifying) 
!hiinantaragati (displacement : the transfer of nasalization 

from one syllable to another 1) 
� 56. Some general definitions are given : 

The four kinds of discourse : 

gajja (prose) , 
payja (verse) ,  
geyya (mixed) , 
kaccha (commentary) ; 

The three (or four) classes of sandhi : 
vowel sandhi, 
consonant sandhi, 
mixed or general sandhi (including euphony, stress of 

metre, etc.) ,  
(niggaMta sandhi-otherwise included in the preceding 

class) 
(Aggava:rp.sa selects the threefold classification) ; 

The purposes of sandhi, defined as sampatti (" success ", 
" happiness ") in sound, meaning, metre, and in alankiira 
( figures of speech, or poetics generally) , which (sampatti) is 
" delightful " (manorama) ; as the protection of metre, in 
verse ; and as " euphony " (sukhucciira1Ja, " ease of pronuncia
tion ") in other kinds of discourse ; 

1 Only one case of this exceptional phenomenon is given : i1.nsu > isu1Jt, 
which is regarded as sandhi because the form regarded as normal is changed 
u nder stress of metre in the examples quoted. Scl p. 635. 
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The dichotomy into external (pada) and internal (vatttta) 
sandhi.1 

Before setting forth the individual rules according to the 
threefold classification Aggava1p.sa lays down two fundamental 
general rules : 

r .  In order to make sandhi, the (following) protected vowel 
must be separated from its (preceding) dependent con
sonant, so that the vowel may be determined by another 
phoneme which follows it (viyoga) . 

z. When sandhi is made, a consonant is guided (determined) 
by the phoneme which follows it (paranayana) .  

-in other words the syllable is split into its component 
elements, consonant (s) + vowel, before sandhi can take place 
(it takes place at the level of phonemes, not of syllables) , and 
sandhi is " progressive " .  

Vowel Sandhi 
§ 57. This is defined as the " substitution or elision of vowels " .  
Aggava1p.sa examines the sixty-four possible cases of  the 
collision of vowels : elision of the preceding (pubba) vowel is 
the commonest result. \Vhere the vowels are dissimilar the 
following (para) vowel may instead, but only exceptionally, be 
elided (the only regular cases of this are the loss of initial 
vowel in iti, idani, iva, etc. ,  where it is perhaps more correct to 
say that ti, etc . ,  were in Pali independent words freely used, 
whilst the full forms were in fact rare survivals of older forms 
gradually dying out ; the rule of lengthening a final vowel 
preceding ti, however, could be cited, in support of Aggava1p.sa, 
to show that the older form was still alive behind the new and 
that the new could be regarded as merely a sandhi form of 
the old) . 2  

1 In this chapter w e  need not concern ourselves i n  detail with internal 
sandhi. Aggavarp.sa, deriving the forms synchronically from Pali roots, lists 
the apparently irregular cases found in " internal sandhi ", together with 
dialectal curiosities, after the more regular combinations of external sandhi. 
We may ignore those rules here, since in a historical study they belong to the 
discussion of phonology and in particular to the evolution of Pali out of 
" Old Indian " .  

2 Very exceptionally a similar following vowel may be elided after the 
prefix pa- (very doubtful : the only cases given are from the Commentary on 
the ]iitaka, not from the Canon) . 
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§ 58. When the preceding vowel is elided, the following vowel 
" may " (not " must ") be lengthened, except before a conjunct. 
Sometimes when a preceding tl is elided a following i or u 
becomes e or o, but iva never becomes eva, iti never becomes 
eti, and o is never elided before iti. In certain exceptional 
cases long a may be produced before a conjunct : 

-na 
-m a 

-ayya -da 

r· 

> 

-vii aiUia > -iiiiiia 

-smii 
+ aggha > -iiggha 

-tra asstt > -iisstt 

-'l:thii ass a > -ass a 

-tva 

-this might be given as evidence that these conjuncts with, 
or (historically) originally with, y as second consonant were 
not strongly felt to make position (cf. the discussion in 
Chapter I, section vi) . We also find, however : 

§ 59· Sometimes : 

e > y 
o > v  
u > v  

{anta > siinta 
sa + attha > siittha 

ti > cc (not before i) 
-i > y 
a + eva > ariva 
g appears as " transition phoneme " after putha, pa 

( > pag) , when a vowel follows 
bhi > bbh 
dhi > jjh (not before i) 

The " sandhi consonants ", y, v, m, d, n, t, r, !, h, are used 
: t s  t ransition phonemes. 

Before consonants, vowels normally retain their original 
forms. 
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Consonant Sandhi 
§ 6o. " The substitution or elision of consonants." In Pali this 
is limited to the behaviour of the consonant in the case of 
vowel + consonant, together with a few complications when a 
vowel becomes a consonant. Aggavarpsa here gives a long list 
of sporadic consonant changes, most of which, as we have said, 
belong to the wider field of phonology or to internal sandhi. 
Thus he considers the case : when three consonants come 
together in a conjunct, one of them (one of the same vagga as 
one of the other two in preference to one of a different vagga) 
is usually elided ; exceptionally a cluster of three stands, 
e.g. tthy. 

The most important rule in this section is that after a vowel 
a consonant may be doubled. In fact in the Canon this is 
limited to cases where a historically original initial conjunct 
has been simplified, but where in close union with the preceding 
word or, more especially, in compound with it, the original 
(metrical) value of the conjunct is restored. Although he gives 
correct examples of this Aggavarpsa apparently was not aware 
of the reason for it, or rather we should point out that he could 
not admit the possibility of the historical formation of Pali, 
which for him was the " original language " .  In the same way 
he notes, without explanation, that after the prefixes u, du, ni, 
a consonant may be doubled. In this way the historically 
original metrical value was again restored, which resulted from 
these prefixes being originally " closed syllables " : ttd, dur, nir, 
forming conjuncts with following consonants.l 

A similar phenomenon is the restoration or preservation of 
original rhythmic values by vowel lengthening before a con
sonant, as in samma > samma (for historically original samyak) .  

§ 6r .  Both these processes are important from the point o f  
view o f  the study o f  metre, since by analogy doubling o f  an 
initial consonant or lengthening of a final vowel were occa
sionally produced by stress of metre where there was no 
historical justification. These cases, together with the 
shortening of a final vowel, which Aggavarpsa also notes here, 

1 cf. the case m + p > pp in cirappaviisi1J! and hatthippabkinna�n. 
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will be considered in Chapter IV. (Aggavaip.sa himself notes 
t hat many of the cases discussed here and under " mixed 
sandhi "-to which he adds some of the historical forms-were 
produced by stress of metre.) We must mention here, however, 
I hat sa (and esa) occurs quite regularly in Canonical verse as 
opposed to the regular prose form so, especially when followed 
by a consonant (as Aggava1p.sa observes, but further on, § 187, 
he argues that these cases of o ja are not, strictly speaking, 
sandhi), historically original visarga before surds being lost 
without compensation, and the resulting form being gradually 
extended in use to cases where a sonant or even a vowel follows. 

§ 62. In this section Aggava1p.sa also gives the following : 
dy > jj in yajj eva'fJ't ; 
ti (ty) > cc in jiiti- ; 
adhi > ajjha (only doubtful cases derived from a;jhiivasati) ; 
adhi + -yfbhu > addhabhuto, addhabhavati, etc. ; 
eva'fJ't viya kho > eva'fJ't vyii kho (and several other cases of 

loss of a svarabhakti vowel) ; 
putha + consonant > puthu + consonant ; 
o appearing as " transition phoneme " 1 before a consonant, 

as in parosahassatrt, sarado sata'fJ't, pago-, pato- ; 
neuters tatrt, etc. > ta(d) (a) , etc. ,  in verse. 

Mixed Sandhi 
§ 63. This includes everything which could not easily or con
veniently be described under the other two headings, and 
especially the substitution or elision of niggahita. Further, it 
includes vuttasandhi, defined as the protection of the number 
and quantity of syllables in verse and as euphony in prose, which 
is attained by means of elision, transition phonemes, etc. 

Vuttasandhi belongs to Chapter IV. The sandhi of niggahita 
is as follows : 

§ 64. Sometimes : 
trt > n, ii, etc . ,  before k, c, etc. ; 
trt + l > ll ;  

1 We are again concerned with historical " survivals " here (e.g. sarado 
ace. plur. on the consonant stem) . 
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so Pali Metre { e . { taJ?Z eva > tan neva 1 
+ as m 

h evaJ?Z hi > evan hi 

J?Z + y > n11 ; 
Usually : 

neuter 
{yam l 

tanz 
etaJ?Z 

+ vowel 

mascu me, 
t 

· 
+ 1 1. {yam l 

f . . am vowe emmme t · e aJ?Z 

{yad 
> tad ; 

etad {yam 2 
> tam ; 

eta m 

all three 
genders 

{ymrz l {yad 
taJ?Z in compound > tad ; 
etanz etad 

-in various other cases J?Z > m (in the Canon, before vowel� 
but only optionally) , or, in compound, J?Z may be assimilatec 
to a following consonant. Otherwise it is occasionally elidec 
altogether (usually under stress of metre) . On the other hanc 
it may be inserted as a " sandhi consonant " (" transiti01 
phoneme ") .  Finally, a following vowel may be elided afte 
niggahita (in which case a following conjunct may, excep 
tionally, be simplified) .3 It is very important to note that thi 
elision of a vowel after niggahita is the only case in Canonica 
usage where sandhi is allowed between the prior and posterio: 
padas of a piidayuga (with one possible exception in tht 
BuddhavaJ?ZSa, one of the latest additions to the Canon) ; 

1'fZ may always remain before a consonant . 

1 This is no doubt due to the alternative form yeva for eva, the sandh 
being 1Jt + y > fin. In Burmese manuscripts ii is frequently written for iiii 
so that Aggavarp.sa perhaps had the result tmleva in mind and regarded it a: 
having a single consonant. 

2 Historical feminines yam, etc., are not restored. A few cases of -a1Jt > an 
in sandhi do exist, however, such as : varjtf,hatam eva (Geiger, r gr6, § 126 
see also § 71 ,  end), mam iva (Mayrhofer I p. 73) . A further example i: 
arahatam iva (D I I  265) .  dative plural, with the variants -a1Jt and -a1Jtm 
The metre, of course, is unaffected, and we should perhaps regard these case: 
as Magadhisms, cf. AM -am eva, Pischel, rgoo, § 68. 

a An example of this in prose is A II 1 97, rg8 : eva1Jt sa ( = evam assa) . 
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1 15 .  l n  this section Aggavarpsa collects various other rules, 

1 1 1 1 l 11t l ing the following : 

andhi is not made where the result would not be 
l ' uphonious, or where the meaning might be obscured (this 
is l he fundamental rule of fluidity in Pali usage-the usage 
n f  a natural, living language) ; 

metathesis sometimes occurs in sandhi, as in payirudiihiisi 
(pari- > payir-) and in bahuiibadho > bavhiibiidho ; 

after a pure vowel, iti becomes ti preceded by a slight 
pause (this rule is not observed in medieval Pali) ; 1 

some ambiguous combinations are noted, thus siiha1'[t may 
be (i) sa aha1'[t, (ii) so aha'IJ't, (iii) cha aha1'[t, " six days " , digu 
(dv-igu) ; 

when hiatus is left between two vowels, the result may be 
written as one " word " (sa1'[thitapada, i .e . any connected 
unit of speech such as tatriiya'I'J't) , as in : suiigataJ]�, or as two 
" words " (padas, including prefixes) , as in tatra aya1'[t. 

� 66. To Aggavarpsa's doctrine modern scholars have added a 
kw observations. Geiger (rgr6, § 68) notes that sandhi is 
a pplied especially to words which are closely connected 
!->yntactically : a further demonstration of the naturalness of 
I he language. The historical origin of such phenomena as the 
wmdhi consonants has been demonstrated (Geiger, rgr6, § 72) , 
hut still more stress might be laid on Geiger's remark (rgr6, 
� 67) on the origin of many compound words in an older period. 
l l  seems likely that the majority of compounds current in the 
language were a legacy from " Old Indian ", and they should 
I herefore be explained according to the phonological transition 
from Old to Middle Indian, not according to " internal sandhi " 
i n  Pali itself. It is for this reason that Geiger finds that on the 
one hand " internal sandhi on the whole follows the rules of 
Sanskrit " (rgr6, § 67) , whilst on the other " external sandhi 

1 Tllis interesting statement suggests that in the older manuscript tradition 
.t  f mal vowel before ti was not lengthened as in the extant manuscripts, and 
t he present usage crept in from the practice of the medieval poets. The 
" sl ight pause " equivalent to making a long vowel may well be the original 
pronunciation : a fine point slurred over by writing a long vowel to indicate 
the quantity of the syllable. 

(; 
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in Pali is fundamentally different from that of Sanskrit " (§ 6 
True internal sandhi in Pali, in the minority of compour 
which were new formations in the language, follows the us< 
for Pali external sandhi, selecting, very naturally, those alten 
tives which give the closest union between the padas concern• 

§ 67. Jacobi has demonstrated a special factor at work 
Prakrit sandhi, including Pali, namely the influence of the n• 
penultimate accent , !  A long penultimate syllable weakens t 
final syllable involved in sandhi by reason of the stress whi 
falls on it . In Ardhamagadhi and Jaina Mahara:?tri the sane. 
vowel is regularly short after a long penultimate, even whE 
a long vowel would be the normal result of the sandhi, whi 
the long sandhi vowel appears when the penultimate is sho 
It must be noted that in these two languages a short followi: 
vowel is not lengthened to compensate for the elision of t 
preceding vowel, so that the rule applies only to the remaini1 
cases in which a long vowel may be formed. In Pali t1 
compensatory lengthening is the rule, but it is balanced by tl 
effect of the penultimate accent, so that in the case of a lm 
penultimate followed by a sandhi vowel which normally wou 
be long, the probabilities are about equal that it may be lm 
or short. In such a case the metre may decide the quantity. 

1 See 191 2-3, 21 I ff. The problem of the accent will be investigated 
Chapter Ill.  



CHAPTER Ill 

SCANSION 

� t •H .  The rules of quantity in Pali are those obtaining generally 
1 1 1  < > Id  and Middle Indian, the peculiarities of the orthography 
, , , � ,· i ng been allowed for as described in Chapter I :  

A syllable having its vowel short and followed by not 
I I H >re than one consonant is short (lahu) ; 

A syllable having its vowel long, or followed by a con
p 1 nc t ,  is long (garu) . 

I t  must be added that the short vowels are a, i, u, and the 
l c 1 1 1g vowels ii, i, i"i, e, o,  and, normally, aytt, irtt, uytt. \Ve have 
o � l i t -ady investigated the problems connected with e and o 
(t l i aptcr I, (i) ) ,  but some further notes are necessary here, 
1 '  •I ;• · l her with a clarification of the question of the nasal vowels, 
d w · may use this term for aytt, irtt , and uytt, which seem really 
I o be vowels followed by nasality.1 

q ( H ) .  These problems are complicated in Middle Indian by the 
, . l l t •d of the so-called " Law of Morae ",  according to which a 
..,r l lable should contain not more than two morae. 2 Undoubtedly 
l l � t • r  was a very strong feeling amongst Middle Indian speakers 
' ' ' l ld ing towards this simplification of the language by making 
l i l t ' " natural " length of the syllables correspond exactly to the 
1 1 1 1 ' l rical length.3 Geiger's statement (rgr6, § 5) that a syllable 
1 1 1  J >ali can never contain more than two morae is exaggerated, 
. 1 1 1d his description of the exceptions as " learned orthography " 
(� 7) cannot be justified. Whilst there was a strong tendency 
l o  conform to this " law ", it never became absolute in Pali, 
. ! l l d  lhe usage recorded in the manuscript tradition seems quite 
1 1 al ural . We have seen in Chapter I, (vi) , and elsewhere, that 
I '. t ! i  was never completely subjected to absolute, artificial 

1 See Dr. Alien's interesting discussion on this point, 1953, pp. 39-46. 
• i .e .  " natural " morae. There is no question here, of course, of a syllable 

1 " '" ' l ing metrically as three morae. 
• This tendency may be connected with the metrical transition to a system 

"' t•xact quantitative oppositions. 

53 
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rules, and the uncertainty whether some conjuncts ma< 
position shows the futility of trying to decide whether 
syllable was allowed to contain three morae and whether : 
such a case it represents learned orthography. It would follo 
from the " law " that e and o must be short in a closed syllabi 
Again this was undoubtedly a tendency in the language, b1 
hardly a general rule, and it had not as yet given rise to a 
" independent " short e or o appearing in open syllables. 

§ 70. In § 5 of his Pali Grammar (rgr6) Geiger says that lor 
nasal vowels do not occur. He means to say that long vowe 
are not found followed by niggaMta in the traditional orth• 
graphy. This orthography is part of the general usage of n< 
writing long a, i, �t, before a conjunct, or, as one should say 1 
be precise, in a closed syllable : niggahita makes a closE 
syllable whether or not a consonant follows it . It is understoc 
from this usage, and found in scanning the texts, that niggahi; 
normally makes a syllable metrically long. 

As stated in the Chapter on sandhi, niggahita usually becomt 
the consonant m when followed by a vowel. The syllable thE 
becomes metrically short except in those very few cases whe1 
an Old Indian -am is restored. Quite frequently, howeve 
niggaMta is retained before a vowel and the syllable remair 
long. The poets appear to have been free to make a fin; 
am/a1'J't, im/i1'!'t or ttm/u1'J't, followed by a vowel, long or shoi 
as convenient . 

Whilst the normal practice, representing presumably tl: 
older usage derived from an earlier stage of the languag• 
treated niggahita as a nasality following the vowel, i .e .  � 
anusvara, we find in the Pali Canon the earliest examples < 
the short " nasal vowel " of ApabhraJ1lsa and the moder 
languages, which became a true nasal vowel, anunasika, an 
was probably pronounced as such already in Pali. There is n 
special orthography for this vowel in Pali, and the syllable : 
written either with niggahita, as in the case of ordinar 
anusvara, or without it, as if the nasality were lost complete!� 
This loss of nasality metri causa (and the " short nasal vowel 
in Pali seems to appear only under stress of metre) was perhar 
the origin, and the original pronunciation, of the " short nas< 
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1 1 1 1v t ' 1  " , the nasality having first been lost and afterwards 
1 1  l . t i l l < 'd in a different form by " colouring" the vowel itself 
, , , . , , , •a l of merely following it .l In Indian Prakrit manuscripts 
1 1 1 1 '  new sound came to be represented by the candrabindu, 
,\l , irh  is now usually transliterated by a tilda over the vowel 
1 1 1  pl . tcc of 1'f't after it .2 

l r r t ' l /1  
1 / ' . 1 -ksides clarifying the rules of quantity with a view to 
1 1 1 1 '  ">Cansion of Pali verse, it is necessary to enquire whether 
1 1 1 y  ol hcr feature of the phonology may have been at work in 

d 1  1 1 ' 1 1n ining the position a word might occupy in the pada. 
l l l l ' l l' is only one such feature : the accent . In the Vedic 
L I I I J : I Iage there appears to be no connection between the pitch 
1 1  ' t · n l ,  or " tone " ,  and metrical rhythm. A great deal of 

d , ., , · u ssion has taken place, however, on the question of 
11 1 1 1 ' 1  her, and, if so, when, a stress accent replaced the Vedic 
" t t ·l l l  at some time during the development of the Indo
\ 1 yan languages after the Vedic period. Such a stress accent 
" ' ' l � l d  afiect versification, and we must therefore examine the 
1 1  , J i l t s  of previous investigations of this question and endeavour 
I n  ddi ne the situation in the Pali period. 

· ; .! .  Westphal's attempt to found a science of " comparative 
1 1 1 1 ' l  rics " of the Indo-European languages on the basis of 
t\ 1  i-. t oxenus,3 alongside their comparative linguistics and com-
1 ' · "  a l i ve mythology, resulted in the efforts of several Sanskri-
1 1 ·· 1 "  to analyse Vedic, Pali and Sanskrit verse on the assump
' '" ' '  t hat it was governed by the recurrence of an " ictus ",  so 
1 1 1 . 1 1  lhe padas could be subdivided into feet composed of 
/!J/,is and drsis. 

I \ol h the stress accent and the ictus have been rejected by 
1 • I I H'  Sanskritists as not existing in the Indo-Aryan languages 

1 I )n l hc origin of the true nasal vowel in Indo-Aryan cf. Alien, 1953, p. 40. 
Wt• cannot adopt such a convention in editing Pali texts. It is only a 

1 1 �  pol hesis that d'l'fl in Pali was ever pronounced like ii in Late Middle Indian. 
\\ l w 1 u  lhe short quantity is certain the editor may mark it as a guide to the 
, • •  u l1·r.  

• " Au fsatze zur vergleichenden Metrik der indogermanischen Viilker " 
( 1 Hr .n). We have already discussed this theory in §§ 23 ff. of the Introduction. 
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and metres. If they do exist, however, they are likely to 
interdependent ; that is ,  the ictus is likely to be carried by 
stressed syllable. Let us summarize briefly the developme 
of the stress and ictus controversies. 

§ 73· In 1883 G. Biihler described the modern pronunciati• 
of Sanskrit in India, with a stress accent dependent on f 
penultimate syllable , in his Leitjade-n filr den Eleme-ntarkurs 
des Sanskrit. Jacobi (1893b) traced this stress accent back 
Pali, Prakrit, and Epic and Classical Sanskrit on phonologic 
evidence such as the shortening or weakening of vowels. 1 
initial or " expiratory " stress was also assumed to play a pat 
Enclitics were shown to behave as single word-units with tl 
preceding word. Grierson (1895 and 1896) supported Jaco 
by collecting evidence from the modern languages. In tl 
Pali grammars of Geiger (1916 in German, 1937, revised, 
English) and Mayrhofer (1951) the Jacobi accent is accepted. 

Jacobi was opposed by Pischel (1897 and 1899) , who mail 
tained that the Vedic tone still existed in Prakrit, or that : 
least the accent, whatever its nature, occupied the sarr 
positions as the old tone. This, he claimed, gave a mol 
satisfactory explanation of certain phonological phenomena i 
Prakrit. (On the possible phonological influence of the tone i 
Vedic itself see Zubaty, 1888b, p. 136 on accent and metric; 
lengthening in the J.?-gveda. The statements that greater effo1 
or greater tension were involved in producing a higher tor. 
suggest a possible stress effect of the musical accent .)! By 1 901 
however, in his Prakrit grammar (§46) , Pischel had retreate 
from his former position and conceded a penultimate accent i 
Sauraseni, Magadhi and l)hakki whilst maintaining his Vedi 
accent in Mahara�tri, Ardhamagadhi and J aina Mahara�tri. 

1 cf. Alien, 1953, p. go. Modern phoneticians, e.g. Chiba : A Study of A ccen 
Tokyo, 1935, seem to regard the two kinds of accent as essentially related an 
as mutually exclusive as the predominant accentual feature of any languag. 
On the influence of tone on quantity see also Arnold ( 1 905, p. 1 45) .  Note als 
that the tone is often associated with a " strong " syllable, as when in vert 
the strong stem is used when the tone falls on the stem, Whitney, Sanskr 
Grammar (znd edn. ,  Harvard University Press, 1 889, 1941 reprint) § 55< 
Some modern stress accents in Indo-European languages occupy the place c 
the old tone, e .g. : Greek, Russian, Lithuanian (the latter two retaining a ris 
in pitch) . cf. now Kurylowicz, 1952. 
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� i'·l · Jacobi published a further article (1912-3, " Uber eine 
1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 '  Sandhiregel im Pali und im Prakrit der Jainas und iiber 
d w  1 3ctonung in diesen Sprachen ") in which he announced the 
I H ·w sandhi rule which we have referred to in Chapter II,  
ll' l l ( ' reby a long penultimate syllable weakens, through the 
• . 1 1 1 ·ss which it carries, a sandhi vowel which follows it. That 
i l 1 i -;  rule is not fully, but only so%, offset in Pali by the special 
1 1 dt· t hat a short initial vowel may be lengthened after the 
1 ' 1 1 -, ion of a final vowel he regards as confirmation of the theory. 

I ) loch  1 rejected both theories, saying that nothing was known 
" '  . u ty  stress accent in ancient times (§ 33) and even that there 
11 . 1 s  n o  stress in the modern languages (§ 34) : a position which 
l i t •  s t i l l  maintained in 1934 (pp. 47-9) , stating that the accent 
t l 1 �: 1  ppeared entirely after Pal).ini and that the facts adduced 
1 1 1  favour of a stress could be explained in other ways. One 
\l i i i iders, however, what he understands by the expression 
. .  �ommets rythmiques " on p. 4S·2  He had used this term 
· · : 1 r l icr (1920, p. so) : in Marathi the final syllable is the 
" sommet rythmique " of the word, important in poetry on 
. 1 1  ount of rhyme. He held also that the elements preceding 
I l l ( '  " sommet " lose their quantity. Perhaps the difference of 
1 1 pinion or of feeling in regard to the accent between these 
( . t · rman and French investigators is indeed due to the nature 
o l  t heir own languages. English investigators of Hindi 
( < ; r c•aves, Kellogg) noted that, contrasted with the English 
o � cccnt, there is in Hindi either no accent or an accent " quite 
" 1 1 hordinate in importance to quantity " (Kellogg, r893, § 35) . 
l l 1 1 l i l  accurate measurements are made, using instruments, 
I I H !  discussion must remain subjective. In rgr6 Professor 
I ' 1 I rncr, followed in 1926-8 by Banarsi Das Jain, attempted to 

•,q J vc the problem by accepting Pischel's accent for Mahara!?tri 
. 1 1 1 d demonstrating its continued existence in Marathi, whilst 
. 1 c ·cC'pting Jacobi's accent for the other Prakrit dialects and 
t i l l ' i r  modern descendants. 

' 1 {)20, 50 ff. He ascribes the theories of the German scholars to a natural 
l '"·j udice (based on their own language) and considers that the Felber ( rgrz) 
p l lonograms contradict them. 

• Banarsi Das Jain uses the term " syllabic prominence " as an alternative 
l o  �tress accent in countering Bloch's rejection of stress in Indo-Aryan 
( 1 < ) 16-8, 315 ff.) .  
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§ 75 · In 1943 (r29 ff.) Poucha published an article " Vorr 
Vedischen zum Sanskrit-Akzent " ,  on the origins of the penulti 
mate stress, adducing accent-shifts already in Vedic tendin� 
towards the position of the Sanskrit penultimate accent (p. 148) 
He maintained that the Indo-European tone changed into ;: 
stress under the influence of the non-Aryan languages of India 
and then conformed gradually to the penultimate rule governin� 
its position in the word. He gives (p. 136) as the unanimom 
opinion of Indologists the statement that the decisive chang( 
took place between Pa!).ini's time (the 4th century B.c.) an( 
the 7th century A.D. (Kiisikavrtti) ,  although the beginnings o 
the transition are to be found, as he shows, in the earlies1 
Aryan records in India. Among the references he gives 
however, Wackernagel (r8g6, p. 297) in fact remarks that th( 
stress accent probably was widespread in Sanskrit speed 
already in Pa!).ini's time, referring also to Leumann for th( 
Satapathabriihma�1a belonging to the period of transition. 
Jacobi's theory would seem to push the transition back befon 
the 4th century B.C., since by that time Pali already possessec 
its characteristic accent system.1 

§ 76. From Lin Li-Kouang's discussion (1949, p. 222) oJ 
certain traditions about the recitation of the texts, it appean 
that Early Buddhist recitation was very different from that oJ 
the contemporary Vedic tradition. The Vedic accent system i� 
referred to, with the gestures accompanying the recitation, anc 
rejected, the contemporary pronunciation and manner oJ 
recitation of the various Indian dialects being approved. Even 
the schools which used Sanskrit rejected the chandas., the Vedic 
manner of recitation, but this must refer to a somewhat later 
period. One source quoted by Lin, the Vinayak!}�tdrakavastu, 
allows that if the local usage of a country requires the musical 
accent (the Chinese text appears to be a translation of the 
term iiyatakagitasvara frequently used for Vedic recitation) 
then it may be used. Perhaps this refers to the Buddhist 

1 We may note here the occurrence of non-etymological initial h in the 
Asokan inscriptions : heva1f1, hemeva, called by Bloch ( 1934, p. 67) " h  
expressif ", which is surely connected with the initial stress, and also evan1 
> e1f1 resulting from a stress on the initial vowel. 
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1 1ract ice in Mahara�tra, or some other country in which, 
n:ccptionally we may infer, the old accent still survived. 

s 77. If we accept a penultimate stress accent in Pali, with a 
. . , ·condary initial stress, we next have to take up the question 
w l wther this new accent system played any part in versification. 
I r t he stress was sufficient to produce phonological changes, it 
1 1 1 ig l 1t be felt by the poets and influence their fitting of words 
1 1 1  t o  the rhythm of the pada, but presumably only if the metre 
possessed or developed an element, such as an ictus, which 
. 1 1 1swered to the stress and tended to draw the words into 
positions in which stress and ictus would coincide. We must 
t l wrcfore refer to the ictus discussion in the Introduction 
(�s zz-g) . 

l t  is significant that Westphal's ictus theory was applied 
f i rst , by Cappeller in 1872, to the study of gaJJacchandas, the 
l l l < ' t re which is most closely connected with music. It is 
1 1 1 1deniable that in music the rhythmic periods are marked by 
.1 s t rong beat or ictus, and in a musical metre, if in any, we may 
t i l crefore expect to find a " measure " defined by an ictus. 
(Cappeller's work will be discussed in Chapter VI.) 

s 78. Kiihnau's Die Tri$!ubh-J agati-Familie, r886, gives a full 
t · xposition of the ictus theory in relation to the " comparative 
1 1 1  'tries " of Indo-European. It then takes up Indian metrics 
and selects the tri$!ubh as the best subject for analysis on 
account of the great length of its history, although other 
� netres, particularly miitriichandas, are referred to for com
parison. Kiihnau seems to admit that in the fixed metres of 
Classical Sanskrit there would be no significance in an ictus 
( pp. v-vi) , but he evidently regards this fixed or " uniform " 
t ype of metre as artificial (presumably as resulting from the 
supposed " external " schematic analysis of the Indian 
t l teorists who failed to penetrate to the inner nature of metre) . 
What is important, in his view, is the evolution of metres and 
l h changes of rhythm, from which standpoint the perfected 
array of Classical Sanskrit metres is merely a lifeless fossilization 
of some of the products of metrical development. He admits, 
however, that his attempt to differentiate the musical and 
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metrical forms of rhythm is not entirely successful (p. vu. 
The reason for this is that he attempts to bring all metrE 
under the purely musical laws of the thisis and drsis. 1 
poetry, repetition is sufficient to constitute metrical form, an• 
it may be repetition of a whole piida of considerable lengt 
which is not analysable into smaller units. Stress may b 
added, marking the recurrence of a particular measure, but i 
is not essential in a metre where the rhythm is supplied by th 
opposition of quantities in the word-material, or perhaps onl: 
by variations of tone in a language dominated by a musica 
accent. The " conditions of rhythmical movement " laid dow1 
by the comparative metrologists are thus adequate for musi 
but not broad enough for metrics. The Indian theory of tho 
cakravartana, in Apabhrarpsa and Gujarati metrics,1 is mucl 
closer to an adequate theory of metrical structure. 

§ 79· It is not necessary here to examine the methods of all th• 
other workers in the field of metrics. 2  Some, like Oldenberg 
whilst criticizing Kiihnau's theory at some points, use ictu 
schemes in the study of Vedic and Sanskrit metre, and speal 
freely of " iambic " ,  " trochaic," " anapaestic ," etc. ,  rhythrr 
in anu!jtubh and trifitubh piidas. Others simply analyse th1 
metres in piidas made up of long and short syllables variousl) 
arranged, with or without caesura, very much along the line: 
of the old Indian theory, sometimes using terms such a: 
" diiambus ", but in a so to speak arhythmical sense implyinf 
only a certain arrangement of longs and shorts and not a trm 
" measure " .  We have seen that Arnold and Edgerton workec 
in this way. Others again, like Jacobi and Helmer Smith, de 
not seem to work consistently, so that it is difficult to teL 
whether they always mean a true " measure " when they writ€ 
" foot " or whether the term is used arhythmically. 

The tendency has been to revert gradually to the Indiar. 
system as a starting point for scientific research, as ha� 
happened in other fields of study, and thus to get free from 
traditional European preconceptions. In this way a new sciencE 

1 Discussed by Dr. Dave in an article on " Gujerii.ti Prosody " circulated 
in typescript. 

2 See the Introduction, §§ 24-9, on methods of scanning the tri�fubh.. 
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of  l inguistics and related subjects i s  growing up on the basis of 
I l i e  highest achievements of both Indian and European science, 
h 1 1 t  freed from the narrowness of both which had resulted from 
I I H :  absence of outside criticism. 

� Ho. The modern attitude to the study of Indian metre has 
I H ' ( ' J 1  best formulated by Belloni-Filippi (rgrz,  pp. s-6) . 
l l a .ving rejected the thesis-drsis theory of Kiihnau, he 
p1 ovisionally accepts Oldenberg's results for Vedic rhythm 
(pp .  r8-zo, on the rhythmic structure of the tri$!ubh) , and 
looks to a future deeper understanding of Indian music for 
J J Jorc light on the question of rhythm. Moreover he proposes 
.1  plan of experimental research and collection of material, 
. 1 rcompanied by the study of the Indian metrologists, at the 
c ·c l lnpletion of which theoretical generalization about Indian 
I l l ( '  I rics will become possible. Since rgrz Helmer Smith, 
probably, has done more than anyone else to carry out this 
p i ; Ln .  As for the music, the work of Dr. Bake, which it is to be 
hoped will soon be available in printed form, has cleared the 
way for the full utilization of the ancient musical tradition of 
l n clia in theoretical research of this kind. 

� H r .  In Apabhra:rp.sa and Hindi both stress and ictus play an 
c ·sscntial part in the metrics. The latter was recognized in the 
l l i < 'ory as the sam, the concept being introduced from the 
J l l U  · ical theory (in which it is called graha) ; the former does 
1 1ol seem to have been recognized by the Indian theorists, its 
dfect no doubt entering into the feeling for good versification 
known as gati. The musical theories were evidently introduced 
i n  connection with the tiila vrttas, metres built up according to 
J l l l l Sical form from piidas of the miitrii vrttas which were the 
d i rect descendants of the old gaJJacchandas. Clearly, however, 
I l i e  ictus was already present in the miitrii vrttas : Sinha says 
i n  his Thesis on The Historical Development of Medieval Hindi 
J >rosody (London, 1953, p .  roz) : " For example [of the earlier 
l t H' i rcs, used for ' exclusively literary purposes ' , which preceded 
1 he more popular and more musical tiila vrttas] , when one reads 
' 1 1' sings a pajy'ha#kii, a metre frequently employed in 
t\ pabhra:rp.sa-Prakrit poetry, one unconsciously keeps time by 
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stressing the first of every four tiila miitriis." The pajjha#ka, 
as Sinha points out (pp. 177-8) ,  is directly descended from the 
miitriisamaka of the ancient theory, which was a form of 
ga?Jacchandas 1 or miitriichandas unfortunately very rare in the 
extant ancient literature but very closely related to metres 
commonly used in Pali and elsewhere (see below in the 
Chapter on ga?Jacchandas) . In fact the pajjhapika and the Pali 
g'iti are remarkably similar in structure, both being formed of 
alternate ga?Jas of "-";;;-c and �,;;;-c � .  The question is : how far 
back in Indian literature does the ictus or sam play a part in 
metres of this type ? Was it present already in Pali ? 

§ 82. Although the ictus must have been present from the 
outset in the musical accompaniment to which the old 
ga?Jacchandas metres were composed, it seems only gradually 
and much later to have come to play any part in the arrange
ment of the words. The new stress accent was in Pali apparently 
not sufficiently felt by the poets to impose a conscious, or even 
an unconscious, putting together of stress and ictus. We do 
not find in analysing Pali verses the regular coincidence of 
stress accent and presumed ictus which we see, for instance, in 
the strophe quoted by Sinha (1953, p .  178) from the M oha
mudgara attributed to SaiJ.kara : 

ndlini-ddla-gata-jdlavat tdrala'l!t 
tddvaj jtvanam dtisaya-cdpala'l!t 
iti sa1J'tsare sphutatara-d6$a[i, 
kdtham iha manava tdva sanl6$a[i, 

(metre : padakulaka) 

§ 83. In Pali it appears that any word can occupy any position 
in the pada provided only that the succession of long and 
short syllables fits the metre. We have then to work on the 
assumption that the accent and ictus even in ga?Jacchandas did 
not yet play the part they played later in Hindi and probably 

1 "We have already noted Cappeller's application of the ictus theory to 
gat;acchandas, and suggested that it was no accident that this metre should 
have been the first to be analysed in this way. 
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. l l r  ady in Apabhra1p.sa.1 Future research may perhaps deter
t n i ne how far any tendency for accent and ictus to coincide 
l 1 a .d gone in the latest Canonical texts, and when in the history 
o f  ga��acchandas this coincidence became essential. In the non-
11/atta metres we cannot expect to find an ictus in Pali. It may 
I >C noted that as the musical metres evolved towards the 
l l indi system the other metres, except for those which were 
n.ssimilated to the musical structure, such as the var1Ja vrttas 
of  Hindi (Sinha, 44 ££.) ,  fell into disuse except in Classical 
Sanskrit (and indeed in the Medieval Pali literature, where 
l hey led a still more artificial existence) . 

1 The earliest gattacchandas rhythms. 1 - --1 �-� 1 ,  do not lend themselves 
t o  a coincidence of stress and ictus. The stress falls on a long syllable much 
more often than on a short, so that the stress in such poems as the Upalisutta 
or the M ettasutta falls much more often in the middle or at the end of a gatta 
l han at the beginning : I � �-'----- 1 ��� 1 .  The early gatta rhythms are still based 
0 1 1  the old type of metrical rhythm in that the alternation of quantities alone l lrod uces variation of rhythm, and we have not yet reached the stage where 

..\ --1 , I � - - - 1 and � �� - 1  are rhythmically equivalent. These points will be 
further developed in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FLUIDITY AND LICENCE 

§ 84- In padas of more than eight syllables the earliest metres 
in Vedic, Avestan and Greek (and also the Latin saturnian) 
usually have a break consisting of an obligatory end of word 
at a defined place. This " caesura ", Meillet has suggested 
(rgo3/1949, p. 137) , differs essentially from that of, for 
instance, the French classical alexandrine, which includes a 
certain suspension of sense. 

The end of a word in the early Indo-European languages 
seems to have been marked by special pronunciation, giving 
the word its phonic individuality in the sentence. Thus a 
consonant in absolute final position was, according to the 
Indian grammarians, only imploded (pirjita) , which doubtless 
facilitated the loss of final consonants in Middle Indian.1  

The syllable preceding the " caesura " would not have a 
fixed metrical quantity. Like the final note of a musical 
phrase, it could be prolonged (pluta) or followed by a pause 
(cheda) without any effect on the rhythm. We find in Vedic 
that the final syllables of words, which often occupy the 
position preceding a caesura or at the end of a piida, are 
frequently indeterminate in quantity.2 

§ 85. The crystallization of the rhythmical form of words in 
Vedic and other Indo-European languages appears to have 
been influenced by the cultivation of verse form for the earliest 
literature, as was pointed out by Zubaty (r888b, p. 133) .  
A polysyllabic word tended to take a form having the maximum 
alternation of long and short syllables, so that it could be 
fitted easily into anu!Jfubh and tri!Jtubh verses. In making this 
sort of description of the situation, however, we must avoid 
the falsification of separating " the language " or the " word 
material " from " the rhythm ", as though the words were 

1 The situation in Iranian is similar. 
2 cf. H. Smith, 1953,  p. 138 : " L'autonomie du mot fiechi (et celle du 

membre de compose) qu'abolira la technique classique . . .  " . 
64 
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t i L L ed to the rhythm. The rhythm we are speaking of has no 
I ' X istence apart from the words, and it is also true to say that 
I l i e  rhythms found in the verses are derived from the nature 
( ) f  L he word material, and we have already referred to a trans
formation of the metres apparently arising from changes in the 
l ; t nguage.1 There is some deeper rhythm in a language, which 
t · x presses itself, which expresses perhaps the general meaning
f t t l ness, the life and purposefulness, of the language, in certain 
t t tdrical rhythms. The forms of sentences and words express 
( ' ! t i ps of meaning, of which the possibility of being related to 
o l l lCr expressions of meaning, and thus " understood ",  is 
proclaimed by their consonance with this deeper rhythm. It is 
I o this rhythmic pulse in the living Vedic language that both the 
creation of the anu!jf,ubh-tri!jf,ubh technique and the crystalliza
( ion of the rhythms of particular words should be referred. 

Nevertheless, once the metrical rhythms are well established 
l i t 'Y seem to exert a direct influence on word forms through 
t i le  deliberate selection of suitable forms by the poets. If the 
· · Law of de Saussure-Wackernagel " that tetrasyllabic words 
l end to take the form � - - x  rather than � � � "  illustrates the 
deeper rhythm working in the Vedic language and in Early 
M iddle Indian, some of the phenomena noted by Kurylowicz, 
s1 1Ch as the alternation of jujuvu(l, and juhve according to 
1 nctrical convenience (1949, p. zo) ,  illustrate the direct influence 
of metrical rhythms on the choice of words and forms. 

s 86. In Pali we find a number of indeterminate endings, such 
as the feminines in i and u or the perfect vidu, some of them 
i nvolving the penultimate vowel, such as -isu, -usu, -fhi, etc. 
The fluidity in Pali, which is not found in Classical Sanskrit, is 
of a similar nature to that in Vedic, and shows the historical 
continuation of the old rhythmic situation to which we have 
j 1 1st referred. The rich variety of forms from such a root as da, 
or in the aorist, exemplifies the selection or preservation of 
forms by the metre. Sometimes there is a confusion of archaic 
forms with metrical licence, which led later, in Buddhist 
I Lybrid Sanskrit, to a great extension of licence. As we shall 

1 See Introduction, § 30. 
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see below, licence is not fortuitous in origin, but is based on 
what may be called " morphological weaknesses ". The 
influence of the metre on the word material is based on the 
weak points left by the " deeper rhythm " during the growth 
of the language. 

§ 87. In this chapter we have to  define the limits within which 
fluidity and licence occur in ancient Pali verse. This is of 
particular importance for the study of mattii- and gaJJa
eehandas, where alteration of the quantity of a syllable affects 
not merely that syllable but frequently also the scansion of a 
whole pada. 

The situation in Pali is complicated by the fact that we find 
not simply the continuation of the old language-rhythm but 
the beginning of the transition to a new one : that of 
Apabhrarp.sa. The " Law of de Saussure-Wackernagel " is in 
process of being reversed : instead of w w w x > w - - "'  we find the 
tendency w _ _ ,. > w w w ><  in some forms, notably in the future 
karissati > karihiti discussed by Smith (1952, p. 177) . He 
describes such a quantitative reduction as difficult to admit in 
an epoch which still obeyed the Saussurian law, but surely his 
own distinction of a new rhuthmiz6menon, P", appearing 
already in Pali, must imply the beginning of this reduction, so 
appropriate for the new metres, and the rise of new rhythmic 
laws. It is this conflict between the two rhythms, the break
down of the heavy Old Indian language-rhythm and the first 
vigorous sallies of the new one, or in metrics the superseding 
of -jw by -j w w  as the basis of rhythmic variations, which 
constitutes the special feature of Pali taken as the central 
topic in our study. 

§ 88. N a hi Bhagavii ehandaii ea vuttifi ea rakkhati nii pi 
sukhueeiiraJJattha'l'(t akkharalopiidika'l'(t karoti, yo hi siisanko 
sabhayo, so afifiesa'l'(t paJJ#tiina'l'(t sankiiya uppajjanakanindii
bhayena ehandaii ea vuttifi ea rakkhati sukhtteeiira}jatthafi ea 
akkharalopiidika1'f't karoti, Bhagavii pana niriisanko nibbhayo, 
Bhagavato piivaeane khalita'l'(t natthi, so katha'l'(t parappaviida'l'(t 
pafieea ehandaii ea vuttir1 ea rakkhissati sukhueeiira}jatthafi ea 
akkharalopiidika'l'(t karissati, vutta'l'(t h' eta'l'(t A bhidhammafika-
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1111 tJ � : ' '  Bhagava pana vacaniina'l'}'t lahugarubhava'l'}'t na gaJJeti, bo
dhaneyyiina'l'}'t pana ajjhiisayiinulomato dhammasabhiiva'l'}'t avilo
mento va tathii tathii desana'l'}'t niyiimeti ti na kattha ci akkhariina'l'}'t 
l!ahutii vii appatii vii codetabbii " ti. (Aggavarp.sa, Sd p. 640.) 

1 1  The Bhagavant does not observe number and quantity nor 
r n ake elisions, etc., of letters for the sake of euphony ; he who 
is anxious and fearful, he, when amongst other learned men, 
observes number and quantity and makes elisions, etc., of 
ldters, for the sake of euphony, from anxiety and from fear of 
i rrelevant (?) blame. The Bhagavant, however, being free from 
anxiety and fearless because there is nothing unsound in his 
I < 'aching, why should he observe number and quantity and 
r nake elisions, etc., for the sake of euphony merely on account 
o f the quibbling of others ? As it is said in a sub-commentary 
on the Abhidhamma : ' The Bhagavant does not consider 
short and long quantity in words ; he controls his speech so 
I hat it should not disagree with the nature of the doctrine 
whilst conforming to the mental dispositions of those who are 
capable of being enlightened. Thus the abundance or paucity 
o( letters is nowhere to be questioned.' " 

s 8g. Evidently the irregularities of the Canon had worried 
t he Medieval Pali grammarians, who were not able to explain 
: r l l  of them by means of their linguistic science and metrical 
I hcory and therefore sought to evade the difficulty by invoking 
t he Buddha's 11 fearlessness " in the use of the language. This 
a l l itude may partly explain the carelessness of the scribes in 
l randing down the manuscripts on which we depend, such as the 
i nclusion of obvious glosses in verses in defiance of the metre. 

s go. On p. 843 of the Saddaniti Aggavarp.sa again refers to 
I his difficulty, with the same quotation from an apparently 
lost sub-commentary, and refutes an objection as follows : 

Y adi eva'l'}'t, kasmii tattha tattha pubbiicariyehi 11 giithasu 
rhandamabhedattham akkharalopan " ti ea 11 vuttianurakkhaJJa
tthiiya viparitatii pi " ti ea 11 ehandiinurakkhaJJatthaya sukhueeii
raJJatthiiya ea " ti ea vuttan ti. Sacea'l'}'t, yattha chando ea vutti ea 
rahllhitabbii hoti, [hi1J't] tattha Bhagava ehandan ea vuttin ea 
rakhhati, yattha pana tadubhaya'l'}'t rahhhitabba'l'}'t na hoti, na 
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tattha Bhagavii ehandaii ea v�tttiii ea rakkhati ; ta?J't sandhay. 
vutta?J't : " Bhagavii pana vaeantinattt lahugarubhtiva1Jt n. 
gaJJet'i " ti adi. Chandaii ea vuttiii ea rakkhanto pi hi Bhagav, 
na kabbakarakiidayo viya savyiipiiratavasena rakkhati, atha kh. 
aparimitakiile anekesu jiitisatasahassesu bodhisattakiile akkhara 
samayesu kataparieayavasena padiini nipphanniin' eva hutv, 
sassir'ikamukhapadumato niggaeehanti, tesu kiini ei ehando 
vutt'inattt rakkhaJJasadiseniikiirena pavattanti, kiini ei tathii nt 
pavattanti : yiini rakkhaJJasadiseniikiirena pavattanti, tani san· 
dhiiya Bhagavii " ehandaii ea vuttiii ea rakkhat'i " ti vattabbo 
yani tathii na pavattanti, tiini sandhiiya Bhagavii " ehandaii e� 
vuttiii ea na rakkhat'i " ti pi vattabbo, na hi Bhagavii paresmr. 
eodaniihetu siisanko sappajibhayo, siisanko yeva hi sappajibhayc 
ehandaii ea vuttiii ea rakkhati ti daf!habba1Jt. 

" If so, why did the old teachers say in various places : 
' elision of letter to avoid spoiling the metre in verse, '  ' change 
to observe the quantity,' and ' to observe the number and for 
euphony ' ?-Certainly where number and quantity ought to 
be observed the Bhagavant observes them, but where those 
two ought not to be observed the Bhagavant does not observe 
number and quantity. In this connection it is said : ' The 
Bhagavant does not consider short and long quantity in 
words . . .  ' etc. The Bhagavant does not observe them 
professionally like writers of kabbas (kiivyas) and so on observing 
number and quantity. However, during the limitless time as 
Bodhisatta in many hundreds of thousands of existences, 
through acquaintance with spelling systems and becoming 
trained in words he came to have a glorious lotus-mouth. In 
some of these existences observation of number and quantity 
occurred and in some it did not : when it did occur it should 
be said that the Bhagavant ' observes number and quantity ' 
and when it did not it should be said that the Bhagavant 
' does not observe number and quantity ', but the Bhagavant 
is not to be regarded as anxious and fearful on account of the 
criticism of others or as anxious and fearful in observing 
number and quantity." 

§ 91.  It has not been noticed that in those ] iitakas where the 
Bodhisatta is presumably to be supposed to observe number 
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. 1 1 1d quantity the verses attributed to him are any freer from 
1 1 \ el rical difficulties than other Canonical verses. It might at 
l i rst sight seem reasonable to suggest that the Bhagavant as 
1 1 1 1  ldha, and the early Buddhists in general, were not con
rnned with perfection in the art of poetry but were content to 
1 1s ' language in a less polished manner so long as they succeeded 
i 1 1  making their teaching clear ; yet in fact the early Buddhists 
1 1 1  i I i zed the current arts of metrics and poetics to the full in 
I hl' ir propaganda work, just as Asvagho�a did after them. 
l l  is enough to refer to the elaborate techniques of the 
.'-;uttanipata to justify this view. 

Still less can we accept the suggestion that the Buddha (or 
. 1 ny of his followers) was above the rules and conventions of the 
I : Lnguage of the society in which he lived and used language in an 
: 1 rbi trary manner. We should continue Aggavarpsa's own excel
l 1 · n t  research into Pali usage, nzti sasanassopakaraya yathabalarrt 
tunltehi jhapitii (Sd p. 640) , 1  in the hope of further reducing the 
:1  rea of uncertainty in the interpretation of the texts. 

s <)2. In his chapter on sandhi, which we referred to in 
Chapter II,  Aggavarpsa calls vuttasandhi the alteration of 
. ounds under the influence of metre or for the sake of smooth
I I I 'SS or sonority. Chandas is defined as the determination of 
l l 1e number of syllables and vutti as the determination of the 
' J U O.ntity of syllables. Letters may be elided to observe the 
rliandas or changed to observe the vutti. In prose elision and 
change are made " for euphony " .  This in practice refers to 
certain ancient usages, and particularly to certain dialectal 
variants such as fragments of Magadhi. Exceptional forms not 
o therwise understood by Aggavarpsa are generally explained 
: 1 way as " for euphony " .  It will be useful to compare 
i\ggavarpsa's research in vuttasandhi (Sd pp. 632-40) with the 
observations of modern scholars, and to compare this Pali 
usage with that of other languages closely related to it. 

s 93 · The quantitative variations in Vedic have been the 
su bject of extensive research, notably by Benfey (r874-8o) , 

1 " rules established by us, according to our ability, for the benefit of the 
l <'aching." 
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Zubaty (I888b-9o 1) , Amold (I905, especially Chapter VI) 
Meillet (I920, pp. I94-5, etc. ; I903/I949, p .  I 39) an< 
Kurylowicz (I949, 8 f. , etc. ) .  General agreement does not seen 
to have been reached as to the exact nature of these phenomena 
mainly on account of the uncertainty about the traditions o 
the Sa'l'}'thitii and Pada texts as we now have them. Whethei 
the alternatives represent an indeterminate or fluid stage of th< 
language or artificial poetic licence, or, as seems probable, < 
combination of the two, must be left to Vedic scholars tc 
determine. Arnold's objections (I905, xi-xii) to the seconc 
view surely exaggerate the opposition between the twc 
phenomena. We should expect to find rather a limited use oJ 
licence sanctioned by at least the memory of indeterminatE 
quantity in certain syllables. These changes in Vedic arE 
clearly akin to those in Early Middle Indian and we shall 
examine some parallels, the Vedic examples being taken mainly 
from Zubaty. 

For Epic and Classical Sanskrit parallels we rely on Zubaty 
(I889, 6I9 ff.) and Ballini (I9I2, part 2, pp. 7-8, 34, 6o) . 

§ 94· Edgerton has made a very thorough study of the Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit usage, as a result of which we are now well 
informed on the immediate post-Pali stage. The main outlines 
are given in an article in the JAOS (I946) which has been 
subjected to careful criticism by Smith (I950a, I ff.) , to which 
Edgerton has replied in his Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar 
(I953, pp. 5-6) where he adds many more examples. Further 
examples may be found in Smith's article, in Regamey (I938, 
IS ff.) and in Lin (I949, Chapter IV) . 

For Ardhamagadhi we have only Jacobi (I884, p. 596 ; 
cf. I883, p. 320) and Banarsi Das Jain (I923, p. x) and for the 
Prakrit Inscriptions of the period 3rd century B.C.-2nd century 
A.D. Mehendale's remarks (I948, xxii, etc . ) .  For Classical 
Prakrit there are a few notes in Pischel's Grammar (I9oo) , to 
which we might add those in Prthvidhara's commentary on 
the Mrcchakatika (I936) . 

1 Publication not completed on account of Arnold's work being forth
coming. 
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I ,  t us examine first the types of variation which result from 
t l w fluidity of Pali in its grammar and lexicon, and afterwards 
c n1 1sider, and endeavour to classify, the types of " pure " 

l 1 < c · nce which are not directly justified by such fluidity. There 
. 1 1 c� of course many border line or transitional cases, through 
w l 1 ich we can see how from a pair of variants, that is originally 
! 1  om an ambiguous form, arose a normal form and a rare 
l 1y form kept alive by poetic licence. 

I 'it analogical variants 

� C J5· In Chapter I we have discussed metrical variants arising 
l 1  om epenthesis and contraction. Agga varpsa lists some 
· · xamples of this kind of vuttasandhi, such as : 

samijsuvami 
macco jmatiyo 
padmiinijpadumiini (same in BHS-Edgerton § 3 . II4) 
iicera1Jt/iicariya1Jt ( !-these are metrically equivalent in the 

Canon : - - -, but in Medieval Pali they are used as 
metrical variants : -"-" -, e.g. by Aggavarpsa himself, 
Sd p. 928) . 

We have also the futures noted by Smith, 1952, p. 169 : 

hessati jbhavissati (Bv 2.66) 
jessatijjayissati (Vv 312) 
(in both cases the two variants occur within a single strophe) . 

A lternative Sandhis 

s 96. These have been discussed in Chapter II. Sandhi is more 
frequent in verse, under stress of metre, than in prose. Often 
i t  has to be made in verse where the manuscripts leave the 
words uncombined. 

11 f orphological Variants 

s 97· These are the indeterminate endings, apparently derived 
h orn the Vedic period of the language, which we mentioned at 
I he beginning of this chapter. Geiger gives a number of 
c · xamples in his Pali Grammar : 
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-inattt 
-unattt 1 
-ihi 
-uhi 
-isu 

"' -usu 
-ita (abl. sing.) 

-the last of these sometimes takes the long form in vers1 
but the short in the commentary on it. The others are usuall� 
short in verse but long in prose. In Geiger §§ 86-7 we see th< 
confusion between feminine nouns in i and i and in u and ii ir 
the nominative and also in the genitive (rattiyiijratyii, etc.) 
and in § go we have the variations in sattM- perhaps on th€ 
analogy of these. The -in declension was absorbed into thi� 
i system : hatthi-. 

In the conjugation system we may note the verbs of 
(Sanskrit : which Geiger follows) classes IX (J"iinati, jinati 
( = Aggavarpsa's class 5) ; ga1Jhati ( = Aggavarpsa's class 6) ; 
etc.) , V ( = Agga varpsa' s class 4 SU1JO-I SU1Ja- and 7 (part of) 
sakka-jsakku1J/1-) (frequently transferred to class IX and 
similarly variable : o j/1) , VIII ( = Aggavarpsa's class 7) 
(extraordinary variety of forms from ykar) . We have also the 
-is aorist (pakktlmi, acari, atari, etc.) and the two causatives, 
(p)ayaje, in which the quantity of the radical vowel also may 
vary : jl1leti, nikkhtlmeti, !hapet-i, etc. Aggavarpsa has noted 
(p. 635) -itttsu j-isuttt in the aorist . 

Professor H. Smith has collected many examples of variants 
of this type in the article just quoted : " Le futur moyen indien 
et ses rythmes " (1952, r6g ff.) , e.g. : 

dassatttfdassiimi (J IV 405, etc.) 
padissantijpadissare (Bv 2, 83) 
disviijda_i!hu (Sn 424) 
pakasesi jpakiisayi (Bv 4, 3-5) 
plurals in iijiiyo. 

He notes similar variants in ArdhamagadhL 

1 In feminines with the suffix -ni from stems in -i and -u there is the same 
uncertainty. In some of the manuscripts of Th II,  for instance, we find 
bhikkhani in several places instead of the usual bhikkhuni, 
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.'·iyntactic Variants 

� 98. Under this heading we may note the metrical expedient 
! 'alled by Smith the " split-compound ", e.g. amatatala-

. amata1'}'t tala- (see CPD Epilegomena to Vol. I ,  p. 32) . 
Further studies along the lines of Hendriksen's Syntax of the 
I nfinite Verb-Forms of Pali (1944) would enable us to describe 
o l  her variations in sentence > piida construction. 

l.exicographical Variants 

� 99· A long list of these is given by Aggava:rpsa (Sd pp. 921-2) . 
Some of them do not seem to have been found in the Canon 
and may be merely Medieval usage. It is probable, however, 
l l 1at a good many such variants have been ignored or 
" corrected " by modern editors, and excluded from the PED. 
Some of Aggava:rpsa's examples belong to our category of 
phonological variants (epenthesisjcontraction) , but others may 
conveniently be listed here. Of metrical importance are : 

ttgara'J'!t 
nimeso jnimiso 
"' . 
tnt;a'J'!t 
elamugo I elamukho 

-many case;> with or without suffixes such as -ka, -na, and 
o f  variations of gender, are noted. An interesting case is : 

upayiina'J'!t jupayana'J'!t, " approach " 
-the first is from upa-v ya, the second from upa-v i. The 

second has normally the special sense " offering ", " present " .  
A few examples may be culled from the PED, such as : 

mahisa jmahi1'}'tsa 
virava jviriiva 
viliva jvil'iva 
vu!ha jvu!ha 
vyadhati jvedhati 

Variations of Usage (ru!hibheda) 

§ roo. To complete this survey we might add Aggava:rpsa's 
category ru!hibheda, " variation of usage " (Sd pp. 923 and 
z6r -3) ,  which overlaps the preceding three categories and 
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includes the coining of new words and the use of alternative 
cases or numbers in declension to express the same relationship. 
The study of this vast field belongs to the future, although a 
start has been made by Hendriksen (1944) and by Smith, in his 
examination of style and rhythm in Sanskrit sutras, and in Pali 
treatises belonging to the same tradition, at the end (pp. 31-7) of 
the remarkable article : " Retractationes Rhythmicae " (1951) . 

Licence 
§ 101 .  Positio debilis, which is a form of licence in some of the 
other languages,1 has been disposed of in Chapter I,  section vi, 
since in Pali it is a regular phonological phenomenon in certain 
words. 

Helmer Smith has observed (195oa, p. 36, with reference to  
pp. 6-8) that Pali orthography is  very little sensible of  metrical 
exigencies 2 (licence is indicated by the orthography in a much 
smaller percenlage of its occurrences than in the Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit manuscripts) . We have to assume licence in 
some cases of apparent irregularity, without the support of any 
manuscript. The cases quoted below where the quantity 
required by the metre is not absolutely certain, but only highly 
probable, have been indicated by a question mark. 

Licence is rare in Pali, compared with the usage in Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit , and where it occurs it is limited to certain 
" weak points " (even Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit resisted 
licence in internal or root syllables : Smith, 1950a, pp. 32-3) .  
It  is likely that in the earliest verses we possess there was least 
licence and on the other hand the greatest freedom in the 
structure of the metres : thus a short syllable might have been 
permitted before the caesura at the fifth of the tuNhubha in early 
times,3 but later we can be sure that the long was established, 

1 Epic Sanskrit (see Zubaty, r 889, Jacobi, r 893a, Hopkins, 1 902, Ballini, 
1912,  part 2, pp. 7. 34 and 6o) ; Classical Sanskrit (Bollensen, r 859, 291 ; 
Ballini, 1 9 1 2, 7-8 ; Damodara, Vii1:z!bhii�a'l;!a, I, verse 6-before pr and hr) ; 
Hindi (Sinha, 1 953, p. r o) .  

2 The emendations of some o f  the Burmese scribes (for instance i n  MSS. of 
Sn : adopted and extended by Fausb0ll, and to a lesser extent by Andersen 
and Smith) are not likely to have been based on any ancient tradition. Their 
lack of authenticity is clearly shown by such cases as the omission of ea (Sn 
second edition, p.  47. notes r and 5)  to compensate the number of syllables after 
the medieval misreading of -cariyii as three syllables. 

3 But not before that at the fourth, unless early Pali was freer than Vedic. 
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preparing the resolution allowed in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, !  
In the remainder of this Chapter about one hundred cases of 

metrical licence in Pali are classified. They are taken from 
Aggava:rpsa (A) ,  Geiger (G) , the PED and CPD, Simon (RS) ,2 
Mayrhofer (M) , Smith (HS) , Fausb0ll (F) and Dhammapala, 
supplemented by the present writer's collections (not marked) . 

The Final Syllable 
� roz. The plasticity of final syllables was a legacy from Old 
I ndo-Aryan metrics. Zubaty in a series of articles (WZKM 
r888-9o) quotes many Vedic examples showing the variation 
of quantity in such cases as : 

conjugation : -tt (rdk$atl, etc.) 
-tM (fivdyatM, etc.) 
-hi 
-11 (perfect : aM 3s., vidd zp.) 

" -sva 
declension : -en/1 

"' -asya 
-11 (vocative) 
-an stems > 11 
sd > sa 

adverbs and particles (here Zubaty finds a correlation with 
the position of the accent ; 3 the long ending is generalized 
when oxytone as in purutra) : 

-tr/1 (dtr/1, tdtr/1, etc. ) 
-tM 
-dh/1 ( ddhl1) 
ea > cii (twice only in �VS) 
nd > na (once only in �VS) 
cand > cana (once only in �VS) 
deeM 
sm/1 
ady/1 
kil/1 

1 See Ch. VIII on the evolution tufthubha > upajiiti. 
• ZDMG, 1 890. 
3 cf. § 73 above. 
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td 
su 
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These variants were not generated " metri causa ", and 
according to Zubaty (WZKM r888, p. 139) the long final 
appeared originally before a single consonant or in absolute 
final position 1 and the short final before a double consonant or 
at the close of a grammatical or metrical unit (� " nexus ") : 
" am Schlusse eines grammatischen ( . . .  metrischen) Ganzen." 
The anticipation of the " Law of morae " is interesting. 

In Pali we find the following alterations of the normal 
quantity in order to satisfy the metre : 

§ 103. Lengthened final : 
nadati (Th I 832) (G) 
bhiivayati (Dh 350) l 
ravati (] I 77) (RS) sarati (] II 127) 
passati (Dh n9) 
bajjhati (Sn 508) 
ramati (Sn 985) 
yajati ? (Sn 509) (F) 
passathci ? (Sn 177) 
vadii ? (Sn 383) 
piinudi ? (Sn 476) 
sambhonti (Th I I  329) (RS) 
patthayasi (M) (Sn r8 ff. and Th I 51 ff. in 

opacchandasaka cadence) 
muni ? (Sn 838) 
tayi ? (Sn 382) (F) 
ea 2 (Sn 41, 67 ?, 82 ?, 481 ?)  
na (Pv 28) (Dhammapala) 
stt (Sn r8r ,  885, 970) 

--the same result is in one case indicated by writing a 
doubled consonant after the final vowel : 

1 It seems likely that in all Indo-Aryan metres the pada-final, if short, was 
lengthened, cf. §§ 225-6 below. 

2 On this see H. Smith, 1950a, p. 7 " 3·4 " . 
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sarati bbayo (J Ill 95) (G) 
( = vayo) 

77 

--one case of nasalization has been found (but not for the 
purpose of lengthening) : 

idham (Sn 151) (HS) (sandhi consonant ?) 

§ 104. Shortened final : 
akaramhasa (for -se) (J Ill 26) } 
okkantiimasi (for -se) (J VI 555) (A) 
sincitva (Sn 771) } (HS) 
chetva ? (Sn 66) 

( chetva Sn 29 in opacchandasaka cadence) 
pztggala (Vv 617c) (Dhammapala) 1 
nimmakkhiJ ? (Sn 56) 
okamokata (for -to) (Dh 34) (G) 
silavatiitr5 (Sn 899) 
kiime ? (Sn 464) 
va (" or ") (Sn 222) (G) 

-the same result is also obtained by denasalization : 
paptt1Ji (Th II 91) (G) 
phassetuttt ? (Sn 393) (F) 
addhiina (Dh 207) (G) 
jiifittt ? (Sn 462) 
pancanniittt ? (Sn 964) 
pathamasmittt (Sn 233) 
ayiittt (Sn 594) 

-" in sandhi " : samatimanni 'hattt (Th II 72) (G) 
-several other examples of denasalization of final are given 

by A (Sd 630) , who evidently regards it as a possible result of 
ordinary sandhi, not as vuttasandhi or metrical licence. 2  We 
noted in Chapter II, however, that the cases he quotes are 
mostly under stress of metre. In Chapter Ill we have discussed 

1 Followed by Aggavarpsa. Hardy, however, in the PTS edition with the 
Commentary, rgor,  prints as compound with the following word. Aggavarpsa 
says (Sd pp. IS  and 634) that the inflections, especially -o, may be left off 
nouns (avibhattikaniddeso) ,  giving this illustration and thera vadanam (Dip. ) , 
but remarking that others read theravadanam ! 

2 cf. § 64 above on (exceptional) simplification of a following conjunct when 
a vowel is elided after niggahita : does this indicate that a short syllable 
results ? 
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the possibility that such cases indicate not denasalization but 
the existence of short nasal vowels in Pali, the prototypes of 
those in Apabhra:rp.sa. 

§ 105. The final syllable was occasionally elided altogether 
under stress of metre : 

chamii (for chamaya, loc. s ?) 1 (J VI 89)} (A) 
somana- (for somanassa-) (Sn 67) 
acchodi (for acchodaka) (D II 135) } 
a#hake (for -esu) (Ap 75, 77, 439) (HS in 
anussavane (for -ena) (Vin V 203) CPD) 
aviyja (for -aya) (Sn 1033) 

§ ro6. In Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, as Edgerton has shown, 
alteration of the ends of words under stress of metre is very 
common. The licence already practised in Pali was greatly 
extended. The verb ending -ti is frequently lengthened to -ti 
and also -te and all other verb endings may similarly be 
lengthened or shortened. Any word, including indeclinables, 
ending in -a may be lengthened to -a (ea, etc.) but much more 
often to -o (tena > teno, paiica > paiico, etc . ) .  The final 
vowels i and e, a and o, are generally interchangeable, and not 
only denasalization, but nasalization of the final, which is 
practically unknown in Pali, is common. 

In Ardhamagadhi, according to Jacobi, we find denasaliza
tion of finals m.c. throughout the declension (1884, p. 596) . 
According to Banarsi Das Jain (1923, p. x) the anusvara is quite 
generally variable for metrical convenience. J acobi further 
states that e and o may be long or short ; in the manuscripts 
i, 1-t, a, are often written for them. 

The Seam 
§ 107. The " seam ", whether between stem and suffix (in cases 
where the suffix was still felt to be something added to the 
stem) , between words in a compound, or between prefix and 
root, was another weak point where the quantity of the syllable 
could be altered without offence to the ear. In Vedic Kurylowicz 
(1949) has noted a certain fluidity in the length of antesuffixal 

1 According to the PED, however, this is the instrumental used adverbially, 
cf. Vedic : k�amii. 
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vowels, sometimes utilized for metrical purposes, whilst Zubaty 
in the articles already quoted has shown that the indeclinables 
ddhi, abhi, part, ati, prati, vi, dnu, which normally end in a short 
vowel, may sometimes, but especially in compounds (in the case 
of the last four, only in compounds) , end in a long vowel. 
Between two prefixes Meillet has noted from Wackernagel 
( 1905, p. 71) aniinukrtyd- m.c.,1 and he has also noted nasaliza
t ion in the seam, m.c. , in dadhanti and dadhantu. 

In Pali we find : 
§ ro8. Lengthened seam : 

satimant- (S I 8r ,  Dh 91,  r8r ,  Sn 45, 
Th I I  35) (A, G, PED) 

jut�n_:ant- } (RS) dhztzmant-
matimant- (HS) 
therike (Th I I  1) (G) 2 
mutiyii (Sn 846) 
sarabhamiga (J VI 537) 
kimiidhikara1Ja?JZ (] IV 4) 

/ 

(but cf. -a- in compounds : many similar cases are not metrica 
lengthening, and these too are doubtful. See G § 33) 

anudake (] VI 499) (G) 
anupama (Ap 319, Bv VI r) 
anupaya (Sn 786, 897) 
anitiha (Sn 934, 1053, 1066, 

Th I 331,  etc.) 
aniinugiddha (Sn 86, 778) 
aniinupassi ? (U 74) 
aniinupujjha ? (Sn 782) (CPD) 
aniinuyayi (Sn 1071-3) 
aniinztruddha (S IV 71) 
aniinuloma (D I I  273) 
aniimwaJia (Vin I 359) 
anapara (Sn 1094) 
aniivara (I 76) 

1 But cf. anu- > iinu- in the next section (§ n r) .  
2 This, however, may b e  a recent Burmese emendation. 
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(these and a number of others like them are clearly facilitated 
by the " Law of de Saussure-Wackernagel ". Some do not 
occur with the short seam ; they had become fixed in the 
language with the long form suited to the " old language
rhythm ").  

In the words vitariisi (J I I  14) ,  garahiisi (J IV 248) , (G) we 
may have lengthened seams, or they may be genuine subjunc
tives. 

-the same by doubling the following consonant : 

paribbasiino (for -v-) (Sn 796) (G) 
suggali?J't (] IV 496) }(A) 
na ppajjahe (J Ill 14) 

no doubt parijjanii at A Ill  38 is m.c. for parijanii. 

§ 109. Shortened seam : 

paccanfkii (G) 
pztra1Jo ? (Sn 312) 
gimhisu (for -esu) (Dh z86) (A and G) 

-by simplifying the following conjunct : 

iikiiicaiia?J't ? (Sn 1070-2) 
dakkMsa?J't ? (Th II 84) (G) 
sikkMsiimase ? (Sn 814) (F) 
apacdsa?J't (J VI 16) (A) 
nfdoso (Sn 476) 

-by both : 

anii1Ja ? (Sn 839) (F) 
dukha?J't (very frequent-by analogy 

with sukha?J't, J VI 552, Th I 734, 
etc.)  (A and G) 

padipeyya?J't > padipfya?J't (Vv XXII 
5-but this may be a by-form ; 
cf. § 52) 

-by denasalization : 

jivato (J Ill 539) (G) 
diyante (Th II 475) 
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� u o. In Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit we again find this form of 
l icence much extended, e.g. sonita, surata (but cf. Smith, 1950a, 
pp. 12-13), S'Ytdhana, cajjino, mirf,haggiri, Sarvajjagabhimu-
1.-harupa (Smith, 1950a, p. 9 quotes this incorrectly) , filapsruta
jiliina-, bibhatsa. 

f_engthened Initial Syllable (especially Initial Vowel) 

§ I I I.  Meillet has noted after Wackernagel (1905, p. 71) that in 
Vcdic anu- sometimes becomes anu- before - -, e.g. anw;uka-. 
I n  Pali we find a few similar cases of lengthened initial vowel : 

anubodhittt (A V 46) (HS) 
upanissaya (Sn 867, 901 ?) 
ftbhayattt (S I 134, A Ill 3II)  

There was a definite tendency to lengthen initial syllables in 
Pali and in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, not so much for metrical 
convenience but as part of the phonology of the languages. If in 
the " old language-rhythm " there was, besides the Saussurian 
- - - - law, a " law " which we might name after Meillet : 
- - - - > - - - - (although clearly it had much less force than the 
other law) , in the " new language-rhythm " its place was taken 
by the more effective initial stress discovered by Jacobi (see 
Chapter III) . 1  

In BHS Edgerton notes " presumably m.c." (Grammar, 
§ 3 . I I) anubhava, atireka, paripun;a, bhavami, and others : 
clearly this form of licence too was much extended. 

Licence Apparently Based on HistO?'ical and Dialectal Variation 

§ nz. If the Vedic, Ardhamagadhi or Apabhra111sa cognate 
had a rhythm different from that of the normal form of a Pali 
word we need not be surprised to find that a poet occasionally 
lapsed into this alternative form under stress of metre. 

1 Edgerton, 1953, Grammar, § 3.9, questions this accent-theory, which he 
finds in Geiger, § 24, without stating his reasons (he questions the whole 
theory, including the penultimate accent-see § 2.77 n.).  It seems, however, 
that sufficient evidence has been adduced to prove it (see the discussion in 
Ch. III), at any rate for Pali and Ardhamiigadhi. It would be surprising to find 
that it did not apply in BHS, and the onus is surely on Edgerton to disprove it 
if he can. 
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Alteration to the Vedic rhythm : 

dutiyena > dutiyena (Sn 49, 450, 884) 
tatiya1Jt > tatiya1Jt (Dh 309) (G) 

Alteration to later Prakrit rhythms : 

evam > em (J II 40) (A) (cf. AM em) 
-Fvi1Jt ? (Sn r8r-z) (this is in any case uncertain, but c 

Apabhrarpsa jiya, Alsdorf : Der Kumiirapiilapratibodh 
(1928) , p. 54 ; his glossary suggests that jiva is, howeve 
still the more usual form in Apabhrarpsa) . 

Metrical Haplology 
§ II3 .  accztpatati > accupati (J IV zso) (HS in CPD) 

Other Types of Licence and General Conclusions on Licence 
§ I I4. Other types of metrical licence are very rare in Pali 
The root vowel appears to be shortened in the following cast 
(cf. -jivi1Jt ? above) : 

midassa ? (Sn 196) (cf. p. 35 above : Vmid) 
nat;ena (Sn 839 = 1078) (written long) 
eso ? ? (Sn 6r twice) 

Finally we have to read anusiiyiia1Jt for anusayita1'}2 
Sn 355 (pp. of anuseti) . 

The above lists could be considerably extended, but they aJ 
sufficient to  indicate the types of licence which were acceptE 
in ancient Pali verse. Here they are as far as possible limited 1 
examples which are clear from our knowledge that the vat. 
and tutthubha-jagati cadences were fixed well before the Pa 
period (otherwise they are marked as doubtful) . In the light ' 
a fuller understanding of the metres it will be possible to dete• 
many other metrical alterations. The present chapter, howeve 
is intended as a preliminary to the study of the metres, indepe1 
dent of that study and serving as part of the basis for it. 

We may formulate a general rule for licence in Pali (if not • 
all languages) : that the poets sought to  disguise licence and · 

1 Even in BHS metrical alterations are much less common " in the interi 
of a word "-Edgerton, 1946, p. 205. 
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make the altered forms pass as regular ones. In this way, of 
course, they assisted in the establishment of new forms in the 
language and in later dialects. Smith (rgsoa, p. 4) has noted 
that iha > iha1ft in BHS is not pure metrical licence, but may 
be justified morphologically by comparison with kaha'f]'t, 
taha'f]'t, etc. The same applies to idha > idham in Pali. 

The fluidity of the language, persisting from ancient times, 
justified the majority of the alterations. Although in most 
cases we can say that one alternative was normal in Pali, the 
other evidently passed without offence to the ear. In some of 
these cases an archaic form perhaps enhanced the effectiveness 
of the poetry, in others, where the fluidity was a new develop
ment in Middle Indian resulting from the confusion of declen
sions, etc. ,  the form passed by analogy. 

D 



CHAPTER V 
MATTACHANDAS 

Citram iimniiyiid anyo nutanacchandasiim avatiira/J 

-Bhavabhi 
General-The Musical Metres 
§ us. The mattiichandas were the first new metres to appear 
the post-Vedic period. Although some changes took place 
the anutthubha and tutthubha during their long history precedi 
the appearance of mattiichandas, there was no decisive break b 
only a gradual tendency towards more fixed forms of paa 
With mattiichandas, however, even if its origins can be trao 
in the Vedic techniques of verse making, we find a radic 
departure, the establishment of a completely new principle 
verse building, which led on the one hand to the countless m 
metres of Classical Sanskrit and on the other to the music 
metres of Apabhrarpsa and the modern vernaculars. The esta 
lishment of the principle of mattii measurement was decisive f 
the whole subsequent history of Indian poetry, and this extr 
ordinary event took place during the period we are studyin 
its first manifestations being found in ancient Pali verse. 

§ u6. In Indian music a two-fold division is recognize< 
miirga and des'i.1 The former is generally regarded as limited 
the Vedic tradition, although there has been a tendency 
recent times to define all music which is said to be able to le; 
the soul to liberation as miirga. As opposed to the saman char 
all secular music, whether actual folk music or the " classical 
tradition of the professional city and court musicians (whit 
was based on the folk music) appears in the medieval perio 
and perhaps earlier, to have been called dd'i. This interesti1 
term indicates the folk music origin of all the secular, non-Vedi 
music. Thus Matanga, writing perhaps in the gth or roth centu: 
A.D., called his treatise on music the Brhaddes'i. More mode 
writers such as Damodara (Sa1ig'itadarpana, c. r6zo A.D.) ha' 

1 It is convenient to use the Sanskrit terms, although the Pali equivaler 
exist in both the ancient and the medieval literature and are sometimes 
special interest, e .g. taJa for tala. 

84 
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1 1 1 1  fortunately obscured the matter by calling all classical music 
nwrga and using desi as a derogatory term for popular music. 1  

s 1 l 7 .  The classical secular music was distinguished from the 
I i t  mgical music of the Veda not only by its new scales and 
1 1 1 0  les probably derived from folk music but also by its 
' ' ' l hms, or talas. The Vedic chant had no tala, since it followed 
t I l l ;  verse and derived its rhythm from the metre. As we have 
j w>l said, the new metres, which we are going to study in this 
< 'ktpter and the next, are fundamentally different in structure 
I rom Vedic verse, and they differ precisely in that they are 
1 ' · lated to tiila. It is probably no accident that the earliest extant 
1 H >  ·ms in the new metres are in a vernacular dialect and not in 
t l t c  l earned language of the Vedic schools. The vetiili:ya 2-
pnhaps the most important of the new metres-was also 
k nown as the magadhika, which probably indicates its origin 
n mongst the poets and singers of Magadha. 3 The metre thus 
: 1  ppears in Pali, at one stage removed from its native dialect , 
: 1 long with the literature and philosophy of Buddhism radiating 
westwards from the same country. The Ardhamagadhi litera
l 1 1 rc which is extant does not appear to be as ancient as the 
l 'ar l iest Pali literature in which the new metres are represented 
(see § 191 below on the vetalzya in the Suyaga4a'J'!t) , but a pun in 
t l t e  VeyaliyayjhayaJJa (Suy. 1 .2 .1 ,  last verse) shows how close 
t l t is dialect was to the original Magadhi of the new metrical 
le hniques : [leading to destruction (of 
·ncyt"iliyamaggamagao = " he who karman) " .  

has entered the road described in veyiiliya (vetii-
liya) metre " .  

-veyiiliya means either the metre or  Sanskrit vaidiilika, 
" destruction ".  This old Jaina literature seems to be directly 
< kscended from the original Magadhi literature of perhaps the 

' The usual Pali term however (Cy. trad.) is gandhabba-sippa (giindharva
<" /'11 ) .  

• We follow the conventional spelling of later times. Vetiiliya however was 
pml lably the original pronunciation. 

·' See the references given by Velankar, 1949, p. 28. (This book is useful, 
•'HP ially for the texts and references, but the introductory matter is highly 
, . . . a l ie . )  
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6th or 5th century B . C . ,  in which the new techniques we 
developed, a point we shall come upon again in discussi1 
gaJ}acchandas (the " hypermetre " of the VarJJakas) . Ve 
probably the Ajivikas were the first sect to use these techniqu 
in the verses used in their ritual song and dance, which appe 
to have played such an important part in their cult,1 and t 
other sects such as the Buddhists and J ainas merely emulat' 
and tried to outshine their rivals. 

§ n8. The name vetiiliya suggests some connection with mus 
although its exact significance has been forgotten. V etiila 
D I 6 is " some magic art, probably connected with mm 
(ghana-tiifa?J't, cymbal beating) such as raising the dead 1 
mantras " (PED based on the Commentary) . At Siiyagarj,a 
2.2.15 (p. 87, Vaidya's edn.) veyiili is probably the same ma1= 
art (Jacobi suggests punishment by spells, following t: 
Commentary) . Vetalika in Pali means some office at court c 
nected with music, etc.-a " bard " ; hence vetiiUya would be 
metre to be used in such singing or chanting. The name giti 
the earliest gaJ}acchandas suggests a completely musical metJ 

§ n9. If we look at the first few syllables of a mattiichand 
piida (opacchandasaka or vetiiliya) and compare them with tho 
of several other piidas in the same metre, we see at once th 
besides the difference between the prior and posterior membE 
of each piidayuga a number of variant structures are currer 
such as - - � � � � - � � - - - - � - - - � � - and so on (prior piidc ' ' ' ' 
These are followed by a cadence which appears to be fixe< 
- � - � - "  (opacchandasaka) or - � - � "' (vetiiliya) . The first part 
the piida may contain any number from three to six syllablE 
but it seems to be constant (possible exceptions will be di 
cussed below) in containing six mattii, or eight mattii in the ea 
of the posterior piida. Such a variation is quite incompatil:: 
with Vedic recitation, which depends on the number 
syllables, but is entirely compatible with tiila, since the leng 
of the whole group of syllables remains constant. This is tl 
new principle, referred to in the Introduction, of the exa 

1 See Basham, 195 1 ,  u6-7, etc. 
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' ' < I I I ivalence of two short syllables to one long one.1 Whereas in 
l l w old metrics v v _ _  may be equivalent to - - - - and even 
, , ,  - - - , in the new metrics we find v v  _ _  = - - - ; v v v v v v  etc. 

s 1 20. The new metres are further distinguished by being 
1 1 (1(/hasamavutta (ardhasamavrtta) , having the two components 
o f  l he padayuga of different structures. This feature greatly 
' omplicates their study, in that we do not find a simple 
1 l ' pcating musical rhythm as in, for instance, the Apabhra111sa 
fmjjhafika, which is what we might have expected on the first 
1 1 l ! roduction of musical rhythms into the poetry. What we find 
1 I 'S mbles rather the result of an attempt to combine musical 
. 1 1 1 d  metrical rhythms, which on further reflection we might 
I ' Xpect as the first step in introducing a new or unfamiliar 
l 1 ·chnique into the metrical tradition : a combination of new 
. 1 1 \ c l  old may be understood and accepted where a totally new 
form of versification may not. This observation applies particu
larly to the cadence, which resembles those of the old tutthubha 
:1 nd anujthubha, but the combination of padas of different 
i f ' ngths also was not unknown to the old metrics, being in fact 
. 1 n  important feature of Vedic versification in the so-called 
" I yric metres " .  These points will be studied in detail below, 
l n 1 l  we may make the general observation here that the history 
of Indian literature shows the successive appearance of more 
.1 nd more fully musically articulated metres-mattachandas
J;a·�tacchandas-mattavutta (matravrtta, not the same as matta
rhandas !) 2-talavutta . 

' It is worth noting in this connection that the tendency to exact oppositions 
nf long and short syllables seems to develop especially when a number of 
pcople recite or sing in unison. Dr. Alien has obtained a remarkable recording 
nf Vedic chanting in unison in which this exact opposition of quantities is 
1 1 1 < t intained, giving a striking quasi-tala effect. It appears to have been most 
I I I I USual in the Vedic tradition for the brahmans to sing in this way, only solo 
111citation being required in the performance of the rituaL In the non-Vedic 
t mditions such as Buddhism, Ajivikism and J ainism, on the other hand, 
11·dtation of the Canonical texts by large gatherings (sangfti) ,  in unison, is an 
, . ;�entia! feature of the life of the communities. This practice may well have 
l w1'n a contributory cause, or " catalyst ",  in the development of the new 
l l lf 'lrcs in the period of the rise of these communities. 

• The term matravrtta was applied to the Apabhrarp.sa and Hindr musical 
l l l t'tres derived from ga�zacchandas after the true mattachandas had long been 
" '  l inct in India. The same word is also used generically to cover all metres in 
wi l ic lt the matta count is an essential feature of the structure, including all four 
' l . 1sses mentioned here. 
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§ 121 .  This process of musical infiltration of Indo-Ary;; 
metrics began at a definite stage in the evolution of the Ind 
Aryan languages. The interconnection of language and metri' 
has been noted in the Introduction (§ 31) and at the beginnir 
of Chapter IV. The appearance of musical metres in P;; 
should not be interpreted as indicating that the desi music (< 
opposed to " Vedic music " ,  if such a term has any meanir 
outside its application to the chanting of sacred texts) originah 
in about the 5th century B.c. ,  although the nature of tho: 
metres may be expected to throw some light on the history 1 
the music by establishing the existence of a particular trila ; 
that early period.l  It is probable that the Vedic chant itse 
was derived from the desi music of a very ancient period, b1 
that owing to the nature of the language the trilas of that mus 
could not be reflected. With the beginning of the transition 1 
Apabhratpsa, however, the language and metrics becarr 
susceptible of penetration by musical trilas, and Canonical Pa 
shows Indo-Aryan in that critical stage. As the langua� 
became more supple ( >  Apabhratpsa) its metres became mo1 
musical.2 

§ 122. The two main mattrichandas metres are opacchandasal< 
(aupacchandasika) and vetriliya (vaitaliya) . It should be note 
that the classical metres which bear these names are n< 
mattiichandas but have fixed schemes, although they a1 
evidently descended from mattrichandas and retain the sarr 
numbers of mattri per pada. Like pupphitaggii (puf}pitagrri) an 
aparavatta (aparavaktra) they are merely particular cases c 
mattrichandas piida structures. We can identify other mattt 
chandas and metres of mattrichandas origin by their beir 

1 It is possible that this desi music was that of the pre-Aryan population 
the Ganges region : it imposed its rhythms, etc., on the Aryan literature (ar 
music ?) just at the time when other presumed pre-Aryan features we 
imprinted on the religion, etc. ,  of the region (asceticism and Vai�navism wi' 
temple cults, etc., and transmigration) . 

2 The primary cause of this evolution Old Indo-Aryan (in fact Indo-Irania: 
> Apabhrarpsa, etc., was perhaps the impact of the non-Aryan languages , 
India. First we get the distinction of dentals and cerebrals, later we g< 
(gradually) a rhythmical assimilation of the Aryan language to its new Indi< 
environment. The Dravidian metres have the exact opposition of quanti tie! 
Munda metrics awaits clarification, but cf. Khmer metrics (exact oppositior: 
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fl(l(ihasamavutta. Besides those mentioned, we find in our texts 
\1 1tigalii (still in the mattiichandas stage, but not so fluid in 
..,, ructure as the main metres) and vegavati (also approaching its 
l ' !assical fixed structure) . In addition to all these we find 
.' f/ lnavuttas which appear to be of mattiichandas origin, being 
1 >art icular cases of mattiichandas (including vegavati) padas 
l;t 'ncralized : rathoddhatii, dodhaka (meghavitiina does not seem 
t o  occur in the Canon) . Finally we may note that the visama
l'ltfla ttpajjhitappacupita (upasthitapracupita) with its variant 
'it ructures appears to be derived from mattiichandas. This 
wonderful invention of the old Buddhist poets, which was 
perhaps the first tiifav'utta in Indian literary history, is analysed 
i n  Chapter IX on akkharacchandas. In their fixed forms all the 
m tres considered here belong to that chapter, where they are 
: 1 ccordingly reclassified, but their origins are discussed in the 
present chapter, since they help to illustrate the nature of 
mattiichandas structure. 

§ 1 23 .  Some particular piida structures of opacchandasaka and 
vetiiliya have names, such as bhaddaviriija, pavattaka, and 
others (see the tables below) , but it does not seem necessary to 
c l iscuss them as separate metres since they are found only in con
j unction with the two main metres. The two main metres occur 
t ' ither independently or in mixed strophes. In the latter case the 
mixing is normally not haphazard as in tuj!hubha-jagati but is 
a regular alternation of vetiiliya and opacchandasaka padas. vVe 
should perhaps regard this mixed strophe as a third main 
metre, but its structure does not differ in any respect, other than 
t he cadence, from the first two.1 In the tables its padas have 
been counted under opacchandasaka and vetiiliya. 

Tables of Mattachandas Structure 
§ 124. No detailed discussion can be given in this and the 
following chapters on the metrical interpretation of particular 
piidas according to the rules given in Chapters I-IV, and no 
account is given of the hundreds of emendations which had to 
be made to the printed texts (usually with manuscript support) 

1 See §§ 1 83 ff. below on strophe structure for an account of the mixed 
strophe. 
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in order to scan them, except in isolated cases of special interest. 
It is hoped to publish a new edition of a typical text (the 
Therigathii) in illustration of the metrical interpretations. 

§ 125. The present piece of research is of a preliminary nature, 
and aims at understanding the main usages as a basis (itself 
liable to modification as our knowledge of ancient Pali in
creases) for further detailed and more accurate investigations. 
The extent of the uncertainty in scanning old Pali verses which 
results from the fluidity of the language and a certain use of 
licence, as we have already seen, makes it impossible to arrive 
at precise figures-quite apart from textual corruption. There 
is thus some scope for the exercise of subjective judgment, the 
amount of which, and the resulting amount of possible distor
tion, has been approximately estimated. The figures arrived at 
indicated that the general picture of mattiichandas, for instance, 
given here, might be about 3 per cent in error, whilst in some 
of the details, particularly the permissibility of certain pada 
structures, a much greater local error might be made. After 
some years of studying these metres and trying to acquire a 
" feeling " for them, the analysis offered here seems nearest to 
the truth and can apparently be justified, in its main outlines 
but probably not in all details, by the study of ancient Pali 
metrics as a phase in the history of Indian metre. Many doubt
ful structures have here been recorded and considered, although 
the eventual conclusion is that all forms defective in quantity 
(mattii count) should be emended. This conclusion cannot be 
assumed in these preliminary tables. 

§ rz6. The following tables show the structure of the great 
majority of the opacchandasaka and vetiiliya padas in the Pali 
Canon (a few stray strophes in the Vinaya and other pre
dominantly prose texts are not noted here ; however, the aim 
was to scan everything that could be found in these metres in 
the Canon, although no doubt a few verses have been over
looked) . The schemes show the first part of each pada, con
sisting of six mattii in the prior and eight in the posterior, the 
cadence being assumed to be fixed : - � - � - " (opacchandasaka) 
or - � - � "'  (vetiiliya) . This is the form of the cadence as given by 
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l i l t '  Indian theory (e.g. Pingala IV 32) , and the deviations from 
I !  a r  so  rare as  to  be  almost certainly corruptions. It must be 
1 1 o t < �d ,  however, that some mattachandases, or metres of matta
, lumdas origin, had a different cadence, which we must attempt 
1 o rxplain, and that a certain amount of rhythmic interplay 
hd ween the free and fixed parts of the pada sometimes seems 
I "  i nvolve an overlap in which the first syllable of the cadence 
I H ' Iongs to both parts, or even to the free part and not to the 
, o � dcnce at all. It is possible that in these exceptional cases, 
w i t  ich have here been called " syncopated " ,  this syllable could 
I ll' altered, as long as the matta count of the pada was main
l . l i ned, and therefore the few examples found where such an 
. i l l  cration appears have been recorded. 

� 1 27. A number of padas which could not be scanned satisfac-
1 ori ly owing to extensive corruption, have been omitted. Prior 
/>tidas were more liable to corruption than posterior padas : 
w i t  reas posterior padas were protected by the prior padas 
1 >re' ceding them, prior padas were sometimes remoulded into 
u l l tcr metres which were presumably more familiar to the 
I I 'Ci ters and copyists. The same thing happened in the gaJ:tac
clwndas verses. These missing padas belong mainly to Sn 
( t  wcnty-six cases), which was studied first : in working after
wards on the other texts greater efforts were made to obtain 
•,ome kind of probable scansion, except in the most desperate 
rases, or when the substituted pada in some other metre left no 
indication at all of what originally stood there. It will be 
noticed that owing to this corruption of prior padas the total 
I J l lmber of posterior padas scanned in the tables is Si per cent 
greater than that of the prior piidas . Owing to the greater length 
of the posterior pada and the consequent larger number of 
possible structures, the discrepancy is no doubt partly due to 
I he accepting of corrupted posterior padas merely because they 
rhanced to fit the matta count. A third cause which increased 
l i te proportion of posterior padas-especially in Sn-is the 
occurrence of large numbers of repeated padas as refrains in the 
fou rth pada of the strophe. These were less liable to corruption 
I i lan the multiform prior piidas which accompanied them. All 
f igures should be taken as approximations or estimates only. 
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§ 132. There are nearly 400 verses in opacchandasaka ar 
vetiiliya in the Canon. The other metres we have mentiom 
occur much less frequently. Vegavati is represented by twent: 
five verses, or thirty-four if we count those which appear · 

both S I and Th I each time they appear. There are twel' 
verses predominantly of pupphitaggii (which have been includ( 
in the tables of opacchandasaka) and two of aparavatta. Sviiga 
appears in at least nine verses. Of the samavuttas, dodhai 
seems to be limited to three verses in Vv, but rathoddhatii 
fairly common ; forty-six verses were counted.1 There a 
fifteen strophes of upatfhitappacupita. Some of these metres a 
still fluid in the Canon, the alternation -j v v  being apparent 
allowed in certain positions, and sometimes v v -/ v - v and oth 
variations. On account of the small numbers of examples, ho� 
ever, one can hardly formulate exact rules. The norm 
schemes of these metres are as follows : 

pupphitaggii v v v v v v _ v _ v _ = I  v v v v _ v v _ v _ v _ = X 2 

aparavatta v v v v v v _ v _ < I v v v v _ v v _ v _ < X 2 

vegavati v v _ v v _ v v _  = 1 - v v _ v v _ v v _  = X 2 

sviigatii - =� = - -� = 1 - =�=- - v v _ V X 2 
dodhaka _ v v _ v v _ v v _ = X 4 

rathoddhatii _ v _ v v v _ v _ v  _ X 4 
upa!!hitappacupita - - _ v v _ v _ v _ v v _  - I  v v _ v v v v _ v _ v _ - I  

v v v v v v v v _ ( v v v v v v v v � l v v v v v v v v v v _ v v _ = X I 
or _ _  v v _ v _ v _  1 

The Mattachandas Texts 

§ 133. Before proceeding with our analysis of mattiichand 
structure and taking up the question of the origin and history 
these metres, we may make some general observations abo 
the texts in which they occur. It is part of the purpose of tt 
study to deduce a chronology for some of the Canonical texts 1 
metrical grounds, and little weight is attached here to any 
the speculations on Canonical chronology which are based 1 

1 Piidas of rathoddhatii also occur in vetiiliya verse as a regular variation 
least zo examples) .  
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Remarks 

bhaddaviriija 

vasanlamiilikii 
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Remarks 

bhaddaviriija 

vauwtam.iililui I 
I 

pupphita.ggii 
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I I 

" syncopated " 
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" syncopated " - - - - -1 - I ? 
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Explanations for Tables I t o  4 : 
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s 1 1 Ch criteria as the development of the doctrine. It has been 
'>uggested, for instance, that texts containing " highly sys-
1 matized " doctrine such as the " eightfold path " ,  and even 
1 he " four truths ", are later in origin than texts of a more 
poetic nature. The strongest argument in favour of this 
criterion is that the A bhidhamma texts, which are pure 
systematization, are indisputably later compilations than the 
J)hamma-Vinaya in all the Schools of Early Buddhists, and are 
largely recognized as such by the traditions. This argument, 
lwwever, cannot be extended to the analysis of the Dhamma
Vinaya texts, and in any case the A bhidhamma compilations 
are almost certainly based not on, or not directly on, surveys of 
Dhamma (Sutta) texts but on old lists or M iitikii (M iitrkii) of 
t opics, elements, and phenomena, which cannot be proved to 
I e later than the Dhamma-Vinaya and may well have formed 
part of the earliest collection of Dhamma. 

§ 134. As for the subjective argument that a religious movement 
necessarily starts on its career with beautiful and inspiring 
poetry, and afterwards loses its creative elan and produces only 
dry manuals of doctrine, one can equally convincingly argue 
t he other way round : that Buddhism, for instance, began as 
one of the countless sects of early philosophical inquirers in 
[ndia, each with its own system of elements and so on (much 
of it held in common by many of them) , and afterwards grew 
into a great popular movement with poets and preachers using 
all the literary arts to arouse and persuade the lay people on 
whom the success of the movement depended. The History of 
Buddhism was clearly much more complex than any such over
simplified scheme can indicate. The chronological arguments in 
lhis study are advanced on purely metrical grounds, although 
interesting correspondences with some of the speculations 
referred to have been found. Some of these may provisionally 
be indicated here, subject to detailed confirmation in the 
analysis which follows. 

§ 135. The pre-Pali literature possessed a very small number of 
metres, whilst the post-Pali literature used a very large number 
of metres, the new ones being constructed on principles quite 
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different from those of the old metres. We may therefore expect 
to find Pali texts standing at different stages in this develop
ment in their use of metres, unless all the texts were composed 
at the same time and show only one stage. An extreme case is 
the Lakkha1Ja Sutta in D Ill, which contains a greater variety 
of metres than any other Canonical text, all of them, moreover, 
being either new " Classical " type metres or Classical forms of 
old metres. In the latter category we find rucirii and va'l']'t
sattha (va'l']'tsasthii) , in the former rathoddhatii, upatphitappacu,
pita, uggatii and pamitakkharii (pramitiik$arii) .  Besides these 
six metres we find verses which are predominantly pupphitaggii, 
sprinkled with piidas of the more common forms of opacchanda
saka, some or all of which may be corruptions. These metrical 
considerations justify the conclusion that this is a late text 
standing on the threshold of Classical Sanskrit metrics. It is 
therefore of great interest to note that in content this sutta is an 
elaborate piece of " Buddhology " describing in minute detail 
the thirty-two physical characteristics of the Buddha. In the 
histories of the religion this iconographic development has often 
been supposed to be a late development in Early Buddhism, 
tending to Mahayana, and this more or less subjective argument 
can now be supported by the objective evidence of the metre. 
Finally, on turning to the commentary on this sutta, we discover 
that the orthodox tradition records that the verses are not so 
ancient and authentic as the bulk of the Canon by attributing 
them to Ananda : eta pana giithii porii1Jakatherii A nandatherassa 
!hapitii va1J1Jagiithii ti vatvii gatii (DA p. 922).  

§ 136. The earliest stratum of Pali verse is not so easy to 
locate, since the use of only one or two metres is  not in itself 
proof that the others were unknown. There are, for instance, 
such uninspired compositions as the Cariyapitaka and the 
Apadiina, which may be shown to be derivative from the 
J iitaka and Theratherigiithii and entirely devoid of originality or 
poetic interest .1 Apart from three garbled verses copied from 
ariyii verses of Th II, the metrical outlook of these two texts 
is limited to pedestrian vatta composition with a very few 

1 On Cp cf. § 6 above. 
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lufthubha strophes. In these cases we may safely conclude that 
t he pious monks who compiled the texts had no knowledge of 
metrics beyond the two commonest metres and no poetic 
aspirations. These texts tacked on to the end of the last 
Nikaya of the Canon may represent a final decadent phase of 
Pali composition, later than the great period of innovation and 
reation of new techniques which culminated in the Lakkha1Ja 

St,ttta, when the Theravada Pali poets were left behind by those 
of newer schools with new ideas to express (see e.g. the Maha
vaslu) . 
§ 137. The Suttanipata contains a high proportion of matta
chandas, fairly homogeneous in structure and not characterized 
by successions of short syllables or other techniques of classical 
metrics. The collection as a whole, however, is far from homo
geneous, as we shall see when we analyse the vatta poems in it 
(cf. also § 20 above) , and whilst it may contain some of the 
earliest Pali verses we possess, its composition extended over a 
long period. Its metrical techniques do not include those of the 
latest phases, although they do include ga1Jacchandas and vega
vat'i, so it would appear that it represents an early, or at least an 
intermediate, period preceding that which ended with the 
Lakkha1Ja Sutta. An inscription of Asoka appears to refer either 
to the whole collection at some stage in its growth or to the 
Muni Sutta (tufthubha) which concludes its first vagga. 

§ 138. A large part of the Ther'igatha, and part of the Thera
gritha, seems to be especially characteristic of the later creative 
period leading up to the Lakkha��a Sutta. Here we find the 
tendency to successions of short syllables and certan other 
" classical " techniques. We are fortunate in possessing the 
Subha ]ivakambavanika poem in vetal'iya, which is an excellent 
example of proto-classical kabba composition, not only in its 
metrics but also in its vocabulary and alankaras : 

madhuran ea pavanti sabbaso, 
kusumarajena samuddhata duma I 

pafhamavasanto sukho utu, 
ehi ramamasi pupphite vane 1 1  
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kusumitasikharii va piidapa, 
abhigajjanti va miiluteritii I 

� 

< -
> 

kii tuyha??Z rati bhavissati, 
[ -] 

yadi ekii vanam ogahissasi l l  
vii/ii1migasanghasevita1JZ, 

kwfijaramattakare1Julolitant I 
asahiiyika gantum icchasi, 

rahita??Z bhi??Zsanaka??Z mahiivana'J?t 1 1  
tapaniyakatii va dhitikii, 

vicarasi cittarathe va accharii I 
kiisikasukhwmehi vagguhi, 

sobhasi vasan(avar)ehi 'nupame l l  
aha??Z tava vasiinugo siya??Z, 

yadi viharemasi kiinanantare I 

h
. 

' t h . - p 
.< -

> 

na � m a t z taya �yataro, 
pa1Jo kinnarimandalocane 1 1  Th II 37I -5 

§ I39· The Sagiitha V agga of the Sa??Zy'tttta (S I) is another 
collection which is rich in metrical innovation and in poetic 
content . The vegavati verses 2 ascribed to the famous poet 
Varigisa or Vagisa Thera occur in both this collection and the 
Theragiithii.3 Other mattiichandas verses in S I attributed to  
Varigisa include the vetiiliya strophe (Paviira?Jii) and the 
remarkable " unpremeditated " verses of the Parosahassa 
section in which Helmer Smith (Sd I IJI) sees the fusion of old 
rhythms from which will develop the caupiii of Apabhraf!1Sa 
and later vernacular poetry. Elsewhere in S I we find the 
sviigatii metre. Both the advanced nature of these metres and 
the tradition that some of the poems were composed by a 
disciple and not by the Buddha (cf. the Lakkha1Ja S'tttta) point to 
a late period : indeed a large part of the Sagiitha poetry is 
assigned to persons and beings other than the Buddha, although 

1 Or perhaps viyii!a- (udiccavutti) , cf. Sanskrit vyiirfa. 
2 A rati and Pesalii-atimannanii. 
8 Note also the connection between S I and the Therlgiithii (Bhikkhuni-

satJtyutta) . · 
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as is usual in such cases in the Canon he is supposed to have 
l >ccn present to approve the verses. In folklore this is perhaps 
I he richest part of the Canon, and we seem to have a glimpse of 
l i te Early Buddhists working to spread their teachings in a 
popular milieu through the medium of a popular style of 
r.omposition akin to folk music and dancing. The name geyya 
for this type of composition (tradition of the commentaries, 
referring to S I) may indicate some kind of performance of these 
short dramatic scenes with musical accompaniment. The study 
o f  this geyya literature should help us to understand the desi 
( folk music) origin of the new metres in the vernacular lan
guages, to which we referred in the first section of this chapter. 
l ndian folk music and popular poetry, defying systematization, 
continuously created new techniques, which re-fertilized the 
more artificial " classical " literature from the time of Vailgisa 
down to that of Pu?padanta and Jayadeva. 

§ 140. The J ataka used folk stories to popularize the te::tching 
in a way similar to the use of folklore by the Sagatha. A large 
part of it , like most of the Sagatha, may tentatively be assoc
iated with our " later creative period ", but other parts of this 
vast collection may be at least as old as anything in the 
Suttanipata, since they exhibit similar styles of composition to 
t.he latter. The bulk of the J ataka mattachandas resembles that 
of Sn in structure, whilst we shall see that the gaJJacchandas 
resembles that of Th II ; this apparent discrepancy is due to 
there being no connection between these J atakas in different 
metres other than their inclusion in the same collection, which 
probably took place at different periods. 

§ 141. The Vimanapetavatthu may be entirely late in composi
tion. It has been pointed out that it includes a reference to 
events which took place about two centuries after the Nibbana,1 
and its level of literary inspiration is well on the downward path 
to the piety of the Apadana and the Cariyapitaka. Only rarely 

1 Pingalaka being king of Surattha : see PvA, p. 244. The Theragiithii 
includes verses ascribed to at least six theras who are recorded by the Commen
tary to have been ordained after the Nibbana, three of them in the Moriyan 
period (Tekicchakani, Vitasoka and Ekavihariya) .  Vv and Pv are probably 
st ill later than this, i.e. considerably later than the traditional date of Piiigalaka. 
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do we come across anything of interest, such as a story which is 
told in a different version but with some of the same verses 
(mattiichandas) in the ] iitaka. 

The remaining mattiichandas verses are scattered strophes 
about which we can say very little as yet, since the anthologies 
( Udiina, Dhammapada) and prose texts (D II ,  Vinaya, Udiina) 
in which they appear have not yet been subjected to serious 
historical analysis. 1  There seems to be no reason to suppose that 
any of these verses are very early, with the possible exception 
of one or two udiinas. 

§ 142. Although there are no hard and fast boundaries between 
the periods or phases of Pali literature to which we have 
referred, and most of the Canonical collections overlap at least 
two of them, it is worth noting here that this tentative survey 
of some of our material would suggest, when placed against the 
historical background (see our Introduction and the stray 
references in the texts mentioned above) , that it might be useful 
to assume three phases : 

(i) An earlier period, during which mattiichandas and 
gaJJacchandas first appeared, represented by most of the 
Suttanipiita. This is a pre-Moriyan period, but we have not 
found evidence to indicate whether it includes anything as early 
as the 5th century B.c. ,  and, if not, whether any extant Pali 
literature belongs to a still earlier period. 

(ii) A later period, during which both new classes of metre 
became markedly transformed in structure in accordance with 
the tendency to Apabhrarpsa rhythms, and new metres of the 
fixed classical type appeared in increasing numbers ; repre
sented by a large part of the Ther'igiithii, part of the Theragiithii 
and the LakkhaJJa Sutta. This approximately coincides with 
the period of the Moriyan Empire. 

(iii) A period of decline in literary creation, represented by 
most or all of the Petavatthu and the whole of the Cariyiipijaka. 
This decline may have begun under the Moriyan Empire, at the 

1 On Dh see Senart, Les Inscriptions de Piyadasi, II, Paris, 1886, pp. 3 14-22, 
who points out the resemblance between the doctrine of Dh and that of 
Asoka's inscriptions. 
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I' l id of the 3rd century B.C. , but coincides roughly with the 2nd 
l ' l  ·ntury B.c. 

/ 'he Origin of MaWichandas 
� T43 · In the ZDMG of 1884 (vol. 38) , pp. 591-5, Jacobi out-
1 i ned his conceptions of the origin of vetiiliya (i .e. of mattiichandas 
l ' < 'nerally) , its further development giving rise to aparavatta 
( t hrough what he calls the " victory of the quantitative 
principle ") ,  and the evolution of gaJ:tacchandas. 1  Hopkins 
( 1 902, p. 337, etc.) gives a different theory contradicting 
. J acobi's (although he does not seem to have known Jacobi's 
work), on the basis of his study of the Epics. 

Hopkins bases his theory on the fact that opacchandasaka and 
'l!etiiliya are almost unknown in the Mahiibhiirata (except for 
what he calls a '' sporadic approach to vaitiiliya . . . in a late 
passage of V ana and in $anti ") whilst pupphitaggii and 
aparavatta occur more than ninety times (" chiefly in later part 
of the epic "-also in H ariva'I'JZSa, where pupphitaggii :is so me
t imes mixed with upajiiti, 3, 6, 10) . If Hopkins is right in 
assigning the main composition of the present M ahiibhiirata to 
about the 2nd century B.c. with additions until the 4th century 
A . D .  (1902, p. 398, etc.) ,  then it is later than the Pali Canon, 
which we saw in our Introduction to have been composed 
between the 5th and the 2nd centuries B.C. Oldenberg's 
researches on the vatta, which led to the conclusions we have 
stated in § 20 (see Chapter VII for more details) , are in complete 
agreement with these deductions on the relative ages of the 
Canon and the Epic. 

§ 144. Some verses in the Epic may be earlier than the 2nd 
century B.C., being taken literally, or perhaps with linguistic 
adaptations (Sanskritization ? )  not always affecting the metre, 
from the old Itihiisa mentioned in the Pali Canon, but probably 
none of the pupphitaggii or aparavatta, which Hopkins associates 

1 See also Kiihnau, 1886, pp. 1 78 ff. and 206, etc . ,  on apparent correspon
dences between mattiichandas and tutthubha and viriija (viriij) and the probable 
origin of mattiichandas. These researches seem to have been quite independent 
of those of J acobi, although they were published two years later. Ballini, 1912,  
part 2, 73 ff. simply reports the conclusions of Jacobi and Hopkins without 
adding new arguments. 
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with the later parts of the Epic, are so old. We can therefore 
refute Hopkin's theory that opacchandasaka-vetiil'iya evolved 
out of pupphitagga-aparavatta simply by placing the Pali 
evidence beside that of the M ahiibhiirata, whatever the reason 
for the preference for the latter metres in the Epic. 

Hopkins is apparently on stronger ground with the Riimii
ya�a, where he finds pupphitaggii-aparavatta tags in Books I-VI 
but opacchandasaka-vetiiliya tags in Book VII .  Unfortunately 
he overlooked the fact that these opacchandasaka-vetiiliya 
verses are in the fixed classical form of the metres, not in the 
true mattachandas form of the Pali Canon. In any case it is 
certain that the Riimiiya�a in its present form is not only later 
than the Canon but, on the average, later than the M ahii
bhiirata, although the latter probably had some additions made 
to it down to a still later date. The argument deriving pupphi
taggii directly from tutthubha-jagati (Hopkins, p. 337) by the 
resolution of two long syllables to give a posterior pupphitaggii 
(the derivation of the prior piida along similar lines would be 
still more arbitrary) is thus entirely fanciful, and Hopkins was 
completely mistaken in supposing that the fully fledged 
pupphitaggii (with its long successions of short syllables) 
appeared first and was followed by a reversion to a metre much 
closer in structure to the tu!!hubha. 

§ 145. Jacobi regards pupphitaggii as a development from a 
" pure " mattiichandas (early opacchandasaka) , and derives 
vetiil'iya (which he takes as the basic type-Hopkins takes 
opacchandasaka as the type and describes vetiil'iya as " cata
lectic ") from the Vedic satobrhati (2 X 12 + 8 syllables) . This 
is plausible in that the appearance of successions of short 
syllables can be followed stage by stage through the transition 
to classical metrics. In our earliest opacchandasaka-vetiiliya the 
principle of matta measurement was perhaps not yet fully 
established (this is Jacobi's view) , so that only the unevenness of 
the prior and posterior piidas is the essential characteristic 
which distinguishes metres belonging to the mattiichandas 
family. The derivation of vetiiliya from satobrhati, however, is 
unconvincing owing to the great gap in time between the Vedic 
and Pali periods of Indian poetry. Jacobi's idea of ritual 
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t ;unpering with Vedic metres leading to metrical experiments 
which resulted in vetiiliya is even less happy than Hopkins' 
l orced derivation of pupphitaggii. 

� 146. The theory that the new metres were a continuation of 
t he Vedic " lyric metre " tradition of the combination of 
• • ncqual padas (which otherwise has to be regarded as having 
d isappeared completely without being replaced by any new 
t t�chnique) can in fact be improved. It is not necessary to 
d ivide the first " foot " of the satobrhati and to transfer three of 
i t s  syllables to the posterior pada as " anacrusis ", for in the 
.'iu,ttanipiita we find two poems having a strophe structure 
closely paralleling the Vedic lyrics. This is the mixed vetiiliya
opacchandasaka, in which the vetiiliya always takes the prior 
position and the opacchandasaka the posterior : 

baddhii hi bhisi susankhatii, 
tiJJJJO paragato vineyya ogha'f!'t I 

attho bhisiyii na vijjati, 
atha ce patthayasi pavassa deva 11 Sn 21  

-let us compare this not with the satobrhati but with what 
Arnold calls the " uneven lyric " : anu$jubh + tri$[ubh (instead 
o f  amt$/ubh + jagati) : 

dgne tvd'f!'t no dntama, 
uta trata sivo bhava varuthyal:t 1 

vdsur agnir vdsusravii, 
dchii nak$i dyumdttama'fJ't rayi'f!'t diiJ:t I 

sd no bodhi srudhi hdvam, 
uru$ya 1JO aghiiyatdlJ samasmiit I 

td'f!'t tvii soci$/ha didivalJ, 
sumnaya nundm imahe sdkhibhyalJ 1 1  �VS V 24 

- - � � - � - - 1 
- - � � - � - � 1 1 Sn 21 

- �1 - � - [ -] 2 - 1  
- - 1  
- - 1 

- - - - - - 1 1 �vs v 24 

1 n/J short metrically when followed by a vowel : Arnold, 1905, pp. 6 and 7·  
" The accent would indicate that this y counts as a separate syllable : 

A rnold, rgos, p. 83.  But exceptions are possible. 
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-the general similarity here is at once apparent. Other 
piidas in the Pali poem appear to coincide exactly with indivi
dual Vedic piidas : compare puttii ea me samiiniyii arogii (Sn 24b) 
with the final Vedic pada, or sutvii devassa vassato (Sn 30c) with 
the penultimate Vedic piida. 

§ 147. Although this bringing together of texts so widely 
separated in time and in manner of recitation cannot show a 
direct correspondence, it does seem possible that both groups 
of metres belong to the same class (a class of specifically 
" lyric " metres having special connections with music ?) at 
different stages of development, and that the coincidence is not 
accidental. We may suggest that the combining of the Vedic 
lyric metres with a musical accompaniment (including tiila) led 
to changes in rhythm (groupings of syllables) within the frame
work of the ancient pada structure (number of syllables and 
quantity of each syllable, where this was fixed, especially in the 
cadence) . Eventually, with a firm musical basis established of 
14 + 18 X 2 mattii corresponding to the average duration of 
the old syllabic strophe, the number and quantity of the syllables 
may be varied without disturbing the flow of the verses. The 
new metre would then be not a curious and apparently arbitrary 
combination of 14 and 18 mattii piidas, but the result of a natural 
historical development : the supplanting of an old metre by 
a new one on a new basis but conditioned by its origin within 
characteristic limits.1 We shall have more to say on the 
relationship between mattiichandas and the older metres in the 
following sections, since, whatever their past interconnections 
may have been, they certainly seem to have interacted on one 
another during the Pali period. 

§ 148 . To summarize the discussion in this section on the origin 
of mattiichandas we should first stress the importance of its 
special connections with music and the musical organization of 
its rhythmic structure. 2 There is no proof of any connection 
with the metres of the Vedic tradition, and the new metre may 

1 Assimilation of Indo-Aryan lyric metres to the pre-Aryan ? 
1 The alternation - -/ - .  The structure will be discussed in detail below, and 

its musical affinities will then be seen more clearly. 
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have had its origin in desi (Magadhi) 1 folk song : its rhythms 
1 1 1ay even be non-Indo-Aryan in origin, coming perhaps from 
some Munda tradition in Eastern India. The arguments for 
a Vedic origin are the unevenness of the pada structure, the use 
of vetaliya prior padas and opacchandasaka posterior padas, and 
1 10t vice versa, in the mixed strophes, and the apparent simi
larity between the shortest pada and anutthubha and between 
l he longest pada and tutthubha. These three points suggest 
a connection with the Vedic lyric metres, which Arnold believed 
l o  have special musical affinities when he so named them. The 
i nternal chronology of the Veda, and the development of its 
metres, is still uncertain (apart from such obviously later 
developments in speculation as a large part of the Tenth Book) . 
Arnold assigns the majority of the lyric verses to the earliest 
period, but one of his arguments for this is their " being 
practically unknown in later literature " (1905, p. g) . He also 
says that in several cases of apparent lyric metre occurring " in 
the late Rigveda the metre seems to be confused rather than 
lyric " (p. so) . It may be suggested that in this confusion we 
might seek the beginning of the transition to mattachandas, and 
i hat if they are connected with mattachandas the argument for 
their great antiquity is reversed, and they may represent a late 
development in Vedic metrics. 

Relationships with other Metres 

§ I49· The poem in mixed vetaliya-opacchandasaka quoted 
above in comparison with the " lyric " metres commences with 
a tutthubha pada : 

pakkodano duddhakhiro 'ham asmi Sn r8a 

-this is almost certainly a substitution for or corruption of 
the original vetqliya pada, but it is not altogether accidental, for 
as we have seen the two metres may be related through the 
opacchandasaka, which sometimes is very similar to the 
tutthubha in its posterior pada. There is some metrical evidence 
in the Canon which suggests that poems have been altered 
slightly, perhaps to adapt them to Theravada doctrine, and 

1 Note the alternative name magadhika for vetoJ!ya. 
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plenty of evidence of substitutions by careless repeaters or 
scribes : in any case we have good reason to suppose that some 
of the ancient theras responsible for the formation and preserva
tion of the Canon had very little knowledge of metrics and were 
quite capable of mistaking a mattiichandas poem for tutthubha, 
or a ga1}acchandas for vatta, even before the partial interruption 
of the tradition in the 1st century B.c. Similar substituted 
padas occur elsewhere in Sn, especially in the Sabhiya Sutta 
(510-40) , which includes jagati padas. 

§ 150. We have noted the resemblance between the posterior 
opacchandasaka piida and the tutthubha, particularly in the case 
where the latter forms the posterior pada of an " uneven lyric " 
metre : in the case quoted it is interesting to observe that the 
whole mattiichandas cadence is regularly paralleled in the older 
metre ( _ w _ w _  -) although only the last four syllables are 
normally reckoned as cadence in the tutthubha. Of still greater 
interest, however, is the structure of the " break ",  the middle 
part of the tutthubha pada, in its more regular forms in both 
Vedic and post-Vedic metrics. In the early form of the metre 
with caesura after the fourth syllable (Oldenberg, 1915, 
p. 490 = Arnold's " primitive trimeter verse ") we have 
" - " -, w w - - w - " Less often, but increasing in fre
quency until it displaces this form altogether in the post-Vedic 
period, we find " - " -, - w w - w - ", which is very close to  
the alternative early form with caesura after the fifth syllable 
" - " - < ,l, w w - w - ", and eventually coalesced with it to 
form the classical upajiiti which has no caesura. In these forms 
the break always contains a pair of short syllables which gives 
the metre its characteristic ring : a kind of syncopation cutting 
across the rhythm of the opening, the tension thus created being 
released in the cadence. Although such a pada is a single inte
grated rhythmic unit, and cannot be subdivided into " feet " 
(cf. the discussion on the " ictus " in the Introduction) , we see 
that in the Vedic metre the conflict of rhythms which gives life 
to the pada may be produced in different ways by the different 

X X 
forms of the break : w - I  w w - 1 - w • • • or . . . w - 1 � 

w 1 - w • • • or . . . - I w w 1 - w The pair of short 
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syllables seems to oppose itself to the single short syllables of 
the opening and the cadence, but it also opposes itself, one feels, 
to the long syllable which precedes or follows it : � 1 � � but 
also - I � � . In other words we seem to find in the tuNhubha 
break an anticipation of the new technique of variation of 
rhythm by the opposition of two short syllables to one long one, 
and even a kind of proto ga��a � � - or - � � anticipating the 
4 matta ga1;ta of ga1;tacchandas. This gives us a further indication 
of the way in which the musical. technique could penetrate 
into the old metrics and find there an element with which it 
could combine to form the basis of the new metrical technique, 
once the other conditions (linguistic changes, etc.) were favour
able for such a development. 

The Pali tuNhubha seems never to have a pada structure 
which coincides even superficially (i.e .  in the mere succession 
of longs and shorts) with any mattachandas pada structure. 
Such ambiguous forms were probably disliked, and we may 
surmise that there was a direct connection between the develop
ment of the new metres and the limitation of the old ones. The 
Vedic tristubh could take almost any form, although some forms 
were more popular than others, and could even coincide super
ficially with the opacchandasaka, as we have seen. The succes
sive limitations of its structure until in the later parts of the 
M ahabharata, in the Ramaya1;ta and in the Classical Sanskrit 
literature we find only the fixed forms upajati and va?Jtsastha,  
together with fixed derivatives such as rucira, would be very 
difficult to account for except by noting the appearance and 
development of new metres, in ever increasing numbers, many 
of which tended to coincide with it. The tri$/Ubh was thus 
narrowed down to its most characteristic form " - � - - � � 
- � - ", which is least like any other metre. 

§ 151 .  In the case of the vatta a similar process of restriction of 
the Vedic amtstubh pada took place, although it did not go so 
far. The anu-5tubh itself was not broken up into a series of fixed 
forms, and very few of the new metres had a pada of as few as 
eight syllables which might coincide with it . The " invention " 
of the vatta, or epic siloka (sloka) , and its adoption as the epic 
narrative metre in which it was practicable to compose poems 
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of epic length, prevented the process from going any further .  
The epic metre had to  be  variable in  structure to  avoid mono
tony and also to satisfy the need for a flexible siloka into which 
a simple straightforward narrative would fit easily and 
naturally. 

We have noted that the Vedic anu$tubh could coincide with 
a prior vetiil'iya. In Pali the form - - - - � - � " may occur 
in either metre, and, as we shall see in the Chapter on the vatta, 
the form with initial resolution � � - - - � - � " may also 
occur in either. These forms, however, are not of frequent 
occurrence in either metre, except in the posterior pada of the 
vatta, where of course there is no coincidence since the posterior 
vetiil'iya is longer. "'-" - - - � - � " is fairly common in the 
prior vetiil'iya, although it disappeared in Classical metrics, whilst 
. . .  � - � " in prior position, as vipulii, although common in the 
earlier Canonical verse, died out rapidly in the later phase of 
composition, very probably under the impact of vetiil'iya, and 
afterwards gave place to the classical vatta with only the pathya 
and four vipulii forms excluding . . .  � - � " from the prior pada. 

§ 152. The relationship between mattiichandas and ga1;tacchandas 
is of a much closer nature, and is best considered as part of our 
study of the origins of ga1Jacchandas in the next chapter. When 
ga1Jacchandas had developed fully and produced the flexible 
ariyii, it appears that mattiichandas rapidly lost favour. True 
mattachandas does not seem to have been used at all after the 
period of the early Buddhist and J aina literature, and its fixed 
derivatives became part of the general classical stock of metres, 
not specifically restricted to musical performances as ga1Jac
chandas was (apart from certain technical treatises) . 

We now proceed to a detailed study of the structure of the 
mattiichandas pada and strophe. 

The MaWichandas Pada 
§ 153. We have noted that the pada falls into two parts, the 
cadence, which is fixed (apart from the alternation of vetiil'iya 
and opacchandasaka) , and the variable opening part.I European 

1 There is no caesura in the mattiichandas piida. 
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scholars (e.g. Fausb0ll, Jacobi, Smith) have for some reason 
(comparison of vetiiliya with vatta ?) generally described only 
t he last four (or five in opacchandasaka) syllables as the cadence, 
and treated the preceding syllable as part of the opening. They 
have then divided this opening into two or even three " feet " 
or gat_tas in various arbitrary fashions. If the pada is to be 
subdivided for convenience of analysis, and in order to under
stand the mechanism of its variations, we must make more 
careful tests on the basis of our statistics concerning the usage. 
In regard to the cadence, we find in practice, as in the Indian 
theory (noted by J acobi, r884, p. 594) , 1 that the fifth (sixth in 
opacchandasaka) syllable from the end is regularly long, the 
exceptions amounting to less than 2% of our collection. We 
may assume, then, that the fixed cadence was normally 
- � - �<:::>( ") , although it remains possible that our exceptions, or 
some of them, are not mere corruptions but a rather rare form 
of variation of the pada (see the discussion of " syncopated " 
structures below) . 

§ I54· Since the cadence appears to resemble that of the 
tutthubha we may now make a closer comparison of the two 
metres than we did in studying the origins of mattiichandas. 
This may help us to understand the articulations of the pada : 

jagati x - " - � � 
:--=_ 

{ -(,) � �  

va1'}'tsatthii 

vetiiliya 

� - � 

{:--
(BHS jagati ;:., - � ,..., "" � �) 

1 The Indian scheme for vetal-lya when classified as a jati metre is 6/8 
matta + ra la ga (when classified as a vutta metre the fixed scheme is sa sa ja 
ga 1 sa bha ra la ga x 2 ; it is then sometimes termed viyogini). In fact this 
jiiti form of the metre does not seem to have been found in the extant classical 
literature, and it is probably merely a scheme taken over by the classical 
metrists from earlier treatises or traditions relating to the pre-classical period. 
This of course gives it greater authority for us (Piilgala IV 32) . 
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(whereas htf!hubha and upajiiti drop the last syllable of this 
cadence, opacchandasaka adds a syllable : 

tu,!!hubha : jag.-vet. : opacchandasaka : 

- � - " I - � - � "/ - � - � - " . ) 

-the apparent anticipation of mattiichandas rhythms in the 
" break " of the jagat'i is striking. 

§ I55· For the free part of the piida we obtain the following 
statistics from the tables given in §§ rz8-3r .  It might appear at 
first sight that there would be no difference between opacchanda
saka and vetiil'iya except in the cadence, and that to obtain 
larger samples as a basis for statistical discussion we should 
simply combine the tables. Although it is useful to do this, and 
it does indeed give a sharper outline to our statistical charts, the 
usage in the two metres differs in some important details. Thus 
the form of vetiil'iya posterior pada used also as the samavutta 
rathoddhatii is very rarely paralleled in opacchandasaka. Evi
dently there is a close union of the two parts of the piida, which 
was always felt as a unity despite its contradictory rhythms. In 
our analysis we must never lose sight of this unity. 

§ 158. The variations in the free part of the piida suggest a kind 
of articulation into groups, or " proto-gattas ", normally of 
2 + 4 mattiis in the prior and 4 + 4 in the posterior. The 
normal variations are then as follows : 

Prior Piida : 

commonest 
form 

substitu
tions 

2 4 

-� �  42%] 
83%1 88 · 5 %  of the sample 

(probably 93-94% if � � - · · · · we could restore all 
� - � 0 • •  0 .  0 • • •  

the corrupted piidas) 



§ r s6. 

Rhythm 

bhaddaviri'ija type 

vasantami'iliki'i type 

> · - · - · ? 

-----------

-

Total . 

- - "' "'  

... ... _ "' "'  

- ... .... _ 

"' "" "' - -

.... _ .... ... .... ... 

- - - · - / · 

- .... _ -

- · - · - · ! · 

- .... "' "' -

---

A 
B 
c 

-

Op. tot. 

107 ( 125 )  
32  (34) 

TABLE 5 

Prior Pi'ida 

Vet. to. 

r62 ( 166) 
79 (84) 

Total % Op. % Vet. 

269 (29 1 )  41  (42)  42 (42)  
1 I 1  ( I I 8) 1 2  ( I I  • 5) zo · 5 ( 2 r )  

-------
l4 (23) 

I 

I 
-------

259 (293) 
-----------------

29 

I 

I 
I ?  

43 (52)  
- ------·----------

I 
I 

2 

I 
------

I I 

r ?  I 

385 (398) 644 (69 r )  
-

(percentages are of the cases counted) 

5 · 5 (7 · 75) 7 · 5 (7 · 25)  

=----�----
�----

�-----

I Over� % 

42 (42)  
1 7 ( 1 7) 

6 ·  5 (7 · 5) 

------



Posterior Piida : 

commonest 
forms . .  

4 

- - ·  .... ..... ..... ..... . 

substitu
tions · · · · · · · l · 

. . . . . . .  ' !  
� I 
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4 

78% 
� �  72% 1 

or 8z% ss . s% or 86% 
. . . . 79 . s% J or l (probably well 

83 %) over go% if 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . we could re-

� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ����p;�� the 

piidas) 

§ 159 . Quite regularly, although very infrequently, we find 
what appears to be a syncopation of these articulations 
identifiable through the shifting of the last substitute shown 
above in the four mattii groups ( � - �) into a position overlapping 
the usual groups, and even overlapping the first syllable of the 
cadence, which is sometimes resolved : 

Prior P iida : 
4 l 4? 

: ? 
1 2 . . 

I """' ( - I � - � <::
> ( ") )  

1 � - � � ( �- � <::> ( ")) (etc.) j 
Posterior Piida : 

2 4 . 4? 
: ? 

l just over 4% (probably 
over 5%) 

� 2 . .  

( -l � - �<:::> ( " ) ) l4 · S-5% (perhaps more 
� �  : than 6--7%) 

�· ( � - � <:::> ( " ) ) j (etc.) � 
This alternative grouping, which in the above cases so 

strikingly anticipates the cadence rhythm ( � - �  1 - -) , may have 
been felt also in padas which appear " normal ",  e.g. 
- � � 1 - - 1 � - � - -, - 1 - � � 1 - - 1 � - � - -, or even - - 1 � � - 1 � - � - -, where 
we cannot identify it with certainty. No doubt some sort of 
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usage was current whereby perhaps ro-rs% were sung with 
" syncopation ", reflected in the musical setting but only ap
parent in the actual text in the s% which have the forms shown 
above. No doubt also this usage was fairly freely interpreted 
in practice by the singers, and the same pada might be sung 
in both ways if its structure permitted. The ekarupa, - - 1 - � � 1 
� - � - - x 4 (two padas in Sn seem to have this form, but they are 
probably corruptions) , may be another syncopated form, the 
resolution of the first syllable of the cadence implying that it has 
been transferred to the free part of the pada. Other cases of this 
resolution, however, such as - - I � - �  I � �  � - � - - (Sn)-if this 
is not a corruption-would contradict this theory. 

§ r6o. We shall trace below the tendency to a more restricted 
technique with groups of two matta each only : z l z l z l  cadence 
l z l z l z l z l  cadence 1 1 , and the relationship between these 

mattiichandas variations and the early gaJJacchandas rhythms. 
It should be noted that boundaries between these groups could 
occur only after even numbers of matta, i .e. groups containing 
odd numbers of matta were not allowed. This rule is in fact 
given by the Indian theory (of later redaction but probably 
based on usages more ancient than the extant treatises) as 
reported by Jacobi (r884, p. 594) . 

The overall scheme for mattachandas is thus : 

( -) - I - � � 1 - � - � <::l ( ") X 4 
( � �) � � � � � - I 
( � - -) I � - - I 

Using the musical terminology we may say that the padayuga 
begins atita (i .e .  before the beat, or graha) ,1 whilst the posterior 
pada follows through sama (i .e. it begins with the graha) . E.g. : 

' ( , ) 
yo upatitarrt vineti kodharrt, 

' ( , ) ( . ) 
visatarrt sappavisarrt va osadhehi I 

' ( , ) 
so bhikkhu jahati orapararrt, 

( , )  
' ( ' ) < - )  

ztrago jiJJJJam iva tacarrt purii?Jarrt Sn I 

1 Or perhaps anagata (after the graha), but in any case Vi$ama. 
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§ 16r . I t  would be possible to  put forward other schemes to 
account for mattiichandas structure. For example, it could be 
suggested that, in opposition to the caturasra tiila of ga1Jac
chandas,1 mattiichandas was based on the other fundamental 
tiila of the ancient music, the tryasra (SIIS or _ v w -) .  We could 
scan in ga1JaS of 6 mattiis each : 

�w _ v v , :. v _ v , :.( -) ,"--" 1 :.  _ w w , :. v _ w , :.( -) X 2 
-the whole strophe consisting of twelve gaJ:tas organized in 

four groups of three marked off by the cadence-rhythm :. v _ v . 
Such a description would avoid the difficulties we experience in 
dealing with mixed padas in binary (the free part) and ternary 
(?-the fixed cadence) rhythms. There is no justification, how
ever, for thus assimilating mattiichandas to gaJ:tacchandas by 
scanning it in gaJ:tas throughout with the same alternation of a 
gaJ:ta of special (fixed) rhythm to mark off the " bars " or 
" phrases " of a fully musical structure. Had the distinction 
between the two metres been simply the difference of tiila, not 
merely the theoretical descriptions but the whole subsequent 
history of the musical metres would surely have been quite 
different from what we actually find. It seems most natural 
(and in all science we have to prefer a simpler description to 
a more complicated one, provided that it accounts for all the 
facts) to regard mattiichandas as the semi-musical forerunner of 
the fully musical ga1Jacchandas.2  We can then account satis
factorily for the disappearance of true mattiichandas after the 
development of gaJ:tacchandas, without having to explain the 
absence of tryasra tiila from the musical metres of later times. 
M attiichandas and gaJ:tacchandas are indeed very closely related, 
but in a much more organic way than they would be if they were 
merely the reflection of two different musical tiilas, one having 
twelve 6 mattii gaJ:taS and the other sixteen 4 matta (or eight 
8 matta) gaJ:tas. The strongest argument for the explanation of 
mattiichandas pada structure adopted in this section lies in the 
analysis of the origins of gaJ:tacchandas which is set forth in 
Chapter VI and partly anticipated at the end of this section. 

§ 162. With reference to §§ 133-148 of this chapter, we may 
make a comparison of earlier and later mattiichandas texts in 

1 See the following chapter for an explanation of this description. 
2 cf. §§  1 20-1 .  
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the Canon with a view to tracing the tendencies in the develop
ment of the metre. We have suggested that the Suttanipata 
verses belong to an earlier period (i) whilst those in the Theri
giitha belong to a later period (ii) . Let us compare the tech
niques used in these two texts : 

§ 1 63. 

Prior Pada 

Sn Th II Sn % Th II % 

- - - - 93 (109) 15 or I6 53 (55) 23 or 25 
(23 or 24) 

- - - - - 3 I  1 5  (r6)  I 7 ' 5  (I6) 23 (24) 

- - - - 1 0  5 5 .  5 (5) 7 ' 5  

... ... .... ... ... _. I I o · 5  I ' 5 

- - - - IO 0 s · s (s) -

- ... .. ... ... 4 9 2 ' 25 (2) I4 

- - - 8 3 4 '  5 (4) 4 ' 5  

- - - - I 2 o · 5  3 

- - - - - 0 2 Dr J  - 3 or 4 '  5 

- - - - 2 or 3 I I or I · 5 I · 5  

- - - -I - I (6) I o · 5  (3) I · s 

> - - - - ? - - - - 2 0 I -

- - - - - - 2 0 I -

> - - - - ? - - - - I 2 o · 5  3 

> - - - ? - - - 2 0 I -

- - - - - -I - ? 0 I - I · 5  

- - - -; - 0 I - I · S 

.... ... ... ... _ 0 I - I · s 

> - - - ? - - - 0 I - r · 5 

- - - - - 0 I - I . 5 

- - - - - 0 I - 1 · 5  

defective 7 2 4 (3 ' 5 )  3 

Total I 76 (197) 65 (66) 



Sn 

- - - - - 45 (49) or 
47 (SI } 

- - - - - - 47 (75) 
- - - - - - 6 

--
... .. _ ... _ - - 0 

- - - - 5 (21)  

- - - - - 7 
- - - - - - I ?  

- - - - - 6 (8) 

- - ... - .., - 7 
-
- - - - - 3 
- - - - - - 2 
- - - - - - 2 

- ... .. ... _ - I (2) 

- - - - -! - I (2) 

- - - - - -! - I 

- .. ... ... ... ... .. 0 

defective 28 (29) 

Total I62 (215) 

M attiichandas 

TABLE 7b 

Posterior Pii.da 

Th I I  

23 (25) or 
24 (26) 

23 

8 (9) 

4 

I or 2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

2 

63 (66) 

Il3 

Sn % Th I I % 

28 or 29 37 or 38 
(23 or 24) (38 or 39 · 5) 

29 (35) 37 (35) 

3 "  5 (3) I3 ( q) 

- 6 ·  5 (6) 

3 (10) I · 5 or 3 
( I · 5  or 3) 

4 " 5  (3 " 25) -

0 " 5 

3 " 5  (3 " 75) 

4 " 5  (3 " 25) 

2 (I · 5) 

I ( I }  

I 

O ·  5 ( I }  

o ·  5 ( I }  

0 • 5  
- I . 5 ( I . 5) 

I 7  ( I3 · 5) 3 (3) 

§ r65. It is clear that a considerable change has taken place. 
Whereas in the older text - - � � in the prior piida accounts for 
more than half the verses and � � - � � for only about one-sixth, in 
t he younger text this ratio of 3 to r between the two commonest 
forms has changed to one of approximate equality. In the 
posterior pada the corresponding commonest forms do not show 
this change, presumably because apparently for reasons of 
balance and contrast the form � � - - � �  is already at least as 
common there as - - - � �.  The contrast between the prior and 
posterior pada has given place to a closer parallelism between 
them, certain forms being regularly associated with one another 
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no doubt as a prerequisite for the formation of new metres sucl: 
as aparavatta. This point will be further developed below ir 
considering the strophe structure. 

The historical tendency to resolve the longs into pairs o 
shorts and so to produce successions of short syllables can alsc 
be seen in some of the other forms. Thus - � � � � increases frorr 
about 2% to 14% and four cases of posterior � � � � - � �  (apara 
vatta) appear which are not paralleled at all in the older tex· 
(one pada only of the associated prior form � � � � � �  appears ir 
each text) .  In single examples only several other new form: 
appear showing the same tendency : � � - � � � j �, � � � � 
- � �  � � � �  We may note also in the udiccavutti padas th• 
tendency � - � - > � - �  � - . A curious counter example is th• 
disappearance of - - - - - - (about 4% in Sn) . If we count th, 
actual number of syllables in the tables above we find i1 
Sn 657 (849) longs against 791 (966) shorts and in Th II 243 (252 
longs against 371 (387) shorts, a change from 55 (53)% short 
to 6o · 5% shorts. 

§ r66. The complete disappearance of prior, whic; 
accounts for at least 5% in the Sn cases, is very strikinE 
although there is a slight increase in the forms of the udiccavutt: 
which also contains - - -, but in the initial position (fror 
about I ·  5 %  to about 5 or 6%) . This change probably reflect 
the tendency to group the mattiis in pairs referred to abov 
(2 1 2 1 2 ( 1 2)) . In the posterior pada likewise the 4 or 5% c 
forms 2 1 2 1 - - - have disappeared. Paccavutti proper does ne 
appear in either text except for one doubtful rathoddhatii pad 
in Sn ;1 we find - - - - - 1 � once (twice) in Sn. Finally th 
form - - � - 1 �, which may be taken to be a variety of udiccc 
vutti, occurs in one pada in either text, but is in Sn a refrai 
which appears six times (3%). 

The Th II vetiiliya, we conclude, shows a definite develoJ 
ment in the direction of the classical metre which has the fixE 
scheme � � - � � - � - � x � � � - - � � - � - � "' X 2 . 2  It also shows tl 

1 Note that in Th II rathoddhatii is an independent metre which has separat. 
off from mattiichandas (A mbapiiligiithii) . 

2 The proportion of longs to shorts in the formerly free parts of the piidas 
three to eight, i.e. 73% shorts. 
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proto padas of aparavatta in the period immediately preceding 
the separating out of aparavatta as an independent metre. 

§ 167. Glancing at the other later texts, we see in the Lakkha1Ja
sutta (D III) the stage following Th II, in which pupphitaggii 
(cf. aparavatta) appears as an independent metre. A dozen 
pad as of pupphitaggii are found in the V imiinavatthu. This is 
about one-fifth of the padas found in that text, so that these 
verses may perhaps be reckoned as showing an intermediate 
stage between Th II and the Lakkha1Ja. The vetiil'iya verses in 
Vv are borrowed from the J iitaka. The few verses in the 
Petavatthu, are similar in structure to those of Th II.  In the 
Theragiithii, although again it contains only a few mattiichandas 
verses, there seems to be a clear distinction between the 
opacchandasaka verses and the vetiiliya. In the former we find 
the initial long in a higher proportion of padas than in any other 
text, not only in the prior but in the posterior padas also. These 
opacchandasaka verses therefore appear to be very old. In the 
vetiiliya, on the other hand, the initial long in both padas is 
more frequent than the shorts, but only as 10 : 8 (or 15 : 12 
including all structures, not merely the two commonest) in the 
prior and as 13 : 7 (8) (or 17 : 9 (10) ?) in the posterior. This 
arrangement is very different from that of Sn, since in Th I the 
shorts are most frequent in the prior pada, whereas in Sn they 
are as common as the long in the posterior pada but less than 
one-third as common in the prior. The high proportion of 
shorts in the prior padas of the Th I vetiiliya is surely the most 
significant feature here, and we may conclude that these verses 
are a good deal younger than those of Sn and only a little, 
if at all, older than those of Th II.  This conclusion seems 
to be confirmed by the occurrence of three aparavatta prior 
padas in Th I, against only one in Th II in more than twice 
as many verses, Th I having also one posterior aparavatta 
against four in Th II.  Finally, the Sagiitha SarJtyutta has a great 
preponderance of shorts in the prior pada but approximate 
equality in the posterior. In this collection, as in Th II, 
all the verses are vetiiliya, and in structure they appear more 
advanced than the Th I vetaliya, although there are no 
aparavatta padas. 
E 
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We still have to consider the verses in the Dhammapada, th 
U diina and the J iitaka : 

§ r68. 

- - - -

- - - - -
- - .. -

... ... ... ... ... ... 
- ... _ -
- ... ... ... .. 
- - -
.. ... _ -
- - - - -

- - - -
- - - -; -
- - - - -;-
- - - ... ... 
... _ .., ... _ 

defective 

Total 

- - - - -

- - - - - -

- ... ... _ - -

Dh 

25 (28) 

I5 {I7) 

4 

7 (8) 

2 

2 ?  

I 

56 {62) 

Dh 

24 (25) 

19 (25) 

I 

u 

9 {Io) 

5 

3 

5 (6) ? 

2 ?  

I 

I 

I 

26 (28) 

TABLE Sa 

Prior Piida 

J 

86 (87) 
or 87 (88) 

20 

11 { I6) 
or I2 ( I 7) 

5 

I I  

7 (8) 

14 

5 or 6 

2 

4 ?  

4 or 5 

I ?  

I 

I 

about 5 

I78 { I85) 

TABLE 8b 

Posterior Piida 

u J 

" 56 {6I) 
or 58 {63) 

9 {Io) 29 (33) 
or 30 (34) 

4 (5) 23 (24) 
or 27 (28) 

Dh % U %  J %  

45 35 (36) 48-g (47 

27 Ig {I8)  1 1  

7 {6 · 5) 1 1 • 5 6 · 5 (g) 
(9 · 5) 

3 

I 2 · 5  {I3) I g  (2 I )  6 

8 (7) 4 (4 · 5) 

3 " 5(3 · 25) 4 (3 · 5) 8 (7 • 5) 

4 (3 " 5) 3 

3 " 5  4 I 
(3 · 25) 

2 

2 · 5  

0 • 5 

o · 5  

o · 5  

2 ( I · 5) 3 

Dh % U % J %  

40 (37) 33 (31 )  33-4 

32 (37) 33 (34 " 5) I 7-I 7 " 5  
(I8) 

I " 75 15  (I7)  14-6 
{ I · 5 )  {I3-5) 
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Dh u J Dh % U %  J %  

.... ... ... .... _ - - 2 3 . 5 (3) 

- - - - I 6 4 (3 · 5) 3 • 5  

- - - - - I 4 I • 75 z · 5  (2) 
(I . 5) 

- - - - - - 2 I I  (I2)  3 . 5 (3)  6 · 5  

... .. ... _ - - I I I • 75 0 • 5  
(I . 5) 

- - - - - I ?  2 4 (3 · 5) I 

- - .... "" .... - I ?  0 • 5  

- - - - - 4 2 •  5 (2) 

- - - - - - . I o · 5 

- - - - - - I ?  o · 5  

- - - ... ... .... ... 2? I 

- - - - - -! - I (4) o · 5 (2) 

- ... - .... ... - I ?  I I • 75 o · 5 
(I • 5) 

- - - - - 3 2 (I · 5) 

- - - - - - 2 or 4 3?  6 ·5  (6) 2 ( I ·  5) 
- .... ... ... ... ... ... I 0 • 5  

- - - - - I I . 75 
> - - - - - ? ( I .  5) 

- - - - - I 0 • 5  

- - - - - - - I 
- - - - - - I 

- - - - - - I I 

- - - - - - I I 4 (3 · 5) 

- - - - - I 2 (3) I (I · 5) 

- - _ _  ... ... - I 

... ... ... ... _ - I 

defective I 4 . 

Total 6o (67) 27 (29) r7o (185) 

§ IJO. In the prior pada the frequencies in J are very close to 
those in Sn, but in the posterior pada the long opening syllable 
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is twice as common as the two shorts, whereas in Sn thes< 
alternatives are about equally common. Other differences ir 
the posterior pada include the much greater frequency o 
- � � - � �  in J and also of the various paccavutt-i forms. Thes< 
discrepancies may be due to the considerably higher proportior 
of vetiiliya in J (nearly twice as frequent as opacchandasaka) a� 
compared with Sn (only about one-quarter as frequent) .  W{ 
must conclude that the great majority of the J iitaka mattii
chandas texts belong to the earlier period, but we must alsc 
note a tendency in the direction of the later style : in th€ 
posterior pada - � � - � �  is as common in J as it is in Th Il  
(although � � � � - � �  is  absent in J) .  The large proportion m 
rathoddhatii padas in J may also be reckoned as a tendency 
leading into the later period when rathoddhatii became an inde
pendent metre. This is the kind of evolutionary process whicl: 
tends to confuse our picture of the metres based on our pre
liminary rough distinction of earlier and later styles : between 
the periods of the Sn verses and those of the Th II we now havE 
to postulate an intermediate stage in which rathoddhatii pada5 
had become very popular, leading to the formation of a new 
metre and the subsequent avoidance of rathoddhatii padas in 
mattachandas. In J these three periods are all represented, since 
the independent rathoddhatii appears in the Ku'J}iilajiitaka 
(No. 536) . 

The Dhammapada verses may belong largely to this inter
mediate period, although - � � - � �  appears only once. This 
structure has a high frequency in the U dana, although since 
there are only some fifteen mattiichandas strophes in that collec
tion it is not a satisfactory sample for our calculations. Probably 
the U verses too belong to the intermediate period between 
(i) and (ii) . 

§ IJI.  We must now study the differences between opacchanda
saka and vetaliya pada structure which have come to our notice 
several times in the preceding discussions. Tables 5 and 6 
(§§ 156-7) show the total occurrences of each form of prior 
and posterior pada as opacchandasaka and as vetaliya. 

In the prior pada and the posterior pada the bhaddaviraja 
(suddhaviraja) type is about equally common in both metres. 
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This type appears to be the fundamental rhythm of mattii
chandas from which the others had been derived by resolution. 
In the second most important type there is already a sharp 
distinction between the two metres, which seems too great to 
be mere chance : in the prior pada the opacchandasaka shows 
only IZ% of the vasantamalikii type against the vetiil'iya's over 
zo% ; in the posterior pada if we count the repetitions there is 
very little difference (z8j3o%) ,  otherwise without repetitions 
only zz% of opacchandasaka but zg% of vetaliya. In the third 
type ( - v v -j - v v - v v -if it is correct to bracket these prior and 
posterior forms) there is little difference in the prior frequencies, 
but in the posterior there is a great increase in the frequency in 
vetaliya (opacchandasaka : 5% /vetiiliya : IZ%) .  The greater 
frequency of pupphitaggii as against aparavatta is due to the 
inclusion of the LakkhaJJa verses which are almost pure 
pupphitagga and should perhaps have been excluded along with 
the poems in rathoddhatii. In the other opacchandasaka texts the 
frequency of pupphitaggii is no higher than that of aparavatta in 
the vetiiliya texts. The inclusion of the LakkhaJJa verses lowers 
the percentages of the other opacchandasaka types very slightly 
as compared with those of the vetaliya (the bhaddaviriija type 
would in fact increase by 5% in the prior pada, the vasantamii
lillii type by I · 5%, the others by not more than I %  : the 
present discussion is not appreciably affected by this correc
tion) . The other prior types do not show any marked difference 
between the two metres. In the posterior pada the fifth type 
( - - - -) ,  which appears in only about I · 5% of the vetiiUya 
sample, rises to more than 7% in the opacchandasaka, if we 
include repetitions. The rathoddhatii, which is extremely rare 
as an opacchandasaka pada (only one clear case, some cases of 
- v - - v v may be corrupted rathoddhatii or intended to be given 
the rathoddhatii rhythm by licence) ,  accounts for nearly 5% 
(perhaps considerably more if  we are right in correcting all 
cases of apparent _ v _ _ v v) of the vetiiliya. In this connection 
we may note that the other udiccavutti types, though rare every
where, show a slightly higher frequency in vetiil'iya. - - v v v v  

is twice as frequent in opacchandasaka as in vetiiliya, and 
- - v v - , which accounts for z · 5% of the opacchandasaka, does 
not appear at all in the vetiiliya sample. - _ v _ v, which may be 
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compared with these two forms (and they may all be compared 
with - - - -) , is likewise much commoner in opacchandasaka 
(z% /o · zs%).  The other types are too rare to be compared, 
except perhaps in the light of conclusions drawn on the basis 
of those we have already examined. 

§ 172. Our findings may be summarized as follows : 

Prior Piida : 

Little difference except that v v _  v v _ v _ v _  is considerably 
more frequent than v v - v v - "' - v - - and that if we disregard the 
LakkhaJ:ta - - v v _ v _ v _  - is more frequent than v v _ v _ v _  

Posterior Piida : 

§ 173. The only explanation, unless we suppose simply that 
opacchandasaka is more archaic than vetiiliya, which seems able 
to account for these differences in the handling of the two 
metres is the apparent parallelism between the cadences and the 
favoured openings : opacchandasaka - � - and vetiiliya 
-� - (when not " syncopated " we might suggest 
that -�- is the nearest approach possible to such 
parallelism or interplay between opening and cadence) .  It 
seems that there was a strong tendency of this type in the 
posterior pada because the cadence of the padayuga was 
prominent, compared with that of the prior pada, and also, we 
may suggest, because, according to the proto gaJ:ta-division 
implied by other features of the versification, the complete 
4 mattii group at the beginning of the normal posterior pada 
was felt as a unity which, in opacchandasaka, could answer to 
the final group of the cadence : - - 1 4 1 - v ! - v ! - - (compare : 

........___.. 
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z j  v- � 1 4 1  v- � J - rathoddhatii-udiccavutti) . In the prior pada 
'---"' 

there is a weaker tendency to - J � - which perhaps 
checked the rise of the initial resolution in opacchandasaka (but 
not in vetiiliya) to some extent. In the next section we shall 
develop this discussion further in connection with the interplay 
of the padas in the strophe. 

§ 174. To conclude this section we have to say something about 
the development of the other metres and clarify one or two 
other points concerning the pada structure which bear on this 
development . . 

Jacobi suggests (1884, p. 592) that the first syllable in 
mattachandas is anceps just like the last. This is his reason for 
accepting the opening - � -( J - . . .  ) , which if included in our 
scheme would constitute a kind of 5 matta " ga��a " . In the 
earlier research on mattiichandas for this study this 5 mattii ga?Ja 
was accepted and incorporated in the schemes as a kind of 
" cyclic dactyl " or at any rate as being equivalent to a 4 matta 
ga?Ja. The " anceps " idea was rejected and J - � - J was accepted 
medially as well as in the initial position. In the light of further 
study of metrical licence and of the origins of the rathoddhata it 
seems we may now abandon the " 5 matta ga?Ja " and consider 
it more satisfactory to regard any pada opening with - � - - . .  . 
as being in fact an original - � - �  . . .  , � � - - . . .  or - V � - . . .  . 
Practically all the examples of this in the ] ataka contain 
syllables which elsewhere are regularly shortened by metrical 
licence, so that the piidas can be scanned in the alternative ways 
quite naturally. Other cases (which are recorded in the tables) 
are probably corruptions, and in some cases inferior readings 
accepted by editors such as Fausb0ll himself and others who 
like him and Jacobi regarded - � - - . . .  as a normal matta
chandas opening. 

It should be noted that the anceps initial syllable was essen
tial for Jacobi's theory of the origin of the posterior vetiiliya 
through the dropping of the first syllable of a jagati pada : 

( x) - � - • • • 

t 
becomes anceps 
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-having rejected this theory we do not need to assume the 
anceps syllable. However, in common with all Vedic period 
verse we may assume that the pre-Pali metre from which 
rnattachandas evolved had the anceps initial. In this case there 
may be traces of such a usage in the earlier Pali verses, or at 
least the initial syllable of a pada may be more liable to metrical 
alteration than the other syllables, that is, a syllable of a Pali 
word which is not normally liable to metrical lengthening or 
shortening may be altered if it happens to occupy this position 
in the pada.1 This would of course apply to such cases as 
� 1 - � �  . . . > - 1 - � �  . . .  and others, besides - � - > � � - .  

§ 175 . In discussing the origin of ga1;tacchandas J acobi again 
makes use of the posterior opening - � - : 

pnor posterior vetaliya 

I I 

fourth gaJJa 
of giti ( capalii) 

-it is true that the giti seems to have appeared in the earlier 
period (a fact not known to Jacobi) and may have owed its 
origin partly to this anceps syllable, but it should be noted that 
the last syllable of the prior piida (like the last syllable of any 
pada in Indian metrics, which normally may be lengthened) is 
much more certainly anceps and that we find . . . 1 - , � � I . . . 

also as the fourth ga�ta in some of our earliest g'iti verses. This 
junction gaJJa linking the piidayuga may therefore have been 
more flexible than Jacobi supposed, so that his scheme of 
derivation may be too artificial, or may be only a special case.2 
It is easy to see why � - � was the favourite form for the fourth 

1 There appear to be similar cases of exceptional licence in the initial 
syllable in the oldest ga')Jacchandas verses (cf. § 226) . 

2 In the following chapter we present an improved theory of the origin of 
ga')Jacchandas including intermediate stages, or perhaps parallel lines of 
development, not noted by Jacobi, which, besides accounting for the displace
ment of the " cadence " rhythm, allows us to see the possibilities of variation 
in the fourth ga')Ja. 
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ga?Ja in early ga?Jacchandas, without insisting on this exact 
correspondence with a mattachandas prototype. 

§ 176. We now come to the following statement by Professor 
Smith (1949, p .  I I55) : " Devant cette ligne impaire . . .  on place 
aux endroits pair. .. une ' base ' : normalement � �  ou -, 
anciennement aussi - �  ou � -, base, qui, nonobstant l 'autonomie 
des ga��a, formera plus tard, avec la mesure suivante, une unite 
a six mores . . .  "-He instances the samavutta forms aparantika , 
rathoddhatii, and also svagatii and the fused types resembling it : 
- � - �( � - �  -) . Now in his study of mattiichandas Smith employs as 
far as possible the ga?Ja-division : � � - 1 � � - 1 � - � - 1 1 � �  1 - - I � � - 1 

" base " 
� - � - 1 1 . We reject this, except for the rare padas which we have 
termed " syncopated " ,  and give as the normal form : � � 1 - � � I  
- � - � -( -) 1 1  � � - � - � �  1 -- � - � -( -) 1 1 . The " base " here appears in 
the prior pad a (" ligne impaire ") . 1 
§ I77· In the syncopated padas (according to our analysis) the 
" base " in the prior pada is absorbed into an opening ga?Ja and 
a second ga��a overlaps the cadence as in Professor Smith's 
scheme : � - � I � � - 1 � - � -. This perhaps originated through 
beginning sama with the musical accompaniment, the first 
syllable coinciding with the graha instead of anticipating or 
following it (cf. § r6o) . In the posterior pada the same shift 
takes place : - I  � - � I � � - I � - � -. This pada now begins vi$ama 
with the musical accompaniment, instead of sama, and a 
" base " appears. As before the cadence is overlapped. In the 
pavattaka of the metrical theory both padas of the yuga are 
syncopated 

� - � � � � - j � - �: - ' - 1 � - � j � � - j � - � : -
-notice how the ga1;ta division may here be carried right 

through the padayuga, which is impossible in the normal form. 
This point will be developed in the following chapter, in dis
cussing the origins of ga?Jacchandas. 

1 cf. Fausb0ll, followed by Jacobi : - - 1 - - - - 1 - -- - 1 1 - - - 1 -- - - 1 - - - - 1 1 with 
the tetrasyllabic " feet " supposedly inherited from Vedic metrics : it may be 
seen from the schemes given above (§§ 150 and 154) that the tetrasyllabic 
" foot " is not the rule even in Vedic tri$/ubh. 
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The " unite a six mores " ,  if it is of any significance, is 
normally a feature of the prior pada and not the posterior, both 
in the texts and in the Indian theory. It would appear in the 
posterior piida in the syncopated forms. It is correct to say that 
the openings _ v and v _ are early, but already, and not merely 
at a later stage, they would show a probable 6 mattii unity with 
the following syllables, as in the common Sn prior piida 

_ v _ v • • • ( v _ v _ . . .  occurs once in Sn) .  On our analysis, of 
course, these forms are regarded not as 6 mattii ga?Jas but as 
respectively normal and syncopated openings involving a proto 
ga?Ja-division : - I v _ v or v _ v 1 :-· 

§ 178. In the light of this discussion we may consider briefly the 
ways in which the other metres belonging to the mattiichandas 
family appear to have originated. 

In the first place we have seen how the tendency to succes
sions of short syllables gave rise to pupphitaggii and aparavatta 
and to the fixed classical forms of opacchandasaka and vetiiliya 
(§§ 166-J) . 

In the second place we find the samavuttas produced by the 
repetition of a single piida-structure in place of the a#hasama 
piidaY'ugas. Of those formed directly from the two main metres 
the rathoddhatii is the only one which occurs in the Canon : as 
we have seen it originated from the syncopated form of the 
posterior piida of vetiiliya known as paccavutti : 

""' ""' I ""'"-"' 1 - v - v - • • •  posterior vetiiliya 
""' 1 v _ v  1 "'--"' - I v _ v _  • • •  paccavutti 

- I v - v 1 v v - I v - v - x 4 . . . rathoddhatii 

-it is possible that the alternative forms of the paccavutti 
were still allowed in the Canonical rathoddhatii : 

sii jariiya bhf!£ff.ii viniisitii Th II 262c 
but there are no examples of this in the other texts, J V 452-4 
(Ku?Jiilajiitaka) and D Ill (Lakkha?Jasutta) . 1  

1 A score of useful examples of metrical licence may be adduced from these 
texts in a fixed metre. 
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§ 179. The dodhaka (and the meghavitana, which does not occur 
as an independent metre in the Canon and is merely anticipated 
in J III (VIIth nipata, 149a) and possibly in a corrupt vetaliya 
strophe in Dh) is formed by repeating a vegavati pada (dodhaka 
= posterior vegavati X 4, meghavitana = prior vegavati X 4) . 

The vegavati and svagatd appear to have resulted from an 
attempt to simplify the structure of mattachandas by bringing 
the cadence into line with the opening of the piida. They 
doubtless originated in the same period as the giti (both are 
found in the Th I verses ascribed to Vangisa) , when various 
ways of making mattiichandas more singable were being tried : 

"'"""': - . � � : - . � - � . - , "'"""' · "": - . � �: - . � - � . - vetiiliya 
�...: � � �: - � - � . - , - . �-: � � �: - � - �  - pavattaka 
- . .... ..... . - ..., __: ..., - - - - - - sviigatii 

� �· - � �: - � �: - . -, - � �: - � �: - � �: - . - vegavati 
� �: - . �...; � . "' ' - . - : - . �-: � . � � - . - giti 

-it should be noted that these three metres all have the 
cadence � � - - to the padayuga. The vegavati may have been 
the earliest, being based on a normal vetiiliya padayuga : 

� �  1 - � �  1 - � - � - J J - � �  1 - � �  1 - � - � -
) - � � j - - ) - � � J - -

The sviigata i s  based on the paccavutti, i .e. i t  has the posterior 
pada syncopated. It is thus related to the rathoddhatii. In the 
svagata the padas thus all open in the same way and the 
arf4hasama form is maintained only by an additional long 
syllable at the end of the posterior pada : - I =� : 1 - - I  � � - ( -) . 
Later, the classical fixed sviigatii has the form - I � - �  1 - - I  � � - I 
X 4 derived from the posterior pada. Its structure should be 
compared with that of the giti : 

- · � - � · - - : � � - : - sviigatii 
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§ 180. The vegavat'i (as well as the sviigatii) may not be a com
pletely fixed metre in the Canon, i .e .  it may still be a mattii
chandas in the proper sense of the term : 

- 1 - � �  1 - � � 1 - 
yo lobhagwt;,e anuyutto, 

- � � 1 - � � � - � � � -
so vacasa paribhasati aiiiie I Sn 663 ab 

� I  - � �1 - � � I - " 
mukhadugga vibhiitamanariya, 

� � � - � � �  - � � 1  - " 
bhiinahu papaka dukkatakiiri I Sn 664 ab 

(the initial long occurs several times in Sn 663-678) 
� �1 - � �1 - � � 1 -

atha sa![hisita savitakkii, 
� � � �1 - � � 1 - � �1 -

puthujanatiiya adhammanivitthii I S I 187 
= Th I 1217 ab 

§ 18r. The svagata, whose posterior pada resembles that of the 
g'iti (as we have just seen) , originally opened in a very similar 
manner to the vegavat'i. It may perhaps be regarded as a modi
fied form of a proto vegavat'i mattachandas : 

""' I :::
� � : 1 - � �  1 - -, ""' �� 1 - � �  1 - � �  1 - - proto vegavat'i 

- I :=: 1 - - I "" -, - I :_:__--: 1 - - I � � - 1 - svagatii 
-the cadence although apparently similar in the posterior 

pada probably had a different rhythm : � � � I : - > :.- � - I :. 
The Pali svagata is a true mattachandas in the sense that it is to 
some extent variable within the matta count. Unfortunately 
there are so few verses in this metre in the Canon that their 
analysis is extremely precarious and it is hardly possible to go 
beyond Smith's description (1949, p. n69) which is supple
mented by, if it was not originally based on, his analysis of the 
svagata verses in BHS (1950a, p. 26) . Smith has pointed out the 
significant affinities between the ancient svagata as represented 
in S I (together with the metres of Th I 382-4, 1242-5, and the 
vegavat'i and ariya) and the Apabhrarpsa > Hind! techniques 
which culminated in the caupiii (1949, n71,  195oa, 40) . His 
demonstrations are not invalidated by his assumption of a 
6 matta ga)Ja, although there does not seem to be any good 
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r ason to postulate such a ga?Ja in either Pali or Hindi metrics 
(cf. Sinha, 1953, p. 180) . We should merely alter his scheme for 
t he sviigatii (1949, I I69) to : 

� v?} I : : : I - - I "'-" - 1 1  (-v v?} I : : :  I - - I v v - I - X 2 

§ r82. The last of these metres belonging to the mattiichandas 
family which are found in .the Canon, the visamavutta upatfhi
!appacupita, should be considered with svagatii and the other 
associated metres mentioned by Professor Smith in tracing in 
t he later ancient Pali metrical techniques the origins of the 
i\ pabhra:rp.sa-Hindi system. The analysis of this metre must 
be deferred until after we have studied the rhythms of ga?Jac
chandas, since there are striking parallels between these two and 
our study of the latter will enable us to dissect the complicated 
upa.tthitappacupita strophe. It will therefore be convenient to 
consider the metre in Chapter IX, which is in any case approp
riate since already in Pali it shows its three fixed forms as 
classified in the Indian theory and is not a true mattiichandas. 
We may anticipate here, however, by saying that this complex 
metre appears to have been based originally on the mixed 
vetiiliya-opacchandasaka strophe structure as exemplified in 
the Suttanipata. 

The MaWichandas Strophe 

§ 183. In the last section we reached the conclusion that the 
prior and posterior padas unite in a padayuga which normally 
opens vi$ama, with an incomplete proto-ga?Ja, and follows 
through sama with the presumed tiila accompaniment in the 
posterior pada, which has a complete initial proto-ga?Ja. We do 
not seem to be justified in speaking here of ga?Jas in the strict 
sense, since such an articulation of the padas has not yet fully 
crystallized, especially in the cadence, and mattiichandas may 
loosely be described as a " semi-musical " metre.1 Two piida-

1 See the discussion at the beginning of this chapter (§ 1 20) . All Indian 
metres are of course " musical " in the broad sense that they are usually sung, 
but these metres are further " musical " in a stricter sense to the extent that 
they are organized on the musical basis of tala. According to the old Indian 
theory (reported by Weber, 1 863, 281 ,  etc.) the distinction between gat�ac
chandas and mattachandas is that in the latter the matta are not divided in 
a fixed number of gatlas. 
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yugas form the mattachandas strophe 1 (the strophe of three 
yugas does not seem to have been used in our texts, but it was 
probably known and very likely used in these metres, since it 
appears in gaJJacchandas) : 

-:-; w w: - w; - w: -( -) 1-;-:-; w w: - w; < -( -) 1 1  X 2 
.... .... . .... .... . _. . , . .... .... . .... .... . ..., .... . _ . 

' . ' . 

(2) 2 2 2 3 3 2 (2) 2 2 2 2 3 3 2(2) 

(4) 4 

'---�,...----' 

cadence 4 4 cadence 

) alternative alternative 
cadence cadence 

-the grouping of the cadence in three-matta segments is 
suggested by Smith's characterization of the rhythm of the 
metre as " binaire - ternaire " (1949, I I55), but he would 
presumably divide the cadence differently : ( -) : w _; w -: (  -) . The 
structure indicated for the free part of the piida is not absolute 
and may be syncopated. Moreover its rhythms interact with 
those of the cadence not only in that they may overlap but also 
in that they tend to reflect or compensate one another (opac
chandasaka jvetiil'iya jvegavati / sviigatii) .  The extra syllable at the 
end of the opacchandasaka was perhaps felt to be awkward in 
the prior piida, especially as the desire for a more fully musical 
metre developed, hence the extensive use of the mixed vetaliya
opacchandasaka piidayuga. In the vetiiliya the final syllable 
may have been pluta or followed by a cheda, making three mattii 
as in the preceding segments of the cadence. 

§ r84. The use of the different structures of the free parts of the 
piidas in the composition of strophes does not appear to have 
been governed by chance. The various prior and posterior piida 

1 The term " strophe " seems most convenient in place of giithii, which is 
a vague general term often meaning a whole poem. " Stanza " is not a good 
name for the Indian unit, which is usually a quatrain and is sometimes built 
up into larger pddas. " Strophe ", with its strong implication of a completed 
unit or division (a " turn " in a dance) , seems happiest for musical metres 
which were probably closely connected with dancing. 
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structures are related to one another by the similarities and 
oppositions of their rhythms, and a strong feeling for imitation, 
contrast and balance in the interplay of these rhythms mani
fests itself in the structures of the padayuga and especially of 
the strophe as a whole which are found in our texts. 

§ 185. Turning first to the Suttanipata, we notice at once in the 
first poem 1 (in opacchandasaka) a regular strophe structure 
AzAz 2 unbroken throughout verses I-6, with the resulting 
contrast between the openings -j w w. Verses 7-15 then show 
many different structures (apart from the refrain padayuga Az 
continuing from the opening verses) , which, however, resemble 
one another in that all the padas open with a long syllable .  The 
concluding two strophes (verses r6-17) then revert to the 
structure AzAz. 

§ r86. The next poem (Sn 18-34, Dhaniyasutta) is in the mixed 
vetaliya-opacchandasaka metre (strophe : VOVO normally, with 
a number of irregularities probably due to corruption) with 
three " tag " verses in pure vetiiliya. The sutta is a dialogue in 
which the two speakers utter alternate strophes (strophes I-Iz) ,  
followed by a narrative strophe (13) , two strophes (14-15) in 
which Dhaniya makes known his resolve to become a disciple 
of the Sugata,  and an altercation (strophes r6-r7) between 

1 The Uragasutta. 
2 It may be convenient to repeat here the letters and numerals used as 

shorthand for the more important piida structures : 

Prior Posterior 

A 
B 2 
c 3 
D 4 
E 5 
F 6 
G 7 
H 8 

9 
X 10 
y 1 1  
z -- --! - 1 2  

13  
14  --! -

15  - -- - -; -
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Mara and the Bhagavant. It is possible that the last three 
strophes in vetaliya (15-17) were added later to make up the 
same total as in the Uragastttta. The first twelve strophes-the 
dialogue-have a constant refrain pada : atha ce patthayas'i 
pavassa deva, which appears also in Th I 5I-4. The poem is 
apparently not so well preserved as the preceding one : besides 
some opacchandasaka padas where we expect vetal'iya, spoiling 
the mixed metre, we find two tuf!hubha padas (Ia and 2a) . The 
last two strophes seem to have been borrowed from S I 6 
(para 2) ,  where they also occur, or from a source common to  
both collections. Strophes 3-8 .are o f  the same type as those o f  
the middle section of the Uragasutta ; 9-I I  (or IZ) form a 
separate group, united by their subject matter, in which the 
first padayuga resembles the type of strophes 3-8 whilst the 
second padayttga has the structure Bz. It is possible that in 
both these poems the middle sections (Sn 7-I5 and Sn 20-5) 
were the original kernels to which other verses were later added. 

The next two mattiichandas poems in Sn (83-90 and 359-375) 
are in opacchandasaka. No particular strophe structure repeats 
over any number of these verses, but the second poem, the 
Sammaparibbiijaniyasutta, has a refrain pada of structure 7 
throughout : samma so lake paribbajeyya. 

§ I87. The Sabhiyasutta (Sn 5I0-540) is in the mixed metre 
with seven vattas tagged on (54I-7) . There is a prose introduc
tion and conclusion, together with a few explanatory sentences 
amongst the verses. The forms A, B, I and 2 predominate ,  
especially with the opening long, A and I (but these are not as 
prominent as in the previous poems) , with an occasional E and 
one Pttpphitagga pada. This poem and the J arasutta (Sn 8o4-
8I3) ,  which although in vetaliya otherwise resembles the 
Sabhiyasutta in its forms, appear to be of later composition than 
the others analysed above, tending towards the style of the later 
period (Th II ,  etc.) .  

§ I88. The following i s  the structure o f  the Subhiij'ivakamba
vanikiigathii (Th II 367-399 ; 366 is an introductory vatta) : 

AIBz (367) 
BIBI 



CzAr 
B7C3 
B4D'3 
DzAz 
X3B2 
B4F6' 
X6BI 
BzAz 
FzFz 
X3D3 

M attiichandas 

(370) 
(D' = � � � � -) 

(a may be A instead of X) 
(6' = - � � � � � �) 
(375) 
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(379 very uncertain) 
A4C1 
AIBI 
FzBr 
B3B2 
BrGI 
CrHz 
AzHz 
C?IA7? 
CzFr 
AICI 
ArAz 
Ar?Gr 
YzAr 
X?3B1 
AzBz 
FrBz 
AzC?3 
FrCz 
CrZ?z 
AzFr 

(380) 

(390) 
(or first yuga : Y � - � � � - . . .  ) 
(or . . .  Fr) 

(395) 
(or . . .  H3) 

(or . . . Gz by sandhi) 
(399) 

§ 189. The mattachandas strophes in the Dhammapada are con
structed as follows : 

BnAr 
BzAr 
BnEI 
BzEr 

( rs) ] 
(r8) 

a group of verses very similar in 
content. B . . .  I constant with 
interplay of rhythms I I ,  A, 2, E in 
between. 
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(24) 
(44) 
(45) 

Pali Metre 

AzEro 
AzAz 
AzAz 
BzAr 
Bn?Br 
(BzAr 
CS?Az 
ErA2 
ArBz 
C4A1 
ErAr 
BnAr 
ErAz 
Br ?A2 
AzBr 
AzEr 
BI2A4 
BrC?z 
Bz?Ar 
B2A3 
BzAr 
AzAr 
CrAz 

(So) cf. rs-rS above, especially r6. 
(95) 
145) ( = So) 
(r79)} A2 is refrain 
(rSo) 

X? roGII 

(1S4) 
(235) 

(23S) 
(240) 
(2S4) 
(2S5) 
(324) 
(334) 
(341) 

(344) 
(34S) 

X2Er (350) 
F?6? A1 (362) 
. . .  rA6 (371) 

C2A1 (3SS) 

(or Xn . . .  -can gen. in -assa be 
shortened to -asa m.c. ?) 

(? cf. lalitii) 
(cf. S I zoo, Th I II9 and J Ill 412, 

line 6, for the corrupt first pada) 

(note frequency of a strophe or a group of strophes opening 
with C) 

An interesting group of strophes in the ] ataka is the following 
(Udayajiitaka : vol. IV, r n-2) : 

D1B14 
B1A14 
A1A14 
ArC14 

(54)1 (57) 

(the syncopated piida " 14 " is a 
refrain) 
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§ rgo. Most of the texts show some feeling for strophe structure, 
for the grouping of strophes and for the agreeable variation and 
interplay of rhythms in longer poems. We may have a regular 
strophe AzAz (Sn) or a basic form BzAr more or less freely 
varied (Dh 15-18 and many other Dh verses) ; Ar is favoured 
as the concluding padayuga of a strophe or a group of strophes 
(Dh, J IV gg-ros :  Ma!faku1J4alijiitaka, U Ill 7-8 and VIII 
5-7) . Sometimes the form C is used only to begin mattiichandas 
poems and not in the interior of a poem (Dh and U) . Elsewhere 
we find complete freedom of structure (e.g. Sn 83-90, 510-540) , 
sometimes with excellent craftsmanship in the association and 
contrast of the various pada forms : this more refined art was 
probably a later development in mattiichandas composition, it 
is well illustrated in the Subhajivakambavanikiigiithii. Not only 
are the normal variations used frequently (as in the vatta, but 
without the great preponderance of one form found there and 
with a larger number of common vipuliis) , but extremely rare 
variations may be introduced, probably with a conscious feeling 
for the special effect produced. Thus we have the refrain " 14 " 
in the Udayajiitaka, Z in Sn, and others. The rare udiccavutti 
and paccavutti (including the rathoddhatii " r r  ", which some
times is quite common) are used in this way, and apparently 
occasional piidas of metres other than forms of the opacchanda
saka and vetiiliya : meghavitiina (Dh 37ra ? and parallels cited 
above) ,  lalitii (? Dh 362) ,  vijayanandini and perhaps others, but 
in such isolated cases it is very hard to tell whether we have true 
mixing or mere corruption. Unfortunately it was impossible to 
make a thorough investigation of such mixing/corruption of 
metres within the limits of the present study. This is an 
interesting problem awaiting research. 

The composer in mattiichandas had great resources at his 
disposal for shaping and varying his style and for rousing the 
attention of his hearers by an unexpected turn. Perhaps the 
name opacchandasaka was adopted on account of the flexible 
structure and sinuous piida-rhythm of the metre (upa- ychand 
= " coax " ,  " entice " ,  " persuade ") .  

§ rgr.  It is interesting to compare the technique of  Ardhama
gadhi mattiichandas with that of the Pali Canon. The first 
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section of the V eyaliyajjhayaJJa in the Suyagacf,artt (Sii I .  2 .  I )  
scans as follows (vetaliya) : 

AIA3 
HIAI 
A3A1 
B7B7 
GzAr 
A3'AI (3' = _ v v  _ _  • • .) 
A3B7 
BzC7 
D4C7 
BzAr 
B8B7 
Hr?Ar 
B7A8 
BzHz 
B4A6 
FzBz 
BzHr 
D'zBr (D' = v v v v _  • • •  ) 
A3A3 
GrBr 
AIB3 '  
A4'GI (4' = v v v v  _ _  • • • ) 

-this style is reminiscent of the Th II poem : it contains 
aparavatta padas and padayugas (D4) and other forms having 
successions of short syllables (F, D' ,  6, 4') .  The padayuga B7 is 
strikingly frequent, however, and on the whole this style 
appears to represent a period a little earlier than that of Th II .  
There are no syncopated forms. 

§ 192. We may distinguish phases in the development of 
strophe structure corresponding to those already noted for pada 
structure and further clarifying the history of mattiichandas. In 
the earlier period we find the long-opening padas tending to 
form regular strophes ArAr, but frequently combining with the 
resolved-opening padas to form the very popular strophes 
AzAz and BzAr .  This inaugurates the transition to the later 
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period through the further increase in the use of short syllables 
and the rejection of the tendency to rigid strophe structures 
found in the earlier period. The poets now seem to delight in 
the interplay of the numerous piida structures which have 
become familiar. This transition is well under way in the 
Sabhiyasutta (Sn 510-540) and with the Siiyagarj,a'I'J't we seem to 
have entered the later period, which is seen at the peak of its 
development in Th II .  In the preceding section we postulated 
an intermediate phase of development represented by parts of J 
but especially by Dh and U. This seems to be confirmed by our 
analysis here, in which we have been led to describe the strophe 
structures AzAz and especially BzAr as showing the beginning 
of the transition to the later period. BzAr is characteristic of 
Dh and . . . Ar of U and parts of J. Dh and U are also related 
in their use of the opening C. Finally a new development puts 
an end to the free style of the later period : rigidity in the piida 
appears in place of the old tendency to rigid strophe structures, 
and the more popular forms become separate metres. Ga�'lac
chandas has taken the place of mattiichandas as the flexible 
musical metre, and the fixed vetaliya and opacchandasaka BzBz, 
together with the aparavatta and pupphitaggii D4D4, take their 
places as arj,rj,hasamavuttas amid the galaxy of classical metres 
deriving their beauty from the exact quantitative opposition of 
long and short syllables in fixed piidas. 

§ 193. In the Pali Canon we have thus distinguished five phases 
of mattiichandas, represented by the texts as follows : 

(i) Earlier period characterized by ArAr (Sn 1-34) but more 
generally by the predominance of long syllables (Sn 83-90, 
359-375, parts of J). 

(ia) Intermediate period of transition BzAr ,  etc. > in
creasing successions of shorts ; origin of rathoddhatii (Dh, U, 
parts of J) .  

(ii) Later period of free style characterized by the predomi
nance of short syllables (Th II, parts of Th I, S I) . 

(iia) Further development towards classical metrics with 
fixed piidas (Lakkha�'las'ltita, with Vv showing the transition 
from (ii) to (iia) in a few verses) . 

(iii) Period of decline in Theravada literature ; borrowings 
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from (Vv vetaliya) and imitations of (Pv vetaliya) earlier litera
ture leading to the complete abandonment of the new metres 
and pedestrian compilation of edifying legends, seldom rising 
to epic narrative, in the familiar epic vatta with occasional 
tufthubhas (Vv, Pv, Ap, Cp) . 

(The Suyaga4artt may belong to (ia) or (ii) . )  

§ 194. The feeling for strophe structure which we have observed 
in our texts indicates that the Pali mattachandas was a " lyric " 
or " strophic " metre (as opposed to an " epic " metre) , as we 
should expect from its connection with music.1 In Classical 
Sanskrit, vaitaliya and aupacchandasika were used as canto 
metres in the mahakiivyas, unlike gaJJacchandas which was not 
so used, but their musical origin had then long been forgotten 
and they were simply fixed metres having certain structures 
like any other classical fixed metres. In apparently epic type 
literature such as the longer ] atakas and the Th II " ballad ",  
the mattachandas strophes are still " lyric " or " strophic " .  
They are usually dramatized dialogue, not narrative, often 
organized in groups with refrains, as when in J No. 458 the four 
opacchandasaka strophes constitute the moral ovada delivered 
by the Bodhisatta at the end of the episode (with a refrain 

' common to all four) . In the Subhajivakambavanika ballad, 
although the whole story is in vetaliya (with the significant 
exception of a preliminary narrative vatta which sets the scene 
and introduces the speakers) , refrains are frequent and-as 
often in Pali ballads-the episode tends towards drama rather 
than epic : it consists almost entirely of dialogue and the 
speakers sing rather than declaim their parts. A " perfor
mance " would resemble that of a Classical Sanskrit drama, in 
which the verses are sung, but without the prose speeches since 
everything necessary to the action is included in the verses, 
which are not more or less adjuncts to the action (however 
relevant) ,  as in the Classical, but integral parts of it despite the 

1 In §§ 227 ff.  of the next chapter we shall suggest that the adoption of the 
aif4hasama structure was the first stage in the transition to fully musical 
metrics which was consummated by the invention of the visama structure in 
the ariyii : the strophe thus became a clear metrical unit, satisfying the feeling 
for its unity observed already in mattiichandas. 
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elaborate descriptions in which they anticipate the descriptive 
verses in the Classical drama. 

In the early texts the strophes sometimes seem to be assoc
iated in groups or piidas by the use of structural patterns linking 
the series or of actual verbal refrain. In any case the technique 
of buildii;lg up larger structures more complex than the mere 
succession of padas is well established, even if we are not 
justified in describing it as the prototype of the Apabhra:rp.sa 
pada. The mattachandas strophe, the mixed strophe, the com
plex upafthitappacupita with its sometimes doubled third pada, 
and above all the system of chaining verses through verbal and 
rhythmic repetitions and patterns : these are so many tech
niques of Middle Indian lyric poetry which were well known in 
the ancient Pali literature and lived on to produce new blossoms 
in the scintillating strophes and padas and the supremely 
musical tatavuttas of Apabhra:rp.sa literature. 



CHAPTER VI 

GANACCHANDAS 

Further Development of the Musical Metres 

§ 195. During the period which we are studying, all the arts 
(and sciences) experienced a rapid development in India, and 
acquired the main forms which remained their basis throughout 
the " classical " period. By the end of our " pre-classical " 
period the N atyasastra had systematized the conventions of the 
drama, music, dancing, poetics, and other related arts. At 
about the same time the Pingalasutra had probably received its 
present form, incorporating the fixed syllabic metres charac
teristic of the " classical " kavya. In the course of this develop
ment new combinations of the different media of expression 
were tried and all the arts interacted on one another, the drama, 
it seems, being the unifying goal in which successful experi
ments found their consummation, with an appreciative 
audience. In the popular arts, folk music and vernacular 
poetry, in which this classical art had its ultimate source, the 
different means of expression, such as rhythm, mode, versifica
tion, mime, costume, banners, combined naturally and were 
never really separated. 

§ rg6. As we saw in the last chapter (§§ r rs-rzr) ,  the new 
musical metres were closely related to instrumental music, 
which had developed in India prior to our period and no doubt 
continued to evolve its complex system of talas and scales, 
through experiments on the vi1Ja, throughout the " pre
classical " period until its fundamental conventions were 
codified in the N atyasastra. We know, from the history of Indian 
science and technology, that mathematics was highly developed 
by the Moriyan period (e.g. in astronomy and architecture) . It 
is against this sort of intellectual background that we have to 
chart the rise of the musical mathematics of rhythms and 
scales, and of the metrical mathematics of ga1Jacchandas and of 
metre in general which we see worked out " astronomically " in 

138 
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Pingala.1 When Varahamihira selected the aryii as his medium 
he was perhaps inspired not only by the flexibility of its struc
ture, into which any technical term could be fitted without 
difficulty (Professor H. Smith, 195oa, p. 14) , but also by a sense 
of the fitness of a metre which could be governed by mathe
matical principles. 

§ I97· The principle of exact quantitative opposition ("-"' ) 
having been established with the development of mattiichandas, 
the next step in the adaptation of desi verse for songs with 
instrumental accompaniment was to make the entire strophe 
subordinate to the new quantitative principle. We saw in the 
last chapter that this was tried within the framework of 
mattachandas by means of a new cadence (vegavati, svagata) , but 
at the same time, or perhaps even earlier, experiments had been 
made involving the reorganization of the whole strophe. 
Whereas the simple reduction of the cadence to the prevailing 
rhythm, as in vegavati, produces a rather monotonous metre, 
the flash of genius which invented the division of the strophe 
into equal gaJJas (perhaps suggested by the vegavati) realized 
also the possibility of varying the rhythms of these ga1;�as : every 
second gaJJa has a rhythm opposed to its neighbours, which 
appears in fact to have been derived from the old mattachandas 
cadence ( _ v � v -( -) ) .  Thus originated the earliest recorded 

'----.1 
gaJJ,acchandas metre, called appropriately the g'iti, " song " .  We 
shall examine this transformation of the mattiichandas strophe 
in detail below (§§ 230 ff.) .  It may be noted here that the 
sviigata was a kind of compromise between mattachandas and 
gaJJacchandas in which, the cadence having been assimilated to 
the prevailing rhythm, as in vegavati, the old cadence-element 
( -) v _ v  was introduced in the opening part of the piida by way of 

'----.1 
diversifying the rhythm, without, however, reorganizing the 
strophe in a system of ga��as. 

§ rg8. By the end of the period we are studying the old g'iti, 

1 See e.g, IV 53, on calculating the number of long syllables in a strophe 
(given the length in mattii of the strophe and the total number of syllables it 
contains) , and the end of VIII for calculating the number of permutations 
possible in any metre. 
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with its rigid capala alternation of the two ga�a-rhythms, had 
been superseded by an ariya in which almost endless variation 
of rhythm, within the limits of exact quantitative opposition 
and the ga1;1-a organization, was practised, as a glance at the 
tables will show. The new technique of versification thus 
evolved did not remain limited to the musical metres, however, 
for the entire repertoire of Indian metrics, with the single 
exception of the epic vatta, was assimilated to the new prin
ciples. Not only is exact quantitative opposition the very basis 
of all the classical fixed syllabic (vrtta) metres as well as of the 
musical (jiiti) metres, but phrases or segments of rhythm clearly 
taken from the ga�acchandas system, and familiar in the Pali 
ariya, abound in the fixed syllabic metres, and probably the 
majority of them will be found to have favourite ga�acchandas 
phrases, rather than modifications of the htfthubha, as their 
basis, just as in our period it was mattachandas which gave rise 
to the majority of the early fixed syllabic metres.1 The 
tutthubha was assimilated to exact quantitative opposition ,  as 
we shall see in Chapter VIII, before taking up its special duties 
as sophisticated narrative metre in the classical repertoire 
(tradition represented by Asvagho!?a) with the alternative forms 
upajiiti and vaJJtsattha. 

§ rgg. We have already mentioned the two forms of ga�ac
chandas which predominate in the Pali Canon, the giti and the 
ariya, which appear to represent successive stages in the evolu
tion of the metre rather than alternative structures used con
temporaneously. A few strophes of uggiti (udgiti) (inverted 
ariya) and upagiti (the two short padayugas) are found, which 
presumably belong to the later stage. The samavutta pami
takkhara (pramitiik$arri) , the visamavutta uggatri (udgatii) and 
other fixed syllabic metres derived from ga�acchandas will be 
studied in Chapter IX, although some references to their 
origin will be made here. The discussions in Chapter IX are in 

1 It may be suggested that the mysterious dhruvii metres of the drama, 
which are " syllabic " but apparently derived from music (being opening 
strophes of songs) . have the same origin, and may illustrate the formation of 
the classical syllabic metres, but these have not yet been studied (see Nitti
Dolci, 1938, pp. 84 fL) . 
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fact a continuation of the present Chapter, since we have to 
regard the formation of the classical fixed metres as an extension 
of ga1J,acchandas technique. The more direct continuation of the 
musical metres which led to the Medieval mattiivutta (cf. § 120) 
is not discussed in this study. The gat}acchandas form of musical 
metre, especially the ariyii, remained in use for some centuries 
(Mahara�tri lyric, for instance) before the transition to mattii
vutta took place when the Apabhra.qJ.sa stage of the language 
had been reached. 

§ zoo. Besides the distinctions based on the lengths of the 
piidayugas, ga1Jacchandas is classified in other ways : according 
to the position of the caesura at the end of the prior pada 
(pathyiijvipulii) and according to the presence (capalii) or 
absence of the rhythm v _ v in every even ga1Ja. These distinc
tions are of very great importance in Pali ga1J,acchandas, whereas 
in the classical literature they are secondary refinements, whose 
significance is not very clear. The ancient theory which 
describes them is thus more closely related to the Pali metre 
(although the rules do not apply exactly to the Pali examples, 
and are evidently based on the literature of a somewhat later 
period) than to the classical metre, which rarely deviates from 
the standard ariyii pathyii and merely adheres to the rules 
without fully exploiting the resources they offer, the rhythmic 
variations which they reflect having no doubt disappeared 
from the living practice. The traditional total of eighty forms 
of ga1J,acchandas (see § 202) represents the possible combinations 
and permutations of pathyii, vipulii and capalii in the two 
piidayugas of giti, ariyii, uggiti, upagiti and ariyiig'iti (this last 
has not been found in the Pali literature) .  Finally we have to 
examine the gurvi1J,i ( = *gubbini in Pali ? 1) metre, which 
possibly occurs in the Canon (or the apparent examples may be 
mere corruption) ,  in which the rhythms of the odd and even 
ga��as are simply interchanged. The early ga1J,acchandas was in 
fact a single metre which underwent gradual modification and 
was capable of various alternative structures, the most impor
tant of which were named. 

1 cf. gubbitti in the Priikrtapaingala, p. r zo. 
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Before examining Pali gar;,acchandas in detail and discussing 
the evolution of the metre it is desirable to give a fuller account 
of the traditional theory and its terminology. 

The Traditional Theory of Gal).acchandas-Terminology 
§ zor. We have already remarked that the Indian theory seems 
to have been based on a stage of gar;,acchandas a little later than 
that represented in our texts, but nevertheless closely akin to  
our stage and following many of  the same rules. We may 
therefore adopt this terminology, bearing in mind, however, 
that it is not the original terminology and views the metre from 
a different standpoint : the ariyii pathya non-capala is taken as 
the norm, whereas in our texts the capala is everywhere the 
predominant structure, the giti vipula capala is the original 
form of the metre, and the vipulii is as important as the so-called 
pathyii. In fact the whole theory is standing on its head as far 
as we are concerned, but it represents the perfected metre for 
which our poets were preparing the ground. Sometimes our 
verses seem tentative and experimental in character (this is a 
purely subjective judgment hard to substantiate with the badly 
preserved material at our disposal) , as if new rhythms were 
being tried out in various combinations and a classical norm of 
usage had not yet been arrived at. We must therefore beware of 
imposing the later rules throughout the Pali verses in attempting 
to restore them out of the chaos of the manuscripts copied for 
two millennia by scribes who did not understand the metre. One 
is constantly in danger of " over-restoring "-as we might call 
it when freer verses or a more fluid language is forced into some 
classical norm. 'Ne should remember Professor H. Smith's 
remarks (r95oa, p. 9) concerning the reduction of Pali and 
BHS tutfhubha verses to the " banale " upajiiti rhythm by the 
classicalists : 

" On rencherit done sur les licences prosodiques en faisant 
scander (Mv) . . . *arthadasi matinii'l'f't* au lieu de . . . v(i)yiikare 
arthadarsi matimii'l'f't ""' sevetha na'l'f't atthadassi mutima Sn 385d 
(ici la v.l .  atthadasso, comme atthadassii J VI z6o.4 au meme 
endroit du vers, remonte peut-etre a un *atthadasa-, bati 
comme duddasa-. . .  durdrsa, et introduit ici par quelqu'un 
qui affectionnait la tri$jubh banale et classique) . "  
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§ 202. The terms used by the Sanskrit writers on ga'l'}acchandas 
are as follows : 

the five metres 
described by 
the early 
writers from 
Pingala 
onwards 

giti (30 + 30 mattii) 
iiryii (30 + 27 : the short sixth ga'l'}a m the 

second half) 
udg'iti (27 + 30) 
upagiti (27 + 27) 
iiryag'iti (32 + 32 : full eighth ga�ta) 

From these five with vipula and/or capalii in both padayugas, 
in either, or in neither ( = pathyii) we obtain the traditional 
eighty kinds of ga'l'}acchandas. The later theoretical writers 
worked out and labelled all possible combinations of two pada
yugas of 30, 27, 32, or 29 (short sixth and full eighth ga'l'}as) 
matta, making altogether sixteen metres and 256 kinds of 
ga'l'}acchandas. Cappeller decided (1872, p. 25) that the 29 matta 
form is quite artificial and never existed in the literature, which 
would rule out the seven metres which are said to use it : 
sa1ig'iti, ciirttg'iti, vig'iti, maiijug'iti, pramadii, pragiti, candrikii. 
This leaves the above five with four others making a total of 
nine, which is also a traditional figure in connection with 
varieties of ga'l'}acchandas. The four are all metres with the full 
eighth ga'l'}a in one padayuga : 

sug'iti 
anug'iti 
vallar'i 
lalitii 1 

(32 + 27) 
(27 + 32) 
(32 + 30) 
(30 + 32) 

§ 203. In the extant Classical literature, Sanskrit and Prakrit, 
only the aryii is common, as we have already noted, whilst in 
Early Middle Indian, Pali and Ardhamagadhi, the giti is 
common and appears to be the original metre from which the 
others evolved : it is therefore noteworthy that of these nine 
names six contain the word giti, suggesting that they were 
originally regarded as varieties of that metre. 

1 lalita is (probably merely by chance) the name of one kind of uggatii. We 
shall see in Chapter IX that the uggatii has in effect a prior piidayuga of 
thirty-two mattii, but a posterior of only twenty-six mattii (six full gatlas and 
a half) . It thus bears some resemblance to the vallari. 
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We have noted the rare occurrence of uggiti and upagiti in 
Pali ; they also occur very rarely in the Classical literature .  
The ariyiigiti appears to represent an old form from the experi
mental period in which the sixteen ga'IJ;as of the musical strophe 
were filled completely by the words instead of each piidayuga 
terminating with a prolonged syllable or a rest. In the Classical 
period occurrences of ariyiigiti have been found by Ballini 
(rgr2,  p. ro2) , together with a continuous use of it in the 
Nalodaya 1 (Cappeller r872, 87 ff.) : this late example should 
perhaps be compared with Apabhrarpsa mattiivuttas which also 
show the full ga'IJ;a at the end of each piida (pajjha#kii, for 

instance : � � 1 .: :: � I (_:_:::) I �, �� x 4, is practically identical 
with ariyiigiti) .  The Nalodaya metre i s  also related to  
Apabhrarpsa mattiimttta in its regular use of  rhyme. In fact , 
however, the ariyiigiti is the dominating metre of the Riiva1J,a
vaha (5th century) and a systematic search, particularly of 
Prakrit literature, might reveal a regular use of this metre 
throughout the Classical period. We have no examples of 
ariyiigiti in our period, but we do find varieties resembling it in 
having the full end ga'IJ;as in the so-called " hypermetre " in 
Ardhamagadhi (described by Jacobi, r885a, 389 ff.), in the 
metres called miitriisamaka 2 in the early theory (Pirigala IV, 
42-7)-of which the only traces in the literature are those in 
the M ahiibhiirata discussed by Hopkins (rgo2, 353-4) , and in 
the metres called gityiiryii in the early theory (Pirigala IV, 
48-52) but not found in the extant early literature (one strophe 
is found later : Nai$adhacarita XXII, 148) . Taking a hint from 
J acobi we may suppose that as the giti evolved from the vetiiliya 
the proto-ariyiigiti was evolved from the opacchandasaka. 

If the ariyiigiti is not common, only the shadows of 
its variations vallari and lalitii (mixed with ordinary giti), 
sugiti (cf. ariyii) and anugiti (cf. uggiti) are to be found. 
Only the sugiti may claim two extant examples (see Ballini, 
1912, p. 102) . 

1 The date of this poem may be c. A.D. goo, if it is by the Vasudeva at the 
court of Kulasekharavarman. 

2 On later metres of this type see Sinha, 1953, 177 f. (origin of piidiikulaka 
> caupan. 
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§ 204. Variations : 
pathyii (any of the above metres having a caesura immediately 

following the third gatta of each padayuga) 
vipulii (any of the above metres not having a caesura 

immediately following the third gatta of the first padayuga : 
adivipulii or mukhavipula, of the second padayuga : 
antavipula or jaghanavipula, or of both padayugas : 
mahavipula) 

capala (any of the above metres having � - � in the second and 
fourth gattas of either or both padayugas : adicapala . . .  
mahacapalii. Other rules are given which were not yet 
observed in Pali, although they may have developed from 
tendencies already present in Pali usage) 

gurvitt'i (characterized by having � - � in the odd gattas. The 
genuineness of this metre was doubted by Cappeller (r8Jz, 
pp. 78-Sr) ,  and it is not mentioned by Pingala. The 
corruption which Cappeller suggests was responsible for 
the apparent occurrence of gurvitt'i in the Classical literature 
may also be invoked to explain the more numerous 
apparent cases in Pali. On the other hand the " hyper
metre " in Ardhamagadhi is definitely of the gurvitt'i type, 
and in the most thoroughgoing manner, the roles of the 
odd and even gattas being interchanged throughout . There 
is thus no reason to doubt that the gurvitt'i of the theory 
existed in the earlier period, although the recollection of it 
in the treatises on metrics is extremely vague) .  

§ zos. Jacobi's " Law of  Vipula " (see " Zur Kenntniss der 
Arya ", ZDMG XL, r886, 336 ff.) based on the usage from the 
Hala Anthology onwards, was not yet observed in the Pali 
ariya, although the normality of the pathya had already become 
established in the later Canonical texts and the vipula had been 
reduced to its secondary position. 

The gurvitt'i is perhaps more primitive than the g'iti in that its 
arrangement of the gatta-rhythms more directly reflects the 
structure of mattiichandas. With the relationship between g'iti 
and gurvitt'i may be compared that between ordinary vetal'iya 
and pavattaka. This parallel will be studied below. 
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Tables of Gal).acchandas Structttre. The Gal).acchandas Texts 
§ 206. In the tables the seven possible ga1Ja structures ( - -
v v  _ _  v v  v _ v  V V V V  V -) with v _  as a doubtful eighth are ' J ' ' ' ' J 
shown separately with their occurrences in selected Canonical 
texts as the various ga�tas of the strophe : 

I 
Posn. Upiilisutta Mettasutta Tuva!aka- Isidiisi- Sumedhii-

of (M I 386) (Sn 143- sutta giithii giithii 
gatla I 5 I )  (Sn 9I5- (Th li (Th II 

934) 400--447) 448-487 
and 

493-522) 

I 71 7?  I 32  26 41 
2 8 I9? 
3 7 7 I 2· 32 43 ? 
4 I ( -, -) 20 2 I ? 
5 7 9 8 25 4I ? 
6 
7 6 9 26 35? 
8 

9 51 8 I22 28 41 
IO 9 1 2  
I I  6 6 1 3  32?  40? 
12 1 5  23?  
13  5 9 8 37  40? 
1 4  I 
I5  5 I 5 26 39 
16 

I7 81 
r8 
I9 7 
20 
2 I  I ( 10) 
22 
23 
24 

1 If - - was permitted as the first gatla of a padayuga, distinct from - - by 
licence (or anceps) , then - - only 6 times in I, only once in 9, and 5 times 
in 1 7 ; the balance being - - (or • -) . 

2 One case in I and two cases in 9 are perhaps - - (cf. preceding note) . 
The figures for the Tuvatakasutta are incomplete, the poem being very corrupt 
with a number of apparent gurvitti type deviations from the usual structure, 
which resembles that of the two preceding poems. Sn 915 ,  9I 7bcd, 9I8b, 
920d, 923b, 926---7, 929b, 932 and 933d are omitted. 
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§ 207. 

Posn. of Upiilisutta Mettasutta Tu.vafaka- Isidiisi- Sumedhii-
gm;ta sutta giithii g<ilhii 

I 3 2 3 I 3  9 
2 2 8 ?  7 
3 3 2 4 6 I 8  
4 2 2 I g? 7? 
5 3 I 3  I2 ?  
6 I ?' 
7 4 9 3 1 3 I9? 
8 

9 4 I 2 IO I S 
I O  I s ? 7 
l i  4 3 2 9 ? I7 ?  
I2  I I s ? I3 
I 3 s 23 9 23? 
I 4  I I 
IS s 8 8 I 8 ?  IS 
I 6  

I 7  2 
1 8  I 
19  3 
20 
2 I  
22 
23 I ( ro)l 
24 

1 Doubtful licence, but our scansion is certain unless the cadence was outside 
the gat�acchandas structure (opacchandasaka ! ) . 

F 

2 Burmese MSS. and Niddesa read payutla1J1 here : 
� One may be - - - (931 ) . 
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§ 208. 

Posn. of Upiilisutta Mettasutta Tuvataka- Isidiisi- Sumedhii-
gatta suita gat ha gat ha 

I 7 9 
2 I ?  5 5 
3 5 4 
4 6 IO 
5 6? 12 
6 I ? I ?  
7 7 9? 
8 

9 9 4? 
IO - • • does not occur in 6 13  
II  6 7 
1 2  either the Upiilisutta IO 6 
13  I 2 ?  
1 4  o r  the M ettasutta. 
15 4 ?  I O  
1 6  

1 7 
I S  
19 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 
24 
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§ 209. 

Posn. of upalisutta Mettasutta Tuva!aka- Isidasi- Sumedhii-
gatta sutta gat ha gat ha 

I 
2 9 9 I 3  25?  27 
3 I 
4 4 7 IO I I ? 28?  
5 4 
6 7 9 I I  44? ss 
7 I ?  
8 

9 2 ?  
IO 8 9 14  23?  28?  
I I  r ?  
I 2  I 8 I 2  I ]? 2 I ?  
I 3  2 I ?  
1 4  7 8 1 2  r l  
1 5  
I 6  

I ]  
1 8  9 
I9  
20 
2 1  
22 I ( ro) 
23 
24 

1 401. Everywhere else we find the ariyci short sixth here, so this is suspect : 
it is one of the verses said to have been added by the recensionists. 
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§ 2IO.  

( · ,  • • • except where otherwise noted) 

Posn. of Upiilisutta Mettasutta Tuvataka- Isidiist- Sumedhii-
ga'f!a suita giithii giithii 

I 6 (mostly - - . - -) 
2 I 2 7 

(sometimes 
- - -. ·) 

3 I 
4 r ?  2 ?  
5 
6 2 2 5 
7 
8 

9 I 2 
( - - - ·) ( - -. - -

and - - - -) 
IO  I 5 5 

( I : - -, - -) ( I : · -. - -) 
I I  r ? ?  
I 2  r ?  I 5 ( - - - -) 
13 
1 4  I I 
15 
I 6  

I 7  
I 8  
I 9  
2 0  I ( Io) 
2 I  
22 
23 
24 
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§ 2 I I .  

Posn. of U piilisutta Mettasutta Tuva!aka- I sidiisl- Sumedhii-
garta sutta gathii giithii 

6 I 
8 I O  3 6 I3  21  

1 4  46 64 
I6  I O  2 4 I 5  28 
22 
24 I ( ro) 

Posn. of Upiilisutta Mettasutta Tuvataka- Isidiist- Sumedhii-
garta sutta giithii giithii 

8 (does not 6 7 32 43 
I6  occur- 7 8 32 35 
24 endings in 

-as sa) 

§ 2 1 2. 
·- and ·,-1 

Posn. of U piilisutta Mettasutta Tuvataka- Isidiist- Sumedhii-
garta sutta giithii giitha 

I I 2 ?  
4 3 3 
9 4 (Does not r ?  (Does not occur) 

I2  7 occur) 2 ?  
1 7  3 

§ 213. It was not practicable to scan all the gaJ;tacchandas 
strophes in the Canon (the total is more than 450) . On the 
one hand the state of preservation is extraordinarily bad, but 
on the other hand the very great complexity of the ga?Ja metre 
rules out all but a very small number of possible readings. 
Whereas in mattiichandas a large number of different metrical 
interpretations may fit the mattii count, in ga?Jacchandas the 
ga?Ja divisions and the exact rules governing their rhythmic 
structures leave us with far fewer doubtful alternatives. The 
difficulty is to find the traces of the original strophes in the 

1 ·, - perhaps always = - -. Besides these we find five cases of ·, · ·  
apparently = ·, - with resolution ( Upiilisutta has one i n  fourth position and 
two in twelfth ; Tuvataka has two in fourth). 
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mangled verses which have come down to us, preserved since 
the rst century B.c.,  it seems, by people who did not understand 
the metres, and edited by modern scholars who were similarly 
ignorant of them (which is hardly surprising in view of the state 
of the manuscript material) or who, at best (Sn) , were not able 
to venture far into the realm of conjecture in the absence of 
general rules governing Pali metrics and of particular rules 
governing the ancient giti. Although the restorations we can 
make are in most cases convincing, the time and effort needed 
to puzzle out these 450 enigmas proved too great for the present 
study. It is hoped that the sample taken is an adequate basis 
for discussion. 

§ 214. The gaJJacchandas verses in the Canon are distributed as 
follows. There are two poems in Sn, the well known M ettasutta 
in the Uragavagga (giti, except possibly the last strophe which 
H. Smith suggests is gurviJJi : 1949, n64) and the Tuvataka
sutta in the Ajt,hakavagga (giti) . These texts seem to represent 
the oldest stratum of gaJJacchandas in the Canon. Whereas the 
M ettasutta is comparatively well preserved, the Tuvatakasutta 
is full of corruptions. It does not observe the capalii rule 
followed by the Mettasutta, and it seems to allow � - � in the odd 
ga�1as. The poem may represent a slightly later stage than that 
of the Mettasutta, when greater freedom was allowed, the gaJJa 
principle having become firmly established. In any case it is 
much earlier than the majority of our gaJJacchandas texts, and 
we cannot reconstruct its usages with any certainty in the 
absence of further similar examples. 

The U palisutta of the M a;jhimanikaya (which otherwise 
contains only a few scattered verses in anutthubha and tutthubha) 
is also in giti. This eulogy of the Bhagavant resembles the 
Mettasutta in the regularity of the capala structure, but it is 
composed in strophes of six padas instead of the usual four, the 
groups of six being clearly marked by a refrain throughout. It 
also differs from the M ettasutta in that the first syllable of the 
padayuga appears to be partially anceps, i .e . any short syllable 
may be lengthened there to produce the full gaJJa ( � - > - -) . 
This primitive feature seems to occur a few times in the 
T�tvatakasutta also. 
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In the Tlterigiitltii we find three poems, the Kisiigotamigiithii, 
I sidiisigiithii and Sumedltiigiithii, and in the ariya metre, but with 
a much higher frequency of capalii than in Classical ariya.l Five 
J iitakas, in an even worse state of preservation than the Theri
giithii verses, are in the same metre (the Culladhammapala, No. 
358, the Kiilingabodhi, No. 479, the Candakinnara, No. 485, the 
Cullasutasoma, No. 525, and the long Kha1Jr!altala, No. 542). The 
usage of the various ga1;tas appears to be similar to that in Th 11.  

Elsewhere there are only scattered examples of ga1;tacchandas, 
and it is noteworthy that none are found in Dh, U, I ,  Vv or Pv. 
There are a few strophes in Th I, including uggiti (359) and 
upagiti (489) , in the Mahiivagga of the Vinaya, in S I, in the 
Buddhava1J1-sa, Th 11 23-4 in a very corrupt state and one or 
two other strophes in the J ataka. We may mention finally the 
uggatii and pamitakkltarii, metres derived from ga1;tacchandas, 
found in the Lakkha1;tasutta of the Digha, which would add 
another twenty-seven strophes to our total. 

The Origin of Gal).acchandas 
§ 215.  It is more than eighty years since Cappeller published 
his remarkable study of ga1;tacchandas,2 yet his theories are still 
very little known, much less subjected to criticism or replaced 
by more modern research. The question of the nature of the 
rhythm of the ariya, regarded by many Sanskritists as most 
obscure-a system of arbitrary rules rather than a verse form 
with strongly marked rhythms which could be felt in recitation 
like those of the more familiar vatta or upajati-was first 
properly posed by him and was very largely clarified by his 
keen insight. Jacobi, having additional materials at his 
disposal, such as the Ardhamagadhi texts, carried the study 
further by his hypotheses about the history of the post-Vedic 
metres. His tentative conclusions, as formulated in the famous 
ZDMG article of r884, have, however, achieved an authorita
tiveness which would astound that ingenious scholar were he 
alive today, for he himself pointed out later (r895, p. 271 ,  
f.n. 2 )  that his work had been done before he  knew of  the 

1 Note that the latter two poems are in the immediate context of the 
Subhiijivakambavanikiigiithii in the later style of mattiichandas. 

2 Die Gattachandas, Leipzig, 1872. 

I 
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existence of ga1;tacchandas in the Pali texts-thus implying that 
his historical conclusions might be vitiated, or might at any 
rate require fresh demonstrations taking the new discoveries 
into account. Ballini, who in 1912 published the careful 
collection he had made of the contributions to the study of 
Indian metrics, unfortunately missed this and simply copied 
out the old arguments, although by that time all the ga'l;tac
chandas in the Pali Canon had been printed (admittedly only 
the Sn examples seem to have been recognized) .1 Even today, 
Professor H. Smith in his own work on Pali ga1;tacchandas 
merely refers to the r884 article with the remark : " Quelle 
qu'ait ete la genese de 8.s,or . .. os [ga'l;tacchandas] , il ne sera pas 
inutile de confronter le sloka (ac : 8 . ! .3 ,  aux equivalences -
� � -) avec les kola 8.5 ,or et 8.5 ,03, qui servent de points de 
depart au systeme de 2ga'l;ta a quatre ou a six mores ... "2 

§ zr6. Before discussing the rhythms of ga1;tacchandas in relation 
to actual " performance " with music, involving the ictus 
scheme put forward by Cappeller, it is necessary to trace the 
origin of the metre and of its rhythmic elements. Without a 
living picture of the metre such as its historical development can 
give us, we are in no better position than Cappeller in trying to 
fit a ready made theory, such as Westphal's, to the dead metrical 
scheme of the old treatises on metrics. That Cappeller's results 
were, on the whole, not illusory as Kiihnau's were, can be 
affirmed only through our knowledge of the nature of ga'l;tac
chandas gained mainly as a result of J acobi's historical studies. 

§ 217. The giti strophe contains the same number of matta as 
the vetaliya strophe : 

"'--':' 1 - � � 1 - � - � "' I ,"-" - I - � � 1 - � -� "' X 2 vetaliya 

"'--':' - I � - � I"-" - k::) 
' 

- � 1 - - I � - � I � � - I " X 2 giti 

(we give the vipula capala form of giti as found in our earliest 
ga1;tacchandas texts) . 

1 Ballini : " La poesia profana (Laukika) ," in SIFI-1, vol. VIII, part 2, 
Florence, 1 9 1 2 ; see p.  Sg. Fausb0ll's edition of Sn appeared in 1 885, just after 
Jacobi's main article. 

2 1949, p. I I59· 
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-J acobi in his 1884 article gives a theory of the evolution of 
gaJJacchandas based on this correspondence. He describes two 
forms of gaJJacchandas, a newer form found in the later Svetam
bara Canonical texts and in the Classical literature (the ariyii) ,  
and an older form found in the earlier Svetambara texts : 
Ayiirmigasutta and Suyagacf,a?J't (the giti) . The same historical 
sequence, as we have already suggested, appears in the Pali 
texts, where the giti is found in association with the earlier 
mattiichandas texts in Sn whilst the ariyii is found alongside 
a later mattiichandas text in Th II .  Whilst mattiichandas is more 
widespread in the Pali Canon, occurring in texts where 
gaJJacchandas is not found (Dh, U, Vv, Pv and the Anguttar
anikiiya) ,1 there are altogether more strophes in gat.tacchandas 
than in mattiichandas (over 450 as against less than 400) . This 
fits in very well with our picture of the older mattiichandas, 
widely used in the earlier texts, being pushed out by the newer 
gaJJacchandas, which is but rarely used in the earlier texts whilst 
it is very popular in the later texts. 

Jacobi gives the following scheme for early gaJJacchandas : 

and points out the resemblance to vetiiliya, the second and third, 
sixth and seventh, gaJJas being simply interchanged, and, he 
believes, a different principle of measurement being introduced : 
in place ofthe Vedic foot of four syllables, which he unjustifiably 
attributed to vetiiliya, we have the gaJJa structure. Having seen 
only Dh as an example of early Pali poetry he supposed that 
gaJJacchandas was unknown in Pali and was not invented until 
a post-Pali period represented by the Svetambara Canon. This 
is not the case, but he was nevertheless right in supposing 
mattiichandas to be the earlier metre, if the outline of the general 
development of the musical metres indicated in our last chapter 
is correct. 

§ 218. If the mattii count is identical in the two metres (vetiiliya 
and giti) ,  and proves their affinity, how are we to account for 

1 As against gat�acchandas found in the M ajjhimanikiiya where mattiichandas 
does not occur. 
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the curious rearrangement of the gattas ? The mere carrying of 
the musical rhythm through the cadence as well as the free part 
of the pada does not explain the normal form of gattacchandas 
as a direct descendant of the normal form of mattachandas. In 
our study of mattachandas, however, we have found a number 
of alternative rhythmic structures, including such a " rationa
lized " padayuga as that of the vegavafi, and in gattacchandas 
also there were such alternatives. By putting together all the 
evidence at our disposal, meagre though the literary remains of 
our period may seem, a fairly clear picture emerges from which 
it should be possible to elucidate the nature, interrelationship 
and process of evolution of all these metres. 

§ 2rg. In the case of mattachandas we have the " syncopated " 
padayuga called pavattaka : 

In the case of gattacchandas we have the gurvitti, which we 
may also call syncopated, the eight matta rhythm "-" - I � - �  
beginning one gatta late ; in illustration o f  this metre we may 
give the Ardhamagadhi " hypermetre " as described by Jacobi, 
r885a, 389 ff. : 1 

(the part enclosed by 1 : : I may be repeated a varying number 
of times-see Jacobi's article for details) . 

The similarity between these two metres extends almost tc 
identity, syllable for syllable : besides the gatta � - � appearing 
in exactly the same positions in both, the gatta "-" - (initial lonE 
which may be resolved, final long fixed) appears twice (seconc 
and sixth positions) . Only the fourth ga�za changes slightly 
from ",""' to "-" -. The only difference is the pada and strophf 
structure, since in place of the four pada mattachandas strophf 
the " hypermetre " has its curious extendable form, varyint 
from an occasional four ga?Ja (first, second, third, and eightl 

1 This metre is used in the Var?Jakas of the J aina Canon, a special type o 
descriptive composition. 
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ga'lfas of the above scheme) strophe (?) to one of twenty-eight 
gat;tas, any even number in between being permitted, the eight
ga1Ja form being the favourite .  The initial ga'/fa sometimes takes 
the form - -, and the final ga'/fa generally has the full four 
mattii, like the ariyiigiti, but may have only the single anceps 
syllable. With the usage in the final ga'/fa should be compared 
the mattiichandas usage of combining an opacchandasaka 
posterior piida with a vetiiliya prior, which results in a piidayuga 
of exactly the same length (32 mattii) . For convenience of 
reference we may call a metre with the full final ga'/fa, or the 
opacchandasaka cadence, " acatalectic " and the alternative, in 
which the final syllable is missing, " catalectic " .  

§ 220. We can now see all the components o f  ga'lfacchandas 
separately, with their mattiichandas prototypes, and the various 
combinations and permutations which are possible. We may 
construct a kind of matrix of musical metres in three dimen
sions : " normal "/" syncopated " ,  " acatalectic "/" cata
lectic ", mattiichandasjga1Jacchandas-in which the third pair 
seems to be of least significance in our theoretical analysis, their 
difference emerging only in practice, where the least important 
distinctions so often appear on the surface, obscuring the inner 
relationships and interconnections of things : 

Syncopated opacclurttdnsaka �------, " Hypcrmelre " (usual form) 

SYNCOPATED 

Gurvi�•i (and catalectic " hypermelre ") 

ACATALECTIC I 
CATALECTIC 

NORMAL 

MATTACHANDAS GAN.ACCHANDAS 
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§ 221. Taking only the " catalectic " forms of the metres, we 
may compare their structures as follows : 

""' I :.:=_: 1 - � - � "' I ,""' ;;;-;:; I """""'"--"' 1 - � - � " X 2 vetiiliya 
� - � I "-" - I � - � " I , "" I � - V I "'-"' - I V - � "' X 2 pavattaka 
: -_:::_ I"-" - 1 � - � 1 :"-" - 1 � - � : 1 "'-" - 1 � - � l " " hypermetre " 

(gurvi?Ji) 
"--" - 1 � - � 1"-" - 1 "', (-J :j l - - 1 � - � � � � - 1 " X 2 (or X 3) gUi 

- I :-:-_:::_ 1 - - I"--" - I , - I : : :  I - - I � � - - X 2 sviigatii 
"-" I - � � 1 - � � 1 - - I ,"" � � 1 - �·� 1 - � � 1 - - X 2 vegavati 

- I � - V I �-) - I � - � "' X 4 rathoddhatii 

From the conflict of the mixed rhythms of mattiichandas 
(the uneven padas and the two opposing rhythms within them : 
- - I � - � together with the syncopation or two mattii shift of the 
proto-ga?Ja divisions) a whole array of new metres was generated, 
the most important (the most successful solution to the 
rhythmic problem of creating an isochronous but not mono
tonous strophe) being the giti, with its rich potential of further 
development of rhythmic variety and flexibility within the 
r6 ga?Ja strophe. 

§ 222. In the last chapter we considered how mattiichandas 
developed several fixed offshoots, or, more precisely, several 
forms in process of stabilization of rhythm in particular direc
tions which later became fixed. In the development vetiilrya 
> pavattaka (and > chappadii (!iajpada) > rathoddhata) we 
reach a well-rounded samavutta. In the development of the 
vegavati and the svagata the cadence rhythm is assimilated to 
that of the opening, in the former metre a rather monotonous 
strophe being produced, in the latter a fresh opposition of 
rhythms of the ·mattiichandas type, apparently with a "  normal " 
prior pada and a " syncopated " posterior. 

The transition from the pavattaka to the " hypermetre " was 
of quite a different nature. As we have seen, there is hardly any 
change at all in the external, schematic, appearance of the 
metre. What has changed is the wider context in which the 
metre is situated, the way in which it is used and the " deeper " 
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nature of the rhythms which does not appear in the superficial 
scheme. As far as we know, the pavattaka was not used as an 
independent metre, but only as a variant of vetaliya, but in any 
case it was a mattachandas : its cadence was fixed, its strophe 
was divided by the cadences into four padas. Used as a ga'J}ac
chandas, the same rhythmic scheme acquires the following new 
characteristic : the . division into four padas is superseded by 
the articulation into eight similar segments of eight matta each 
which might be called " bars " ; this perfectly cyclic rhythm is 
then seen to be in its essence, or simplest form, the repetition of 
this segment, so that a phrase of musical type may replace the 
old strophe, and may be of any length, within reason, from two 
segments or " bars " (four ga'J}as) upwards (three " bars " = six 
ga'J}as, four " bars " = eight ga'J}as, etc. , etc. ) .  The phrase of 
eight " bars " or sixteen ga'J}as which is equivalent in length to 
the old strophe was the most popular form, and became the 
stabilized form of ga'J}acchandas, but in the late Medieval metres 
(e.g. in Hindi) the alternatives, especially those of eight ga1Jas or 
of thirty-two, but also those of twelve, twenty, twenty-four, 
and so on, are still frequently used. The metre has become fully 
musical and can be used in the same way as a musical tala. 

§ 223. It is a remarkable fact that of the two ancient, basic 
talas, caturasra and tryasra, described in the Nii!yasastra one, 
the caturasra, has the same form as this eight mattii tiila of 
ga'J}acchandas. It is not clear why the two fundamental musical 
rhythms, binary and ternary, should be defined in this curious 
way with complicated structures : 

caturasra : SSIS1 (canca) = - _ w,_ (eight mattii) 
tryasra : SIIS (ciipa) = _ w w _  (six mattii) 

-whatever the musical theory may be which underlies these 
descriptions, it does not seem possible that the ga?Jacchandas 
rhythm, whether it be - _ w _ w  or w _ w _  - (depending merely on 
where the cycle is regarded as beginning) , resembles the canca 
merely by coincidence, the sole difference being the resolution 
of the pluta into a long and a short, which makes hardly any 

1 In the Indian notation I = short, S = long, S = pluta. 
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difference in the feel of the rhythm. Whether the musical theory 
was based on the association with metrical rhythm, or vice 
versa-or whether the caiica is an imitation of the call of the 
woodpigeon or of some other natural rhythm-is a question 
which cannot be taken up here. We may note the continuity of 
metrical development without, for the present, enquiring 
further into the interactions with the ancient music which 
resulted in the stabilization of the fundamental ga1J,acchandas 
tiila. We may also note that the adoption of the giti, with v _ v 

in the even gaJJas, rather than the gurvi��f, as the standard form 
of gaJJacchandas, suggests that -the metre was brought into line 
with the musical convention that the tala began on the first 
garu : :. - V'= and not on the lahu : '

v'-:': - -. This is uncertain 
because there is no reason why the strophe should not begin 
vi$ama (with an " anacrusis ") , in the same way as the normal 
form of mattiichandas. It is possible that the gaJJa form v - v 

retained its cadence-associations and that :.. _ v _ v  was felt to be 
the form of the metrical rhythm. 

§ 224. The gfti, or normal form of gaJJacchandas, stands in a 
somewhat similar relationship to the gurvi1J,f-" hypermetre " 
as the vetiilfya does to the pavattaka. Since in the case of 
gaJJacchandas the " syncopation " involved is a shift of four 
mattii, whilst in mattiichandas it is one of only two mattii, the 
g'iti and vetiil'iya do not coincide at all in gaJJa articulation. 
Unlike the gurviJJ'i and pavattaka, they show no ambiguity in 
their structure : one is plainly gaJJacchandas, the other plainly 
mattiichandas. One may here invoke the principle of stabiliza
tion of metres in their most characteristic forms, furthest 
removed from other metres, which we put forward in the last 
chapter (§ 150, end) . The only cases recorded of v _ v in 
mattiichandas in the position of the future even gaJJas are the 
" syncopated " pada forms : "'-"' - I ;::_:; J v - vc ,.>( "'), which occurs 
in the KummiisapiJJc)ajataka (J Ill p. 412, rsoa and others) , 
in Sn (Sa : yo niiccasiir:Z na paccasiirf repeated five times) and in 
Th II ; and ><->< 1 - - I  ;::_:_; I v - v - "' (in position of sixth gaJJa) , 
which occurs as refrain in J 458 and doubtfully in Sn. Clearly 
the conjunction of v - v I v - v was avoided in all the metres. 

The question of v _ v  in the evenga1J,aS brings us to the problem 
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of the fourth ga1Ja, in which the two padas of mattiichandas 
were welded together to form the ga1Jacchandas padayuga of 
7! (or 8) ga1Jas. 

§ 225. According to Jacobi's theory the fourth ga1Ja of the 
earliest ga1Jacchandas was formed by the coalescence of the final 
(anceps) syllable of the prior vetiiliya, when short, with the first 
two syllables of the so-called anacrusis of the posterior pada, 
when this had the form _ v _. This seems very neat, and it 
explains the vipulii form of ga1Jacchandas, in which the caesura 
falls after the first short syllable of the fourth ga1Ja I v, - v I 
(a very common form, in fact the regular form, in some of our 
oldest texts) as a legacy from mattiichandas (end of the prior 
pada) . Although there is evidently some connection here 
between the two metres, this argument is not satisfactory as it 
stands, and the fourth ga1Ja was not derived in this direct 
manner. The final anceps syllable of the prior pada probably 
counted as a long in the musical rhythm, a short syllable being 
lengthened : this seems to be the true nature of the final anceps 
of the ga1Jacchandas padayuga and of other final anceps syllables 
in Indian metres.1 If the initial syllable of the posterior pada 
of vetiiliya was allowed to be anceps (which is doubtful, and in 
any case probably restricted to the earlier period) , this should 
surely be limited to allowing exceptional metrical lengthening 
or shortening in initial position, and should not be interpreted 
as meaning that such an initial group as _ v is not quantitative 
(as Jacobi contended) . Thus we should interpret v _ l _ v v • • •  as 
- - I - v v • • • and - v - I - v v • • • as v v - I - v v • • • This would 
result, in the transition from vetiiliya to giti, in a fourth ga1Ja 
form -, v v  (taking the vetiiliya padayuga proposed by Jacobi as 
the starting point) . Now this form actually appears in early 
Pali ga1Jacchandas (although _ v v  as a ga1Ja is unpopular in any 
position) , in the Tuvatakasutta. More frequent (especially in the 
Upiilisutta) is -, - or v, - (>  -, -) in the fourth ga1Ja (cf. 
posterior vetiiliya with initial long) . That v, _ v is very much 
commoner than these forms of the fourth ga1Ja is evidently due 
to the adoption of the alternating system of - - and v _ v as the 

1 cf. §§ 102 and 226. 
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basic rhythm of all ga1Jacchandas, � - � occurring in the odd 
ga1JaS of the " hypermetre " and the even ga1;zas of the gzti. 
The formation of the g'iti was certainly helped by the quantita
tive fitting together of . . .  ",""" of the vetiil'iya, and the caesura 
following the first syllable of the fourth ga1Ja undoubtedly 
originated from mattiichandas. The adoption of the form �, - � 
with the caesura in the fourth ga1Ja following the short syllable, 
may have pleased the ancient poets, as it satisfied J acobi's 
desire to find a nice correspondence of structures, but it should 
be regarded as the result of the impact of the regular ga1Jac
chandas rhythm on the divided piidayuga of mattiichandas, 
and not as the manner of generation of that rhythm from 
mattiichandas. 

It was not only in the fourth ga1Ja that a caesura appeared in 
ga1Jacchandas : in the second and sixth also we have the 
" secondary caesura ", which is the rule when four short 
syllables make up these ga1Jas ( �, � � �) .  This usage may have 
been as important in the fixing of the vipulii forms with caesura 
�, � � � and �, - v in the fourth ga1Ja as the memory of the old piida 
division. It evidently arose from the need to stress the synco
pated rhythm �,"" �. It should be noted that in early Pali 
ga1Jacchandas it was the fourth ga1Ja which from the beginning 
showed a tendency to variations of rhythm, and that the second 
ga1Ja maintained the � - � rule longer and even in the later 
texts (e.g. Th II) has � - � much more frequently than does the 
fourth ga1Ja. 

§ 226. One more question connected with the origin of ga1Jac
chandas is that of the initial anceps in the old prior piida. We 
have seen in mattiichandas that occasionally it seems necessary 
to assume the exceptional lengthening of a short piida-initial 
syllable (including root syllables) , against the normal rules for 
licence, to preserve the mattii count (see Tables I and 2,  
§§ 128-g, in Chapter V :  � - V � > - - � V and �- - � �  > - - ... � �  
in Sn) . Sometimes we have to  assume the same lengthening in 
early ga1Jacchandas at the beginning of the piidayuga. Thus in 
the Upiilisutta we wish to read : nghiitakassa, pijrindadassa, 
s(jt'imato, tijthiigatassa, etc. The same thing appears to happen 
in the Tuva!akasutta, but in the M ettas1,ttta, which is so regular 
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in other ways too, it is absent . The cases are limited to ga?Jas 
of two syllables : � - > - -. In the later texts this special 
licence is not found.1 

In the initial of the old posterior piida we find traces of this 
old anceps in three places 2 where it is apparently necessary to 
assume : �, �� > -, - - (fourth ga?Ja) . 

The final syllable of the piidayuga (and probably of the prior 
piida in the earliest texts) remained anceps, as seems to be the 
rule in almost all Indian metres, but it is of interest that in the 
Pali texts there is a considerable preponderance of longs in this 
position, indicating a strong feeling for a syllable of at least two 
mattii (half a ga?Ja) . We may conclude that any short vowel as 
padayuga final in Pali ga?Jacchandas underwent metrical 
lengthening. 

The Origin of the Ariya 
§ 227. Various explanations have been attempted to account 
for the shortened sixth ga?Ja in the second piidayuga of the ariyii. 
This metre replaces the giti in the later Pali Canonical texts, 
and thereafter remains the dominant, almost the exclusive, 
form of ga?Jacchandas in the extant Prakrit and Sanskrit litera
ture. Although the theory places the two metres on a level as 
alternative structures, along with uggiti and upagiti, and does 
not recognize that the giti is an older, discarded form, the 
distribution of the metres in the Pali Canon seems conclusive 
evidence for a historical change.3 Jacobi (r884) was led to the 
same conclusion in his study of Ardhamagadhi ga?Jacchandas. 

§ 228. Cappeller - (1872, pp. 6g-7o) , finding it impossible to 
accept a single short syllable as equivalent in any way to a 
whole ga��a, regards the short sixth as merely an acciaccatura 
(" Vorschlag ") 4 belonging to the seventh ga?Ja. This seems 
quite unjustifiable. Equally improbable is the suggestion that 
the ga?Ja was completed by a musical " rest " ,  if only because 

1 Except for one case of tato ( >  tato) initial in the Isidasigathii. 
2 Upalisutta, strophes 7, 8 (twice) . Alternatively we might assume > -, • •  

(lengthening the final o f  the prior pada) . 
s cf. § 214  above and also § 203. 
• Ballini incorrectly translated this into Italian as " appoggiatura ", which 

would have been " Vorhaltung " in German. 
· 
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no caesura appears which would allow a break in the uttering 
of the words. Jacobi suggested (r884, p. 6oz) that for some 
reason the singing of the strophe required inequality of the 
padas, and cites the G'itagovinda as an example in which the 
strophes throughout have either all four, or at least three, of 
their padas different from one another. This much later 
example of musical metres, of course, belongs to the Apa
bhrarp.sa-Hindi stage in which such inequalities in a number of 
metres can be seen quite clearly to be the result of the musical 
structures, with rests and pauses in the text as it is fitted to the 
tiila (the traditional recitation being still alive amongst the 
popular Hindi reciters and preachers in India we can easily 
verify this) . However, we do not find a ga?Ja of one mattii in the 
later technique. The only explanation which seems to fit the 
case is that the final cadence of the ariya strophe was marked by 
syncopation, just as in performance of the classical music the 
cadence or coda (at the end of a piece and also sometimes at the 
end of each verse of a song) is often marked by syncopated 
drumming. It seems likely that this syncopation derived from 
the syncopation in the ga?Ja !.; � � ,  the " cadence ga?Ja " of each 

_,. 
eight mattii section of ga?Jacchandas : the syncopation, instead 
of being resolved by the final short syllable of the ga?Ja . . .  

� 1 -"  . . .  with a return to a new section, is carried on to mark the 
final cadence of the whole strophe . . .  1 (::1 1 -<  - I-" 1 1 · The assump
tion of a ga?Ja of one mattii is merely a conventional description 
of this syncopated close, which might also have been described 
in other ways. In modern European music, especially from 
Scriabin onwards, the old musical " Taktgleichheit " is not 
infrequently swept aside by the insertion of a bar with a different 
time signature (see e.g. the zrst of Scriabin's twenty-four 
Preludes, opus I I ,  for an early example of mixed time signa
tures : 3 /4, 5 /4 and 6/4) , and even bars containing a single 
beat are found. This overt notation, however, merely makes 
clearer syncopations which have always been used to enliven 
music, though more modern composers have felt freer to  
experiment with them and to  alter the bar lines and time 
signatures in the score as well as the rhythms in the music. 
Rossbach (r854, pp. XIX f.) already has drawn attention to an 
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interesting example by Mozart in the Overture to Le N ozze di 
Figaro. Beat shifts are very frequent in Mozart. 

§ 229. In the giti, strophes of both four and six padas, or 
perhaps more precisely of two and of three padayugas, are 
found, and we have also noted the curious indefinitely extend
able strophe-if we can call it such-of the " hypermetre " .  So 
far ga?;tacchandas had not advanced decisively beyond mattii
chandas in achieving a truly musical strophe, in place of the 
metrical organization more suitable for continuous narrative, 
which stops short at the padayuga (cf. the epic vatta, in which 
the padayugas are little more than lines of blank verse and the 
narrative runs on fairly freely over them, sentences not neces
sarily coinciding with strophes, leading to editorial difficulties in 
breaking up the narrative into " verses " and numbering them) . 
With their refrains, coincidence of sentence and strophe, inter
play of rhythms, and so on, mattiichandas and the g'iti show a 
regular strophe organization, but this is of an external nature not 
imposed by the metre. With the ariyii we find a four pada 
unity based on the metre itself, that is on the musical " sen
tence " of two " phrases ", the second of which " answers " and 
completes the first, which is the basis of the strophe. The 
transition to musical metrics was completed by this invention of 
the visamavutta strophe structure.1 

The Gal!aS and the Struct�tre of the Gal!acchandas Strophe 
§ 230. We have already observed that in what appear to be the 
earliest ga?;tacchandas verses extant (M ettasutta, Upalisutta) 2 
the structure is practically fixed. � - � is the rule in the even 
ga?;tas, except occasionally in the fourth, where (apart from one 
case of �, � � �) � � - and �, -( = - - ? ) seem to be allowed and to 
have their origin in the transition process from mattiichandas. 3 
;::--:: - is regular in the odd ga?;tas (in the M ettasutta � � - being the 
rule in the seventh and - - the rule in the fifth so that the 
" posterior pada " is practically fixed : - � 1 - - I � - �  I � �  - I -

1 We may thus regard the adoption of the aq4hasamavutta structure 
(mattiichandas) as the initial stage of this transition. 

2 The early Ardhamagadhi giti is of a similar nature, but not quite so rigid 
as the Pali. 

3 See above, § 225. 
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whereas the " prior pada " is allowed some alternations) ; in 
the first and third - - is about three times as common as w w 

in the M ettas�ttta, and in the first, third and fifth - - is about 
twice as common as w w - in the U piilisutta (here it is of interest 
to note that the second piidayuga has most freedom and that the 
third piidayuga is most rigid) ; the Upiilisutta has one-and-a
half times as many - - as w w - ga1JaS in the seventh position in 
the first padayuga, equal numbers of these two in the second 
padayuga, and w w _  alone in the third padayuga (where, however, 
it is a refrain repeated throughout the poem) .! _ w w  does not 
occur in these two Pali poems: w, w w w  as resolution of w _ w  occurs 
seven (sixteen) times (only one of which is in the Mettasutta) , 
and it never appears in the odd ga1Jas. Thus no odd ga1Ja may 
end in two short syllables. 

§ 23! .  It appears that the rigid M ettasutta giti represents the 
earliest ga1Jacchandas, whilst the Upiilis�ttta and the Jaina 
texts show a slightly later stage in which, the basic tiila having 
become firmly established, some variations are introduced. 
Even in the Classical Period, however, - - retained its popu
larity as the simplest form of ga1Ja, as Cappeller has shown, and 
he also draws our attention (1872, pp. 48-g) to the interesting 
statement in the Priikrtapaingala (Bollensen, 1846, Appendix, 
p. 536, verse 4 = Gho�a's edition, 1902, p. I I2 ,  verse 58) that 
the best iiryii (giihii1Ja?J1- giihii, iiii) is that consisting of twenty
seven long syllables and three shorts (a total of only thirty) , 
which is called lacchi (lak$mi) (the three shorts are of course 
those in the sixth ga1Jas which are compulsory) . In the later 
Pali ga1Jacchandas - - is much the commonest ga1Ja, but in the 
even positions w _ w  still predominates. _ w w  has taken its place 
alongside w w - as a regular but not very frequent alternative to 
- -, and a few cases of the complete resolution w w w w  are also 
found in the odd ga1Jas. 

§ 232. The rule of the secondary caesura in w, w w w  as resolution 
for w - w (which itself tends fairly strongly to w, - w in any position) 

1 AM hall mainly - - in the third and seventh gartas and - - and - - - about 
equally in the first. 
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is adhered to in all the Pali texts with very few exceptions-not 
more than are likely to have been produced by mere corruption. 
On the other hand J acobi's " Law of vipulii " (r886, p. 340) does 
not seem to have been in force in the later Pali texts, although 
in the earlier ones it is not infringed because a caesura after the 
first syllable of the fourth ga1Ja is produced by the division into 
prior and posterior padas at that point. According to Jacobi's 
Law, in the vipulii metre, in which there is no caesura at the 
end of the third gaJJa, if the forms � - �  or � � � �  occur in the 
fourth ga1Ja there must instead be a caesura after the first 
syllable of that ga1;ta : � ,""""' �. In the earlier Pali texts we see the 
original basis for such a usage in the pada division at that point 
to which we have just referred. In the later Pali texts, however, 
with the abolition of this pada division the pathyii (with caesura 
after the third ga1Ja) and vipu.lii (without this caesura) forms 
seem to be used without further restrictions. Just as in any 
ga1Ja with � - �, there is a tendency to �, - � which should probably 
be described as a " secondary caesura " ,  resulting apparently 
from a feeling for the strongly marked syncopated rhythm 
.:., :< • • •  which manifested itself in a kind of staccato. In the 
I sidas'igiithii and Sumedhiigiithii, however, this caesura is much 
less common in the fourth ga1Ja than in the second or sixth, on 
account of the prevalence of the new pathyii form. Whilst there 
is usually a caesura at the end of the third ga��a, the form � - � is 
still by far the commonest fourth ga1Ja. There are thus many 
cases of � - � without caesura, but even in the vipulii padayugas 
there are several cases where no caesura appears (e.g. Th II 
478 ab, sor ab, 522 ab, 505 cd ; 498 ab has � -, �) . In the later 
literature, such as the Hala Anthology, the conflict between the 
prevailing pathyii and the �,""""' � rhythm in the fourth ga�M was 
resolved by the adoption of the usage described by J acobi. 
� - �  as fourth ga1;ta gradually lost its popularity not only with 
the generally increasing flexibility of the ariya but also through 
these difficulties of structure, and it became still less common 
than � - � as second ga1Ja. 

§ 233. It is clear from the tiila structure underlying ga1}ac
chandas ( � - � - �, or � - � - - ? ) that the gUi padayuga consists of 
four " bars ", segments or " measures " in this tiila and the 
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ariya strophe of eight (with syncopated close) . Cappeller placed 
the " main ictus " on the even ga?JaS, that is, he adopted the 
second of the tala forms given above : :: _ �_, -. He tried to 
justify this conclusion partly by analogy with Greek metre and 
partly by arguments within the limits of the " normal " forms 
of ga?Jacchandas. The analogy proves nothing (we have rejected 
Westphal's " comparative metrics " above, §§ 22 ff.) and the 
latter arguments were unavoidably circular : by a simple 
interchange of one rhythm for another throughout they could 
be made to prove that the main ictus fell on the odd ga?Jas. The 
discovery of the " hypermetre ." with its gurvi?Ji structure lends 
support to Cappeller's conjecture, and if the matrix of musical 
metres given in § 220 could be made to demonstrate that the 
giti, like the vetaliya, opened visama (§ 223)-both being 
" normal " metres-but had a " bar " of eight matta whereas 
that of the vetaliya contained only four mattii, we could say that 
in origin ga?Jacchandas was organized according to Cappeller's 
scheme. Against this we have the musical tradition that the 
tala is -< - � '-, and it seems unlikely that, even if in origin the 
ga?Jacchandas tiila was :- - � - -, the metrical structure was not 
brought into line with this convention (and the giti thereby 
converted into a song strophe which began sama with its 
accompanying tiila) . In practice the difference between "" - � - �  
and :- - � - - is unimportant : there exist today similar differ
ences of convention between North and South Indian music, 
and such regional differences very probably existed in ancient 
times too. Cappeller, however, deserves the greatest praise not 
only for recognizing the eight mattii cyclic (or cakravartana) 
structure of ga?Jacchandas but also for his grasp of the nature of 
the ga?Ja form :_- �, whether its ictus be main or secondary. The 
word accent falling frequently on the long syllable of this ga?Ja, 
it was a bold conjecture to place the musical ictus on the first 
short syllable, producing a strong syncopation, but there can 
be no doubt now that this is the correct analysis (see § 232 above 
on the secondary caesura and Cappeller's correct assessment 
of the first kind of secondary caesura on p. 94 of his study) . 

§ 234. A giti strophe of two piidayugas may be analysed as 
follows in pairs of four mattii ga?JaS, those with the " cadence " 
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rhythm and the final " half-gat}as " being underlined : 

,----, ,----, ,----, r------1 ,----, ,----, ,----, r------1 
4 +_1 +4 +_1 +4 +_1 +4 +(_�) I +4 +_1 +4 +_1 +4 +_1 +4 +(4) 1 1  

� 
prolonged 
final or 

2 + rest 

-if the metre were taken as vi$ama the result would simply 
be changed to : 

f.\ 
----., ,----, ,----, ,----, ,----, ,----, ,----, r---

4 +_1 +4 +_.1 +4 +± +4 +(4) I +4 +± +4 +_1 +4 +4 +4 +(4) 1 1  
1..:} 

The ariyii strophe may be analysed similarly, with its 
syncopated close : 

,----, ,----, ,----, r------1 ,----, ,----, 
4 +± +4 +.±+4 +±+4 +(±) I +4 +± +4 +_1 +4 +1 +4 +(4) 1 1  

1..:} 
syncope 

-the syncopation was perhaps accompanied by a rallen
tando, bringing the rhythm to a point of rest at the final syllable 
of the strophe. 

The Historical Significance of Gal).acchandas 

§ 235. At first sight it may appear that from the multiplicity 
of rules giti and ariya are tricky metres to handle compared with, 
for instance, the epic vatta. As we have seen, however, the 
gat}acchandas rhythm is just as natural as any other when its 
musical structure is grasped. Further, Professor H. Smith has 
shown that the infinitely variable gat}acchandas strophe
" l'arya bouddhique, comme celle de Varahamihira et d'Isvara
kr�l).a " (1950a, p. 14)-could accommodate any technical 
term, whereas the old vatta-tutthubha technique entailed the 
avoidance of v v v, l which resulted sometimes in the metrical 

1 But see below, §§ 244-5, on successions of shorts in the Pall vatta. 
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alteration of words which could not otherwise be fitted into the 
verses (see 1950a, p. ro) . 

§ 236. Besides satisfying the need for a metre which could 
accommodate any technical term used by the ancient religious 
and philosophical schools (no doubt it was used also for techni
cal treatises dealing with science, art, architecture, poetics, and 
so on) , ga1;tacchandas was equally amenable to the vogue for 
successions of short syllables which accompanied the Apa
bhrarp.sa tendency in the language. H. Smith has pointed out 
this tendency in Pali, and we have referred to his rhythmic 
studies several times already : here we may refer to his article 
on anticipations of Apabhrarp.sa in Pali in the BSL 1932, 169 ff. : 
" Desinences verbales de type apabhrarp.sa en pali." In 
Apabhrarp.sa most conjuncts are reduced to a single consonant 
and the masculine nominative singular termination is abbre
viated to -u ; in " pali assoupli " these tendencies are illustrated 
by bhavissati > bhavihiti and by the metrical shortening of 
final -a. The appearance of the new " mesures legeres " (P") in 
various metres in the later Pali texts may be interpreted as 
showing a desire on the part of the Buddhist poets to present 
their teaching in forms closer to the current popular taste than 
the " heavy " old rhythms. 

§ 237. Ga1;tacchandas served equally well for either rhythm, and 
evidently was extremely popular in the transition period. We 
can see in the Pali literature how from the old gzti, where there 
is little freedom of structure, the suppleness of the metre was 
gradually increased, as the musical form became more familiar 
to the listener, until entirely new possibilities were created. 
Cappeller has shown (1872, pp. 81-5) how the poets using 
ga]Jacchandas were able to bind the form very closely to the 
meaning by the use of rhythms expressing the feeling of the 
situation described. This principle, as is well known, became 
very highly developed in Classical Sanskrit, in the association 
of various metres with different emotions, objects or events. 
Ga]Jacchandas, the most important metre of the transition 
period from the later Pali texts to the rise of the Classical 
Sanskrit literature (a period of which the greatest literary 
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monument is perhaps the Ha1a Anthology) , could achieve a 
great deal of this type of expression within the structure of a 
single metre. We have already noted that the repertoire of 
fixed classical metres was largely derived from ga��acchandas 
rhythms, so that we can now say that it seems to have been 
through experiments in gattacchandas, and the growing up of 
usages associating the various rhythms with the various 
requirements of poetic expression, that the classical metres were 
evolved and given their various fixed patterns and the 
characteristics associated with them. 



Previous Research 

CHAPTER VII 

THE VATTA 

§ 238. The vatta in Pali has received more attention from 
scholars than the other metres. Although the analyses of Pali 
vatta usage made between 1887 (Simon) and 1912 (Ballini) were 
somewhat premature owing to the very imperfect knowledge of 
the metrical interpretation of the texts at that time, and the 
statistics published are often far from being as accurate as the 
form of presentation would suggest,1 a rough approximation 
to a true understanding of the metre was obtained and two 
important conclusions drawn.2  In this chapter the results of 
previous research will be briefly summarized, with perhaps more 
precision than was possible half a century ago, and some 
further conclusions will be drawn. 

§ 239. The two conclusions already mentioned as having 
resulted from the old discussion are as follows : 

I. The Pali vatta is close in structure to the anu$!ubh of the 
Brahma?Jas and Upani$ads, being apparently of slightly more 
recent origin, whilst on the other hand it appears to be a little 
older than the vaktra of the Brhaddevata ; this chronological 
sequence is continued by the M ahiibhiirata and afterwards by 
the Ramiiyat:ta. 

2. The vatta of the A!!haka and Parayana vaggas of Sn 
appears to be older than that of Dh, Th and J. 

1 Simon, for instance, gave complete and exact figures for Th and J, implying 
that he had solved all the problems of doubtful scansions, variant readings, 
corruption, and so on in these exceptionally difficult texts. We shall never 
attain such precision in our statistics, for, as we have repeatedly pointed out 
above, the language itself possesses a certain fluidity which results in frequent 
metrical ambiguity. 

2 The materials available include : Simon, " Der Sloka im Pali," ZDMG, 
1890, 83 :ff. (statistics on about 6,ooo verses in Dh, Th and J) ; Moore, J AOS, 
1907, 3 1 7  :ff. (figures for the Itivuttaka) ; Oldenberg, " Zur Chronologie der 
indischen Metrik," in Gurupujiikaumudi, Leipzig, 1896, 9 :ff. ; " Zur Geschichte 
des Sloka," NG 1 909, 2 1 9  :ff. (includes statistics on A#fhaka and Piiriiyana) ; 
Smith, SnA Ill ,  19 18, 637 :ff. ,  Sd IV, 1949, n48 :ff. and its BHS continuation 
in 1950a, " Retractiones Rhythmicae " ( 195 1  : system of nomenclature). 
Other contributions will be mentioned below. 

172 
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§ 240. These conclusions are based on the frequencies of the 
pathyii form of the prior pada, which are stated to be as 
follows : 

based on 
very 
small 
numbers 
of verses 

!Jgveda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  circa z% (part of Book V)-

SunaM;epiikltyiina (A itareya
briihmatta) and Book X of ]}VS 

2o% (part of Book X) . . . 
Arnold, 1905, Chapter 
VII. 

27%-0ldenberg, ZDMG, 
1 887, p.  63. 

{Satapathabriihmatta (yajnagiithii[!) . . . . 37%-0ldenberg, 1909, 
pp. 227-8. 

Brhadiirattyakopani�ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50%-0ldenberg, 1909, 
pp. 227-8. 

Uopani�ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52%-0ldenberg, 1909, 
pp. 227-8. 

Uopani�ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 % 1-Gildemeister, 1 884. 

Kafhopani�ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 %-0ldenberg, ZDMG, 
1 887. 

probably !A!Jhaka and Piiriiyana . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68-7�%-S>ldenberg, 1909. 
all these ]ataka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  74-5 Yo-Srmon, 1 890. 
figures are Theratherigiithii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76%-Simon, 1 890. 
a little Itivuttaka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77-8 %-Moore, 1 907. 
too low 2 Dhammapada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8o%-Simon, 1 890. 

Brhaddevatii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83-4 %-Oldenberg, 1 909. {Oldenberg, 1 909 
Epics 3 • . . . . . • . • • . . • • . • . . • . • . • . . . .  87-8% and Hopkins, 

1 902. 

Asvagho�a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  88 · 3 %-Johnston, 1936, 
p.  lxvi. 

Saddharmapututcwlka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 · 5 %-Edgerton, 1 936, 
p. 44· 

Raghuva1p-sa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · 93%-0idenberg, 1909. 

1 The discrepancy between Gildemeister's and Oldenberg's figures for the 
lsopani�ad does not seem to have been explained. Oldenberg probably used 
a better edition and perhaps rectified some doubtful readings. Aiyar's figures 
(JOR, 1 927, 1 22) show fifty-seven non-pathyii out of 224 ( = 25 ·5%)  prior 
piidas for the five Upani$ads : Ka!ha, Svetiisvatara, MuttrJaka, Kena, lsii. The 
resulting 7 4 · 5 %  pathyii is the same as that for the ] iitaka, but the time spread 
of these five texts may be even greater. However, the Upani$ad figures for 
pathyii would certainly be raised if we allowed for conjuncts such as pr, br, 
not making position, which Aiyar does not. 

2 Imperfect knowledge of the orthography, etc., increased the number of 
irregular metrical structures in these early counts. It will be seen below that 
the Pali texts vary from circa 65 % to Ss%.  

3 On the more primitive versification of  the Mahiibhiirata see Ballini, 1912, 
pp. 1 4  (f.n. 1) and 33, and the passages there referred to in Jacobi's Riimiiyatta 
( 1893a, pp. 8o-r ,  etc.) and Hopkins (1902) . Hopkins divides the Mahiibhiirata 
vatta into three main types : the " unrefined sloka " of certain parts " less 
free " in structure than the Upani$ad metre ; the " current Bharata sloka " ; 
the " pseudo-epic, on a par with the Ramayatta sloka ". 
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Vatta Usage. The Vipulas 

§ 241. The " rules " for the vatta, from the Epic usage onwards, 
were worked out by Jacobi in the article " Zur Lehre vom 
Sloka " (r885b, 442 ff.) .  (It is strange that we find only a 
garbled description of the vatta pathyii in Pingala, and 
that even Halayudha in his commentary gives a very 
incomplete description of the vipulii usages) . Jacobi's rules 
are as follows : 

The vatta strophe or siloka consists of four eight-syllable 
piidas. grouped in two piidayugas each of which ends with the 
cadence � - � ". 1  

In the pathyii (normal) form the prior piida of each yuga has 
the cadence � - - "· Of the four opening syllables which 
precede this, the first, like the initial syllable of any vatta 
piida, is anceps, whilst syllables 2-4 must not be � � � or � � - . 
These rules apply also to the four opening syllables of the 
posterior piida, but in syllables 2-4 of the latter - � - also is 
excluded. 

§ 242. In the first vipulii the cadence of the prior pada is � � �<,.> 
(the final short is rare, despite the ancepsusage) ; in the opening, 
syllable 4 is long and usually syllable 3 as well : " � - - or " - � -. 

In the second vipulii the prior cadence is - � �< ,.> (again the final 
short is rare) ; the prior opening is always " - � -. 

In the third vipula the prior cadence is -, - - " with a caesura 
after syllable 5 ;  the prior opening is " - � -. 

In the fourth vipulii the prior cadence is , - �- " with a caesura 
after syllable 4 ;  this vipula being rare, it is difficult to deter
mine the rules for the opening, but syllable 4 appears to be 
regularly long. (This vipula is extremely rare in Classical 
Sanskrit, not appearing at all, for instance, in the works of 
Bharavi and Magha. The first three vipuliis appear in decreasing 
order of frequency, except in Kalidasa, who uses the third most 
frequently.) 

1 The four pada rule is frequently broken in Pali and in Epic (and Puranic) 
silokas : see above, § 229, and below, § 267. 
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§ 243. In the M ahiibhiirata the usage is much freer, as has been 
shown by Hopkins. Thus : 

In the posterior opening _ v _  is not excluded from syllables 
2-4 (i .e .  we may have the " iambic " pada " _ v _ v _ v " , which is 
also found in Pali) . 

In the vipuliis, the rules for the prior opening are sometimes 
disregarded : " - - - may occur in any vipulii, and " V - -

occasionally occurs in vipuliis 2-4 as well as in the first . ( " - v 

is given as the regular opening for the fourth vipulii, which we 
may perhaps take as supplementing Jacobi's rules.) 

A " fifth vipula " occasionally appears, which is unknown in 
the RiimiiyaJJa and in Classical Sanskrit, but which is quite 
frequent in the Upani$ads. The prior cadence is v v _  " ; there 
do not appear to be any special restrictions for the prior 
opening. 

A sixth non-pathyii form, described as " rare ", has the prior 
cadence - - v " . 

Finally we have the only other possible form of the prior 
cadence, which is identical with the posterior cadence 
Hopkins describes this as " sporadic " .  

§ 244. The Pali usage i s  more archaic than that o f  the M ahii
bhiirata. The third vipulii is much more common than the 
others 1 except in the Atthaka and Piiriiyana, where v _ v ,.  as 
prior cadence is commoner than any of the vipuliis. The second 
vipulii is next in favour, followed by the first, then the " fifth " .  
In  the Th v _ v ,.  follows these, and is followed by the fourth 
vipula, whilst in the other texts (except Sn IV and V) the fourth 
vipulii is commoner. - _ v ,.  has the lowest frequency of all ; it is 
regularly preceded by the opening "' _ v _ . The rules for the 
vipulii prior openings are similar to those found for the M ahii
bhiirata, with perhaps a little more freedom. 

" Hypermetric " padas may be produced by the resolution of 
a syllable into two shorts. This is a regular feature of the initial 
syllable of the pada (as also in the tutthubha),  but it happens also 
occasionally, and apparently as a regular usage in the metre, at 

1 It is curious that Kalidasa should have had the same preference. 
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the sixth syllable of the prior pada. This may lead to difficulties in 
scansion, since the resolved form resembles the " fifth vipulii " : 

pathya 
t 
� 

third vipulii 

-provided the reading of the pada is certain, there seems to 
be no doubt that the form should be classed as pathyii or as 
third vipulii, with resolution at the sixth. The resemblance to a 
tutthubha pada with caesura after the fifth syllable should be 
noted. Smith (Sd r q8) gives " after a caesura " as a condition 
for resolution at the sixth, which may be correct : 1 compare the 
ga1Jacchandas usage of secondary caesura when v _ v is resolved 
into v , v v v . In the case of the third vipulii we have the usual 
opening >< - v - , e .g. : 

sahassabhiigo, mara1Jassa I Sn 427 

-whereas with the pathyii the opening remains free, as in the 
remarkable pada : 

niiniiku1Japaparipiiro I Sn 205 

-this might, however, be classed as resolution at the fourth 
(fifth vipulii) .  

§ 245. Resolution at the fourth and resolution at the seventh 
seem to occur, but so rarely that mere corruption may be the 
cause. Thus we have : 

....-. - .... - ... ... ... - - .... 

iigataft-t na pafipii;.eti I Sn r28 

1 E.g.  Sn 1 22a, 205, Th I I  ne, uSe and I Ige (but these two may be third 
vipulii) ,  2 1 2a, 236c, 341c ; counter case : Th II na. In Sn 205 and Th II 2 1 2  
and 236 we have the avya.kta caesura in a compound. The confusion of pa.thyii 
with third vipulii in cases of doubtful final quantity weakens the argument for 
this " secondary " caesura. 
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anutthu1Janto, kiilakata?J1 1 Sn 586 

(or is this a mixture of third and second vipuliis, 5 + 4, 
resembling the mixed tu!thubha piida, 5 + 7, in that two seg
ments not normally associated are joined at the caesura ? )  

- - -

Paficiilaca1J4o, Alavako I D Ill,  p. 205 

(same structure again ; this piida seems clear but the rest of the 
strophe is interpolated) . 

We see that in the vatta as well as in the musical metres the 
Pali Canon shows the tendency to successions of short syllables, 
overcoming the avoidance of � � � which seems to have been the 
earlier anu$tubh usage. 

Tables of Vatta Structure 

§ 246. In the tables which follow will be found an analysis of 
some vatta texts not previously studied, together with a new 
analysis of some of those studied by Simon. The new analysis 
is required partly as a check on the figures published before and 
partly because Simon took the aggregates of verses in Th and J 
as though these were homogeneous texts, which is far from being 
the case. For a preliminary study of the Pali vatta it was useful 
to make a rough survey of several thousand verses, but for any 
serious attempt to understand the usage, and especially to 
understand the changes which took place during the centuries 
of the growth of these collections, it is necessary to present the 
texts broken up into their component units. Smith's classifica
tion (1951, r8 fl) is provisionally adopted, although it is 
extremely clumsy on account of the separation of related 
rhythms. The forms are taken in their natural sequence, not in 
the numerical order of the classification. 
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Key 
- - "' lA = pathya 

N = vip. I 
Bh = vip. 2 

cadence of M = vip. 3 
prior pada R = vip. 4 - " 

opening of 
prior pada 

li : � v:p: 5:" � 

I I  = V -
3 = - -

I3 = V V 
5 = - V 
9 = V -
I = -

- "' 

I4 = v v - v} (the initial syllable of the pada 
6 = - v v being anceps an eight-fold classi-

IO = v - - v} fication pairing the forms as 
2 = v shown would be adequate) 

I2 = V - V �} 
4 = - - -

I5 = v v v �} 
7 = -

I6 = V V V �} 
8 = - v v -

The opening I I/3 is in the primitive rhythm which seems to 
underlie the most ancient Indian metrical technique, and which 
became the regular opening for the tu!jhubha-upajiiti. Its 
character as basic rhythm is shown by its compensatory func
tion in the vatta as normal opening when the vipuliis are 
employed, whilst with the regular Pali pathya (and . . .  v _ v ,.  
prior or posterior) there is great freedom in the choice of 
openings, I I/3 being less popular than I3/5 and 9/I . The effect 
of syncopation produced by I3/5, I4/6 and I0/2 (cf. A and R, 
and perhaps Bh, M and S) was evidently extremely popular as 
the main technique of variation from the primitive or basic 
rhythm. I2/4. I5/7 and I6j8 were little used. 
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Sn : Uragavagga 

Opening I A N Bh M s B 

Kasibharadviijasutta (IO piidayugas) 

3 2 I 5 2 
9 2 (no vipulas) 
I I 
6 I (2?) 
2 I (or I ') 1 
8 I (or No. 6) 

IO ( Ioo%) 

Parabhavasutta (so p. ) 

I I  I 2 
3 I I (2?) I ?  I ?  

I3  I 3  I I 
5 4 I I 
9 I 
I 3 and I '  I 

I4 4 
6 4 (s ?) 

IO 2 
2 3 (or 2 and I'?)  
7 I 
8 I ?  (or No. 6) 

--- --- ---
38 (and two with 3 4 (s?) 2 I ?  

corrupt openings 
equals 40) (So%) 

1 r' signifies plus one with initial resolution. 

G 
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Opening I A N Bh M s B 

Vasalasutta (56 p.) 

1 1  I 
3 4 (I r. 6th) 1 I 2 or 3 4( ? ? )  

( ? or 5 )  (r. 6?)  
I3 I I I 
5 7 (and I r. 4th? )  
9 4 
I 6 I I 

14 I 
6 5 (6?) I ?  

IO  4 
2 3 I 
4 3 I 

I S 2 

42 (75 %) I o or 5 2 or 4 I or 6 4 
(or 8) 

Hemavatasutta (56 p.) 

I I  z ?  I I ?  3 ?  
3 4 I 

I 3  3 
5 IO? I 
9 3 
I 4 
6 3 (6?) 

IO I I ?  
2 8 

1 2  I 
4 5 
7 I (2?) I 

---

45 (8o%) 4 3 3 I 

A!avakasutta (2I  p.) 

I I I 3 
3 I '  I and I '  

1 3  I 
5 I I 
I I I ?  
6 I or 3 
2 2 or 4 

I 2  2 
4 2 

I 3  I I 5 I 

1 " r. "  = " resolution at the ". 
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§ zso. 

Opening A N Eh M R s B 

Vijayasutta (28 p.) 

I I  3 ( I  r. 4th) I 
3 4 (s ?) I 

I 3  I 
5 I ( ? )  (r. 6th) I ? 
I 2 and I '  I I 

I4 I ? 
6 2 I 

IO  2 
2 3 

I 2  I 
4 I r. 6th? r ?  

--- ---
2 I  or 23 3 I or 3 I 

Munisutta (2 p.) 

I I 
I4 or I3  I 

---
I I 

--- --- --- --- ---
Totals I 72 or I 74 I 2  8 or I 4  I 2 or I 4  - 4 or I I  7 
Uragavagga (n-8%) 
(223 p.)  

Culavagga 

Opening I A R s T B 

Hirisutta (6 p.)  

I I  I I 
1 3  I 
5 I 

14  I 
4 I 

--- ---
4 I I 
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§ zs r .  

Opening A N I Bh I M R s T �  
Mahiimangalasutta (24 p.) 

I I  4 
3 6 (7?) and r '  I 2 ?  I 

I3 I 
5 2 I 
9 I 
6 I (2?) 

IO I 
4 I 
8 I ( ? or No. 6) 

--- --
I9 {8o%) 2 2 I 

Dhammacariyasutta (zo p.) 

l i  I I 
3 I 2 

I3 I 
5 3 (4?) I I 
9 I 
I 2 

I4 I 
IO I 
2 I 
4 I 
7 I (or No. 3) 

--- --- --- --
I 2 {6o%) 2 3 I 2 

Briihma1Jadhammikasutta (70 p.)  

I I  3 I I 4 r ?  
3 I 3 

13 3 
5 9 I ?  I I 
9 6 I ?  r ?  
I 6 
6 7 

IO  4 
2 4 or 5 r or 2 

I 2  2 
4 5 or 7 2)  r?  I or 

IS I ?  
--- --- --- --- --- --

5 1  (73 %) 2 2 9 I 2 I or 2 I or 
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§ 252. 

Opening A R s T B 

J(i�nsflasutta (2 p.) 

9 I 
I I 

2 

Uffhiinasutta (9 p.) 

3 I 
I 3 I 

5 3 
9 I 

(one corrupt piida, possibly M 10) 
8 2 

--- ---

4 I 3 

Riihttlasutta : vatthugiithii (4p.)  

3 I 
I 2 
7 I 

4 

Sutta proper ( I 2  p.) 

3 I I and ' I '  
I 3 I 

5 2 
9 I 
6 I 

IO 3 
4 I 

---
8 I 3 

-
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Vangisasutta (6 p.) 

5 2 I I I I 9 I 
6 I (? proper name upsets metre) 

1 0  I 
8 I 

6 
--- --- --- --- --- ---

Totals I IO 5 4 I9  3 2 I or 2 7 or 8 
Cttlavagga (72%) 
( I  53 p.) 

§ 253· Mahiivagga 

Opening A R s T B 

Pabbajjiisutta (40 p.) 

I I  I ?  3 I or 2 I ?  
3 I '  2 2 I and I 

I '  
I 3  I I 
5 3 or 4 
9 3 I 
I 7 and I ' 
6 3 

IO 2 
2 I 

I 2  2 
4 I 

--- --- --- ---
25 or 26 2 2 5 2 or 3 3 
(63-5 %) 
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Padhiinasutta (S I p.) 

I !  4 I (and I I 
I r. 

6th?) 
3 2? (and 2 or 4 I '  

I r. 6th?) 
IJ 2 or 3 

5 7 2 
9 5 2 
I 6 I I 

I 4  I 
6 3 r ?  

IO 2 ?  
2 3 ?  

I 2  z ?  I ?  
4 z 

--- --- --- ---
34 or 38 3 4 or 7 2 3 or 4 I 

{67-74%) 

Subhiisitasutta (8 p.) 

I I  I 
3 I and r '  
5 I 
I z 
2 I 

12  I 
---

7 I 
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§ 254·  

Opening I A R s T B 

Sundarikabhiiradvi'ijasutta (9 p .) 

3 I 
5 2 
9 I 
I 2 I I 

I 4 I 
--� 

7 I I 

Sabhiyasutta ( I S  p.)  

I I  I 
3 I 

I 3 I ?  
5 3 
9 2 
I 3 

IO  I 
2 I and I '  

I 2  I I 
4 I 

--� 
q? 2 

Selasutta (52 p.) 

I I  2 2 
3 3 I '  3 

I3 
5 6 3 1 
9 5 
I 7 

14  I 
6 2 ?  2 

IO I 
2 5 I 

1 2  2 
4 4 
7 I or 3 

--� --� --- --

38 (73%) 4 3 4 I 2 
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§ 255· 

Opening A s T B 

Sallasutta (4I p.) 

I I  I 2 2 
3 I and I '  I I I 

I3  3 
5 6 
9 I 
I 3 I 

I4 4 
6 5 
2 4 and I '  

I 2  2 
4 I 

--- ---
3 3 (8o%) I 3 4 

Vasef!hasutta ( I I I  ( I3 I )  p.) 

I I  6 I I 3 
3 7 and I '  3 I ?  3 ?  

I 3  2 I I 
5 19 (2o) I 
9 I o ?  I I ? I 
I 7 ( I4) 

I 4  2 
6 7 (I4) 

I O  8 
2 1 2  ( I7) I 
4 6 
7 3 I 
8 I 

--- --- --- --- ---
(I not 9 I  ( n i) 2 2 8 I 3 3 
scanned) (82 (84) %) 

-

Kokaliyasutta (2 p.) 

I4 I 
6 I 

2 
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§ 256. 

Opening I A s T B 

Nalakasutta (51 p.) 

l i  2 3 3 ! ?  
3 4 I 2 I r or 2 r ?  I 

1 3  5 r ?  
5 2 r ?  
9 2 I 
I 7 2 

I4 I r ?  
6 2 or 3 

1 0  2 
2 2 

1 2  I 
4 I '? 
8 I ?  

--- --- --- --- ---
31 (6r %)  3 5 6 3 or 4 r ?  2 

Dvayatanupassanasutta (76 (89) p.) 

I l  3 I I I ?  
3 5 I 2 (6) I ?  

1 3 I 
5 1 7  (25) I 
9 6 
I I I  2 

I4 I 
6 6 

IO  2 
2 4 

I 2  I I 
4 3 ?  I 
7 I (2) 
8 r ?  

-- --- --- -- --
(2 not 62 (7! )  4 2 3 (?) I I ?  r ?  
scanned) (84 (8 I · S) % )  

-- --- --- --- --· --
Totals 344 (373) 20 1 7 37 (4r) 9 I I r ?  9 
Mahavagga or or or or 
(456 (489) 349 (378) 40 (44) I I  1 2  
p . )  (78 (n · s)%)  
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§ 257· Therigiithii 

Opening A R s T B 

Ekikii Theriyo (39 p. ) 

I I  I ?  2 ?  
3 6 I I I 

I3 3 
5 4 l 
9 4 or 6 o or 2 
I 8 
6 I 
2 I 
4 2 

I S I 
--- --- --- ---

3 I or 34 I I or 3 I I I or 2 

Dukanipiita (4o p. ) 

I I  2 I 
3 2 I or 2 I or 2 I '  I ?  I ?  

1 3  3 
5 9 
9 2 I I 
I 4 or 5 I I ?  

l 4  I 
6 2 I 
2 2 
4 I 
7 I ?  

--- --- --- --- ---
29 or 30 3 or 4 2 or 3 2 or 3 I o or I o or I 

Tikanipiita (51 p.) 

I I  I 2 
3 5 or 6 I 2 I 
5 7 2 l 
9- 3 or 4 I or 2 
I 7 or 9 2 
6 2 I 

IO I 
2 4 or 5 

and I '  
4 2 
7 I ?  
8 I ?  

--- --- ---

,-3 
37 or 38 I 2 5 or 6 2 
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§ 258. 

Opening I A R s T B 

Catukkanipiita (8 p.) 

I I  I r. 6 
3 2 I 
5 I 
9 I 
I 2 

---
6 2 

Verses 67-Io6 (SI p.) 

I I  4 and I '? I 2 I 
3 5 3 and 

I '  
I 3 5 
5 4 I I 
9 I 4  I I 
I I S or I 6  I ?  

I 4  I 
6 6 

IO 4 I 
I 2  I 
4 I 
7 I ?  

I corrupt 
--- --- --- --- ---

67 I 2 7 2 I I 

Bhaddii Purii1zaniga1:1!hf (Io p.) 

I I  2 
5 I I 
9 I 
I I '  I 
6 I 
4 I 

--- --- --- ---
(I corrupt) 2 3 I 2 I 
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Patacara and her followers ( r r 2-132, 1 75-r8r : 6z p. )  

l i  2 I ?  I ? ?  2 
3 4 2 I 

I 3 I I ?  r ?  
5 l i  
9 9 
I 9 

I 4  2 
6 6 
2 6 

I2 I 
4 I '  (2') 

I S I ?  
8 I 

--- --- --- --- ---
54 2 or 4 I I ?  I ? ?  3 

§ 259· 

Opening I A R s T B 

Vasi!!hi { I2  p.) 

I I  I 
3 I 

I 3  I 
5 3 
9 2 
I I I 
2 2 

IO 2 

Khema ( I 2  p.) 

I I I 
3 I I '  

I 3  I 
5 I 
9 I 
I r '  I 
6 I 
2 2 
4 I 

--- ---
IO  I I 
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Sujatii ( I 2  p.) 

I I  I 
3 2 
5 I 
9 I ?  I ? ?  I ?  
I 2 
2 I 

4 2 
7 I 

--- --- ---
9 I I I ? ?  I 

A nopama { I 2  p.) 

3 I 
I 3  I ?  I ?  

5 4 
9 2 
I I 
6 I 

IO I 
2 I 

---
I I  I 

§ 260. 

Opening I A R s T B 

Mahiipajiipati Gotami {I2 p. )  

3 I I 
I 3  I 
5 I 
9 I or 2 
I 3 
6 I 

I O  I o r  2 
8 I 

--- ---
IO I I 
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Guttii ( r z  p.) 

I I  I 
3 3 2 
I 2 I 
2 I 

I 2  I 
4 I 

---

9 3 

Vijayii {I2 p.) 

3 I 
5 2 ?  
9 I I ?  r ?  
I I 
6 2 
2 2 
7 I ?  I ?  

--- --- ---
IO? I ?  r ?  I ?  

3 Ciila sisters (3 I (45) p.) 

I I  I I I 2 
3 I 

I 3 5 (6) 
5 4 (5) I 
9 I 
I 2 (4) I 2 (4) 

14 I 
6 I (2) 
2 4 (8) 
3 3 (6) 

--- --- --- ---
22 (34) 2 I 3 I 2 (4) 

' 
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§ 26! . 

Opening I A R s T B 

Varjrjhamata ( I8  p.) 

I I  2 I 
3 2 and I '  I 
5 4 
I 2 

IO I 
2 I I 
4 I 

I6 I 
--- --- ---

I 2  2 I I 2 

uppalavatzt�ii (I 9  (20) p.) 

I I  I 
3 I I 2 
5 2 
9 I I (2) 
I I I 

I4  I 
6 I 
2 3 
4 I ?  I ?  
7 I 

--- --- ---
IO or I I  4 (5) 3 or 4 I 

PUt�tJikii (28 (3I)  p.) 

I I  2 (3) or 6 (7) I (2) I 
3 4 or 8 I 

I 3 I ?  
5 I or 2 r ? I ?  
9 I 
I 2 
6 2 2 

10 3 (4) 
2 2 

--- ---
22 (24) 2 (3) 3 or 4 

or 
3 (4) 
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Rohitt! (39 (42) p.) 

I I  I (2) 3 (5) I I 
3 I 2 I I 

I3  2 
5 3 I 2 
9 I I I 
I 7 and 1 ' I I 

1 4  I 
6 I (1 not 

10  2 classi-
4 I fied) 
7 I --- --- --- ---

22 (23) I 5 (7) 2 4 5 

§ 262. 

Opening I A R s T B 

Sundari (5 1 (54) p.) 

I I  2 (3) I 
3 2 3 4 

I 3  2 
5 9 
9 4 (6) 
I 6 I 
6 8 I 

I O  2 
2 3 

I 2  I 
4 I 
7 I ?  --- --- --- ---

41 (44) 3 5 I I 
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ca.pa (44 (45) p.) 

I I  2 (3) 2 2 I 
3 5 I I 

I 3 2 I 
5 6 
9 I I 
I 4 

I 4  2 
6 3 

IO  I 
2 6 
4 2 
7 I 

-- -- -- --
35 (36) I 3 3 I I 

Subhii Kammiiradhftii (56 (58) p.) 

I I  I I 
3 2 5 (6) I I I ?  

I 3 I r ?  
5 s ?  I ?  
9 5 
I IO ( I I ) 2 I 

I 4 I 
6 I 

I O  7 
2 4 

I Z  I 
4 2 or 3 
8 I 

-- -- -- --
38 (39) or 4 8 (9) 2 or 3 I or 2 I 

40 (4I )  
-- -- -- -- -- --

Totals 497 (5 I 7) 22 37 (42) 46 IO  I S 0 I8 (20) 
Thertgiithii or or or or or or or or 
(65 I (678) 505 (525) 23 41 (46) 52 I2 I 8  2 20 (22) 
p.) 

§ 263. The overall figures approximately confirm the earlier 
counts by Simon in regard to the proportions of the various 
forms. The impression results that almost any of the larger 
collections of verse in the Canon taken as a whole would give 
about the same proportions, i.e. approximately 75% pathyii, 
with the third, second, first, fifth and fourth vipuliis in 
decreasing order of frequency. � - � "'  as prior cadence is most 
variable in employment, and may sometimes be suspected of 
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resulting from confusion with the posterior pada. The only 
remaining possible form for the cadence, - - � "', seems definitely 
to have been excluded, but the reason for this discrimination is 
not apparent . In all but a few cases, which may be corrupt, 
the rules for the caesura in the third and fourth vipuliis are 
observed. 

§ 264. As soon as we break up the collections into their con
stituent vaggas or nipatas, and still more so if we take single 
poems, we find sharp divergencies from the average usage. 
These are so marked that, except in some of the shortest poems, 
we cannot dismiss them as being due merely to the taking 
of samples which are too small. The differences of age thus 
suggested seem to agree with the general drift of subjective 
opinion on which sort of doctrine is earlier and which later. 
Thus the more " rigid " doctrine and the more minute analysis 
of categories of existence and its physical and psychological 
constituents are found in verses whose percentage of pathyii is 
higher. 

The Origin of the Vatta as Epic Narrative Metre 

§ 265. In the following tables some of the texts have been re
classified chronologically in order to show whether there is any 
variation in the proportions of the various vipuliis apart from 
the general decrease in their combined frequency : 

Total I padayugas 

I l l  
57 (6r ) 

74 (76) 

A 

68 or 69 
35 (36) 

so (5 1 )  
or 

52 (53) 

65 % or less pathya 

5 9 14  
3 7 (9) 8 (9) 

or or 
8 ( ro) 9 ( ro) 

67% pathyii 

6 8 (9} 2 or 3 

6 or 8 3 or 4 4 (Sn) 
- - 2 (Th II) 

2 or 3 2 2 (Th ii} 
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70 %  pathya 

S I 34 or 3S 3 I -
1 4 0r

] l  
2 1 3 or 4 1 (Sn) 

72-73 %  pathya 

I22  Sg 6 5 I 3  I 3 4 (Sn) 
S2 (96) 59 (7I )  3 3 8 or 9 - 3 5 (7) (Th Il) 

or 
6o (72) 

75 %  pathya 

s6 42 I o or 5 2 or 4 - I or 6 4 (Sn) 
40 29 or 30 3 or 4 2 or 3 2 or 3 - I o or I (Th II) 

77-7S %  pathya 

2S (3I}  22 (24) - 2 (3) 3 or 4 - - - (Th II) 
or 

3 (4) 

So% pathya 

I 99 I SS or I6o I 3  IO or I I  - I or 4 3 (Sn) 
I I  

95 (99) 76 (So) I 6 8 I I 2 (Th Il) 

S3% pathyil 

, 
I S7 (220) I53  (IS2) 6 4 I2 ( I S} 2 3 4 (Sn) 

I65 I36 4 4 I z ?  3?  3 ?  3 (Th II) 

S 5% or more pathyii 

IOI Ss or Sg 2 ?  1 4 or 6 (Th ii) 
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The first vipulii tends to increase in popularity, whilst the 
third declines somewhat, although without losing its pre
eminence. This is surely another manifestation of the need for 
successions of short syllables. The " fifth " vipulii is nowhere 
very popular. The second and fourth vipuliis both decrease in 
quite a marked manner. � - � " is used very consistently every
where, and hardly seems to be affected by the other changes. 

§ 266. The AHhaka and Piiriiyana require reanalysing into their 
component parts. On the whole they seem to fall into two 
clearly distinguishable strata : the very old poems which formed 
the nuclei of the collections and the rather later additions, 
especially the frame story or vatthugiithti of the Ptiriiyana (and 
the Kiimasutta introducing the A!!haka ? ) ,  made when the two 
vaggas were assembled in approximately their present form. 
Thus the older stratum (which may be further subdivisible into 
two or more phases of composition) has a lower frequency of 
pathyti than the 70% or so given by Oldenberg for the two 

· vaggas, which groups it with the earliest stratum found in 
other parts of Sn. The problem of the frequency of � - � "  
surpassing that of any other vipulti remains. Probably it 
indicates a still earlier period than the earliest vattas found 
elsewhere, but it may alternatively represent a geographical 
variation in usage : perhaps a more archaic anutthubha 
lingering in Western India (i.e. Kosambi and the regions further 
west) under Vedic influence. 

§ 267. In Chapter V, Section 5 (§ rsr ) ,  we have anticipated the 
question of the origin or " invention " of the classical vatta under 
the impact on the anu!!hubha of the metrical transition taking 
place during our period. At what stage in the increase of the 
pathyti frequency we should declare the vatta to have come into 
existence is apparently an idle question, since there was a 
gradual development towards the uneven (a#hasama) structure 
of prior and posterior piidas from Vedic times onwards. The 
confirmation of the uneven structure as a deliberately cultivated 
narrative metre, picturesquely compared with a pair of birds 
which ought not to have been separated by the shooting of the 
" husband " (this surely is the comparison intended in the 
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story in Ramiiya?Ja sarga 2, not the strophe structure of two 
ar!r!hasilokas-which is not invariable 1 and does not suggest a 
truly complementary pair) , may, however, date from a particu
lar period or even from the work of one poet, such as the 
legendary Valmiki. Perhaps in the post-Pali period the innova
tion of the complete exclusion of the cadence v _ v ,.  from the 
prior pada may mark such a decisive point, after which the 
vatta assumed its standard classical form. The RamayaJJa, being 
the oldest extant work in which the classical rules allowing only 
the pathya and four vip�tlas in the prior pada are strictly 
observed, might thus indeed be regarded as the first poem in the 
new metre. 

§ 268. The Pali vatta, however, already exhibits the general 
features of this metre, and differs from it only in having a 
greater freedom of structure and a rather lower frequency of 
pathya, although this latter already preponderates to the 
extent of accounting for at least two-thirds of the verses. 

§ 269. It is instructive to compare the vatta with the g'iti. In its 
formation a counter process took place to that which created 
gaJJacchandas out of mattachandas : the four similar padas of · 

the Vedic anu$fubh were fused in pairs or padayugas not by 
assimilation to one rhythm throughout but by differentiation of 
the prior pada from the posterior pada by a kind of interrupted 
cadence which suspends the full close until the end of the pada
yuga. Thus at the two extremes of metrical development in our 
period-the musical technique and the technique of continuous 
narrative in a metre which remained on the syllable-count basis 
of Vedic metrics-remarkably similar developments took place : 
the cultivation of the uneven or ar!4hasama strophe. Evidently 
these parallel evolutions satisfied widely divergent needs. The 
giti, as its name implies, was the song-strophe, and owed its 
form to the eight ga?Ja musical phrase underlying it. As for the 

1 The six-piida siloka is quite common in Pali, as in Epic Sanskrit and the 
tradition of the Purii1}as. Indeed we might suppose that the poets paid no 
particular attention to strophic structure in epic narrative, being conscious 
only of the continuous series of aif4hasilokas. It is noteworthy, especially in 
connection with the remarks in the concluding paragraph of this chapter, that 
the giti also has a six-piida form, in the Upiilisutta (cf. § 229 above) . 
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vatta, a metre consisting of four comparatively short piidas 
equal in length and practically identical in rhythm is unsuitable 
for continuous narrative of any length-even the longer 
tutthubha or upajiiti piida soon produces a monotonous effect. 
The long finely balanced piidayuga of the vatta, the " speaker ", 
however, occasionally diversified by the tripping first vipulii, 
the sedate third, the strongly syncopated fourth or the 
evanescent second, became the epic narrative metre par 
excellence. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE TUTTHUBHA 

Previous Research-Evolution of Tutthubha 
§ 270. The Pali tufthubha (the jagati should be understood as 
included in this general term except where otherwise stated) 
has not been studied as extensively as the vatta,1 but, as we saw 
in the Introduction (§§ zz-zg) , the general history of the Indian 
tutthubha has received more attention than that of all the other 
metres put together. The Introduction as just referred to gives 
some account and evaluation of this previous research, so we 
may now proceed to sum up the historical conclusions suggested 
by it and to tackle the enigmatic Pali form of the metre from 
the positions we have reached in the preceding chapters. 

We may take Edgerton's articles on the Epic and Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit tri${ubh 2 as a starting point, with reference to 
Oldenberg's outline of the history of the metre,3 P. G. G. Aiyar's 
study of the Upani$ad tri${ubh 4 and Zubat.fs exhaustive 
collection of tri${ubh variations in the Epic. 5 

§ 271. The conclusions reached by Oldenberg on the earlier 
phase of development are as follows : 

The Vedic tri${ubh had two main forms, distinguished by the 
position of a caesura after the fourth or the fifth syllable ; the 
commonest schemes are : 

:!:::: _ _ _  .... .... _ _  - :::::! 

:::: - - - ::! 

1 Besides Oldenberg's work we have Smith's survey of the Sn tuf!hubha in 
SnA III, pp. 638-40 and his brief notes, Sd I I 5 1-2. 

2 " The Meter of the Saddharmapul).garika "-Kttppuswami Sastri Com
memoration Volume, Madras, 1 936, 39 ff. ; " The Epic Tri$!Ubh and its Hyper
metric Varieties "-J AOS, 1939, 1 59 ff. ; " Meter, Phonology and Orthography 
in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit "-J AOS, 1946, 197 ff. 

3 " Zur Geschichte der Tri�tubh "-NG, 1915, 490 ff. 
• " Upani�adic Metre "-journal of Oriental Research, Madras, 1927, 

I I 7  ff.  and 247 ff.  The language, orthography, sandhi, etc. ,  of the verse 
Upani§ads requires clarification, however. For example there are conjuncts 
not making position (ignored by Aiyar) , doubtful resolutions which would 
disappear if we assumed Prakrit phonology or sandhi (neglected by Aiyar)
va for iva and the like-and the probability of licence. 

5 ZDMG, r 889, pp. 627-52 .  

202 
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-the second of these is often mixed with the " pentad " 
metre : "' - � - "' , "' - � - "' I under the influence of which it perhaps 
originated, the caesura at the fourth type being probably the 
original tri!jfubh. 

The second type is much more regular, in conforming to the 
above commonest scheme, than the first. It has the variant 
openings "' - - - "'  and very rarely "' � - - "', and practically no 
variation in the break. 

The first type has the secondary openings "' � - -, "' - - �, "' - � � 
and "' � - �. The break has the secondary forms - � -, � � �, - � � and 
exceptionally "' - "' (but this usually in . . . ", - " -, � - " I as a 
special metre in M a?Jrj,ala VII) . 

§ 272.  In the Briihma?JaS, and in the earlier Upani$ads which 
are mainly in prose, we find the beginning of the transition 
� � - > - � � in the break of the first type, bringing it closer to the 
second. We also find the first occurrences of the pada without 
caesura (Oldenberg regards the type with " caesura " after the 
sixth as accidental and as belonging to this category) . Thus we 
have the tendency to the long fifth and short sixth syllables asso
ciated with the tendency for the caesura to disappear. Oldenberg 
(1915, p. 504) sees here a kind of transfer of the break from 
the opening to the cadence, since (with the additional tendency 
- � - > - � �) according to his interpretation of the rhythms the 
" anapaestic " break which followed naturally after the 
" iambic " opening is transformed into the " dactyl " which 
leads on to the " trochaic " cadence. The break in the rhythm 
thus made at the end of the opening renders the caesura 
superfluous. 

§ 273. This use of Greek terms is objectionable, for the reasons 
stated in the Introduction. Recognizing that there is some 
truth in Oldenberg's interpretation we should try to restate it 
in line with the conceptions of Indian metrical rhythms out
lined in the Introduction and elsewhere, with special reference 
to § 150 above. In the old metrics (Vedic, etc.) we find variation 
of rhythm effected by substituting one short syllable for one 
long one, or vice versa, in certain positions. We are here 
probably close enough (for historical reasons : common origin 
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of certain Indo-European metres ? )  to Greek rhythms to suggest 
some resemblance between, say, iambic rhythm and the com
monest opening rhythm of the Vedic tri$!ubh. Already, how
ever, there is present in the old Indian metre the germ of the 
new metrics based on the exact quantitative opposition of two 
short syllables to one long one. The component parts of the 
second form of the Vedic metre separated by the caesura suggest 
at once , and especially when compared with the " pentad " or 
viriija, the new metrics : 'M _ v _  "· What is even more remark
able here is the suggestion of the actual gaJJacchandas unit : 
I "-"' - I  v - v I X 8 (even the stro-phe of 8 units is of the same 

length-4 tutthubha piidas each of z units) . How do we apply 
Greek theory in describing the relationship between these two 
Indian metres, so different yet in this analysis apparently so 
similar ? 

§ 274. The Vedic tri$!ubh may have had a common origin with 
similar ancient Iranian, Greek and other Indo-European 
metres, but already it is an Indian metre, a characteristically 
Indian metre with the whole of Indian metrics implicit in it and, 
if we may add a subjective argument, having the essentially 
Indian ring of the verses describing Indra's exploits. We cannot 
say whether in the hypothetical Indo-European metrics an 
" iambic ", or other rhythm of which Greek preserves the 
archaic quality, existed, or whether as in Chinese and Tibetan 
metrics only the number of syllables was significant (together 
with their grouping in " feet " or lines of four or some other 
number of syllables and of multiples of such units) . In the 
earliest Indian metrics we find a certain interplay of quantities 
of which the ictus theory cannot give an adequate description. 
In the tri$!ttbh we find already in this earliest stage the germ 
of the new metrics (which will include in its development 
Classical Sanskrit metrics and Apabhrarp.sa metrics) of exact 
quantitative oppositions. In Greek metrics a system of inexact 
quantitative oppositions, with the ictus, developed. In the 
newer Indian metrics we find the system of exact oppositions 
with, in the musical metres, the new ictus (which may fall on a 
long or a short syllable) derived from the music. In the older 
Indian metrics we have apparently an inexact, perhaps origi-
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nally non-quantitative, system developing towards the exact 
system, with no ictus in the Greek sense or in the later Indian 
sense. In ga'l}acchandas we have a clear, exact, musical struc
ture : "--"' - isochronous with � - � .  In the tutthubha, even in Pali, 
it is most unlikely that a division of the pada : " - 1 � - ", I � � - j  � - "  
would yield four units o f  exactly equal length, although the 
opposition of the pair of short syllables to the other syllables 
of the pada, and also to the other form of the pada with this pair 
interchanged with the (long) fifth syllable, does indicate the 
exact � �I-. 

§ 275 . The tuf!hubha derives its character not from the units 
from which the pada may be built up, as does a musical metre 
(or a Greek metre) , but from the pada as a whole. This character 
it retains, in a modified form, in the classical upajati. It is to 
the combination of this indivisible piida system with the musical 
character of the new rhythms that the fixed classical metres 
owe their wonderful diversity. Only the tujthubha retained the 
pada as its unit throughout the Early Middle Indian Period, 
when all the other metres show the uneven structure of pada
yugas of two unequal padas and the musical metres the new 
unit, the ga��a. This was its very important role in that period, 
and we should seek to interpret its rhythmic structure, 
including its suddenly " advanced " appearance (in some 
respects-primitive in others) as found in our texts, in this 
light. 

§ 276. Edgerton and Oldenberg reached the following con
clusions concerning the later development of the tri$!ubh : 

The M ahabhiirata trifitubh lies in two clearly distinguished 
strata, apparently belonging to two different periods of composi
tion. The older stratum, found for instance throughout the 
Sabhii Parvan (II), shows the continuation of the tendencies 
of the Briihma'l}a period, together with the special feature of 
hypermetric padas. It should be noted further that jagati piidas 
frequently alternate with tri$!ubh piidas within the strophe. 
There are three types of hypermetre, that produced by adding 
a seven-syllable break plus cadence (as in the first Vedic type 
given above) to a five-syllable opening (second type) being by 
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far the commonest. The other types are produced by resolution 
at the fifth after the (early) caesura and by resolution at the 
first, which however is extremely rare in the Epic. To the same 
stratum appear to belong, besides the Bhagavadgita and many 
other parts of the Epic, the later Upani$ads such as the Ka!ha 
and Svetiisvatara and perhaps the Baudhiiyana and V iisi$!ha 
Dharmasiitras. It would appear that the Canonical Pali 
tutthubha 1 is associated with this same stratum, although the 
proportions of the various structures are different. The 
Ardhamiigadhi metre resembles the Pali, but more regularly 
approximates to the Classical upajiiti form. 

The later stratum in the Epic, found for instance throughout 
the Viriita Parvan (IV) , shows the pure upajiiti type without 
mixture of tri$!ubh and jagati padas and without hypermetres. 
Licence, even, may be used to obtain the fixed upajati scheme. 
Many other sections of the Great Epic and the entire Riimaya1Ja 
conform to this type. 

§ 277. The tri$!ubh in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, for instance in 
the Saddharmapu1Jfj,arika, conforms to the upajiiti type except 
for the occurrence of mixed tri$!ubh and jagati and of hyper
metres by resolution at the first, fourth 2 and fifth syllables (as 
in the ·upajiiti type, there is no evidence for a caesura) . As to its 
chronological position, Edgerton says no more than than it may 
derive from the metrics of the " original Prakrit " dialect of the 
Buddhist Canon. 3 We may suggest that the BHS tri$!ubh 
represents a transition phase between the older Epic (or the 
Pali) metre and that of the later Epic. 

Oldenberg relies on the evidence of the anut!hubha (see our 
Chapter VII) to demonstrate that the Pali Canon is older than 
the Great Epic, and would regard the apparent " lateness " 
of the form of the Pali tutthubha as perhaps a local development 

1 i.e. the freer tuf!ltubha of the majority of the texts. In the latest texts we 
find the classical upajati and va1]'1saf!hii. 

2 cf. Regamey, 1938, pp. 12 and 66. See Smith, 1950a, 1 7  ff. for a survey of 
BHS tristubh forms. 

8 He would perhaps revise this statement today in the light of his investiga
tion of Buddhist dialects ( 1953).  If the Buddhists did not use a special dialect 
it is unlikely that they used a special metrics (i.e. one peculiar to themselves 
and not whatever was current in the countries where they were active) . 
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in Eastern India. \rVe must look for a more convincing explana
tion by developing our theories of the evolution of the metre in 
the light of Edgerton's results. 

Tutthubha Structure in Pali 
§ 278. The types of tufthubha found m the Canon are as 
follows : 

Caesura at fourth 

breaks { : : � 
w w w  

_ _ w 

Caesura at fifth 

breaks 

-, ..., ..., 
- "" """ -' 
- _ ..... ..... ' 
- w _ ' 
- _ ..... -' 

' 
- _ w  ' 

(hypermetre 5 + 7) 
(hypermetre 5 + 7) 

(hypermetre 5 + 7) 
(frequently > - , w �) 

Caesura at sixth and/or third 

breaks { � :: : 
Caesura at third and/or seventh (Sn 239a ? )  

break 

(alternatively these last two classes have been described as 
having no caesura ; Oldenberg also gives - - - and - _ w with
out caesura) 

Openings 
" - w -( -) the only common opening in all the above types 
" - - - very rare (break - w �) 
" w - - very rare (breaks - w w , - w -) 
- _ w w _ extremely rare (Sn 214a) 
_ w w _ _ w extremely rare (Sn 243, 247, 252) 
H ypermetres 
Besides the 5 + 7 types above, any form may have resolution 

of the first syllable. In the commonest forms, with break _ w w , 
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we may have resolution at the fifth so that the break becomes 
� � � � . Resolution at the fourth, as found in BHS, does not seem 
to occur in Pali. 

The break "' - "  is extremely rare (Smith ignores it in his 
classification Sd nsr-4) and should perhaps always be corrected 
(e.g. Sn IJJb, znc and 239b > - � � ; 214a ? ) .  But cf. , - - � 
above. 

§ 279· All these types, it appears, may occur either as tutthubha 
proper or as jagati (which, for instance, shows the hypermetre 
5 + 8, and so on) . It was not possible within the scope of the 
present study, which was devoted mainly to the new metres, to 
take up the question of the differences between the two metres, 
as has been done in the case of opacchandasaka and vetiiliya. 
The results might be no less interesting : as the two metres 
separated out from more or less indiscriminate mixing into the 
classical u,pajiiti and varttsa!!hii, which are found in the latest 
Canonical texts, we might find that although in these two classi
cal metres there is no superficial difference other than the 
cadence (but we do feel a difference in reading them, since the 
varttsa!fhii cadence rhythm is reflected in the opening, for 
instance) ,  in the development of other fixed metres, such as the 
rucirii, the interplay of cadence and opening visibly played a 
part. 

§ 280. As Oldenberg has pointed out (1915, p. 515) there is a 
strong predominance of the break - � � regardless of the caesura : 
in other words a strong anticipation of the classical upajiiti 
form. The opening also is " normal " ( ,. - � -) in the great 
majority of cases. As he says, however, (p. sr6) it is impossible 
to believe that Sn and Dh are younger than the Bhagavadgita, 
and we must rely on the vatta evidence, which shows that the 
Pali texts are earlier. Although there is a smaller percentage of 
non-upajiiti forms in our texts than in the earlier Epic samples, 
we may point out that there is on the other hand a wider range 
of different structures. 

§ 28r. The table opposite shows tu!thubha structure in some of 
the texts : 

1 Oldenberg states merely that in the 5 + 7 the break - , - - - predominates, 
which he regards as a sign of antiquity. 



Breaks Atthaka Devata S Munisutta Khagga- Dh 
(didbg.) (Oldbg.) visa>;ta (Fausball) 

- � V  I I Z 26 I Z  2 7  (68) 

� � - 5 6 4 3 

. - � - 1 2  3 3 5 

� � � 2 I ?  

- - � 7 2 

- - - I 

I 67 33 I z  (2o) 43 

Caesura 
no figures given 1 not 

(see footnote, p. 208) recorded 
by 

Fa us ball 
5 3 3 r ?  

zs 9 3 ? 

3 

-. - ( = viraja) I (2) 

- - (, ) � IOO 36 I 3 ?  28  

- -(, ) - 3 I I ?  

- -(,) � I ?  

� � -(.) 
- - - I 

- - � 4 

Total - - � 379 95 37 (45) 98 ( I 39) I07 
Ss % S I % 70% 8o% 75 % 

Total upajMi-
va1Jisa!!hii 359 86 3 I  (39) 88 ( 129) 

Total 446 I I 7  5 3  (6r) I23 ( I64) 143 

Openings other 
than • - � -(  -) 

- - - - I 

. _  .... ... 3 2 I 3 

- - - - - I 

_ ... ... _ 7 4 

v _  - - IO  5 5 I 

- � - - 2 I 

� - - - - I I 

_ ... _ ... _ I 
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Initial resolution occurs about sixty times in the approxi
mately r ,6oo tt4thubha padas of Sn (after allowing, of course, 
for the illusory cases with svarabhakti vowels which do not make 
extra syllables). There is no restriction on the words which 
may fill this position. · 

The History of the Tutthubha in the Early Middle Indian Period 

§ 282. In order to reconstruct the history of the tutthubha in 
our period we must understand the relationship between the 
Pali and Epic (and BHS) forms of the metre. Despite the 
predominance of the upajati rhythm which gives it a classical, 
late appearance, we can find marks of antiquity in the Pali 
metre which confirm our previous conclusion that most of the 
Pali Canon is older than the extant Epic. In the period of the 
origin and development of mattachandas the initial alternation 
;-; would be very popular, whilst in the period of the establish
ment of the fixed metres in their classical forms, when the true 
mattachandas had been replaced by the fixed metres such as 
aparavatta and the classical vetiiliya, it would be natural to 
discard such a usage. 

§ 283. Now it is precisely in the Pali tutthubha that we find 
frequent initial resolution, which is very rare in the Epic.1 
On the other hand, resolution at the fifth is more common in 
the Epic, whereas in Pali it is extremely rare. 2 In this case the 
resolution was evidently connected not with mattachandas but 
with the development of the classical fixed metres such a� 
rucira. In BHS also resolution at the fifth is commoner, and 
here too we are on the threshold of classical metrics. In thE 
earlier phases, during which the caesura might fall after thE 
fourth, and the fifth syllable be then regularly short, suet 
internal resolution would have destroyed the structure of thE 
metre, and it seems clear that the establishment of approxi 
mate upaji.iti rhythm with the fifth syllable almost invariabl3 
long was the essential prerequisite for resolution at the fifth 
The 5 + 7 hypermetre was a union of two familiar component: 

1 It is also quite common in the Upani§ads. 
• In the Upani§ads, again, it is less common. 
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and did not require such a basis, whilst the initial resolution not 
only does not result in the rhythmic confusion which would 
follow internal resolution in the earlier phases but was probably 
catalysed by parallelism with the second half of the piida in the 
regular form with caesura after the fifth and by parallelism with 
the viriija : " - � - "  X 2 (viriija) j  ; � � - � - "  X 2 (initial resolu
tion) . This initial resolution is likely to have been the first 
manifestation of the transition to the new metrics of exact 
quantitative oppositions. 

§ 284. The possibility of some geographical differentiation, 
suggested by Oldenberg, cannot be entirely ruled out, although, 
as we have said in the Introduction (§ 13) , Aryan-speaking 
India must be regarded as developing as a fundamentally 
homogeneous cultural unit and local variations (which are 
nevertheless of great importance and interest) must be seen as 
secondary. We might thus conclude that mattiichandas and 
initial resolution was an Eastern development, remembering 
that the vetiiliya was also called miigadhikii or miigadhi (Jacobi, 
r884, p. 593),  and suggest that as the new technique radiated 
to Western India it underwent modification into the fixed 
forms such as aparavatta and classical vetiiliya, initial resolution 
in the tujjhubha not finding favour in the West, or at any rate 
in the North-West. Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit and then the 
Riimaya1Ja would show the further development in the East, 
whilst the M ahabharata would show the development in the 
North-West immediately following the Bnihma1Ja stage.1 The 
Ardhamagadhi literature would be an additional illustration of 
Eastern developments in the Pali period. 

Such divisions, however, seem too sharp and artificial, since 
we know that the Pali literature at any rate was not confined 
to the East, and the BHS literature may be partly of non
Eastern origin. Even if the new developments we have studied 
originated in Magadha, they spread so rapidly to the other 
regions that it seems impossible to distinguish the time-lag in 
the West before they were adopted there. It is unlikely that 
such a lag would amount to as much as fifty years, and our 

1 The (verse) Upani§ads have the Eastern feature of initial resolution. 

H 
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chronology may never be able to mark off such short periods 
with any certainty. 

§ 285. It seems certain that the verse parts of the Pali Canon 
represent quite a long period of composition, overlapping some 
of the other literature to which we have referred. Whereas the 
old tutthubha verses we have studied here are certainly pre-BHS, 
we find on the other hand the prototypes of classical upajiiti and 
vatJtsatfhii in a minority of later Canonical texts, alongside 
other proto-akkharacchandas. These may be later than the 
earliest BHS texts and later than the older stratum of the Epic. 
Although all the stages in the evolution tupthubha-upajiiti are 
not yet clear, we can see the approximate interrelations of the 
various texts to which we have referred, and the process of 
limitation of the metre to its classical forms in the context of 
the rise of the new metres. In the next chapter we shall describe 
these fixed classical forms and note the contribution of the 
tu!fhubha to the establishment of the Classical metrics, in which 
upajiiti and vatJtsa!fhii were especially favoured as elevated 
narrative metres. 
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CHAPTER IX 

AKKHARACCHANDAS 

Structures of the Samavuttas, A<;l<;l.hasamavuttas and 
Visamavuttas 

§ 286. We have already noted, especially in studying mattii
chandas, the origin in our literature of some of the fixed syllabic 
metres which later played a predominant role in the Classical 
literature. The Pali Canon uses as many different metres as 
such a mahiikiivya as the $isupiilavadha, and we propose here to 
attempt a complete survey of the fixed, or at any rate fixescent, 
metres to finish our survey of Pali metres found in the Canon.1 
We may follow the usual classification into samavuttas, 
acj(jhasamavuttas and visamavuttas. 

§ 287. 

No. of 
syllables 
in pii.da 

6 

10 

Samavuttas 

- • • - - • X 4 (metre of Th I 381 ,  not named) 

{ · - · - · - - - - - X 4 (metre of S I  14, not named) 
- - • • - - • - • • X 4 upaf!hitii. I { - • • - • • - • · - • X 4 dodhaka 

I I • - • - - • • - - - • X 4 upaj�ti (or jii.ti) 
- · - • • · - · - • = X 4 rathoddhata 

1 2  

I 3  

{ • - • - - • • - • - • • X 4 va'fJzsat!hii. (or upajii.ti) 
"'-" - • - - - - - - - • X 4 pamitakkharii 

- - - - - • • • • - - • X 4 metre of Th I I I r 

{ • - • - • • • • - • - - • X 4 rucirii. 
= - · - -, • · • · - - - = x 4 ii.nandajii.ta 2 

1 Only those which occur as complete strophes are given, thus the megha
vitii.na piida J nipiita VII verse 149a is not classifiable as illustrating the 
meghavitii.na metre, although it shows the origin from mattii.chandas of the 
independent meghavitii.na metre. An attempt to list all such anticipations 
would probably not go beyond Smith's Sd Index, to which the reader is 
referred for this supplementary information. 

2 This name is suggested for the metre of the introduction (a late addition) 
to the Nii.lakasutta (Sn 679 ff . ) ,  where it is mixed with va'f!Zsaf!hii strophes, 
from the first word of the Sutta : iinandajiite tidasagane patite . . . The metre 
occurs also in three BHS texts : Mahii.vastu 11, 293-397, Lalitavistara, 229-34, 
Sik$ii.samuccaya, 89-90 and 297-308 (Edgerton, I953, Grammar, p. 8 ; Smith, 
I95oa, p. r8 ) .  

2 13 
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A r/4hasatnavuttas 
- - - - - - - - - • ! - - - - - - - - - - • X 2 vegavatf 
- : : : - - "'--"' • I - : : : - - - - - • x 2 sviigata 
- - - - - - - - • I - - - - - - - - - - - • X 2 aparavatta 1 
- - - - - - _ - - - - x 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - x x 2 pupphitaggii 

upcqfhita
ppacupita 

uggatii 

Visamavuttas 

1 -- : - : - � : : - :  - �  : - : : - : - � - 2 - : - : - : - : -x-
1 

-
�Pa!#hita�pawpita 

- - = - = - � = = - : � = - = - = � - = - =  I = = = - = = = � - = - : · = - =  : � I  
va#hamiin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - x X I suddhaviriijosabha l - - - : - = - = = - - = � - = = - - � - - = = - - =- I - - - - - - x X I uggatii 

• • - : = = .  = = - .  = � • = = - - � - · = = • • = . 1 
• • - • - • x X I {a/ita - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - I 

- - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - x X I sorabhaka 

It must be noted that a certain fluidity of structure prevail 
in most, and perhaps in all, of these metres, which are still iJ 
process of crystallization out of the mattiichandas > ga?Jac 
chandas system in which mattii and ga?Ja equivalents wer 
substituted for one another fairly freely. Two shorts may ofte: 
be substituted for a long, especially initially (as even in the ol• 
vatta and tutthubha) , and in several of the metres the initia 
syllable is anceps (the upajiiti, for instance, does not yet appea 
to be further divisible into indavajirii and upendavajirii) .  

The Origins of the Akkharacchandases 
§ z88. We have already discussed the origin of the pupphitagg 
(§§ 144 and 167) , the aparavatta (§§ 144 and 165 ff.) , the vegava1 
(§§ 179 f . ) ,  the rathoddhatii (§ 178) , the dodhaka (§ 179) and th 
sviigatii (§§ 179 ff.). This disposes of the a#hasamavuttas, whic 
developed from mattiichandas. 

U pajiiti and va'I'Jtsatthii are the fixed forms of tutthubha an 
jagati to which these metres became limited during our perioc 
In some of the later Canonical texts we find these metres ver 
nearly in their strict classical form, e.g. upajiiti Th I, 776 f 
= M II,  72-4 ; Va'I'JtSafthii D Ill, 147 ff., 156 ff., 161 f., 16� 

1 It is not certain that this metre occurs independently in the Canon. Tl 
only example seems to be J IV 443 (XV rgo), a tag verse which may l 
commenta torial. 
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A Ill ,  40, and Bv I ,  I ff. (with occasional rucira padas : in the 
Lakkha�tasutta rucini is used independently) . The rucira is 
simply varttsat,tha with the fifth syllable regularly resolved, we 
see its origin in the texts just mentioned (Bv and D III).1 The 
anandajata originated in a very similar way, through the 
regularly resolved sixth in the 5 + 7 hypermetric tupthubha. 

§ 289. Let us now consider the group of metres clearly related 
to ga1Jacchandas, in which the caturasra or " woodpigeon " 
rhythm ("--" - � - �) appears. The pamitakkhara 2 is evidently 
derived from a ga1Jacchandas pada made up to four full ga1Jas 
by completing the fourth ga1Ja, but with the rhythm of the third 
ga1Ja, not the second. It thus resembles such Apabhrai!lsa 
metres as the pajjhafika, and also the mattasamaka or ariyagiti 
type of ancient metre with a full strophe of 64 mattas. Note the 
initial alternation (in the classical metre the initial long is not 
found) : 

"--" - I � - � I � �  - I � � - X 4· 
The uggata can be understood only by analysis into segments 

of the 8 matta caturasra rhythm. Jacobi (r88g, 464 ff.) saw the 
ga?Jacchandas origin of the metre, but apparently he was 
baffled by the number of ga1Jas forming the strophe (14.5) and 
could see no reason for this curious length. Nevertheless he 
noted the regular alternation of the two basic types of ga1Ja 
rhythm. In fact the structure is clear and natural when 
measured by the tala : 

� � - � � - � � � � - J < � � � j � � - � � - � j -' ,"--" 1 ?-;:; � j � v - j v v _ J ' , v v _ j v _ v j 
I I I • I 11 H I 

I 2 3 4 

7 8 

5 6 

-eight " bars " of eight matta (the apostrophes indicate the 
pada junctions) .  

1 See also J II 269-270. O n  p .  220 o f  the same volume we find a piida 5 + 8 
with resolved sixth (cf. iinandajiita) = fourteen syllables. Rucirii occurs also 
at S V 400 = A II 55 = A III 52 (three padas or originally a whole strophe ?) .  

• Found in the Lakkhat;tastttta, D Ill,  r 6g f. ,  172 ff. 
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§ zgo. For the second half of the fifth bar compare the fourth 
gaJJa of the pamitakkharii, and notice that this is the only bar 
the end of which coincides with the end of a piida and is marked 
by a caesura. From the position of the end of the first piida 
which coincides with the secondary caesura required by thE 
gaJJa v , 

v v v  when equivalent to v _ v , we connect this metre witl:: 
the old gUi vipulii (first piida ending with the first syllable of thE 
fourth gaJJa) . The curious variations in the fourth bar (thE 
seventh gaJJa again resembles some forms of the g'iti fourtl 
gaJJa, with the pada junction, but in the odd position) , witl 
caesura and end of the second piida after its first syllable anc 
the remainder of the bar subject to the variations lalita an( 
sorabhaka, can be explained by parallelism with the eighth bar 
we are here at the end of the first piidayuga, but whereas th1 
second piidayuga ends with a bar containing just the on1 
syllable and a " rest ", in the first the bar is filled up with tht 
usual rhythm. At this point, however, before the final return t1 
the strict opening rhythm in the last piida, the strophe i: 
diversified by variations within the rhythm of the tiila, leadin1 
to a kind of break at the end of the fifth bar which, as we hav• 
noted, ends like a pamitakkharii piida. Evidently the basi· 
structure of the strophe is as follows. We begin with the mail 
rhythm, like a dhruva (modern sthiiyi) in musical form ; thi 
piida may thus be called the dhruva. The rhythm is then variet 
increasingly up to the break at the end of the third piida, whicl 
contrasts strongly with the first ; this section resembles th 
iibhoga in musical form. Finally the dhruva is repeated o 
" recapitulated " to close the strophe, again as in music.1 Thi 
structure is the prototype of the medieval tii!avuttas of Apa 
bhrarp.sa and the Modem Languages. It seems to have bee 
inspired by the tendency to " ternary " form which appears t 
be inherent in Indian and European music alike. Comparat; 
vists might find it interesting and instructive to compare th 
history of sonata form with that of the pada. 

§ 291 .  Only the upat!hitappacupita is equal in complexity t 

1 cf. § 230 on the three piidayugas of the Upiilisutta gUi : r = dhruva, 2 h< 
most freedom, 3 is most rigid. 
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the uggatii, even the Classical Sanskrit poets not having em
ployed a more elaborate metre, although they used padas of 
much greater length than those of Pali. This metre, however, 
again belongs to the strictly musical and desi tradition which 
led to the Apabhrarpsa pada, where we see its true continuation 
and a further elaboration of strophe structure. It does not 
appear to have been used in Classical Sanskrit literature after 
Asvagho�a (Saundarananda II, 64-5, where it is followed by 
the udgatii of sarga Ill) ,  being replaced by the siirdiilavikrirf,ita, 
a samavrtta with the same opening - - - w w - w - w . . . .  
§ 292. If we apply the caturasra tiila to the upaf!hitappacupita 
we obtain this result : 

vetiiliya vegavati 
cadence 

opacchandasaka 

semi-cadence 
(second 

cadence-ga�a) 

(w w w  I w, w w wJI -, )jw w w w  I w ,  w w!l -,1 w w  �·w w w w  I w ,  w w wj l _ w w  1 - >: 

- - r w _ l w - w· l -, r8 mattii (= op.) 

vegavati 
vetiiliya cadence 

semi-cadence 
(first 

cadence-ga�a) 
-to which we have added the comparison with mixed 

mattiichandas mentioned in § r82. We see in the first place that 
the original structure was that of the vetiiliya-opacchandasaka 
strophe of Sn : vet. + op. X 2 ;  the suddhaviriiJosabha, being 
the earliest form of upatthitappacupita, having a prior vetiiliya 
for its third pada. Next we see the rationalization of the 
cadence rhythms previously observed in vegavati and sviigatii, 
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in which the whole strophe is assimilated to a regular under
lying measure. The metre was not assimilated completely to 
the ga1Jacchandas tala, and retained its mattachandas character
istics in the same way as the svagatii did, but the caturasra 
rhythm appears in each piida (the secondary caesura in �, � � �  

seems t o  be regular in the Pali examples 1 in so far as they 
could be scanned ; it is not regularly observed by Asvagho�a) . 

§ 293. We may thus describe the metre as more primitive than 
the uggatii, and probably as a prototype for the special pada 
characteristics of that metre . . On the other hand it has certain 
definite tiijavutta characteristics, being even more advanced 
than uggatii in some ways. Thus, as described by Pingala 
(V 28 : Prthag iidyam) , the first piida, or dhruva, stands some
what apart from the remainder of the strophe, having the full 
cadence. We then have far greater variations in the third piida 
than has the ttggatii (notice that in both metres these variations 
occur in the third piida only) , which is limited within the frame
work of the 14.5 ga1Jas (note also that Pingala describes the 
recitation of uggata as ekataJ;, = in one piece in contrast to the 
Prthag adyam of the upat{hitappacupita) . Thus whereas the 
normal upatfhitappacupita third piida contains only ro mattiis, 
the su,ddhaviriijosabha contains 14 and the va#hamiina 20 (or 
perhaps 22 if, as seems possible, the first half of it is followed by 
a pause of 2 mattiis)-or we may describe the va(j,rf,hamiina as 
having an extra piida. 

§ 294. The other details of the structure are not so clear. 
There seems to be no particular reason why the first pada 
sh0uld contain 22 mattii, and be formed by adding the vegavati 
cadence to that of the vetiiliya with one syllable overlapping, 
whilst in the other piidas the cadence ends where the original 
vetiiliya or opacchandasaka cadence ended. Some cause external 
to the metre must be sought : presumably in the musical 
setting. The first and second piidas begin in parallel like 
posterior piidas : this might be said to emphasize the reopening 
or new beginning at the second piida. The remaining piidas 

1 D III,  1 59 f . ,  1 75-9. It is usually a "  concealed " caesura in a compound. 
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apparently follow on without a break. The first two short 
syllables of the fourth pada combine with the final syllable of 
the third to make up one ga1Ja similar to the first half of the 
vegavati cadence, the rhythm of the third pada is then repeated 
in the fourth pada, but ends with the full vegavati cadence.1 
There is thus a kind of crescendo leading up to the end of the 
strophe, the succession of eight shorts being repeated two or 
three (vacf4hamana) times. 

In the Pali upatthitappaeupita there appears to be further 
flexibility of structure, such as the initial long permitted in the 
second pada, and a more thorough analysis of the few strophes 
in the Lakkha1Jasutta should eventually enable us to work out 
the earlier usages in this metre. Unfortunately this task could 
not be carried out within the scope of the present study. 

§ 295. Four metres remain, all samavuttas. In Th I 381 we 
have a single strophe of � � � - - "'  X 4 (cf. Smith in Sd rr7o) . 
The last syllable is perhaps always short (two padas end with 
short vowels, the others with niggahita) , so that we could scan 
as a kind of ga1Jaeehandas : � � � 1 - - l �, w w w l - - . . .  (a strophe 
of eight ga1Jas) . In the absence of further examples we can do 
no more than speculate about the origin of this metre, it may 
even be a chance spontaneous outburst : 

atihita vihi 
khalagata sali 
na ea labhe pi1J4a1JZ 
katham aha1JZ kassa1JZ 1 1  

-it is a bhikkhu' s " lament " attributed to the inspiration of 
Mara, the first verse of the T ekieehakanigatha, which continues 
(382-6) in an unusual form of ga1Jaeehandas (see Smith, Sd r r64 
and r r71 for an attempt to describe this) . The poem is of great 
interest in that it is dated by the Commentary : ettha ea 
Bindusararaiiiio kale imassa therassa uppannatta tatiyasaJigiti
ya1JZ ima gatha sangita ti veditabba (Dhammapala) . We have 
already been led (e.g. § 142) to associate the Moriyan period 
with perhaps the most important phase in the development of 

1 i.e. part of the dhruva only : this too has parallels in the musical practice. 
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Pali metrics, and these possibly experimental verses fit in well 
with such a supposition ; we may regret that they are not in one 
of the better known of the new metres, which might give us a 
more exact notion of the chronology of ga'i}acchandas. 

§ 296. Also in Th I we find another single strophe in an unknown 
metre : 

duppabbajy"a1J1- ve duradhivasa geha 
dhammo gambh"iro duradhigama bhoga 
kiccha vutti no itaritaren' eva 
yutta1J'7- cintetu?jt satatam aniccata1J'!- / l 

Th I n r (] entag athii) . 

(no variant readings recorded by Oldenberg ; Siamese editior 
and Sinhalese edition, Colombo 1930, identical) .1 

-Smith gives - - - - -, � � � � - - - as the scheme, evident!) 
assuming vutti, anicciita1J'I-, duradhivasa and itaritarena m.c., al 
of which are quite legitimate according to our findings on Pal 
usage, with the possible exception of the third, which, however 
may have been influenced by adhivasati. The metre may hav< 
originated from the tuf!hubha, except for the cadence, whid 
may be related to ga1Jacchandas : . . .  � J - - / - or to Th I 38r 
We may suppose again that this was a more or less experi 
mental metre belonging to the period of the limitation of th' 
tu!thubha and the establishment of exact quantitative opposi 
tion, and perhaps the first in which long successions of long 
and shorts were contrasted-a favourite expedient of Classica 
metrics. The nearest Classical metres are pa�1,ava : 

- - - � � � � - - - X 4 

and asambiidhii : 

which may have been derived from our metre by the loss c 
addition of two syllables. 

1 Compare, however, Dh 302 ab ; duppabbajjaiJt durabhiYama1Jt, duYiivii' 
gharii dukhii. 
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§ 297. In J I 125. 20-r we find the upatthita r (Sd n6g ; not 
to be confused with the upaf!hitii 2, Sd n66, which is 
- _ v _ - X 4) : 

_ _ v v _ v v _ v _ x 4 

-it may be a prototype of ujjalii, hari1Japlzttii or dutavilam
bita. The origin of the cadence is not clear. 

Finally we have the metre of S I 14 (two strophes) : 

-this might be classified as a variety of tuf!hubha having 
only ten syllables and the normal opening rhythm carried on 
throughout the pada. The effect was no doubt too monotonous 
to become popular in Indian metrics, although something like it 
( v _ v _ v _ v _ X 4) is used in Hindi and it may be a popular and 
persistent dance rhythm which occasionally infiltrated the 
domain of metrics. 

The Formation of the Classical Metrics of India 
§ 298. To conclude this chapter we may state that all these 
Pali metres are at the very beginning of their development in 
the context of the new metrical techniques, and that they are 
the prototypes and forerunners of the magnificent repertoire 
of the Classical Sanskrit fixed metres. The development of such 
metres was made possible only by the establishment of the 
principle of exact quantitative opposition through the cultiva
tion of the musical metres, and many of them bear traces of 
mattiichandas and gat_tacchandas rhythms which in crystallized 
form became independent metres.1 

§ 299. The tutthubha, but not the vatta, was assimilated to the 
new system in various forms, but the majority of the new 
metres originated from mattachandas and ga1Jacchandas forms. 
In the early stages it was mattiichandas which gave rise to 
various akkharacchandases ; in the later stages, and still more 
so in the post-Pali period, it was from ga1Jacchandas that most 

1 We have noted in § 237 the gat;acchandas origin of the poetic associations 
of various types of rhythm in the Classical metrics. 
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new metres were derived. It may be suggested, however, as 
has already been mooted in Chapter VIII (§ 275) , that the 
contribution of the tutthubha to the new Classical metrics was 
the quatrain structure of four similar piidas, as units of 
rhythmic structure, which it preserved in opposition to the 
assimilation of the pada structure to a musical strophe sub
divided into gattas in the musical metres. As was stated there, 
it is to the combination of these two opposed elements, the 
indivisible tutfhubha piida and the endless musical rhythms of 
the new metres, that the Classical Sanskrit metres owe their 
wonderful diversity and subtlety of rhythm. 



CoNCLUSION 

§ 300. The apparently simple task originally proposed for this 
study (" so slight a task to any scholar with leisure that we may 
fairly expect it to be accomplished before long "-Rhys Davids 
in 1903, D II p. viii) turned out to be in fact a major research 
project too great to be completed within the time available or 
within the scope of a single monograph. There are far more 
verses in the Pali Canon than Rhys Davids reckoned in 1903, 
and only a small fraction (selected as the most important and 
most typical) of them have been scanned for this work. In 
order to achieve even this we were led far afield into research 
on the language, on related Indo-Aryan dialects and their 
metrics, on Indian music, and not least on the general problem 
of the nature of rhythm in poetry (cf. Kiihnau, 1886, pp. v-x 
and 1-18) .  This study is therefore no more than a preliminary 
outline in which we have tried to present and settle the main 
problems of Pali metre, leaving the fuller working out of the 
usages in the various texts to future research. Only the chapter 
on mattiichandas, which was considered to be of the greatest 
importance (the first new metre), comes anywhere near com
pleteness as a survey of its subject, whilst that on the tutthubha 
is a mere sketch to prepare for the task of scanning hundreds 
more verses in this metre and describing its usage in detail. 

§ 301 .  On the other hand we have gained inestimably from 
being side-tracked in carrying out Rhys Davids' project by 
a host of interesting questions which could not have been fore
seen by him. The work became a historical project. Only as 
a phase-as it turns out, perhaps the most decisive phase-in 
the general history of the Indo-Aryan languages and their 
literature can Pali metre be understood. The problems 
accordingly acquire much wider interest than they possessed as 
obscure questions concerning a single somewhat remote dialect. 
If the problems of the most decisive phase of the transition to 
Middle and Modern Indian and the new metrics can be solved, 
then a fuller understanding and appreciation of Sanskrit , 
Apabhrarpsa, Ardhamagadhi and Mahara�tri poetry will 
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follow. Even the study of Hindi, Gujarati and other modern 
literatures may gain, although they have the advantage of 
living traditions. The most important conclusions to draw in 
this connection concern the origin of the new metres and their 
strictly musical organization from ga'l'}acchandas onwards, 
including their close conformity to musical forms and conven
tions (the dhruva-iibhoga-dhruva system of ternary form 
superseding the arf,rfhasama structure even whilst maintaining 
the four pada strophe ; the syncopated coda, etc. ) .  At the same 
time we note the musical rhythmic basis of the Classical 
var'l'}avrttas, despite the maintenance of the strict four pada 
metrical form and of the pada as the unit in opposition to the 
ga'l'}a organization of the musical metres. 

§ 302. It follows naturally from this historical analysis of the 
metres that we should hope to be able to arrange our texts in 
chronological order, using a criterion more objective than any 
proposed hitherto. A brief summary of the chronological 
results of our study is given below. The analysis according to 
the proportion of long to short syllables might be used with 
success on the prose texts, which were as much subject to the 
changing language-rhythm as the verse, to enable us to relate 
them also to our chronological framework. 

In Chapter V (§ 193) we arrived at a division of some of the 
Canonical texts into five periods of composition, on the basis of the 
development of mattiichandas. Let us try to combine the results 
obtained in the other chapters with this division (see p. 225 . )  

§ 303 . The A!!haka and Piiriiyana are omitted : according to 
Oldenberg's figures the A!thaka tutthubha is 85% upajati
rhythm, which would make it later than S I  (81%) ,  whereas we 
have suggested that the vatta of these vaggas is extremely old. 
The problem of these texts remains, but it seems certain that 
they cover a very wide range of time. The A!!haka may be much 
later than the Piirayana (it includes the Tuvatakasutta in giti) : 
whilst the A!thaka is almost entirely in tutthubha, the Parayana 
contains a good many vattas, although these are mainly in the 
frame story. A careful comparison with the metres of the 
Brahma'l'}a literature might settle this difficulty (see also the 
discussion in §§ 282-3) .  
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§ 304. We shall not here attempt to draw detailed conclusions 
about the development of Buddhist doctrine, although we may 
make one or two observations which indicate the changes in 
some aspects of it. Thus we may contrast the Buddha legend of 
the very early vatta texts of Sn (405-24, 425-49) with the 
elaborate contents of the LakkhaJJa or Bv, or the admonitions 
of Sn 699-723 with those of Sn 724-64. With the earlier 
group we may compare Sn 83-90 and 359-75, whilst in the 
later period we have the dramatic episodes of S I, the stories of 
the last three Th II poems, and later still the theory of kamma 
as illustrated in Vv and Pv. Of great importance are the verses 
attributed to disciples and later monks : Th I seems to cover a 
long period of development and many different techniques of 
composition, some of them dated by the Commentary. 

§ 305 . The Pali Canon grew from a collection of simple, direct 
poems (and no doubt also prose narratives of the BrahmaJJa 
type, which perhaps preponderated) characterized by a forceful, 
rather abrupt diction, to a greatly enlarged chrestomathy of 
literary compositions of all types, in which the direct style had 
been superseded by every kind of calculated aesthetic 
manoeuvre. The religion growing in popularity attracted the 
best philosophers and poets of India to give it a literature 
superior to those of its rivals. Its character, however, was 
thereby changed to a complex, learned system, the best aspects 
of which were no t so much the content of the literature as the 
beauties of its presentation : highly developed metrics and 
poetics. Finally the Canon grew still further, and became 
imposing in mere size: in the Abhidhamma the implications of 
the philosophy were worked out to the last theoretical permuta
tion, in the Vinaya a corresponding elaboration of disciplinary 
rules and regulations took place, whilst in the more " popular " 
section of the Canon the laity were provided with endless 
legends in which creation had been superseded by repetition, 
and the quest for enlightenment by pietism. 
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INDEX OF PAL! AND RELATED FORMS DISCUSSED 

{The numbers refer to §§) 

-a < -o m.c. 104 
-a > -o m.c. Io6 
-a1p- > -am 64, 70 
akaramhasa I04 
akariya1p- 43 
agara 99 
aggi 46 
acari 97 
accupati I I 3 
acchariyalacchera 4I 
acchodi I05 
ajjhavasati 62 
aiiatta 109 
arf4hake I o 5 
attiri 97 
atitariya 4I  
atuliya 4I  
addhabhavati 62 
adhivasati 296 
anariya 43 
ananukrtyd I07 
ananugiddha Io8 
ananupassi Io8 
ananupu!fha Io8 
ananuyayi Io8 
ananuruddha 108 
ananuloma Io8 
ananuvajja Io8 
aniipara Io8 
ancivara I08 
aniccata1p- 296 
anltiha Io8 
anu > iinu Io7f., I I I  
anupariyagii 4 I  
anubruhaye 49 
anusayita1p- I I 4  
anussavane 105 
anudaka Io8 
anupama Io8 
anupaya Io8 
antakiriyiiya 41 
anveti 38, 43 
apaccisa1J'Z 109 
-apo-I -o- 46 
abravi 49 
abravu1p- 49 
amatatalalamata1]'Z tala 98 

-aya-1-a- 46 
-ay a-I -e- 46 
-ayi-I -e- 46 
ayya 46 
-ayu-1-o- 46 
arahati 36f., 41, 43, 44 
ariya 39, 43, 46 
-ava-1-o- 46 
avakiriyati 4 I 
-avii-I -ii- 46 
-avi-/ -e- 46 
avijja I05 

-ii- in sandhi 52 
-al-iiyo {plural) 97 
iikiiicaiia1p- r 09 
acariya 33, 41 ,  46, 95 
iicera 41 ,  46, 95 
iitumana1p- 42 
anubodhi'!l I r r  
-t'tm 64 
-aya-1-a- 46 
-ayi-1-i- 46 
-ayi-1 -e- 46 
-ava-1-o- 46 

ile 52 
i > e m.c. Io6 
-i'fZSUI-iSU'fZ 55, 97 
itaritarena 296 
iti 57 f. , 65 
-ito 97 
idani 57 
idham 103, I 14 
-ina'fZ 97 
-iya-1-f- 46 
-iya-I -e- 46 
iri1;1a 99 
iriya 4 1  
iva 57 f. 
-isu 86, 97 
issariya 43 
-ihi 86, 97 

·u- 6o 
udaka 47 
-un� 97 

233 
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-uni 97 
-upa-1-u- 46 
upayiinalupayana 99 
-uri-I -o- 46 
-usu S6, 97 
-uhi 97 

iipanissaya I I I 
iibhaya1}'1 I l l  

e 32, 34 f., 52, 6S f., ro6 
-e- > -i- m.c. 109 
-e 35 
-i! m.c. 104 
81}'1 75, I I 2  
ekacariya 4 I 
ettha 34 
-eyy- 35, 52 
elamugalelamukha 99 
eva 35 
eva1}'1 75, I 1 2  
eso I 1 4  

o 32, 34 f.,  52, 6 S  f.,  ro6, 236 
-0 35, 236 
oka 47 
okamokata 1 04 
okkantiimasi 1 04 
o!fho 34 
-oya-I -o- 46 

-ka 99 
kadariya 43 
kar- 97 
kayira- 4 1  
kariya- 43 
karissati I karihiti S7 
kasiralkiccha 46 
J{iitiyiinal Kacciinal Kacciiyana 46 
kiiviya I kiiveyya I kabba I kabya I kavya 

46 
kimiidhikaratta IOS 
kilesa 3S, 42 

khalulkho 47 
khittavyappatho so 

gacchissasi I gacchisi 4 7 
gat;hiiti 97 
garaha- 4 1  
garahiisi roS 
gini 37, 42, 46 

gimhisu 1 09 
gehe 35 
-ggh- 52, ss 

ea 1 02, 1 03, ro6 
carat;avii 4 r 
carato 43 
carahi 43 
-cariya 4 1  
ci{icitayati I cicci{iiyati 4 7 
cirappaviisi1}'1 6o 
cetiyalcetya 32, 40 f. 

chlcch 52 
chamii ros 

jayissati/jessati 95 
jaleli 97 
janati 97 
jiniiti 97 
-jivi1}'1 I I 2  
jtvato 1 09 
jutimant ro8 
juhve Ss 
jujuvu{t Ss 

fidttena II 4 
fieva 64 
-nn- 52, ss 

thapeti 97 

ta1]'1, etc. 62, 64 
tatiya I I 2  
tato 226 
tatra 49 
tatriiym'[! 65 
tathiigatassa 226 
tayi 1 03 
tavayidaytt 53 
tasittiil tatthii 46 
ti s7, 6 5  
-t! 1 02 f. ,  ro6 
tikhit;a ltikkha 46 
tuamlt vamlt·uvam 36, 43, 51 
turiya 4 1  
tulyalt uliya 40 f.,  46 
-ty- 52 
-tr- 49 
-tv- 49, 5 1  
-tva ro4 
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-th/1 I 02 f. 
therfke Io8 

dakkhisat}'t 109 
da!ha 4I ,  52 
dassa�nldassami 97 
da- 86 
disvalda!thu 97 
dtydnte Iog 
du- 6o 
dukhaf}'t 1 09 
dutiya I I Z  
duradhivasa 296 
-dv- 49, S I 
dvi-ldu- 48 
dvelduve 43, S I 

dhammacariya 4I 
dhitfmant ro8 

na I OZ, 104 
-na 99 
nayidha 53 
n (a)hataka 43, 50 
nahatakassa zz6 
n (a)haru 43 
ni- 6o 
nikkhameti 97 
nidoso 109 
nimesalnirnisa 99 
-ni 97 
-nh- 49,50 

pa- 57 
pakasesilpakasayi 97 
pahllami 97 
pago- 52 
paccanika 109 
pafhavi 43 
padissant·i I padissare 97 
padlpiya 52, I09 
padumalpadma 37, 43, 95 
payirudahasi 65 
payiru.pasati 4 1 
payuttaY(l 207 
parijjana roll 
paribbasano 108 
pariyanta 4 1  
pariyaya 41  
pariyesana1J1. 4 1  
parosahassa1J� 6z  
pavisissamilpavissami 47 

pasariya1?t 43 
pato- 6z 
panudi Io3 
papu�tati 42, 46 
pura�o I 09 
purindadassa 226 
purisalposa 46 
peyyala Io, 4 1  
-pp-( <  pr) 49 
ppajjahe 108 
-pr- 49 

bartlhanalbramat:taletc. 49 
bavhabiidho 65 
bbayo I03 
-br- 49 
braviti 49 
brahii 49 
brahmacariya 4 I  
brahma 4 9  
brahmat:ta 49 
bru- 49 
bruhi 49 
braheti 49 

bharabharalbabbhara 47 
bhariya 43 
bhavissalilhessatilbhavihiti 95, 236 

ml�n 38, 64, 68, 70, Io6 
macchariyalmacchera 41 
matimant 1 08 
mama 35 
mahisa 99 
-mahe I -m he 4 7 
matiyalmacca 46, 95 
mutiya ro8 
munf I03 
mu!ha 52 
medassa 35, I I4 

-y 4s f. ,  5z,  5s 
yeva 64 
-yy- 4 9, 52, 58 

r 36 ff. ,  49 
rattiyalratya 97 
1·aha.da 4 1  
ramamase 5 2  
rajin-lrantl- 46 
rufha 52 
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!h 49, 52 

V 38 
vadii 103 
vii > va m.c. 104 
va!a (* viyii!a) 138 
vinniit:�iinanciiyatanajvitinattanciiya-

tana 47 
vitariisi 108 
vidu 86 
vinaya 52 
vineyya 52 
viya 42 
viyaiijana 42 
viyiikar- 38, 42, 48 
virava 99 
viriya 43 
viliva 99 
viti-jvyati- 48 
vutti 296 
vii!ha 99 
vetiila u 8  
vetiilika u 8 
vedhatijvyadhati 99 
veyiili u 8  
veyyiikarat:ta 5 2  
vefuriya 4 2  
-vy- 48 ff . ,  62 
vyakkhissarrt 42, 48 
vyiikhyiitii 42 
vyiiharirrt 48 

safso 61 
SakyafSiikiya 40,46 
satfmato 226 
satimant 108 
sattha 97 
sambhonti 103 
sammii- 6o 
sarabhiimiga 108 

sarasarajsassara 47 
siittha 58 
santa s8 
siimifsuvami 95 
sahai'Jt 6.'5 
-sf 103 
sikkhisamase 109 
s(i)neha 37, 43, so 
siya 38, 42 
siyu1-Jt 42 
siri- 43 
su 102 f. 
suagata111 6 5 
sukhuma 37 
suggatirrt 108 
supinajsoppa 37, 42,  46 
subraha 49 
suriya 43 
suva-j(s)sa- 46 
suvyavato so 
suriya 43 
seyyo 34, 52 
sotthi 34 
somana 1 05 
sossasi / sossi 4 7 
-sn- 49, so 
-sr- 49 
svejsuve 43 
-ss- 52, s8 

" h expressif " 7 5 
hatthi 97 
hatthippabMnnarrt 6o 
hadaya 43 
havyarrt 42 
hiri- 43 
hemeva 75 
hevarrt 9, 75 
hessati 95 



GENERAL INDEX 
(The numbers refer to §§) 

A bhidhamma 133 ,  305 
A bhidhamma!Lkii SS, go 
iibhoga zgo, 301 
acatalectic metres 2I9 f., 2S9 
accent (musical) 3I, ]I ,  73 f. ,  76, 7S, 

I o2 (see also " tone ") 
accent (stress) 23, 3 I ,  35. 67, 7 1  ff. ,  

SI  ff . ,  I I I , 233 
accent-shifts 7 5 
acciaccatura 22S 
accuracy of the tables 125 ff. 
arf4hasamavutta (ardhasamavrtta) 120, 

I 22, 1 7S, 1 79, I92, 194, 229, 267, 
269, 2S6 ff., 30I 

iidesa (substitution) 55 
iidicapalii 204 
Adikaram 4 
iidivipulii 204 
adverbs 102 
aesthetics 3 
iigama (transition phoneme) 55 
AggavaiJ1sa 15 ff . ,  34, 36, 52, 53 ff. ,  

S S  ff . ,  95, 97, 99, ror  (see also 
Saddaniti) 

Aitm•eyabriihmat�a 240 
Aiyar 240, 270 
Ajivikas I I 7 ff. 
akkhara (letter) 54 
akkharacchandas (ak�aracchandas) 24, 

30 f.,  I 22, 2S5, 286 ff. , 303 (see also 
" fixed syllabic metres ") 

alankiira 56, I3S (see " poetics ") 
A!avakasutta 249 
alexandrine S4 
Allen, W. S. 32 f. , 37 f., 54 f.,  6S, 70, 

73, I 19 
alphabet (Pali) 54 
Alsdori rg, I I2 
alternation of long and short syllables 

ss. 273 
alternation of rhythms r 6 r ,  2S9 
alternative sandhis 96 
A mbapii!tgiithii I 66 
ambiguous forms of metre ISO f. ,  

224 
anacrusis q6, 223, 225 
aniigata I 6o 

analogy 6r ,  97, rog, r I 4  
Ananda 1 3 5  
" iinandajiita " 2S7 f. 
" anapaestic rhythm " 79, 272 
anceps syllables 24, 30, 1 7  4 f . ,  206, 

2 1 4, 2 19, 225 f., 241 f., 2S7 
Andersen so, 101 
Andhra 9 
A nguttaranikiiya 64, 2 1 7, 245. 2SS 
A nopamiigiithii 259 
answer (musical) 229 
antesuffixal vowels 107 
anthologies 141  
antyacapalii 204 
antyavipulii 204 
anugUi zoz, 203 
anuniisika 3S, 70 
Anuradhapura 3 
anusviira (or anussiira, Sd.  6o6) 3S, 70 

(see niggahita) 
anu!!hubha (anu�fubh) 22,  27 f., 79, 

ss. r r s. r 2o, r 4s. r s r .  214,  239 f., 
245, z66 f., 269, 277  (see also vatta) 

aorist S6, 97 
Apabhrarpsa language and literature 

22, 3 1 ,  70, 7S, S r ,  S3, S7, 104, I I2 ,  
1 2 1 ,  194, 199, 236, 301  
� .  anticipations of  in Pali 236 

Apadiina 136, qr, 193, 303 
aparantikii 1 76 
aparavatta (aparavaktra) 122, 130 ff.,  

143j. , 1 56 f.,  I 65 ff.,  I]I,  I ]S, I9I  f., 
zSz, 2S4, zS7 f. 

aphu!!ha (non-occluded) 36 
Araraj I I  
A rati I 39 
archaism 12,  q, 49 f., 52, S6, 1 I4,  266 
architecture Ig6 
Ardhamagadhi language and litera

ture 9, r S, 32,  35, 4 1  ff., 64, 67, 73 f.,  
94, 97, 106, I I I  f, I I ], 203, 2 I 5, 
2S4, 30I (see also " Jaina Litera
ture ", " Svetambara tradition ",  
" metrics . . .  ")  

Aristoxenus 23 f. ,  27,  72  
ariyii (iirya) r,  26, 1 36, 1 52, rS r ,  194. 

196, rgS ff., 227 ff. 
237 
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ariyiigiti (iiryiigUi) zoo, zoz f. ,  2 Ig f . ,  
z8g 

Arnold Ig, 28 f. ,  45. 73 . 79, 93, I 46, 
q8, I50, 240 

drsis 23, 27, 72, 78, 8o 
artificiality 3 3. 3 6 
Arya Sura 6 
asambiidhii zg6 
Asoka 3, 4. 8, g, I I ,  I 4 I  (see " inscrip

tions ") 
assemblies (sangiti) 7, 295 (cf. " recen

sionists ") 
assimilation 32, 36, 37. 39. 46, 49, 52,  

55 
astronomy Ig6 
Asvagho�a 2, g i ,  Ig8, 240, zgi,  292 
atita I 6o 
Atthaka.tha (see " Pali Comment

aries ") 
At!hakavagga 20, 2 1 4, 238 ff.,  244, 

z66, z8I ,  303 
authority of the written language 40 
A valokita (-ana) Sutra (in Mahiivasftt 

and Sik�iisamuccaya) 287 
Avanti g, I I , 52 
Avanti g, I I  
Avestan 84 (see also " Iranian ") 
avibhattikaniddesa I04 
avyakta caesura (" concealed " ) 244. 

292 
A yiirangasutta 2 I 7 
iiyatakagitasvara 76 

Bactria 9 
Bake 8o 
balance I 65, I84 
Balhildi g 
" ballads " I 94 
Ballini 93, I O I ,  1 43. 203, 2 I 5, 228, 

238. 240 
banners I 95 
bard (as court officer) I I8  
bars 22, 30,  I6I ,  222, 233,  298 f. (see 

garta) 
" base " 1 76 f. 
Basham I I 7  
Baudhiiyanadharmasutra 276 
beat 22, 26, 30, 77, I 60, 228 (see also 

" ictus ") 
Belloni-Fili ppi 8o 
Benfey 93 
Bhaddiipuriittaniga'I!-!Mgiithii 258 

bhaddaviriija I 23, I 28 f.,  I 56 f.,  I 7 I  
Bhagavadgita 276, 280 
Bhagavant I 6, 88, go f., 2 1 4  (see 

" Buddha ") 
Bharavi 242 
Bharhut 6 
Bhikkhunfsa�tyutta I 39 
binary rhythm I6I,  I 83, 223 
Bindusara 295 
Bloch J. g, I I  f. , 49, 74 
Bollensen I O I ,  2 3 I  
boundaries between groups or ga1;1as 

r 6o 
Briihma1J-a literature 2, 20 f.,  75. 

239 f . ,  272, 2 76. 284. 303, 305 
Briihma�;tadhammikasutta 25 r 
Brahmi g, I 4  
break I SO, I 54. 2 7 I  f . ,  276, 278. 280 f. 
Brhadiira�;tyakopani�ad 240 
Brhadde5·l I I 6  
Brhaddevatii 2 I ,  2 3 9  f. 
Brhatkathii 3. I r 
Buddha 2, 7 ff., r r, I5 f. , 8g, I 35. 1 3 9, 

304 (see also " Bhagavant ") 
Buddhacarita 240 
Buddhaghosa 3 (cf. " Pali Comment-

aries ") 
Buddhava'Yflsa I2,  64, 214,  288, 303 f. 
Buddhism I I 7, 1 34, 305 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit language 

and literature 6, 8, Ig, 3 I ,  32, 4 1 ,  
49, 76, 8 6 ,  9 4  f . ,  I O I ,  I06, I IO f.,  
I I4 (see also " metre . . . ", Mahii
vastu, Saddharmapu'l;!t/arika, etc.) 

Buddhist tradition (recitation, etc. ,  in 
the early schools) 76, gi, I I 7, 
I I9 ff., I 33, 277 

Buddhology I35 
Bi.ihler, G. 73 
Burma I 5 ,  I 7, 33 
Burmese script and MSS I4,  64,  I O I ,  

Io8, 207 
� Pali grammarians 17 (see 
" Aggavaf)1sa ") 

cadence 32,  35. 49, 52, I Ig  f. ,  I 26, 
1 47. r so. 153 ff.,  I 59. I6I, I73, I 77, 
I 79. r 8 I ,  I 83, 1 97, 207, 2 I 8 ,  222 f . ,  
228,  234.  2 4 I  ff. ,  267,  269, 272,  276, 
279, 292 ff., 296 f. 

caesura (yati) 22, 84, I O I ,  I SO, I 53. 
200, 204, 2 1 0, 225 f.,  228, 232 f., 242, 



General Index 239 
244 £ . ,  263, 2 7 1  ff. ,  276 ff., 2S r ,  2S3, 
290, 292 

cakravartana 7S, 233 
catagatha 26o 
canca 223 
Candakinnarajataka 2 1 4  
candrabindu 70 
candrika 202 
Canon (see " Pali Canon ",  " Pali 

tradition ", and the individual 
texts) 

Canons, formation of 6 ff . ,  277 
canto 26 

� metres I94 
capa 223 
Capagatha 262 
capala I 75. I gS, 200 f. , 204, 2 I 7, 225 
Cappeller 23, 25, 77, SI, 202 ff., 2I5  f. ,  

22S, 231 ,  233. 237 
Cariyapi!aka 6, I 36, I41 f . ,  I 93. 303 
carugiti 202 
catalectic metres 1 45, 2 19  ff. 

Catukkanipata (Th II) 25S 
caturasra tala I6I ,  223, 233, 273, 2Sg, 

292 
caupai 139, 1 S I ,  203 
causatives 46, 97 
" Central " dialect of Prakrit (in 

inscriptions) 49 
Ceylon, establishment of Theravada 

Buddhism in 4 f., I4, I7 (see also 
"Sinhalese ", " Mahavihara ", etc.) 
� Pali language in 1S, 33 (see also 
" Medieval Pali ", etc.) 

chaining of verses 194 
Chandal;s1Ura I95 (see " Pirigala ") 
chandas 76 (see " metre, Vedic " and 

" Vedic tradition ") 
chandas (" number ") SS, go, 92 
Chandonusasana (of Hemacandra) 19 
change (see " transition . . .  ") 

� in sandhi (viparUa) 55, go 
chanting in unison I I 9 
chappada (�atpada) I56, 222 
cheda (pause) 65, S4, IS3 (see also 

" rest ") 
Chiba 73 
Chinese metrics 274 
classes of verbs 97 
" classical " literature 139, 195, 

zS6 (see " Sanskrit . . .  " and 
" metrics . . .  ") 

classical music 1 16 f. (see " music and 
musical theory ") 

" Classical Pali " I6 (see " Medieval 
Pali ") 

" classical period " of Indian Ci vilisa
tion I95 

close 233, 234 (see " coda " , 
" cadence ") 

closed syllables 69 f. 
coda 22S, 301 
Codrington 6 
coining of new words IOO 
Co!a country 1 4  
Commentaries (see " Pali Comment

aries ") 
commentary style (kacch.a) 56 
" comparative metrics " 23, 27, 72, 

7S. 233 
compounds 49, 6o, 66, gS, I07 ff.,  

244·  292 
concealed (avyakta) caesura 244, 

292 
conflict of language-rhythms S7, 

1 I I  
conjunct consonants 32, 34, 36 f£. ,  46, 

4S ff., 55, 5S, 6S, 7o, I02, IOS f. ,  
236, 240, 270 

consonants 33, 36 ff., 54, 56, S4, 10S, 
236 

consonant sandhi 56, 6o ff. 

context (phonological) 36 
""'• rhythmical 222 

contraction 32, 46, 95, 99 
contrast 1 65, 1S4 f., rgo, 296 
corruption of texts I4, IS, 35, 47, 52, 

I25 ff., 1 49. I53. I 59. 1 74· 1 79. 
I8g f., 2oo, 204, 2 1 3  f., 232, 23S, 
245, 24S, 252, 25S, 263 

costume 195 
councils (see " assemblies ") 
craftmanship in versification Igo 
crescendo 294 
crystallization of rhythmical forms of 

words Ss. I 14 
� of rhythms 29S 

Culavagga (Sn) 250 ff.,  303 
Culladhammapiilajataka 2 I 4 
Cullasutasomajiitaka 2 1 4  
cultural unity o f  Aryan-speaking 

India I3,  2S4 
" cyclic dactyl " I74 
cymbal beating I rS 
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Dak�i1;1atya 9 (see also " Southern 
dialect . . .  ") 

Damodara (I, or DamodaramiSra : 
author of Va�ibhu�a�a) Ioo 

Damodara (II : writer on music, son 
of Lak�midhara ; " Catura ") u 6  

dance I I], I39, 183, I95, 297 
Dave 78 
decline in Theravada literature 1 42, 

I93 
decomposition of phonemes 36, 38 
denasalization m.c. I04, Io6, I09 
des! (music) u6, I 2 I ,  I39. I97 

� (vernacular) I48, 29I (see " dia
lects ") 

Devatasa!Jlyutta 2 8 I 
:Ohakki 73 
dhamma (as criterion of good speech) 

88 
� (see " doctrine ") 

Dhammacariyasutta 7, 25 1 
Dhammapada 7, 20, I28 ff., 14I ,  

I67  ff . ,  I 79. I 89 f. , I92 f . ,  2 I4, 2 I ], 
238 ff.,  280 f. ,  296, 303 

Dhammapala 3. 1oi,  295 (see also 
" Pali Commentaries ") 

Dhamma- Vinaya I33 
Dhaniyasutta I 86 
Dharmasutras 276 
Dhauli 49 
dhruva 290, 293 f., 301 
dhruva metres Ig8 
dialects 5 f., 8 ff. , 3I, 39. 44· 52, 56, 

]6, 92. , I I 2, I I ], 277 
-" principle of adoption of local 
dialects " 9 

dialogue 1 86, I94 
digha (long natural quantity) 54 
Dighanikaya 21, 64, r r 8, 1 4 1 .  2 14, 

245 (see also Lakkha�asutta) 
" diiambus " 79 
dimeter verse 28 
discourse, kinds of 56 
displacement of nasalisation 55 
distortion (by writing, etc.) 33 
divisions of verse 22 ff . ,  28 f. , 153, 

I 73, I 83, I97, 222, 274 (see ga�a. 
pada, padayuga, strophe, pdda, etc.) 

doctrine 88, 1 33 f., 1 49, 264, 304 f. 
dodhaka 1 22, I 32, 1 79, 287 f. 
double consonants 9, 55, 102 f. 

(cf. " conjunct ") 

doubling of consonants 55, 6o f., 103, 
1 08 

drama 3. 1 39, 194 f. , 198 
Dravidian 121  
Dukanipata (Th II )  257 
dutavilambita 297 
Dvayatanupassanasutta 7, 256 
dvitta (doubling) 55 

Early Middle Indian 19, 85, 93, 203 
(see " Pali . . .  " "  Ardhamagadhi " ,  
" inscriptions ", " metrics ", etc.) 

Eastern dialect of Prakrit 49 (see 
" Magadhi ") 

Eastern India 148, 277, 284 
Edgerton 9, 29, 4I, 79, 94 f. ,  106, rr I ,  

240, 2]0, 276 f . ,  287 
editions and editing of Pali texts 70, 

99. 104, 1 24, 1 3 1 ,  213, 229, 296 
1' egalite 30 
ekarupa I30, 1 56, 1 59 
Ekavihariya 141  
Ekikii Theriyo 257 
elision 55, 57 f., 6o, 67, 74, 88, go, 105 
enclitics 73 
end of word 84 
English (accent) 74 
epenthesis 95, 99 (see svarabhakti, 

yama) 
epic narrative 193 f. (see " narrative 

metres ") 
Epic Sanskrit language and literature 

I ,  3, 3 1 ,  49, 73, 93, 101,  143 f., 240, 
26], 303 

epic siloka 1 5 1 ,  193, 238 ff. (see vatta) 
equality of measures 26, 30 
equivalence in length of ga�as 26, 83 

(cf. " Taktgleichheit " and 
" strophe, isochronous ") 

euphony 56, 63, 65, 88, 90, 92 
exact quantitative opposition 26, 30, 

6g, r rg, I92, 197 f., 273 f., 283, 296, 
298 

expiratory stress 73 
external sandhi 56, 66 

Fausbell 35, 101 ,  1 3 I ,  153, 174, 1 76, 
215, 281 

Felber 24, 74 
fifth ga�a 206 ff.,  230 
fifth vipula 243 f., 247 ff . ,  265 
final anceps 1 74 f. , 226, 242 
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finals S4, S6, 97. 102 ££. ,  1 74 f., rS3,  
226, 242, 244 

first ga�a 206 ££., 2 30 
first vipulii 242 ££., 24 7 ff.,  265, 269 
fixation (alphabetic, etc., of lan-

guages) 33 
fixed syllabic metres 26, 30, 7S, 1 22, 

1 42, 1 44. IS2, 1 94, I95. I9S f., 237, 
275, 279, 2S2, 2S4 ££.,  (see akkharac
chandas) 

" fixescen t " metres 2S6 ££. 
fluidity of Pali 3I, 33, 39, 53, 65, S4 ff. ,  

I 25, 20I ,  23S (see also " indeter
minate . . .  ") 

fluidity of structure of metres 2S7, 294 
folk music (and song) n6, 1 39, J4S, 

195 
folk stories I 40 
folklore I 39 f. 
" foot " 22, 27 f., 30, 72, 79, I SO, I 53. 

1 76. 2 I 7, 274 
form (musical) S 1 ,  290, 30I 
fourth ga�a I 75.  206 ££.,  224 ff.,  230, 

232, 290 
fourth vipulii 242 ff. ,  247 ff., 265, 269 
Fox Strangways 27 
free and fixed parts of pada 126 
French 74. S4 
fricatives 36 ff. 
future 95, 97 

gaJja (prose) 56 
ga��a 22 f.,  25 f., 30, SI, S3, I 50, I53, 

I sS ff., 1 73 ff., IS3, I97 ff., 275, 
2S7, 2S9 f., 292 f., 301 

ga�acchandas 22 f., 26, 30 f. ,  52, ]7, 
S I ££., S7, I I 7  f. ,  1 20, 127, I3 I ,  I 37. 
q .o, 143, 1 49 f., 1 52, I6o f., 1 75, 
r S2 f., 192, I94. 1 95 !f. , 244. 269, 
273 f. , 2S7, 2S9, 292, 295 f. ,  29S, 
30 1 ,  303 

Gandhara 9 
garu (long metrical quantity) 24, 54, 

6S, ss 
gathii 7. IS3 
gati Sr 
Geiger 9, 12, 14,  47, 52, 64, 66, 6g, 73, 

97, IOI ,  U I 
gender (variations in) 99 
geographical variations in usage (?) 

14,  266, 2]7, 2S4 
German 75 

gestures (in recitation) 76 
geyya 7, 56,  I 39 
ghana-tii{am I I S  
Gildemeister 240 
Girnar 9, 49, 52 
Gitagovinda 22S 
gfti 47. 52, S r , uS, 1 75, 1 79, IS r , 

197 !f., 267, 269, 290, 303 
gftyarya 203 
Godavar! 1 4  
graha 22 f . ,  30, SI ,  I6o, 177 (see also 

" ictus ") 
grammarians, Medieval 1 5  ff., 32, 

S9 (see also " Aggavarpsa ") 
-Ancient S4 (see also Priitisiikhyas) 

grammatical fluidity 94 
Grantha script 14 
Greek and Greek metres 30, 36, 73. 

s4. 233. 273 ff .  

,_, terms 272 f. 
,_, theory 2 7 3 (cf. " Aristoxen us ", 
" Ktihnau ",  " Westphal ") 

Grierson 73 
groups of mattii rsS f., I66 (see ga�a) 
Gujarati 7S, 301 (see also 

" metrics . . .  ") 
gurvi1;.i (Pali *gubbini? )  200, 204 ff., 

2 1 4, 2 1 9, 220 f. ,  223 f. ,  233 
Gtttliigathii 260 

Hala 205, 232, 237 
Halayudha 241 
half-strophe, half-verse (see padayuga) 
haplology (metrical) r I3 

,...., (phonological) 47 
Hardy r ,  I04 
hariyaplutii 297 
Hariva1J1sa I43 
heavy (see " quantity ") 
Hemacandra 19 
Hemavatasutta 249 
Hendriksen 9S,  r oo 
hiatus 65 
Hindi 22, 74. S r ,  S3, roi ,  30I (see 

" metrics . . .  ") 
Hirisutta 250 
History of Buddhism I34 f. ,  305 
History of Indian Languages 3 1 ,  Ss, 

I2 I ,  30I (see the individual lan
guages) 
,_, Literature 2, 3 1 ,  us. 120, 133, 
1 4S, 2S4 f., 301 ff. 
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,._, Metrics 20 ff .  
,._, Music 3 1 ,  12 1  
,._, Science 196 

Hopkins 2 1 ,  29, ror ,  143 ff, 203, 240, 
243 

" hypermetre " I I 7, 203, 204, 219 ff., 
224 f. , 229, 233 (cf. next) 

hypermetric piidas (tu!!Jmbha) 244 f. ,  
276 ff., 281, 283, 288 
,._, (vatta) 244 ff. 

" iambic " rhythm 79, 243, 272 ff., 297 
iconography 135 
ictus 22 ff.,  27 ff., 72, n. 79. 81 ff., 

1 50, 2 16, 233· 274 (cf. graha) . 
imitation of rhythms 1 84 
implosion only of final consonants 84 
indavajirii (indravajrii) 287 
indeclinables 1 06 f. 
indeterminate phenomes 36 

,._, quantity 84, 86, 93, 97 
Indian theories of metrics 23 f. , 27, 

29, 78 ff., 8g, 1 26, 1 53. r 6o, 1 77, 
r82 f. , 2oo ff., 227, 231 (see also 
" Piligala ") 

Indian versification (general) 22 ff, . 

30, 77 ff. , 1 50, !83. 273 !f., 296 
Indo-Aryan 71 f., 74, 1 2 1 ,  301 
Indo-European 36, 75. 78, 84 f., 273 f. 
Indra 274 
initial anceps 174 f. ,  225 f., 241 ,  247, 

287 
initial consonants 49, 6o f .  
initial resolution 1 5 1 ,  244. 248 ff., 276, 

278, z8r ff., 287, z8g 
initial stress 73. 77. r r r  
initial vowels I I I 
initial syllable of piida 24, 1 74 f., 226, 

241 ,  244 
initial syllable of word I I I  
inscriptions 6 ,  9 f . ,  I I  f. ,  14, 32, 40, 

49. 52 ,  75. 94. 1 37. 141  
instrumental music 30, 196  f. 
internal sandhi 56. 6o, 66 
interplay of rhythms 1 73, 184, r8g f., 

192, 229, 274· 279 
interrupted cadence 269 
interruption (partial) of Pali and 

other traditions 1 8, 40, 149 
" invention " of the vatta 151 ,  267 
Iranian 84, 274 (cf. " Avestan ") 
irregularity of Pali 89, 94 

lsidiisigiithii 1 ,  206 ff., 214, 226, 2 
isochronous strophe 221 ,  274 
!Sopani$ad 240 
!Svarak?'$1J« 235 
Itihiisa 1 44 
Itivuttaka 214,  238, 240 

Jacobi 19, 35, 41, 53, 67, 73 ff., 79 
IOI ,  106, I l l ,  I I 8, 143,  1 45, 
1 60, 1 74 ff., 203, 205, 2 1 5, 2 1 7, 
225, 227 f., 232, 240 f., 243· 284. 

jagaU I I4, 149, 1 54, 1 74. 270 ff., 2 
279. z88 (see lu!!hubha) 

jaghanacapalii 204 
jaghanavipulii 204 
Jain, Banarsi Das 74. 94. ro6 
Jaina literature (early) , tradition 

commentaries 3. r8 ,  r 1 7  ff. ,  
(see also " Svetii.mbara ")  
,._, Mii.hii.rii.*i 67,  73 

J ariisutta 187 
jiitaka 6 f. ,  20, gr ,  128  ff. ,  136, r ,  

1 67 ff. ,  1 74, 1 79, r 89 f . ,  1 92 ff.,  
2 1 4, 224,  238,  240, 246, z86 ff. ,  
303 
(see also the individual ]iitaka 

J iitakamiilii 6 
jiiti 153.  1 98 (cf. upajiiti) 
Jayadeva 1 39 
jentagiithii (Th I I r r )  287, 296 
Johnston 2 1 ,  240 

kabba (kiivya) and kabba style re 
go f. ,  1 38,  I95 

kabbakiiras go f. 
Kaccii.na IS  
kaccha (commentary) s6 
Kii.lidii.sa I I, 242 
Kalitiga 9 
I<.iilirtgabodhijiitaka 2 1 4  
Kii.masutta 266 
Kapindrapa:r;u;lit 24 
Kasibhii.radviijasutta 248 
Kii.tantra 1 5  
kathii.s 3 
Kathiivatthu ro  
Ka!hopani$ad 49, 240, 276, 303 
Katre 5 2  
kavis I 6  
Kellogg 7 4  
Kenopani$ad 240 
Khaggavisii1Jasutta so, 281 
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Khalsi 49 
Khat;/jahiilajiitaka 2 1 4  
Khemiigiithii 259 
Khmer metrics I 2 I 
J(huddakapii!ha 35 
Ki1J'!silasutta 252 
Kisiigotamigiithii 2 1 4  
Ki$kindha 9 
Kokiiliyasutta 255 
Kosambi I I , 266 
Kuhnau 23 ff.,  29, 7S ff., 1 43, 2 I 6, 

300 
](ummiisapit;ljajiitaka 224 
J( u�tiilajiitaka I 70, 1 7S 
Kuru I I  
Kurylowicz 63, Ss, 93, 1 07 

La Vallee Poussin 2, 1 2  
lahu (short metrical quantity) 24, 54, 

6S, ss 
Lakkhat;asutta 1 2S f., 1 35. 137 ff., qz, 

167, 171 ,  1 78, I 93, 2 14, z8S f. , 292, 
294. 303 f. 

lak$mi (best kind of iiryii) 231  
lalitii (kind of  uggatii) zoz, 287, 290 
lalitii (30 + 32 gat;acchandas) 202 f. 
lalitii (lengthened vetiiliya) 1 3 1 ,  I 57. 

1 89 f. 
Lalitavistara 2S7 
language and rhythm 3 1 ,  Ss ff., 121 ,  

I 50 
language-rhythm S7, I I I ,  302 
Late Middle Indian 70 (see 

" Apabhraxp.sa ") 
Latin S4 
" Law of de Saussure and vVacker-

nagel " Ss. S7, 108, I I I  
" Law of Meillet " I I I  
Law of Morae 69, 102 
" Law of Vipulii " 205, 232 
lengthening of vowels sS. 6o f. , 65, 

67, 74, 103, roS, I I  I (see also 
" metrical lengthening ") 

letters 33, 54 
Leumann I ,  75 
Levi, s. z r  
lexicographical variants 94, 99 
licence 3 1 ,  49, 52, 54, S4 ff., 1 25, 13 1 ,  

1 7 1 ,  1 74, 1 78, rSg, 201 ,  206 f . ,  226, 
276. 296 
-j ustification of 93 ff., I I 4  

light (see " quantity ") 

limitation of one metre by another 
1 50 f., zSs 

Lin Li-Kouang 7. 9, 12, 76, 94 
line (see piida) 
linguistics 15, 79. Sg, 91 
literature used for religious propa

ganda 134 (see " propaganda . . .  ") 
Lithuanian (accent) 73 
local usage 76 (see also " dialects ", 

" geographical variations ") 
long 30 (see " quantity ") 
lopa (in sandhi) 55, SS, go 
loss of final consonants in Middle 

Indian S4 
lyric metres 1 47, 1 94, 199 (cf. 

" musical metres ")  
-Vedic " lyric metres " (Arnold) 
1 20, q6 ff. 

lyric poetry 3 

Macdonell 2 I 
Magadha 9, I I7, 2S4 
Magadhi (Classical) 73 

oOld, and " Magadhisms " 9 ff., 
1 5 f., 64, 92, I I7, I 4S 

miigadhi (-ikii) metre I I 7, 14S, 284 
Magha 242, zS6 
" magic " n S  
Mahiibhiirata zo f. , 2S, 1 4 3  f., I50, 

203, 239 f., 243 f. , 276 f. , 284, 303 
mahiicapalii 204 
mahiikiivyas 3, I94. 286 
M ahiimangalasutta 2 5 I 
M ahiipajiipatigotamlgiithii 260 
Mahara$tra 9, 76 
Mahara$tri rz, 73 f. ,  1 99. 301 (see 

also " J aina Mahara$tri ") 
Mahasanghika 7 
Mahavagga (Sn) 253 ff., 303 

� (Vin I) 2 1 4  
Mahiiva1J'!Sa S 
Mahiivastu 1 36, 201 ,  287, 303 
Mahavihara (Anuradhapura) 3 
mahiivipulii 204 
Mahayana S, 135  
Mahinda I 4  
Majjhimanikiiya 9 ,  206 ff . ,  214, 2 1 7, 

2SS, 303 (see also Upiilisutta) 
ma-iijugiti 202 
mantras I IS 
manuscripts and manuscript tradi

tions 3 1 ,  32, 47. 65, 69, 70, 89, 
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101,  r o6, 201, 213  (see also 
" Burmese . . .  ", etc.) 

Marathi 74 
miirga (music) I I6 
Matariga 1 1 6  
mathematics 196 
Miitika 133 
matrix of musical metres 220 
matta (miitrii) 1 15, 1 19  f., 287 
mattiichandas (miitriichandas) 22, 25 f. ,  

30 f.,  78, 8r ,  87, 115 !f., 1 97 f., 205, 
2 1 3  f.,  217 ff., 269, 282 ff., 286 ff. ,  
292, 298 f. , 300, 302 f .  

Ma!!akut:�4alijiitaka 190 
mattiisamaka 81 ,  203, 289 
mattiivutta (miitravrtta) (general sense) 

22, 120 
,....., (special sense) 81, 120, 199, 203 

Mayrhofer 53, 64, 73, 101, 103 
mayiirasiirit:�f 128, 156 
meaning 56, 65, 85, 237 
measure 22, 26, 77, 79, 233, 292 
medical science 35 
Medieval Pali language, poets, etc. 

16, 33, 40, 52, 65, 83, 99 (see also 
" rnetrics . . .  ") 

meghavitiina 122,  1 79, 190, 286 
Mehendale 6, 94 
Meillet 36, 84, 93, 107, r I I  
' '  members ' '  28 
metathesis 41 ,  55, 65 
metre 

-as criterion of date 3, 20 f. ,  133 ff., 
302 
-basis of 78, 83 (cf. " rhythm ") 
-previous research on 18 f. 

metrical interpretation 31, 45, 89, 
124 f., 2 13, 238 
,....., lengthening 6o f. , 73, 103, 214, 
225 f. (cf. " lengthening of vowels ") 
,....., licence (see " licence ", " stress 
of metre ") 
,....., selection or convenience 85 f. 
,..., shortening 35, 38, 52, 61 ,  104, 
225, 236, 

metrics 3, 7, 79 f., 91, 305 
-Apabhrarp.sa 1 9, 22, 3 1 ,  8r, 83, 
I I5 ,  120, 1 39, r82, 194, 203, 228, 
274. 289 ff. 
-Ardhamagadhi 19, 191, 204, 217, 
2!9, 227, 230 f. ,  276. 284 
-Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 19, 31, 

1 54, 181, 201, 270, 277 f. ,  282, 
284 f.,  287 
-Classical (Sanskrit) r 8  f., 22, 24, 
26, 30 f., 72 f., 78, 1 15, 122, 135. 
137. 151 ff., 166, 192, 194 f. ,  199 ff., 
214, 217, 231, 237. 242 f . ,  267. 
274 f. , 279, 282 ff., 289, 291, 296, 
298 f., 301 
-Early Middle Indian 19, 275 
-Epic (Mahiibhiirata) 29, 31, 143 f . ,  
240 f., 243 f . ,  267. 270, 276 f., 
282 ff. 
-Hindi 22, 81, 83, 120, 182, 222, 
228, 297 
-Indian theories of 23 (see " Indian 
theories . . .  ", " Pirigala ", etc. )  
-Medieval Pali 18, 33, 40,  43,  46 
-modern (Hindi, Gujarati, etc.) I IS,  
139,  290 (see " . . .  Hindi " ) 
-Moriyan r 8  
-nature o f  Indian 22 ff. (see 
" Indian versification ") 
-Sanskrit (see " Classical ") 
-Vedic 19, 26 ff., 72, 76, 84 f. ,  
101 f . ,  1 15 ff . ,  I 19 f.,  145 ff. , 174, 
176, 240, 266 f. ,  269, 271 ff. 

Mettastttla 83. 206 ff.,  226, 230 f. 
middle (attanopada) 52 
Middle Indian 68 f . ,  84, 97, I I4, 301 

(see " Early . . .  " , " Late . . .  ", etc.: 
mime 195 
Mirath I I  
mixed mattiichandas (vetiilfya-opac· 

chandasaka) 123, q6, 148, 1 82 f. 
186 f., 194, 292 

" mixed padas " (5 + 7 tu!fhubha 
5 + 4 vatta, etc.) 245, 276, 278 f. 
283, 288 (cf. " hyperrnetric padas ". 

mixed sandhi 56, 63 ff .  
mixing of  metres 190 
mode 195 
modern languages of India 19, 70 

73 f. 
modern recitation of Sanskrit 24 
Mohamudgara 82 
Moore 238, 240 
morae 69 (see mattii) 
Moriyan Period and its literature 3 

6, 8 f. ,  141  f. , 196, 295, 303 
morphological variants 97 
morphological weaknesses 86 
Mrcchaka!ika 94 
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mrdanga 30 
mukhacapala 204 
mukhavipula 204 
mulabhasa 15, 6o 
Munda 121 ,  1 48 
Mm:uf,akopani�ad 240 
Munisutta 1 37, 250, 28r ,  303 
music and musical theory 23, 30 f., 

77 f. ,  So ff. ,  84, I I6 ff., 147 f. ,  1 50, 
160 f., 1 83, 1 94 f. ,  1 96 f. ,  2 1 6, 222 f., 
225, 228 f., 233, 269, 274, 290 f. ,  
294. 301 

musical accompaniment 1 39, 1 47, 
15� 159. 1 7� 1 83, 233. 294 

musical metres 23, 25, 30 f., n. 83, 
1 15 !f., 274, 298 f. ,  301 (see matta
chandas, gattacchan.das, mattavutta, 
tafavutta) 

musical substitution or resolution 
(exact quantitative opposition, 
q.v.) 26, 31 ,  1 45, 1 47 f. 

Mysore 9 

Nai�adhacarita 203 
Nalakasutta 256, 287 
Nalodaya 203 
Nandangarh r r  
Naravahanadatta r r  
narrative metres 15I ,  193 f., I98, 229, 

267 ff., 285 
nasals 33, 36 ff.,  68 
nasal vowels 68, 70 

,.._, short m.c. I 04 
nasalisation ; displacement of 55 
nasalisation m.c. 103, ro6 
nasality 68, 70 
Nafyasastra 9, r r ,  55, I95 f . ,  223 
N ettippakaratta r 
new metres I I5 ff. ,  274, 300 ff. 

Niddesa 207 
niggahUa 38, 68, 70, 295 

,.._, sandhi 56, 63 f. 
nimitta (in san.dhi) 55 
nipatas 264 
Nitti-Dolci 198 
" normal " rhythm 2 1 8, 220 f., 234 
North-Western dialect of Prakrit 9, 49 
North-Western India 284 
number (of syllables : chandas) 63, 

88, go, 92, I I9 

occlusion 33, 36 
" Odramagadh! " 9 

r* 

Old Indian 56, 66, 87, 97, 1 02, 1 2 I  
(see " Vedic ") 

Oldenberg 2, 19 ff., 24, 27 ff., 79 f. ,  
1 43. 1 50, 238.  240, 266, 270 ff . ,  

276 ff., 28I,  284,  296, 303 
opacchandasaka (aupacchandasika) 42, 

!03 f., 1 1 9  if., 203, 207, 219 f., 279. 
292, 294 -classical I44 

opening 1 50, 1 53, 1 73. I 77, 1 79, 185, 
197. 222, 241 ff., 247 ff., 271 ff . ,  

276, 278  ff., 291 ,  297 
oppositions of rhythm I84 
oral tradition 40 (see also " Pali 

tradition " ) 
orthography 6, 3 1 ,  32 ff,.  53, 68 ff., 

IOI, 1 06, 240, 270 
oviida I94 
overlap (of parts of pada) 126, I59. 

1 77, 183,  294 
" overrestoring " 201 

P' and P" 87 f. 
Pabbajjasutta 7, 253 
paccavutti 1 3 1 ,  I66, 1 70, I78 f., 190 
padakulaka 82, 203 
ptida 1 83,  1 94, 290 f., 293 
pii.da (word) 65 f. 
Pada text of V eda 93 
pada, structure of 22, 26 ff., 30, 7I f. , 

77 ff., 82 f. ,  84, 98, 1 02, I I 9  ff., 1 26, 
153 ff., 275 ff., 299 (see also 
" prior . . .  ", " posterior . . .  ") 

padasandhi 56 
piidayuga (" half-strophe ") 32, 64, 

I I 9 ff., r 6o, 1 73, I 75, I 77 ff., r83 ff., 
191, 200, 202, 204, 218 f. ,  22I, 
224 ff., 229 f., 233, 24I, 269, 275, 290 

Padhanasutta 253 
pajja (verse) 56 
pajjha!ika (paddharf,ika) 8r, I20, 203, 

289 
Pali Canon I ff . ,  305 (see the various 

texts) 
-authenticity of 4 ff. 

-origin of I 1 
Pali Commentaries 4 ff.,  18,  32, r r8, 

I35. I39. I4I ,  295. 304 
Pali Language, Canonical or 

" Ancient " (nature of) 6, 9 ff., 3 I ,  
32 ff . ,  5 3 ,  6o, 6 5  f . ,  69, 8 2 ,  8 6  ff., 
IOI, I II f., I 2 I ,  I 25 
(see also " Medieval Pali ") 
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Pali or Theravada (Sthaviravada) 
Tradition (i.e. of ancient and 
medieval reciters, scribes, com
mentators, grammarians, etc.) 4 f . ,  
7 ff., I I . ,  14  f. ,  1 7  f. ,  3 1 ,  32 f!., 40, 49, 
52, 53 f. ,  76, 1 27, 1 35 f., 1 39, 1 49, 
209, 2 13  

" palisation " 12  
pamitakkhara (pramitak�ara) 1 35, 199, 

zq, 287, 289 f. 
pa-JJava 296 
Paficali 9 
PaQ.ini 7 4 f. 
para (in sandhi) 55, 57 
Parabhavasutta 248 
parallelism of rhythms 173 
paranayana (in sandhi) 55 f .  
Parayanavagga zo,  238 ff., 244, z66, 

303 
Parivara 5 
Parosahassa 1 39 
particles r 02 
Patacaragathii, etc. 258 
pathya 27, r s r .  200 ff., 204 f. ,  232, 

240 ff., 303 
pause (cheda) 65, 84 (see also " rest ") 
Pavara?Jii 1 39 
pavattaka (pravrttaka) zs, 1 23, rs6 f. , 

1 77, 1 79. zos, 2 19  ff. , 224 
" pentad " metre 271  (see viraja) 
penultimate accent 73 f . ,  I I I  (see 

u accent, stress ,) 
penultimate syllable 67, 73 
performance 1 39, 194, 2 1 6  
periods (phases) o f  Canonical Pali 

literature 1 33 ff., 1 62 ff., 1 92 ff., 

295. 302 ff. 
Pesala-atimafinana 1 39 
Petavatthu 35, 1 30 f . ,  q r  f. ,  167, 

1 93. 2 14, 2 1 7, 303 f. 
phonemes 33, 36, 54 ff. 
phonetics 3 2  (see also Prat-isakhyas, 

" pronunciation ") 
phonological variants 95, 99 
phonology 3 1 ,  32 ff.,  54, 56, 7 1 ,  77, 

95. I l l  
phrase (musical) 84, r6r ,  1 98,  222, 

228 f., 269 
p!r/-ita 84 
Pillar Edicts I r 
Piilgala 1 9, 1 26, 153, 1 95 f., 202 ff., 

241 ,  293 

Piilgalaka 141  
Pischel I ,  41  ff., 64, 73,  94 
pitch accent 71 (see " accent, musi-

cal ") 
plasticity of finals roz (see " finals ") 
pluta 84, 1 83, 223 
poetic licence ror ff. (see " licence ") 
poetics 3 ,  91 , 1 38, 195, 237, 298, 305 

(see also alankara) 
popular poetry 1 39, 195 
position sometimes not made by 

certain conjuncts 32, 34, 49 ff., 58,  
69, IOI,  240, 270 

posterior pada I I9, 126 ff., 241 ,  267, 
269 

Poucha 75 
pragiti zoz 
Prakrit 6, 67, 70, 73 f. ,  I I Z, 203, 227 

(see the various dialects) 
-Classical 94, 203 

Prakrtapaingala 1 9, zoo, 231  
pramada 202 
Pratisakhyas 3 2  f., 37  f. 
pre-Aryan 1 2 1 ,  147 f. 
" Pre-Classical period " of Indian 

Civilisation 1 95 f. 
prefixes I 07 
preservation of rhythmic value 6o, 86 

,....., of forms by metre 86 
" principle of the adoption of local 

dialects " 9 
prior pada I I9, 1 26 ff . ,  241 ff. ,  267, 

269 
progressive nature of sandhi 56 
prolonged final 84, 203 (see ph!la) 
pronunciation 33, 36, 52, 70, 73, 76, 

84 
propaganda (Buddhist) 91 ,  134,  

139 f . ,  236 
proper name upsets metre 252 
proportion of long to short syllables 

1 65 f . ,  302 
prose 56, 63, 92, 96 f., 302, 305 
" prosodies " 37  f. 
protection of metre s6. 63 
Prthvidhara 94 
Przyluski 7, I I  
pubba (in sandhi) 55,  5 7  
Put;?Jikagathii z6r 
pupphitagga (pu�p-itagra) r z2, 1 28 f., 

132 ,  1 35, 1 43 fj., 156 f., 1 67, 1 7 1 , 
1 78, r 87, 192,  287  f. 
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Purii1:tas 267 
Pu$padanta 1 39 

" quantitative metrics " 26, 274 
(cf. " exact . . .  ") 

quantitative variations 93 
quantity and quantitative oppositions 

24 ff. ,  33. 36. 54· 68 ff., ]8, 84. 87 f., 
go, 1 50, 225, 2].i (see also " exact 
quantitative opposition ")  
-metrical quantity 54,  68 f., 84, 
88 f., go 
-natural quantity 37, 54. 6g, 78, 107 

quantity influenced by metre 67, 70 
-rules of quantity 68 

quantity (of syllables: vutti) 63, 88f. , go 
quatrain 183, 299 

Raghuva1}1sa 240 
RiUIUlasutta 252 
rallentando 234 
Riimiiya�za 20 f., 144. 150, 239 f. , 243, 

26], 2]6, 284, 303 
Rampurvii. I I  
Randle 30 
rassa (short metrical quantity) 54 
rathoddhatii 1 22, 1 30, 132, 1 35, 155 ff., 

r66, 1 70 f. , 173 f. , 1 78 f.,  190, 1 93, 
221  f., 287 f. 

Riivarzavaha 203 
recapitulation 290 
recensionists 209 (see " Pali Tradi

tion ") 
recensions of the Buddhist Canon r r  
recitation 24, 30, 76, I I9, 147. 215,  

228 
reduction of metres to a classical 

norm 201 
refrains 127, r 66, 185 f., 189 f., 194, 

2 1 4, 229 f. 
Regamey 94, 277 
regular beat 26 
remoulding of metres 127 
repetition (structure) 78 ,  127, 1 94 
resolution of long syllables 26, ror,  

1 5 1, 1 59. 1]1,  212, 244· 2]6 ff. ,  

283 f. ,  287 f .  
� at the fifth (tuf!hubha) 277 f . ,  283 
� at the first (see " initial resolu
tion ") 
� at the fourth (tuf!hubha) 277 f .  

� (vatta) 244 f. ,  249 f. 

� at the seventh (vatta) 245 
� at the sixth {hypermetric tu!!
hubha) 288 

� (vatta) 244. 249 f., 253, 258 
rest 203, 228, 290 (see also cheda) 
restoration of pronunciations 45 
]Jgveda (Sa·1J1hitii) 73. 1 46, q8, 240 
rhuthmiz6menon 87 
rhyme 203 
Rhys Davids 300 f. 
Mrs. Rhys Davids r 
rhythm 22ff, 30, 71 ,  77 f . ,  So, 83 ff., 

97, lOO, I I ], 120, 1 26, 1 39, 1 47, 
150, r6r, !81 ,  183 f., 195 ff., 215, 
221 ff. ,  225, 232 ff., 246 f. ,  269, 
272 ff., 275. 279, 290, 297, 299, 301 
� and expression of meaning 237 

rhythmic laws 87 f. (see also " Law 
of . . .  ") 

ritual song and dance 1 1 7 
ritual (Vedic) I I9, 145 
Rohirz'lgathii 261 
roots 107, I I4, 226 
Rossbach 23, 228 
rucirii 1 35. 150, 279. 283, 287 f. 
rufhibheda 16, roo 
Russian (accent) 73 

Sabbatthivii.da (Sarvii.stivii.da) 7 
sabhiigatta (assimilation) 55 
Sabhiiparvan 276 
Sabhiyasutta 149, 187, 192, 254 
Sadii.nira r r  
sadda (sound) 54 
Saddanfti 1 5  f., 32, 53 ff. (see 

" Aggava!Jlsa ") 
Saddasattha 36 (see " Sanskrit " ) 
Saddharmapwr. uf,arfka 240, 277 
saddulavikktfita (siirdulavikrlrf,ita) 291 
Sagiithasa1}1yutta (S I) 130 ff., 1 39, 

167, r8o f., 186, 193, 2 14, 287, 297, 
303 f., (see also Devatiisa1}1y?�tta) 

Sallasutta 255 
sam 22 f. ,  81 (see " ictus ") 
sama 1 60, 1 77, 183, 234 
samavutta (samavrtta) 30, 122, 1 32, 

1 78, 1 99, 222, 286 f., 291, 295 ff. 
siiman chant r r6 
5a1}1hitii text of Veda 93 
samhitiipada (word )65 
Sammiiparibbiijaniyasutta r 86 
samprasiirarza 32, 48, 50 
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SatJ!yuttanik("iya 288 (see Sagiithasa'l[l
yutta) 

Sanchi 6, 9 
sandhi I6, ] I ,  34, 53 ff., 70, 74, 92, 

95 f. ,  I04, I 88 
� consonants 59, 64, 66, IOJ 
� between piidas 64 
-purpose of 56 
-two fundamental rules of s6 

sangfti I Ig 
� metre 202 

saiiiioga (conjunct, q.v.) 55 
Sanskrit (Classical) language and 

literature I ff., IS, 22, 26, JO f., ]6, 
49. 52, 66, 72 f., 75. 78. 8], 86, 93. 
IOO f., ISO, I94, 20], 227, 286, JOI, 
(see " metrics . . .  ")  
-Buddhist JI (see " Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit ") 
-Epic JI (see " Epic . . .  ") 

Sanskritisation I2,  49, I44 
Sanskritisms IS 
Siintiparvan I 43 
sara (vowel, q.v.) 54 
saralopa 32 
Satapathabriihmat�a 2I ,  75 ,  240 
satobrahati (satobrhatt) I45 f. 
saturnian 84 
Saundarananda 29I 
Sauraseni 73 
de Saussure 43. 85, 87, ro8, I I 1  
scales I96 
scansion 25, 32, 39 f., 68 ff., 77 ff., 87, 

244 (see also " quantity ", " divi
sions of verse ", " metrical inter
pretation ", etc.) 

schools of Buddhism 7 ff., (see also 
" Pall Tradition ") 

Schubring Ig  
science I95  f. ,  236 
scientific methods in metrics, lin

guistics, etc. 79 f. ,  9 1  (see also the 
Preface) 

scripts 14 ,  33 (see also 
" orthography ")  

sculpture 6 
seams 49, 107 ff. 
second ga1:1a 206 ff.,  225, 232 
second vipulii 242 ff., 247 ff. , 265, 269 
secondary caesura 2 IO, 225, 230, 

232 f. ,  244· 290, 292 
sects 1 34 

secular music I r6 f. 
Selasutta 254 
" semi-musical " metre 25, 161 ,  1 8 3  
semi-vowels ( "  sonantes ") 3 3 ,  36, 3 8  
semivowels 36 ff. 
Senart 1 4 1  
sentence 84 f . ,  g8, 229 
seventh ga1Ja 206 ff., 230 
short 30 (see " quantity ") 
shortening (see " metrical shorten-

ing ") 
� of vowels 6I 

Sik§asamuccaya 287 
siloka (sloka) ISI, 24I (see vatta) 
Simon, R. 49, S I ,  IOI, IOJ, I08, 238, 

240, 246. 263 
simplifying 55, 64, I04, I09 
Sindh 9 
Sinha 8I ff . ,  IOI ,  I8I ,  203 
Sinhalese Pali grammarians I 7 

-Old Sinhalese 4 
-script I 4  

Sisupiilavadha 286 
sixth ga'!Ja 206 ff., 227 f . ,  231  
Smith, H. 1 9, 30, 34, 50, 79 f . ,  84, 

87, 94 f., 97 f., I I4, 1 ]g, 1 53, I76 f. ,  
181,  183,  1 96, 201,  214 f. , 235 f., 
2]8, 244, 246. 270, 277 f., 286 f., 
295 f. 

smoothness 92 (see " euphony ") 
" sommets rythmiques " 74 
" sonantes " 36, 38 (see also " semi-

vowels ") 
sonata form 290 
song n 8  f. ,  197, 269 
sonority 92 (see " euphony ") 
sorabhaka (saurabhaka) 287, 290 
sound (and production of in Pali) 54, 

s6 
South India 4 
Southern dialect of Prakrit 9, 49 
split-compound g8 
stabilisation of metres in their most 

characteristic forms ISO, 224 
staccato 2 3 2 
standard Pali (to be based on confor

mity with the doctrine and the 
disposition of the listener) 88 

" stanza " I 8J 
statistical methods of analysis 39, 53, 

I25 ff., 2]8, ]02 
stem I07 
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sthiiy� 290 
stops 36 ff. 

story-telling 3 
stress (see " accent, stress ") 
stress of metre 55 f., 6 I ,  64, 70, 92, g6, 

104 f., I I 2  (see also " licence " ,  
" metrical selection " )  

strophe 26, I 23, I 27, 1 46 ff . ,  r6r ,  r65, 
r 82 ff.,  r g6 f.,  203, 2 19, 221 f., 
228 ff., 233 ff., 241, 267, 269, 273, 
276, 289 ff., 299, 301 
-isochronous 221, 274 
� of six piidas 214, 229, 267 

strophic metre 1 94 
style roo, 305 (see also kabba, sutta) 

-prose 2 1  
Subhiijivakambavanikiigiithii r 38, r 88, 

rgo f., 1 94, 2 14, 224 
Subhiikammiiradhitiigiithii 262 
Subhiisitasutta 253 
subjunctive Io8 
substitution of two shorts for one 

long 26 (see " exact . . .  ", " musical 
substitution ", " quantity ") 

successions of short syllables 1 37 f. ,  
I44 f . ,  I65, Igr, 236, 245. 265, 
294, 296 

suddhaviriija I 3 I ,  157, 1 7 1  
suddhaviriijosabha(suddhaviriir!r$abha) 

287, 292 f. 
Sudraka (see Mrcchaka!ika) 
suffixes 107 
sugUi 202 f. 
Sujiitiigiitha 259 
sukhucciirat�a (euphony) s6, 88, go 
Sumedhiigiithii 206 ff., 2 1 4, 232 
Sunai;Sepiikhyiina 240 
Sundarigiithii 262 
Sundarikabhiiradviijasutta 254 
Siirasena 9 
Surattha 1 4 1  
suttas and sutta style 7, r oo 
Suttanipiita 7, 20, 35, gr ,  127 ff . ,  I37, 

I40, 142, 146, 149, 159 f . ,  I62 ff . ,  

1 77, r 8o, r 82, 1 85 ff., 190, 192 f . ,  
201,  2 15, 2 1 7, 224, 226, 239.  244 f. ,  
248 ff.,  265, 270, 280 ff.,  292, 303 f. 
(see also the individual suttas and 
vaggas) 

Suyagar!a111 I I7 f . ,  19I ff., 2 1 7, 303 
sviigatii 1 22, 1 32, I39, 1 76, 1 79 If. , r 83, 

1 97, 22! f., 287 f. ,  292 

svarabhakti 32 f., 36 ff., 44, 46, 48, 
50 f., 62, 95, 281 

svaravrtta (see " metrics, Vedic ") 
Svetambara Tradition r 8, 2 1 7  (see 

also " Ardhamagadhi ",  " J aina 
literature ",  " metrics . . . ") 

SvetiiSvataropani�ad 49, 240, 276 
syllables 32 ff.,  39 f. ,  54. 56, 68 f., 84 

-proportion of long to short I 6 5 f. 
(see " proportion ") 

syllabic metrics 26, 147, 269, 273 f. 
(see " metrics, Vedic ") 

" syllabic prominence " 74 
syncopation 25, 28, 30, 1 26, r so, 153,  

159,  1 73, 1 76 f., 1 79, r83, r 8g, 
2 I9 ff., 224 f., 228, 232 ff., 247, 301 
-phonological 32, 47 

syntactic connection of words 66 
syntactic variants g8 

tag verses 1 44, r86 f., 287 
Takkasila 9 
Taktgleichheit 26, 83, 228 (see also 

" isochronous strophe ", etc.) 
tiifa (tiila) 24, 30, I I 6 ff., 1 2! ,  I 47, 161 ,  

1 83, 1 96, 222  f . ,  228, 23I ,  233, 
289 f., 292 

tiifavutta (tiilavrtta) 22, 3 1 ,  8 1 ,  1 20, 
1 22, 1 94, 290, 293 

technical treatises (metres used in) 
196, 236 

techniques of composition 3, 7 f., 27, 
91, r r 7, r 2o, 1 36 ff., r so, 1 94, 269 
(see " metrics ",  " poetics ",  etc.) 

Tekicchakiinigiithii (Th I 381  ff.) q r ,  
287, 295 f. 

ternary form 290, 301 
ternary rhythm r6r ,  1 83, 223 
tetrasyllabic foot r 76 
tetrasyllabic words 85 
textual criticism I 7, 53 (see also 

rr manuscripts , • , ",  C l  corrup-
tion . . .  ", etc.) 

!hiinantaragati (displacement) 55 
Theragiithii 7, 20, 128 ff., 1 32, 1 36, 

138  f . ,  I4I ,  I67, r 8o f., r 86, 1 93, 2 1 4, 
238 ff., 244· 246, 287 f. ,  295 f . ,  303 f. 
(see also the individual giithiis) 

Theravada (see " Pali Tradition ") 
Therigiithii I, 7, 12 ,  20, 47, I 24, 1 30 f . ,  

I 36, IJ8 f . ,  I40, I42,  I62 ff.,  I 78, 
193. 2 I4, 2 I7, 2J8 ff.,  244, 246, 
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257 ff., 265, 303 f. (see also the 
individual gathas and nipatas) 

thesis 23, 27, 72, JS, So 
Third Assembly 295 
third gat;a zo6 ff., 230 
third vipula 242 ff., 247 ff., 265, z6g 
Tibetan metrics 274 
Tikanipata (Th II) 257 
tone 7 1 ,  73, 75 (see " accent, 

musical ") 
Topra g, r r  
transition phoneme 55, 59, 62, 64 
transition to Apabhrarp.sa 3 1 ,  S7, r z r ,  

1 42, 236 f. 
transition to musical metrics (exact 

quantitative opposition) 26, 30 f., 
69, S7, 1 42,  1 45, 1 4S, 229 f . ,  267, 
ZS3 

" translation " 1 3  
trimeter verse zS 
" trochaic " rhythm 79, 272 
tryasra tala r6r ,  223 
" turn " rS3 
Turner 74 
tu!!hubha (tri�!ubh) zz f . ,  25, 27, zg, 

3 1 ,  32, 49, 7S ff., S5, IOI ,  I I4, I I5, 
1 20, 123,  136 f . ,  143 f., 1 46, I 4S ff., 
154, 1 76, r S6, 1 93, r gS, 201 , 214,  
235, 244 f . ,  247. 269, 270 !f., zS7 f . ,  
296 f . ,  299, 303 

Tuvafakasutta 52, 206 ff., 225 f., 303 

Udana r2S ff., 1 4 1 ,  r 67 ff., r go, 1 92 f., 
2 14, 2 I 7, 303 

udanas 7. I 4 I  
Udayajataka IS9 f . ,  224 (No. 45S) 
Udena (Udayana) I I  
udiccavutti (udicyavrtti) I30, r3S, 

1 65 f . ,  I 7 r ,  I 73. Igo 
uggata (udgata) 1 35, 199, 202, 2I4, 

zS7, 289 !f. , 293 
uggiti (udgiti} 47, I99 f. , 202f., 2 q, 

227 
ujjala 297 
Ujjeni g, I r ,  1 4  
uneven lyric metres 1 46, 1 50 
unevenness 1 45 f . ,  r4S, zzr ,  267, 269, 

275 
unison recitation I I 9  
units of rhythmic structure 30, 7S f., 

r oz, 299, 301 (see also " measure ", 
44 foot ", �� gatta " ,  " bar 

, ,
, etc.) 

,..., grammatical (syntactical) 66, 
!02 

unity of India (see " cultural ,...,") 
unity of the pada rss. 275, 299, 30I 
unity of the strophe I94 
" unpremeditated " verses 1 39, 295 
upagiti 199 f., 202 f. ,  214, 227 
upajati 24, 49, IOI, 1 43, 150, 1 54, 

r 9S, zor, z rs. 247, z6g, 275 ff., 
279 f. ,  zSz f . ,  zSs. 2S7, 288 

upakarat;a (element in sandhi) 55 
upalisutta 83, 206 ff., 2 1 4, 225 f., 

230 f., 290 
Upani�ads 20 f. , 49, 239 f., 243, 270, 

272, 276, 283 f. 
upa!fhita " I ",  z87, 297 
�epat!hita " 2 ",  297 
upaf!hitappacupita (upasthitapracupi-

ta) 1 22, 1 32, 1 35, I Sz, I94, 287, 
291 !f. 

upendavajira (upendravajra) z87 
Uppalavat;t;Q,gQ,tha, 261 
Uragasutta 185 f. , 224 
Uragavagga 214, 248 ff., 303 
usage roo 

-local 76 (cf. " geographical . . .  " ) 
U!!h«nasutta 252 

vatf4hamana (vardhamana) zS7, 293 
Varf4hamatagcitha 261 
vaggas 264 
Vagisa (or Varigisa) 1 39 
Vaidya n 8  
Vallabhadeva r r  
vallari 202 f. 
Valmiki z67 
vatJ?-Sa!!ha (vatJ?-sastha) 24, I35. 1 50, 

154, Ig8, 276, 279, zSs, z87, 288 
Vanaparvan 143 
Vangisa or Vagisa I39 
Vangisasutta 252 
vat;t;a (phoneme) 54 
vat;t;asandhi 56 
Varahamihira r g6, 235 
variation of rhythm z6 f. ,  30, S3, 87, 

153, 1 58,  r go, 1 97 f. ,  225, 231, 2 73, 
290, 293 

variants 95 ff. (see " fluidity " ) 
Varma 37 
Vart;akas I IJ, 219  
vart;avrttas 83, 301 (see akkharacchan

das, " fixed syllabic metres ") 



General Index 

V asalasutta 249 
vasantamiil'ikii I 28 f., IS6  f., I ]I  
Vaseffhasutta 7 ,  255 
Viisi�fhadharmasutra 276 
Viisiffhigiithii 259 
Vatsa 9, I I  
" Vatsi " u 
vatta (vaktra) 7, 20 ff. ,  26, 30 f., 32, 35, 

52, 53,  I J4, I J6 f . ,  I 43, I 49, I 5 I ,  
I 53, I 8 7  f., I 9o, I 93, I 98, 2 I 5 ,  229, 
235, 238 ff.,  280, 287, 299, 303 f. 

vatthugiithii 252, 266, 287, 303 
Veda and Vedic I, I 9, 28, J I ,  32, 36, 

7I ff., 75, 80, 84  ff., 93, 97, IOI f., 
Io7, I l l  f. ,  148 (see " metrics . . .  " ) 

Vedic music u6 f . ,  I 2 I  
Vedic Tradition 3 3 .  54, 76, u6 f., I I 9  
vegavati 43, 1 22, 1 32, I 37, I J9, 1 79 !f., 

1 83, 197, 2 I 8, 22I  f., 287 f., 292, 
294. 303 

V elankar I I  7 
vernaculars (see " dialects ") 
verse 56 
vetala n8 
vetiiliya (vaitiiliya) 117 ff., Z I ]  ff., 

224 f. ,  279. 284, 292, 294 
-classical I 44, 282, 284 

Veyiiliyajjhaya'IJa I I 7, I9I  
Vidisa 9 
Vienna Phonograms 24 
vigiti 202 
Vijayiigiithii z6o 
vijayanandini I J 1 ,  I57. I90 
Vijayasutta 250 
vikiira (in sandhi) 55 
Vimiinavatthu 52, 1 28 ff., IJ2, J4I ,  

I 6], I 93, 2 I 4, 2 I 7, 303 f. 
VitLii 30, I96 
Vinaya s.  7, 9, I 26, I4 I ,  Z I 4, 305 
Vinayak�udrakavastu 76 
viparlta (change, in sandhi) 55, 90, 92 
vipariyiiya (SE:T. viparita, metathesis) 

55 

vipulii 27, 15I ,  I9o, 200 ff., 204 f., 
2 I 7, 225, 232, 241 ff., 247 ff., 269, 
290 

viriija (viriij) 143, 271, 273, 28I ,  283 
Viriifaparvan 276 
vi$ama I 6o, I 77, I 8J, 223, 233 f. 
visamavutta (vi$amavrtta) 1 22, I 82, 

194, I99. 229, 286 f. 
visanfioga 55 
Vitasoka 1 4 1  
viyoga (in sandhi) 5 5  f. 
viyogini 153  (see vetiilfya) 
vowel sandhi 56 ff. 
vowels 32 ff.,  54, 57 ff. 
vutta (vrtta) I SJ, I 98 
vuttasandhi 63, 92, 95, I04 (see 

" euphony ") 
vutti (" quantity ") 88, 90, 92 
Vuttodaya 1 9  
vyafijana (consonant) 5 4  

Wackernagel 75, 8 5 ,  87, 108, I I  r 
weakening of syllables by stress 

accent 67, 73 f. 
weaknesses as basis for licence 86, IOI ,  

107 
Weber 183  
Western dialect of  Prakrit 9, 49 
Western India 266, 284 
Westphal 23, 26, 28, 72, 77, 2 16, 233 
Whitney 73 
vVinternitz 2 
woodpigeon rhythm 223, 289 
word 65, 71, 73, 84 ff. 
writing 4, I 8, 33, 40 

yama 32 f. ,  36 ff. 
Yamuna 9, n 
yati 22 (see caesura) 
yavamaU 1 28, 156 

Zubaty 28,  73 ,  85 ,  93 ,  roi  f., 107, 270 



A 
,'t!A 
AM 
Ap 
Bv 
BHS 
BSL 

Cp 
CPD 
Cy 
D 
Dh 
Dip. 
gen. 
I 
I F  

IS 
J 
JA 
JAOS 

JOR 
JRAS 

Kh 
loc. 
M 
m. 
m.c. 
MI 
MSS 
n. 
NG 

ABBREVIATIONS 

A nguttara 
The A!fhakathii on x 
Ardhamagadhi 
Apadiina 
Buddhava!J1sa 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 
Bulletin de la Societe de 

Linguistique (de Paris) 
Cariyiipifaka 
Critical Pali Dict-ionary 
Commentary 
Dig ha 
Dhammapada 
Dipava!J1sa 
genitive 
Itivuttaka 
Indogermanische Forschun-

gen (Strassburg) 
Indische Studien 
]iitaka 
Journal A siat,ique 
journal of the A merican 

Orimtal Society 
Journal of Oriental Research 
]mwnal of the Royal A siatic 

Society 
K huddakapiifha 
locative 
Majjhima 
masculine 
metri causa 
Middle Indian 
manuscripts 
neuter 
N achrichten von der K6nigl. 

Gesellschaft der Wissen-

252 

schaften zu Gottingen 
(Philologisch-historische 
Klasse) 

nom. nominative 
NS Nii!yasiistra 
p. or pl. plural 
PED Pali English Dictionary (of 

PTS 
Pv 
�vs 
s. 
s 
Sd 
SIFI-I 

Th 
Th I 
Th II 
u 

V in 
Vv 
WZKM 

ZDMG 

ZKM 

ZVSIS 

the PTS) 
Pali Text Society 
Petavatthu 
}Jgvedasat.nhitii 
singular 
Sa!J1yutta 
Saddaniti 
Studi Italiani di Filologia 

I ndo-I ranica 
Theragiithii and Therigiitha 
Theragatha 
T herig athii 
Udana 
Vinaya 
Vimiinavatthu 
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die 

K unde des M orgenlandes 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen 

M orgenlandischen Gesell
schaft 

Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des 
1'vf orgenlandes ( Gottingen) 

Zeitschrift fur vergleichende 
Sprachforschttng auf dem 
Gebiete der indogermani
schen Sprachen (ed. Kuhn : 
Berlin, then Giitersloh, 
then G6ttingen) 
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E x planations for Tables 1 to 4 : 
dou bt fu l 

? ?  very dou blful 
( ) include r polilions of an iden lica.l plida 

( - firsl syl lable of cadence i.!l short (" syocopa tcd ")  

+ , ,.  x l s  an additional figure irom very confused \'crscs pnrtl>' remoulded i n to ll!lOlhcr metre 

1 - - first syllable of cade nce resolved i n to t "o shorts 

On account of the d i fficul ty of a.sse ing lh " dou b l ! u l  " Cl.lS s lh · lotnls given in lhe right-hand col u m.ns  nre approx:imaLe 
only and do not agree exactly with lb se nt th bot toms. 
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= posterior piula 
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1 v ::::;,: J 449 + 4 odd prior piidas. 
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• The number of pcidas ha,�ing Utis form would be considerably lncrca.scd i f  we did not assum\) metrical licence > - · - - -_- . -
.
- : - - - . or - - - - - - .  This is probably partly due to Fausboll having accepted - - - - - - as a regular fo�m of the metre lO 

editing Dh and afterwards J , and so h a,--ing put a number of such readings m to his text in place of other readmg"o, equally good . 

wbich another editor might have pre ferred . lt is most interesting to note that in opacchlmdasakcr p(idas in J - · - - - - is not 

found at all, even in Fausbol\'s tex t. Either these verses (mainl)' J 4 71 > 5-16) are older, and metrical liccoc.: r3rer o n  that 

account, or there was some difference in usage between the two metres {see beiDw, §§ I i4 fi.) .  
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editing Dh anJ afterwards J , and so hc\\·ing put a number of such readings tnto his tt"xt in place uf ot her re�u.hng ... . equally 
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which another editor might ha\'C preferred . It is most interesting to note that in oparchandasaku pcidas m J - - - - -- IS n0t 
found at all , even in Fausbol\'s text . Either these verses ( mainly ] 4 7 1  "> s.1 b) a.re older. and me trical hct.•ncl· r:Hl'r on that 
account, or there was some d i fTert:'ncc in usage- bcl"t:'en the \ \\ U  IT\Ctre.s {see be\{)w, §§ 1 i-t ff.) . 



§ 157· TABLE 6 
Posterior Plida 

Rhythm Op. lot. Vet. tot. Total 

bhaddaviriija - 86 (99) 1 1 9 ( 1 23 ) zos (222) 
suddhavirc;ja 

vasautamiili kc; 62 (98) 1 o6 ( 1 1 4 )  1 68 (2 1 2) 

' 4 43 (46) 5 7  (6o) 

p11pph. -apara. 2 2  (23) 30 ( 3 1 )  

I J  

9 (25) l j  ( 3 1 )  

8 ('J) 1 G  ( 1 7 ) 
7 (9) 7 (9) 

1 7  

ralhoddhaliJ 1 7 (r 8) 1 8  ( 1 9) 
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I )  

- - -I - I ( .!) I ( 4 )  
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I '  
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2 ( 1  · 5) 
O · Jj (O · J) 
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I .  j ( 1 )  

o - 75 (o · s) 

0/0 Vet. 
3 2 . 5  (32) 
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1 2  ( 1 2) 

2 (2)  

0 • 2 5 
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